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Monopole Prodution Cross Setion | Aelerator Searhes
X-SECT MASS CHG ENERGY
(m
2
) (GeV) (g) (GeV) BEAM DOCUMENT ID TECN
<2.5E−37 200{6000 1 13000 pp 1 ACHARYA 17 INDU
<2E−37 200{6000 2 13000 pp 1 ACHARYA 17 INDU
<4E−37 200{5000 3 13000 pp 1 ACHARYA 17 INDU
<1.5E−36 400{4000 4 13000 pp 1 ACHARYA 17 INDU
<7E−36 1000{3000 5 13000 pp 1 ACHARYA 17 INDU
<5E−40 200{2500 0.5{2.0 8000 pp 2 AAD 16AB ATLS
<2E−37 100{3500 1 8000 pp 3 ACHARYA 16 INDU
<2E−37 100{3500 2 8000 pp 3 ACHARYA 16 INDU
<6E−37 500{3000 3 8000 pp 3 ACHARYA 16 INDU
<7E−36 1000{2000 4 8000 pp 3 ACHARYA 16 INDU
<1.6E−38 200{1200 1 7000 pp 4 AAD 12CS ATLS
<5E−38 45{102 1 206 e+ e− 5 ABBIENDI 08 OPAL
<0.2E−36 200{700 1 1960 pp 6 ABULENCIA 06K CNTR
< 2.E−36 1 300 e+ p 7,8 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 0.2 E−36 2 300 e+ p 7,8 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 0.09E−36 3 300 e+ p 7,8 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 0.05E−36 ≥ 6 300 e+ p 7,8 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 2.E−36 1 300 e+ p 7,9 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 0.2E−36 2 300 e+ p 7,9 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 0.07E−36 3 300 e+ p 7,9 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 0.06E−36 ≥ 6 300 e+ p 7,9 AKTAS 05A INDU
< 0.6E−36 >265 1 1800 pp 10 KALBFLEISCH 04 INDU
< 0.2E−36 >355 2 1800 pp 10 KALBFLEISCH 04 INDU
< 0.07E−36 >410 3 1800 pp 10 KALBFLEISCH 04 INDU
< 0.2E−36 >375 6 1800 pp 10 KALBFLEISCH 04 INDU
< 0.7E−36 >295 1 1800 pp 11,12 KALBFLEISCH 00 INDU
< 7.8E−36 >260 2 1800 pp 11,12 KALBFLEISCH 00 INDU
< 2.3E−36 >325 3 1800 pp 11,13 KALBFLEISCH 00 INDU
< 0.11E−36 >420 6 1800 pp 11,13 KALBFLEISCH 00 INDU
<0.65E−33 <3.3 ≥ 2 11A 197Au 14,15 HE 97
<1.90E−33 <8.1 ≥ 2 160A 208Pb 14,15 HE 97
<3.E−37 <45.0 1.0 88{94 e+ e− PINFOLD 93 PLAS
<3.E−37 <41.6 2.0 88{94 e+ e− PINFOLD 93 PLAS
<7.E−35 <44.9 0.2{1.0 89{93 e+ e− KINOSHITA 92 PLAS
<2.E−34 <850 ≥ 0.5 1800 pp BERTANI 90 PLAS
<1.2E−33 <800 ≥ 1 1800 pp PRICE 90 PLAS
<1.E−37 <29 1 50{61 e+ e− KINOSHITA 89 PLAS
<1.E−37 <18 2 50{61 e+ e− KINOSHITA 89 PLAS
<1.E−38 <17 <1 35 e+ e− BRAUNSCH... 88B CNTR
<8.E−37 <24 1 50{52 e+ e− KINOSHITA 88 PLAS
<1.3E−35 <22 2 50{52 e+ e− KINOSHITA 88 PLAS
<9.E−37 <4 <0.15 10.6 e+ e− GENTILE 87 CLEO
<3.E−32 <800 ≥ 1 1800 pp PRICE 87 PLAS
<3.E−38 <3 29 e+ e− FRYBERGER 84 PLAS
<1.E−31 1,3 540 pp AUBERT 83B PLAS
<4.E−38 <10 <6 34 e+ e− MUSSET 83 PLAS
<8.E−36 <20 52 pp 16 DELL 82 CNTR
<9.E−37 <30 <3 29 e+ e− KINOSHITA 82 PLAS
<1.E−37 <20 <24 63 pp CARRIGAN 78 CNTR




<4.E−33 300 p 16 STEVENS 76B SPRK
<1.E−40 <5 <2 70 p 17 ZRELOV 76 CNTR
<2.E−30 300 n 16 BURKE 75 OSPK
<1.E−38 8 ν 18 CARRIGAN 75 HLBC
<5.E−43 <12 <10 400 p EBERHARD 75B INDU
<2.E−36 <30 <3 60 pp GIACOMELLI 75 PLAS
<5.E−42 <13 <24 400 p CARRIGAN 74 CNTR
<6.E−42 <12 <24 300 p CARRIGAN 73 CNTR
<2.E−36 1 0.001 γ 17 BARTLETT 72 CNTR
<1.E−41 <5 70 p GUREVICH 72 EMUL
<1.E−40 <3 <2 28 p AMALDI 63 EMUL
<2.E−40 <3 <2 30 p PURCELL 63 CNTR
<1.E−35 <3 <4 28 p FIDECARO 61 CNTR
<2.E−35 <1 1 6 p BRADNER 59 EMUL
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<1.3E−40 200{4000 1 13000 pp 19 AAD 20G ATLS
<5.6E−40 500{4000 2 13000 pp 19 AAD 20G ATLS
200{5000 2 13000 pp
20
ACHARYA 19B INDU




The searh was sensitive to monopoles whih had stopped in aluminium trapping volumes.
Monopoles with spins 0 and 1/2 were onsidered; mass-dependent spin 1/2 monopole
limits are quoted here.
2
AAD 16AB model-independent 95% CL limits estimated using a duial region of ap-
proximately onstant aeptane. Limits are mass-dependent.
3
ACHARYA 16 limits at 95% CL estimated using a Drell-Yan-like prodution mehanism
for salar monopoles.
4
AAD 12CS searhed for monopoles as highly ionising objets. The ross setion limits
are based on an assumed Drell Yan-like prodution proess for spin 1/2 monopoles. The
limits are mass- and senario-dependent.
5




− → γ∗ → MM, so that the ross setion is proportional to (1 + os2θ).
There is no z information for suh highly saturated traks, so a paraboli trak in the jet
hamber is projeted onto the xy plane. Charge per hit in the hamber produes a lean
separation of signal and bakground.
6
ABULENCIA 06K searhes for high-ionizing signals in CDF entral outer traker and
time-of-ight detetor. For Drell-Yan MM prodution, the ross setion limit implies
M > 360 GeV at 95% CL.
7
AKTAS 05A model-dependent limits as a funtion of monopole mass shown for arbitrary
mass of 60 GeV. Based on searh for stopped monopoles in the H1 Al beam pipe.
8
AKTAS 05A limits with assumed elasti spin 0 monopole pair prodution.
9
AKTAS 05A limits with assumed inelasti spin 1/2 monopole pair prodution.
10
KALBFLEISCH 04 reports searhes for stopped magneti monopoles in Be, Al, and Pb
samples obtained from disarded material from the upgrading of D and CDF. A large-
aperture warm-bore ryogeni detetor was used. The approah was an extension of
the methods of KALBFLEISCH 00. Cross setion results moderately model dependent;
interpretation as a mass lower limit depends on possibly invalid perturbation expansion.
11
KALBFLEISCH 00 used an indution method to searh for stopped monopoles in piees
of the D (FNAL) beryllium beam pipe and in extensions to the drift hamber aluminum
support ylinder. Results are model dependent.
12
KALBFLEISCH 00 result is for aluminum.
13
KALBFLEISCH 00 result is for beryllium.
14
HE 97 used a lead target and barium phosphate glass detetors. Cross-setion limits are
well below those predited via the Drell-Yan mehanism.
15
This work has also been reinterpreted in the framework of monopole prodution via the






Re-examines CERN neutrino experiments.
19
AAD 20G give limits for Drell-Yan prodution with spin-0 and spin-1/2 monopoles. The
above limit is for spin = 0 at mass = 3 TeV.
20
ACHARYA 19B limits both β-dependent and β-independent on monopoles with spins 0,
1/2, and 1 and with magneti harges ranging from one to ve times the Dira harge
in mass ranges between 200 GeV and 5000 GeV.
21
ACHARYA 18A provide limits on monopoles with spins 0, 1/2, and 1 and with magneti
harges ranging from two to ve times the Dira harge.
Monopole Prodution | Other Aelerator Searhes
MASS CHG ENERGY
(GeV) (g) SPIN (GeV) BEAM DOCUMENT ID TECN
> 610 ≥ 1 0 1800 pp 1 ABBOTT 98K D0
> 870 ≥ 1 1/2 1800 pp 1 ABBOTT 98K D0
>1580 ≥ 1 1 1800 pp 1 ABBOTT 98K D0
> 510 88{94 e+ e− 2 ACCIARRI 95C L3
1
ABBOTT 98K searh for heavy pointlike Dira monopoles via entral prodution of a
pair of photons with high transverse energies.
2
ACCIARRI 95C nds a limit B(Z → γγγ) < 0.8 × 10−5 (whih is possible via a
monopole loop) at 95% CL and sets the mass limit via a ross setion model.
Monopole Flux | Cosmi Ray Searhes
\Caty" in the harge olumn indiates a searh for monopole-atalyzed nuleon deay.







)(GeV) (g) (β = v/) EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN
<1.5E−18 1 β >0.6 0 1 ALBERT 17 ANTR
<2.5E−21 1 1E8< γ <1E13 0 2 AAB 16 AUGE
<1.55E-18 β >0.51 0 3 AARTSEN 16B ICCB
<1E-17 Caty 1E-3< β <1E-2 0 4 AARTSEN 14 ICCB
<3E-18 1 β >0.8 0 5 ABBASI 13 ICCB
<1.3E-17 1 β >0.625 0 6 ADRIAN-MAR...12A ANTR
<6E-28 <1E17 Caty 1E-5< β <0.04 0 7 UENO 12 SKAM
<1E-19 1 γ >1E10 0 8 DETRIXHE 11 ANIT
<3.8E-17 1 β >0.76 0 5 ABBASI 10A ICCB
<1.3E−15 1E4<M<5E13 1 β >0.05 0 9 BALESTRA 08 PLAS
<0.65E−15 >5E13 1 β >0.05 0 9 BALESTRA 08 PLAS
<1E−18 1 γ >1 E8 0 8 HOGAN 08 RICE
<1.4E−16 1 1.1E−4 < β <1 0 10 AMBROSIO 02B MCRO
<3E−16 Caty 1.1E−4 < β <5E−3 0 11 AMBROSIO 02C MCRO
<1.5E−15 1 5E−3 < β < 0.99 0 12 AMBROSIO 02D MCRO
<1E−15 1 1.1× 10−4{0.1 0 13 AMBROSIO 97 MCRO
<5.6E−15 1 (0.18{3.0)E−3 0 14 AHLEN 94 MCRO
<2.7E−15 Caty β ∼ 1× 10−3 0 15 BECKER-SZ... 94 IMB
<8.7E−15 1 >2.E−3 0 THRON 92 SOUD
<4.4E−12 1 all β 0 GARDNER 91 INDU




<3.7E−15 >E12 1 β=1.E−4 0 16 ORITO 91 PLAS
<3.2E−16 >E10 1 β > 0.05 0 16 ORITO 91 PLAS
<3.2E−16 >E10{E12 2, 3 0 16 ORITO 91 PLAS
<3.8E−13 1 all β 0 BERMON 90 INDU
<5.E−16 Caty β <1.E−3 0 15 BEZRUKOV 90 CHER
<1.8E−14 1 β >1.1E−4 0 17 BUCKLAND 90 HEPT
<1E−18 3.E−4 < β <1.5E−3 0 18 GHOSH 90 MICA
<7.2E−13 1 all β 0 HUBER 90 INDU
<5.E−12 >E7 1 3.E−4 < β <5.E−3 0 BARISH 87 CNTR
<1.E−13 Caty 1.E−5 < β <1 0 15 BARTELT 87 SOUD
<1.E−10 1 all β 0 EBISU 87 INDU
<2.E−13 1.E−4 < β <6.E−4 0 MASEK 87 HEPT
<2.E−14 4.E−5 < β <2.E−4 0 NAKAMURA 87 PLAS
<2.E−14 1.E−3 < β <1 0 NAKAMURA 87 PLAS
<5.E−14 9.E−4 < β <1.E−2 0 SHEPKO 87 CNTR
<2.E−13 4.E−4 < β <1 0 TSUKAMOTO 87 CNTR
<5.E−14 1 all β 1 19 CAPLIN 86 INDU
<5.E−12 1 0 CROMAR 86 INDU
<1.E−13 1 7.E−4 < β 0 HARA 86 CNTR
<7.E−11 1 all β 0 INCANDELA 86 INDU
<1.E−18 4.E−4 < β <1.E−3 0 18 PRICE 86 MICA
<5.E−12 1 0 BERMON 85 INDU
<6.E−12 1 0 CAPLIN 85 INDU
<6.E−10 1 0 EBISU 85 INDU
<3.E−15 Caty 5.E−5 ≤ β ≤ 1.E−3 0 15 KAJITA 85 KAMI
<2.E−21 Caty β <1.E−3 0 15,20 KAJITA 85 KAMI
<3.E−15 Caty 1.E−3 < β <1.E−1 0 15 PARK 85B CNTR
<5.E−12 1 1.E−4 < β <1 0 BATTISTONI 84 NUSX
<7.E−12 1 0 INCANDELA 84 INDU
<7.E−13 1 3.E−4 < β 0 17 KAJINO 84 CNTR
<2.E−12 1 3.E−4 < β <1.E−1 0 KAJINO 84B CNTR
<6.E−13 1 5.E−4 < β <1 0 KAWAGOE 84 CNTR
<2.E−14 1.E−3 < β 0 15 KRISHNA... 84 CNTR
<4.E−13 1 6.E−4 < β <2.E−3 0 LISS 84 CNTR
<1.E−16 3.E−4 < β <1.E−3 0 18 PRICE 84 MICA
<1.E−13 1 1.E−4 < β 0 PRICE 84B PLAS




<4.E−13 1 1.E−2 < β <1.E−3 0 BARTELT 83B CNTR
<1.E−12 1 7.E−3 < β <1 0 BARWICK 83 PLAS
<3.E−13 1 1.E−3 < β <4.E−1 0 BONARELLI 83 CNTR
<3.E−12 Caty 5.E−4 < β <5.E−2 0 15 BOSETTI 83 CNTR
<4.E−11 1 0 CABRERA 83 INDU
<5.E−15 1 1.E−2 < β <1 0 DOKE 83 PLAS
<8.E−15 Caty 1.E−4 < β <1.E−1 0 15 ERREDE 83 IMB
<5.E−12 1 1.E−4 < β <3.E−2 0 GROOM 83 CNTR
<2.E−12 6.E−4 < β <1 0 MASHIMO 83 CNTR
<1.E−13 1 β=3.E−3 0 ALEXEYEV 82 CNTR
<2.E−12 1 7.E−3 < β <6.E−1 0 BONARELLI 82 CNTR
6.E−10 1 all β 1 22 CABRERA 82 INDU
<2.E−11 1.E−2 < β <1.E−1 0 MASHIMO 82 CNTR
<2.E−15 onentrator 0 BARTLETT 81 PLAS
<1.E−13 >1 1.E−3 < β 0 KINOSHITA 81B PLAS
<5.E−11 <E17 3.E−4 < β <1.E−3 0 ULLMAN 81 CNTR
<2.E−11 onentrator 0 BARTLETT 78 PLAS
1.E−1 >200 2 1 23 PRICE 75 PLAS
<2.E−13 >2 0 FLEISCHER 71 PLAS
<1.E−19 >2 obsidian, mia 0 FLEISCHER 69C PLAS
<5.E−15 <15 <3 onentrator 0 CARITHERS 66 ELEC
<2.E−11 <1{3 onentrator 0 MALKUS 51 EMUL
1
ALBERT 17 limits were estimated using a Cherenkov light in an array of optial modules




GeV. The limits are speed-dependent.
2
AAB 16 searh was made with a set of telesopes sampling the longitudinal prole of
uoresene light emitted by extensive air showers. Limits are speed dependent.
3
AARTSEN 16B was based on a Cherenkov signature in an array of optial modules whih
were sunk in the Antarti ie ap. Limits are speed-dependent.
4
Beyond the monopole speed, the limits of AARTSEN 14 depend on the atalysis ross
setion (σ) whih orresponds to the monopole radiating ^l times the light per trak length
ompared to the Cherenkov light from a single eletrially harged, relativisti partile.
The values quoted here orrespond to σ = 1 barn or ^l = 30.
5
ABBASI 13 and ABBASI 10A were based on a Cherenkov signature in an array of optial
modules whih were sunk in the Antarti ie ap. Limits are speed-dependent.
6
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 12A measurements were based on a Cherenkov signature in an
underwater telesope in the Western Mediterranean Sea. Limits are speed-dependent.
7
The limits from UENO 12 depend on the monopole speed and are also sensitive to
assumed values of monopole mass and the atalysis ross setion.
8
HOGAN 08 and DETRIXHE 11 limits on relativisti monopoles are based on nonobser-
vation of radio Cherenkov signals at the South Pole. Limits are speed-dependent.
9
BALESTRA 08 exposed of nulear trak detetor modules totaling 400 m
2
for 4 years at
the Chaaltaya Laboratory (5230 m) in searh for intermediate-mass monopoles with β >
0.05. The analysis is mainly based on three CR39 modules. For M > 5×1013 GeV there
an be upward-going monopoles as well, hene the ux limit is half that obtained for less
massive monopoles. Previous experiments (e.g. MACRO and OHYA (ORITO 91)) had
set limits only for M > 1× 109 GeV.
10
AMBROSIO 02B diret searh nal result for m ≥ 1017 GeV, based upon 4.2 to 9.5
years of running, depending upon the subsystem. Limit with CR39 trak-eth detetor
extends the limit from β=4 × 10−5 (3.1 × 10−16 m−2 sr−1 s−1) to β= 1 × 10−4
(2.1 × 10−16 m−2 sr−1 s−1). Limit urve in paper is pieewise ontinuous due to
dierent detetion tehniques for dierent β ranges.
11
AMBROSIO 02C limit for atalysis of nuleon deay with atalysis ross setion of
≈ 1 mb. The ux limit inreases by ∼ 3 at the higher β limit, and inreases to
1×10−14 m−2 sr−1 s−1 if the atalysis ross setion is 0.01 mb. Based upon 71193 hr




AMBROSIO 02D result for \more than two years of data." Ionization searh using several
subsystems. Limit urve as a funtion of β not given. Inluded in AMBROSIO 02B.
13
AMBROSIO 97 global MACRO 90%CL is 0.78×10−15 at β=1.1×10−4, goes through
a minimum at 0.61 × 10−15 near β=(1.1{2.7) × 10−3, then rises to 0.84 × 10−15
at β=0.1. The global limit in this region is below the Parker bound at 10−15. Less
stringent limits are established for 4 × 10−5 < β < 1 × 10−4. Limits set by various
triggers and dierent subdetetors are given in the paper. All limits assume a atalysis
ross setion smaller than a few mb.
14
AHLEN 94 limit for dyons extends down to β=0.9E−4 and a limit of 1.3E−14 extends
to β = 0.8E−4. Also see omment by PRICE 94 and reply of BARISH 94. One loophole
in the AHLEN 94 result is that in the ase of monopoles atalyzing nuleon deay,
relativisti partiles ould veto the events. See AMBROSIO 97 for additional results.
15
Catalysis of nuleon deay; sensitive to assumed atalysis ross setion.
16
ORITO 91 limits are funtions of veloity. Lowest limits are given here.
17
Used DKMPR mehanism and Penning eet.
18
Assumes monopole attahes fermion nuleus.
19
Limit from ombining data of CAPLIN 86, BERMON 85, INCANDELA 84, and CABR-
ERA 83. For a disussion of ontroversy about CAPLIN 86 observed event, see GUY 87.
Also see SCHOUTEN 87.
20
Based on lak of high- energy solar neutrinos from atalysis in the sun.
21
Anomalous long-range α (4He) traks.
22
CABRERA 82 andidate event has single Dira harge within ±5%.
23
ALVAREZ 75, FLEISCHER 75, and FRIEDLANDER 75 explain as fragmenting nuleus.
EBERHARD 75 and ROSS 76 disuss onit with other experiments. HAGSTROM 77
reinterprets as antinuleus. PRICE 78 reassesses.
Monopole Flux | Astrophysis







) (GeV) (g) (β = v/) DOCUMENT ID TECN
<1.3E−20 faint white dwarf 1 FREESE 99 ASTR
<1.E−16 E17 1 galati eld 2 ADAMS 93 COSM
<1.E−23 Jovian planets 1 ARAFUNE 85 ASTR
<1.E−16 E15 solar trapping BRACCI 85B ASTR
<1.E−18 1 1 HARVEY 84 COSM
<3.E−23 neutron stars KOLB 84 ASTR
<7.E−22 pulsars 1 FREESE 83B ASTR
<1.E−18 <E18 1 intergalati eld 1 REPHAELI 83 COSM
<1.E−23 neutron stars 1 DIMOPOUL... 82 COSM
<5.E−22 neutron stars 1 KOLB 82 COSM
<5.E−15 >E21 galati halo SALPETER 82 COSM
<1.E−12 E19 1 β=3.E−3 3 TURNER 82 COSM
<1.E−16 1 galati eld PARKER 70 COSM
1
Catalysis of nuleon deay.
2
























(from requirement that monopole density does not overlose the uni-
verse) is more stringent.
3
Re-evaluates PARKER 70 limit for GUT monopoles.
Monopole Density | Matter Searhes
CHG
DENSITY (g) MATERIAL DOCUMENT ID TECN
<9.8E−5/gram ≥ 1 Polar rok BENDTZ 13 INDU
<6.9E−6/gram >1/3 Meteorites and other JEON 95 INDU
<2.E−7/gram >0.6 Fe ore 1 EBISU 87 INDU
<4.6E−6/gram > 0.5 deep shist KOVALIK 86 INDU
<1.6E−6/gram > 0.5 manganese nodules 2 KOVALIK 86 INDU
<1.3E−6/gram > 0.5 seawater KOVALIK 86 INDU
>1.E+14/gram >1/3 iron aerosols MIKHAILOV 83 SPEC
<6.E−4/gram air, seawater CARRIGAN 76 CNTR
<5.E−1/gram >0.04 11 materials CABRERA 75 INDU
<2.E−4/gram >0.05 moon rok ROSS 73 INDU
<6.E−7/gram <140 seawater KOLM 71 CNTR
<1.E−2/gram <120 manganese nodules FLEISCHER 69 PLAS
<1.E−4/gram >0 manganese FLEISCHER 69B PLAS
<2.E−3/gram <1{3 magnetite, meteor GOTO 63 EMUL
<2.E−2/gram meteorite PETUKHOV 63 CNTR
1
Mass 1× 1014{1× 1017 GeV.
2
KOVALIK 86 examined 498 kg of shist from two sites whih exhibited lear mineralogial
evidene of having been buried at least 20 km deep and held below the Curie temperature.
Monopole Density | Astrophysis
CHG
DENSITY (g) MATERIAL DOCUMENT ID TECN
<1.E−9/gram 1 sun, atalysis 1 ARAFUNE 83 COSM
<6.E−33/nul 1 moon wake SCHATTEN 83 ELEC
<2.E−28/nul earth heat CARRIGAN 80 COSM
<2.E−4/prot 42m absorption BRODERICK 79 COSM
<2.E−13/m3 moon wake SCHATTEN 70 ELEC
1
Catalysis of nuleon deay.
2019
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Long-lived χ̃± (Chargino) mass limit
ν̃ (Sneutrino) mass limit
Charged sleptons
− R-parity onserving ˜e (Seletron) mass limit
− R-partiy violating ˜e (Seletron) mass limit
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˜
q (Squark) mass limit
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q (Squark) mass limit
˜
b (Sbottom) mass limit
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onserving ˜b (Sbottom) mass limit
− R-parity violating ˜b (Sbottom) mass limit
˜
t (Stop) mass limit
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onserving ˜t (Stop) mass limit
− R-parity violating ˜t (Stop) mass limit
Heavy
˜
g (Gluino) mass limit
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− R-parity violating heavy ˜g (Gluino) mass limit
Long-lived
˜
g (Gluino) mass limit
Light
˜
G (Gravitino) mass limits from 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Supersymmetry misellaneous results
Most of the results shown below, unless stated otherwise,
are based on the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM), as described in the Note on Supersymmetry. Unless
otherwise indicated, this includes the assumption of common
gaugino and scalar masses at the scale of Grand Unification
(GUT), and use of the resulting relations in the spectrum and
decay branching ratios. Unless otherwise indicated, it is also
assumed that R-parity (R) is conserved and that:





, where ˜fL,R refer to the scalar partners of left-
and right-handed fermions.
Limits involving different assumptions are identified in the
Comments or in the Footnotes. We summarize here the nota-
tions used in this Chapter to characterize some of the most
common deviations from the MSSM (for further details, see the
Note on Supersymmetry).
Theories with R-parity violation ( 6R) are characterized













k, where i, j, k are generation indices. The presence
of any of these couplings is often identified in the following
by the symbols LLE, LQD, and UDD. Mass limits in the
presence of 6R will often refer to “direct” and “indirect” decays.
Direct refers to 6R decays of the particle in consideration. Indi-
rect refers to cases where 6R appears in the decays of the LSP.
The LSP need not be the χ̃01.
In several models, most notably in theories with so-called
Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking (GMSB), the grav-
itino ( ˜G) is the LSP. It is usually much lighter than any other
massive particle in the spectrum, and m
˜G
is then neglected
in all decay processes involving gravitinos. In these scenarios,
particles other than the neutralino are sometimes considered
as the next-to-lighest supersymmetric particle (NLSP), and are
assumed to decay to their even-R partner plus ˜G. If the lifetime
is short enough for the decay to take place within the detector,
˜G is assumed to be undetected and to give rise to missing
energy ( 6E) or missing transverse energy ( 6ET ) signatures.
When needed, specific assumptions on the eigenstate con-
tent of χ̃0 and χ̃± states are indicated, using the notation γ̃
(photino), ˜H (higgsino), ˜W (wino), and ˜Z (zino) to signal that
the limit of pure states was used. The terms gaugino is also
used, to generically indicate wino-like charginos and zino-like
neutralinos.
In the listings we have made use of the following abbre-
viations for simplified models employed by the experimental
collaborations in supersymmetry searches published in the past
year.
WARNING: Experimental lower mass limits determined
within simplified models are to be treated with extreme care
as they might not be directly applicable to realistic models.
This is outlined in detail in the publications and we recommend
consulting them before using bounds. For example, branching
ratios, typically fixed to specific values in simplified models, can
vary substantially in more elaborate models.
Simplified Models Table
Tglu1A: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq̄χ̃01.
Tglu1B: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 , χ̃
±
1 → W±χ̃01.
Tglu1C: gluino pair production with a 2/3 probability of having a
g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 , χ̃
±
1 → W±χ̃01 decay and a 1/3 probability of
having a g̃ → qqχ̃02, χ̃02 → Z±χ̃01 decay.
Tglu1D: gluino pair production with one gluino decaying to qq̄′χ̃±1 with
χ̃±1 → W± + G̃, and the other gluino decaying to qq̄χ̃01 with
χ̃01 → γ + G̃.
Tglu1E: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 , χ̃
±
1 → W±χ̃02 and
χ̃02 → Z±χ̃01 where mχ̃±
1













Tglu1F: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq′χ̃±1 or g̃ → qqχ̃02 with equal
branching ratios, where χ̃±1 decays through an intermediate
scalar tau lepton or sneutrino to τνχ̃01 and where χ̃
0
2 decays
through an intermediate scalar tau lepton or sneutrino to
τ+τ−χ̃01 or νν̄χ̃
0














Tglu1G: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq̄χ̃02, and χ̃02 decaying














Tglu1H: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq̄χ̃02, and χ̃02 → χ̃01Z0(∗).
Tglu1I: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq̄χ̃02, and χ̃02 → χ̃01H .
Tglu1J: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq̄χ̃02, and BR(χ̃02 →
χ̃01Z
0(∗)) = BR(χ̃02 → χ̃01H) = 0.5.
Tglu1LL gluino pair production where g̃ → qq̄χ̃01 happens with 1/3
probability and g̃ → qq̄χ̃±1 happens with 2/3 probability. The
χ̃±1 is assumed to be few hundreds of MeV heavier than the
χ̃01, and decays to χ̃
0
1 via a pion.
Tglu2A: gluino pair production with g̃ → bb̄χ̃01.
Tglu3A: gluino pair production with g̃ → tt̄χ̃01.
Tglu3B: gluino pair production with g̃ → t̄t̃ where t̃ decays exclusively
to tχ̃01.
Tglu3C: gluino pair production with g̃ → t̄t̃ where t̃ decays exclusively
to cχ̃01.
Tglu3D: gluino pair production with g̃ → tb̄χ̃±1 with χ̃
±
1 → W±χ̃01.
Tglu3E: gluino pair production where the gluino decays 25% of the
time through g̃ → tt̄χ̃01, 25% of the time through g̃ → bb̄χ̃01
and 50% of the time through g̃ → tb̄χ̃±1 with χ̃
±
1 → W±χ̃01
Tglu4A: gluino pair production with one gluino decaying to qq̄′χ̃±1 with
χ̃±1 → W± + G̃, and the other gluino decaying to qq̄χ̃01 with
χ̃01 → γ + G̃.
Tglu4B: gluino pair production with gluinos decaying to qq̄χ̃01 and
χ̃01 → γ + G̃.
Tglu4C: gluino pair production with gluinos decaying to g̃ → qq̄χ̃01 and
χ̃01 → Z + G̃.
Tglu4D: gluino pair production with g̃ → qq̄χ̃01 where the χ̃01 decays
with equal probability to χ̃01 → γ + G̃ or to χ̃01 → H + G̃.
Tglu4E: gluino pair production with g̃ → bb̄χ̃01 where the χ̃01 decays
with equal probability to χ̃01 → γ + G̃ or to χ̃01 → Z + G̃.
Tglu4F: gluino pair production with g̃ → tt̄χ̃01 where the χ̃01 decays
with equal probability to χ̃01 → γ + G̃ or to χ̃01 → Z + G̃.
————————
Tsqk1: squark pair production with q̃ → qχ̃01.
Tsqk1LL squark pair production where q̃ → qχ̃01 and q̃ → q′χ̃
±
1 each
happen with 50% probability. The χ̃±1 is assumed to be few




Tsqk2: squark pair production with q̃ → qχ̃02 and χ̃02 → Z + χ̃01.
Tsqk3: squark pair production with q̃ → q′χ̃±1 , χ̃
±
1 → W±χ̃01
(like Tglu1B but for squarks)
2021
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Tsqk4: squark pair production with squarks decaying to qχ̃01 and
χ̃01 → γ + G̃.
Tsqk4A: squark pair production with one squark decaying to qχ̃±1 with
χ̃±1 → W± + G̃, and the other squark decaying to qχ̃01 with
χ̃01 → γ + G̃.
Tsqk4B: squark pair production with squarks decaying to qχ̃01 and
χ̃01 → γ + G̃.
————————
Tstop1: stop pair production with t̃ → tχ̃01.
Tstop1LL stop pair production where t̃ → tχ̃01 and t̃ → bχ̃
±
1 each happen
with 50% probability. The χ̃±1 is assumed to be few hundreds
of MeV heavier than the χ̃01, and decays to χ̃
0
1 via a pion.
Tstop2: stop pair production with t̃ → bχ̃±1 with χ̃
±
1 → W±χ̃01.
Tstop3: stop pair production with the subsequent four-body decay
t̃ → bff ′χ̃01 where f represents a lepton or a quark.
Tstop4: stop pair production with t̃ → cχ̃01.
Tstop5: stop pair production with t̃ → bν̄τ̃ with τ̃ → τG̃.
Tstop6: stop pair production with t̃ → t+ χ̃02, where χ̃02 → Z + χ̃01 or
H + χ̃01 each with Br=50%.
Tstop7: stop pair production with t̃2 → t̃1 +H/Z, where t̃1 → t+ χ̃01.
Tstop8: stop pair production with equal probability of the stop





Tstop9: stop pair production with equal probability of the stop
decaying via t̃ → cχ̃01 or via the four-body decay t̃ → bff ′χ̃01
where f represents a lepton or a quark.
Tstop10: stop pair production with t̃ → bχ̃±1 and χ̃
±
1 → W±∗χ̃01 →
(f f̄ ′) + χ̃01 with a virtual W -boson.
Tstop11: stop pair production with t̃ → bχ̃±1 with χ̃
±
1 decaying through
an intermediate slepton to lνχ̃01
Tstop12: stop pair production with t̃ → tχ̃01 and χ̃01 → γ + G̃
Tstop13: stop pair production with t̃ → tχ̃01 where the χ̃01 can decay
with equal probability to χ̃01 → γ + G̃ or to χ̃01 → Z + G̃.
Tstop1RPV: stop pair production with t̃ → b̄s̄ via RPV coupling λ′′323.
Tstop2RPV: stop pair production with t̃ → bℓ, via RPV coupling λ′i33
————————
Tsbot1: sbottom pair production with b̃ → bχ̃01.
Tsbot2: sbottom pair production with b̃ → tχ−1 , χ
−
1 → W−χ̃01.
Tsbot3: sbottom pair production with b̃ → bχ̃02, where one of the
χ̃02 → Z(∗)χ̃01 → f f̄χ̃01 and the other χ̃02 → ˜ℓℓ+ → ℓ+ℓ−χ̃01.
Tsbot4: sbottom pair production with b̃ → bχ̃02, with χ̃02 → Hχ̃01
————————
Tchi1chi1A: electroweak pair and associated production of nearly mass-





to χ̃01 plus soft radiation, and where one of the χ̃
0
1 decays to
γ + G̃ while the other one decays to Z/H + G̃ (with equal
probability).
Tchi1chi1B: electroweak pair production of charginos χ̃±1 , where χ̃
±
1 decays
through an intermediate slepton or sneutrino to lνχ̃01 and
where the slepton or sneutrino mass is 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%
and 95% of the χ̃±1 mass.
Tchi1chi1C: electroweak pair production of charginos χ̃±1 , where χ̃
±
1 decays










Tchi1chi1D: electroweak associated pair production of charginos χ̃±1 , where
χ̃±1 decays through an intermediate scalar tau lepton or






Tchi1chi1F: electroweak pair and associated production of nearly mass-









1 production) where the χ̃
±
1 decays exclusively to χ̃
0
1 plus
soft radiation and the χ̃01 decays to γ/Z + G̃.
Tchi1chi1G: electroweak pair production of charginos χ̃±1 , which are nearly
mass-degenerate with neutralinos χ̃01. The χ̃
±
1 decays either
to W± + G̃, or to χ̃01 plus soft radiation. The χ̃
0
1 decays
exclusively to γ + G̃.
————————
Tchi1n1A: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate





sively to W± + G̃ and χ̃01 decays exclusively to γ + G̃.
Tchi1n2A: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate




1 decays through an
intermediate slepton or sneutrino to lνχ̃01 and where χ̃
0
2 decays
through an intermediate slepton or sneutrino to l+l−χ̃01 or
νν̄χ̃01.
Tchi1n2B: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate





an intermediate slepton or sneutrino to lνχ̃01 and where χ̃
0
2
decays through an intermediate slepton or sneutrino to l+l−χ̃01
or νν̄χ̃01 and where the slepton or sneutrino mass is 5%, 25%,
50%, 75% and 95% of the χ̃±1 mass.
Tchi1n2C: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate




1 decays through an
intermediate slepton or sneutrino to lνχ̃01 and where χ̃
0
2 decays
through an intermediate slepton or sneutrino to l+l−χ̃01 or






Tchi1n2D: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate




1 decays through an
intermediate scalar tau lepton or sneutrino to τνχ̃01 and where
χ̃02 decays through an intermediate scalar tau lepton or sneu-
trino to τ+τ−χ̃01 or νν̄χ̃
0






Tchi1n2E: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate




1 → W± + χ̃01
and χ̃02 → H + χ̃01.
Tchi1n2F: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate wino-like





an intermediate W±∗ to lνχ̃01 and where χ̃
0
2 decays through
an intermediate Z∗ to l+l−χ̃01 or νν̄χ̃
0
1.
Tchi1n2G: electroweak associated production of Higgsino-like charginos
χ̃±1 and neutralinos χ̃
0
2, and electroweak associated production










)/2 and where χ̃±1
decays through an intermediate W±∗ to lνχ̃01 and where χ̃
0
2
decays through an intermediate Z∗ to l+l−χ̃01.
Tchi1n2H: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate





an intermediate slepton or sneutrino to lνχ̃01 and where χ̃
0
2
decays through an intermediate scalar tau lepton or sneutrino
to τ+τ−χ̃01 or νν̄χ̃
0
1.
Tchi1n2I: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate




1 decays to W
±+χ̃01
and where χ̃02 decays 50% of the time to Z + χ̃
0
1 and 50% of
the time to H + χ̃01.
Tchi1n12 GGM: in the framework of General Gauge Mediation (GGM):
electroweak pair and associated production of nearly mass-















2 production) where the χ̃
±
1 decays exclusively
to W± + G̃, the χ̃02 decays to Z/H + G̃ and the χ̃
0
1 decays to
γ/Z + G̃. The branching ratios depend on the composition of
the gauge eigenstates of the neutralinos in the GGM scenario.
————————
Tn1n1A: electroweak pair and associated production of nearly mass-







2 decay to χ̃
0
1 plus soft radiation and
where both of the χ̃01 decay to H + G̃.
Tn1n1B: electroweak pair and associated production of nearly mass-







2 decay to χ̃
0
1 plus soft radiation and
where the χ̃01 decays 50% of the time to H + G̃ and 50 % of
the time to Z + G̃.
Tn1n1C: electroweak pair and associated production of nearly mass-







2 decay to χ̃
0
1 plus soft radiation and
where both of the χ̃01 decay to Z + G̃.
Tn2n3A: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate neutrali-






3 decay through intermediate
sleptons to l+l−χ̃01 and where the slepton mass is 5%, 25%,
50%, 75% and 95% of the χ̃02 mass.
Tn2n3B: electroweak associated production of mass-degenerate neutrali-






3 decay through intermediate











(Lightest Neutralino) mass limit
χ̃0
1








We have divided the χ̃0
1
listings below into ve setions:
1) Aelerator limits for stable χ̃0
1
,
2) Bounds on χ̃0
1
from dark matter searhes,
3) χ̃0
1
− p elasti ross setion (spin-dependent, spin-independent intera-
tions),
4) Other bounds on χ̃0
1
from astrophysis and osmology, and
5) Unstable χ̃0
1
(Lightest Neutralino) mass limit.
Aelerator limits for stable χ̃0
1
Unless otherwise stated, results in this setion assume spetra, prodution
rates, deay modes, and branhing ratios as evaluated in the MSSM, with
gaugino and sfermion mass uniation at the GUT sale. These papers








, and (in the




pairs. The mass limits on χ̃0
1
are either





states on the gaugino and higgsino MSSM parameters M
2
and µ. In some ases, information is used from the nonobservation of
slepton deays.







been removed from this ompilation and an be found in the 2000 Edi-








VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
1
DREINER 09 THEO






>42.4 95 3 HEISTER 04 ALEP all tanβ, all m, all m
0
>39.2 95 4 ABDALLAH 03M DLPH all tanβ, mν̃ >500 GeV
>46 95 5 ABDALLAH 03M DLPH all tanβ, all m, all m
0
>32.5 95 6 ACCIARRI 00D L3 tanβ > 0.7, m > 3 GeV, all m
0




DREINER 09 show that in the general MSSM with non-universal gaugino masses there
exists no model-independent laboratory bound on the mass of the lightest neutralino. An
essentially massless χ0
1
is allowed by the experimental and observational data, imposing
some onstraints on other MSSM parameters, inluding M
2
, µ and the slepton and
squark masses.
2
ABBIENDI 04H searh for harginos and neutralinos in events with aoplanar leptons+jets
and multi-jet nal states in the 192{209 GeV data, ombined with the results on leptoni
nal states from ABBIENDI 04. The results hold for a san over the parameter spae
overing the region 0 < M
2
<5000 GeV, −1000 < µ <1000 GeV and tanβ from 1 to
40. This limit supersedes ABBIENDI 00H.
3
HEISTER 04 data olleted up to 209 GeV. Updates earlier analysis of seletrons from
HEISTER 02E, inludes a new analysis of harginos and neutralinos deaying into stau
and uses results on harginos with initial state radiation from HEISTER 02J. The limit
is based on the diret searh for harginos and neutralinos, the onstraints from the
slepton searh and the Higgs mass limits from HEISTER 02 using a top mass of 175 GeV,
interpreted in a framework with universal gaugino and sfermion masses. Assuming the
mixing in the stau setor to be negligible, the limit improves to 43.1 GeV. Under the
assumption of MSUGRA with uniation of the Higgs and sfermion masses, the limit
improves to 50 GeV, and reahes 53 GeV for A
0
= 0. These limits inlude and update
the results of BARATE 01.
4
ABDALLAH 03M uses data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV. A limit on the mass of χ̃0
1
is derived
from diret searhes for neutralinos ombined with the hargino searh. Neutralinos are

























, followed by the deay χ̃0
2
→ τ̃ τ . The results






∣ ≤ 2 TeV with the
χ̃0
1







pair prodution are important. If the onstraint from Higgs searhes is also imposed,





=174.3 GeV. These limits
update the results of ABREU 00J.
5
ABDALLAH 03M uses data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV. An indiret limit on the mass
of χ̃0
1
is derived by onstraining the MSSM parameter spae by the results from diret
searhes for neutralinos (inluding asade deays and τ̃ τ nal states), for harginos (for
all m
+
) and for sleptons, stop and sbottom. The results hold for the full parameter






∣ ≤ 2 TeV with the χ̃0
1
as LSP. Constraints





=174.3 GeV are inluded. The




and the limit is based on χ̃0
2
prodution followed by its deay to τ̃
1
τ . In the







are large, so that the χ̃0
2
prodution ross setion
is negligible, and where there is mixing in the stau setor but not in stop nor sbottom,
the limit is based on harginos with soft deay produts and an ISR photon. The limit
then degrades to 39 GeV. See Figs. 40{42 for the dependene of the limit on tanβ and
mν̃ . These limits update the results of ABREU 00W.
6
ACCIARRI 00D data olleted at
√
s=189 GeV. The results hold over the full parameter
spae dened by 0.7 ≤ tanβ ≤ 60, 0 ≤ M
2






∣ ≤ 2 TeV
The minimum mass limit is reahed for tanβ=1 and large m
0
. The results of slepton
searhes from ACCIARRI 99W are used to help set onstraints in the region of small m
0
.
The limit improves to 48 GeV for m
0
& 200 GeV and tanβ& 10. See their Figs. 6{8 for
the tanβ and m
0
dependene of the limits. Updates ACCIARRI 98F.
7
AAD 14K sets limits on the χ-nuleon spin-dependent and spin-independent ross setions
out to mχ = 10 TeV.
Bounds on χ̃0
1
from dark matter searhes
These papers generally exlude regions in the M
2
{ µ parameter plane
assuming that χ̃0
1
is the dominant form of dark matter in the galati halo.
These limits are based on the lak of detetion in laboratory experiments,
telesopes, or by the absene of a signal in underground neutrino detetors.
The latter signal is expeted if χ̃0
1
aumulates in the Sun or the Earth
and annihilates into high-energy ν's.
VALUE DOCUMENT ID TECN







































































































DI-MAURO 19 sets limits on the dark matter annihilation from gamma-ray searhes in
M31 and M33 galaxies using Fermi LAT data.
2
JOHNSON 19 sets limits on p-wave dark matter annihilations in the galati enter using
Fermi data.
3
LI 19D sets limits on dark matter annihilation ross setions searhing for line-like signals
in the all-sky Fermi data.
4
ABDALLAH 18 plaes onstraints on the dark matter annihilation ross setion for an-
nihilations into gamma-rays in the Galati enter for masses between 300 GeV to 70
TeV. This updates ABDALLAH 16.
5
AHNEN 18 uses observations of the dwarf satellite galaxy Ursa Major II to obtain upper
limits on annihilation ross setions for dark matter in various hannels for masses between
0.1{100 TeV.
6
ALBERT 18B sets limits on the annihilation ross setion of dark matter with mass
between 1 and 100 TeV from gamma-ray observations of the Andromeda galaxy.
7
ALBERT 18C sets limits on the spin-dependent oupling of dark matter to protons from
dark matter annihilation in the Sun.
8
AARTSEN 17 is based on data olleted during 327 days of detetor livetime with
IeCube. They looked for interations of ν's resulting from neutralino annihilations in
the Earth over a bakground of atmospheri neutrinos and set 90% CL limits on the spin
independent neutralino-proton ross setion for neutralino masses in the range 10{10000
GeV.
9
AARTSEN 17A is based on data olleted during 532 days of livetime with the IeCube
86-string detetor inluding the DeepCore sub-array. They looked for interations of ν's
2023
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
from neutralino annihilations in the Sun over a bakground of atmospheri neutrinos and
set 90% CL limits on the spin dependent neutralino-proton ross setion for neutralino
masses in the range 10{10000 GeV. This updates AARTSEN 16C.
10
AARTSEN 17C is based on 1005 days of running with the IeCube detetor. They set a
limit on the annihilation ross setion for dark matter with masses between 10{1000 GeV





in the τ+ τ− hannel. Superedes AARTSEN 15E.
11
ALBERT 17A is based on data from the ANTARES neutrino telesope. They looked
for interations of ν's from neutralino annihilations in the Milky Way galaxy over a
bakground of atmospheri neutrinos and set 90% CL limits on the muon neutrino ux.
They also obtain limits on the thermally averaged ross setion for neutralino masses in
the range 50 to 100,000 GeV. This updates ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 15.
12
ARCHAMBAULT 17 performs a joint statistial analysis of four dwarf galaxies with
VERITAS looking for gamma-ray emission from neutralino annihilation. They set limits
on the neutralino annihilation ross setion.
13
AARTSEN 16D is based on 329 live days of running with the DeepCore subdetetor of the






on the annihilation ross setion
to ν ν. This updates AARTSEN 15C.
14
ABDALLAH 16A plae upper limits on the annihilation ross setion with nal states in
the energy range of 0.1 to 2 TeV. This omplements ABRAMOWSKI 13.
15
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 16 is based on data from the ANTARES neutrino telesope. They
looked for interations of ν's from neutralino annihilations in the Sun over a bakground of
atmospheri neutrinos and set 90% CL limits on the muon neutrino ux. They also obtain
limits on the spin dependent and spin independent neutralino-proton ross setion for
neutralino masses in the range 50 to 5,000 GeV. This updates ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 13.
16
AHNEN 16 ombines 158 hours of Segue 1 observations with MAGIC with 6 year ob-
servations of 15 dwarf satellite galaxies by Fermi-LAT to set limits on annihilation ross
setions for dark matter masses between 10 GeV and 100 TeV.
17
AVRORIN 16 is based on 2.76 years with Lake Baikal neutrino telesope. They derive
90% upper limits on the annihilation ross setion from dark matter annihilations in the
Galati enter.
18
CIRELLI 16 and LEITE 16 derive bounds on the annihilation ross setion from radio
observations.
19
ABRAMOWSKI 15 plaes onstraints on the dark matter annihilation ross setion for
annihilations in the Galati enter for masses between 300 GeV to 10 TeV.
20
ACKERMANN 15 is based on 5.8 years of data with Fermi-LAT and searh for monohro-
mati gamma-rays in the energy range of 0.2{500 GeV from dark matter annihilations.
This updates ACKERMANN 13A.
21
ACKERMANN 15A is based on 50 months of data with Fermi-LAT and searh for dark
matter annihilation signals in the isotropi gamma-ray bakground as well as galati
subhalos in the energy range of a few GeV to a few tens of TeV.
22
ACKERMANN 15B is based on 6 years of data with Fermi-LAT observations of Milky
Way dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Set limits on the annihilation ross setion from mχ =
2 GeV to 10 TeV. This updates ACKERMANN 14.
23
BUCKLEY 15 is based on 5 years of Fermi-LAT data searhing for dark matter annihi-
lation signals from Large Magellani Cloud.
24
CHOI 15 is based on 3903 days of SuperKamiokande data searhing for neutrinos pro-
dued from dark matter annihilations in the sun. They plae onstraints on the dark
matter-nuleon sattering ross setion for dark matter masses between 4{200 GeV.
25
ALEKSIC 14 is based on almost 160 hours of observations of Segue 1 satellite dwarf galaxy
using the MAGIC telesopes between 2011 and 2013. Sets limits on the annihilation ross
setion out to mχ = 10 TeV.
26
AVRORIN 14 is based on almost 2.76 years with Lake Baikal neutrino telesope. They
derive 90% upper limits on the uxes of muons and muon neutrinos from dark matter
annihilations in the Sun.
27
AARTSEN 13C is based on data olleted during 339.8 eetive days with the IeCube
59-string detetor. They looked for interations of νµ's from neutralino annihilations in
nearby galaxies and galaxy lusters. They obtain limits on the neutralino annihilation
ross setion for neutralino masses in the range 30{100, 000 GeV.
28
ABRAMOWSKI 13 plae upper limits on the annihilation ross setion with γγ nal
states in the energy range of 0.5{25 TeV.
29
BERGSTROM 13, JIN 13, and KOPP 13 derive limits on the mass and annihilation ross
setion using AMS-02 data. JIN 13 also sets a limit on the lifetime of the dark matter
partile.
30
BOLIEV 13 is based on data olleted during 24.12 years of live time with the Bakson
Underground Sintillator Telesope. They looked for interations of νµ's from neutralino
annihilations in the Sun over a bakground of atmospheri neutrinos and set 90% CL lim-
its on the muon ux. They also obtain limits on the spin dependent and spin independent
neutralino-proton ross setion for neutralino masses in the range 10{1000 GeV.
31
ABBASI 12 is based on data olleted during 812 eetive days with AMANDA II and
149 days of the IeCube 40-string detetor ombined with the data of ABBASI 09B.
They looked for interations of νµ's from neutralino annihilations in the Sun over a
bakground of atmospheri neutrinos and set 90% CL limits on the muon ux. No
exess is observed. They also obtain limits on the spin dependent neutralino-proton
ross setion for neutralino masses in the range 50{5000 GeV.
32
ABRAMOWSKI 11 plae upper limits on the annihilation ross setion with γγ nal
states.
33
ABDO 10 plae upper limits on the annihilation ross setion with γγ or µ+µ− nal
states.
34
ACKERMANN 10 plae upper limits on the annihilation ross setion with bb or µ+µ−
nal states.
35
ACHTERBERG 06 is based on data olleted during 421.9 eetive days with the
AMANDA detetor. They looked for interations of νµs from the entre of the Earth
over a bakground of atmospheri neutrinos and set 90 % CL limits on the muon ux.





and bb at the entre of the Earth for MSSM parameters ompatible with the
reli dark matter density, see their Fig. 7.
36
ACKERMANN 06 is based on data olleted during 143.7 days with the AMANDA-
II detetor. They looked for interations of νµs from the Sun over a bakground of
atmospheri neutrinos and set 90 % CL limits on the muon ux. Their limit is ompared




in the Sun for
SUSY model parameters ompatible with the reli dark matter density, see their Fig. 3.
37
DEBOER 06 interpret an exess of diuse Galati gamma rays observed with the EGRET
satellite as originating from π0 deays from the annihilation of neutralinos into quark
jets. They analyze the orresponding parameter spae in a supergravity inspired MSSM
model with radiative eletroweak symmetry breaking, see their Fig. 3 for the preferred
region in the (m
0
, m
1/2) plane of a senario with large tanβ.
38
AMBROSIO 99 and DESAI 04 set new neutrino ux limits whih an be used to limit
the parameter spae in supersymmetri models based on neutralino annihilation in the
Sun and the Earth.
39
LOSECCO 95 reanalyzed the IMB data and plaes lower limit on m
χ̃0
1
of 18 GeV if
the LSP is a photino and 10 GeV if the LSP is a higgsino based on LSP annihilation in
the sun produing high-energy neutrinos and the limits on neutrino uxes from the IMB
detetor.
40
MORI 93 exludes some region in M
2
{µ parameter spae depending on tanβ and lightest




, using limits on upgoing muons
produed by energeti neutrinos from neutralino annihilation in the Sun and the Earth.
41
BOTTINO 92 exludes some region M
2
-µ parameter spae assuming that the lightest
neutralino is the dark matter, using upgoing muons at Kamiokande, diret searhes by
Ge detetors, and by LEP experiments. The analysis inludes top radiative orretions
on Higgs parameters and employs two dierent hypotheses for nuleon-Higgs oupling.
Eets of resaling in the loal neutralino density aording to the neutralino reli abun-
dane are taken into aount.
42
BOTTINO 91 exluded a region in M
2
−µ plane using upgoing muon data from Kamioka
experiment, assuming that the dark matter surrounding us is omposed of neutralinos
and that the Higgs boson is not too heavy.
43
GELMINI 91 exlude a region in M
2
− µ plane using dark matter searhes.
44
KAMIONKOWSKI 91 exludes a region in the M
2
{µ plane using IMB limit on upgoing
muons originated by energeti neutrinos from neutralino annihilation in the sun, assuming




. 50 GeV. See Fig. 8
in the paper.
45
MORI 91B exlude a part of the region in the M
2
{µ plane with m
χ̃0
1
. 80 GeV using
a limit on upgoing muons originated by energeti neutrinos from neutralino annihilation







OLIVE 88 result assumes that photinos make up the dark matter in the galati halo.
Limit is based on annihilations in the sun and is due to an absene of high energy
neutrinos deteted in underground experiments. The limit is model dependent.
χ̃0
1
-p elasti ross setion
Experimental results on the χ̃0
1




=100 GeV. The experimental results on the ross setion are often
mass dependent. Therefore, the mass and ross setion results are also
given where the limit is strongest, when appropriate. Results are quoted
separately for spin-dependent interations (based on an eetive 4-Fermi
Lagrangian of the form χγµγ5χqγµγ
5
q) and spin-independent intera-
tions (χχq q). For alulational details see GRIEST 88B, ELLIS 88D, BAR-
BIERI 89C, DREES 93B, ARNOWITT 96, BERGSTROM 96, and BAER 97
in addition to the theory papers listed in the Tables. For a desription of
the theoretial assumptions and experimental tehniques underlying most
of the listed papers, see the review on \Dark matter" in this \Review of
Partile Physis," and referenes therein. Most of the following papers use
galati halo and nulear interation assumptions from (LEWIN 96).
Spin-dependent interations
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •




< 5 × 10−4 90 2 APRILE 19A XE1T Xe
< 7 × 10−4 90 3 XIA 19A PNDX Xe
< 8 × 10−4 90 4 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe








< 5 × 10−4 90 7 AMOLE 16 PICO CF
3
I
< 6.8 × 10−3 90 8 APRILE 16B X100 Xe




< 0.01 90 10 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
< 7 × 10−3 11 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I




< 0.016 90 13 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
5× 10−10 to 10−5 95 14 BUCHMUEL... 11B THEO
< 1 90 15 ANGLE 08A XE10 Xe
< 0.055 16 BEDNYAKOV 08 HDMS Ge
< 0.33 90 17 BEHNKE 08 COUP CF
3
I
< 5 18 AKERIB 06 CDMS Ge
< 2 19 SHIMIZU 06A CNTR CaF
2
< 0.4 20 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI Spin Dep.
< 2 21 BARNABE-HE...05 PICA C
2× 10−11 to 1× 10−4 22 ELLIS 04 THEO µ > 0
< 0.8 23 AHMED 03 NAIA NaI Spin Dep.
< 40 24 TAKEDA 03 BOLO NaF Spin Dep.
< 10 25 ANGLOHER 02 CRES Saphire
8× 10−7 to 2× 10−5 26 ELLIS 01C THEO tanβ ≤ 10
< 3.8 27 BERNABEI 00D DAMA Xe
< 0.8 SPOONER 00 UKDM NaI
< 4.8 28 BELLI 99C DAMA F
<100 29 OOTANI 99 BOLO LiF
< 0.6 BERNABEI 98C DAMA Xe





The strongest limit is < 2.5× 10−5 pb at mχ = 25 GeV. This updates AMOLE 17.
2
The strongest limit is < 2 × 10−4 pb at mχ = 30 GeV. For satterings on neutrons,
the strongest limit is < 6.3× 10−6 at mχ = 30 GeV.
3
The strongest limit is < 4.4× 10−4 pb at mχ = 40 GeV. This updates FU 17.
4
The strongest limit is 5×10−4 pb at mχ = 35 GeV. The limit for sattering on neutrons
is 3× 10−5 pb at 100 GeV and is 1.6× 10−5 pb at 35 GeV. This updates AKERIB 16A.
5
Diretional reoil detetor. This updates DAW 12.
6
This result updates ARCHAMBAULT 12. The strongest limit is 0.013 pb at mχ = 20
GeV.
7
The strongest limit is 5× 10−4 pb at mχ = 80 GeV.
8
The strongest limit is 5.2× 10−3 pb at 50 GeV. The limit for sattering on neutrons is
2.8 × 10−4 pb at 100 GeV and the strongest limit is 2.0 × 10−4 pb at 50 GeV. This
updates APRILE 13.
9
The strongest limit is 0.0043 pb and ours at mχ = 35 GeV. FELIZARDO 14 also
presents limits for the sattering on neutrons. At mχ = 100 GeV, the upper limit is 0.13
pb and the strongest limit is 0.066 pb at mχ = 35 GeV.
10
This result updates LEBEDENKO 09A. The strongest limit is 8× 10−3 pb at mχ = 50
GeV. Limit applies to the neutralino neutron elasti ross setion.
11
The strongest limit is 6× 10−3 at mχ = 60 GeV.
12
The strongest limit is 5.7× 10−3 at mχ = 35 GeV.
13
This result updates LEE 07A. The strongest limit is at mχ = 80 GeV.
14
Preditions for the spin-dependent elasti ross setion based on a frequentist approah
to eletroweak observables in the framework of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative
breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
15
The strongest limit is 0.6 pb and ours at mχ= 30 GeV. The limit for sattering on
neutrons is 0.01 pb at mχ= 100 GeV, and the strongest limit is 0.0045 pb at mχ=
30 GeV.
16
Limit applies to neutron elasti ross setion.
17
The strongest upper limit is 0.25 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 40 GeV.
18
The strongest upper limit is 4 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 60 GeV. The limit on the
neutron spin-dependent elasti ross setion is 0.07 pb. This latter limit is improved in
AHMED 09, where a limit of 0.02 pb is obtained at mχ = 100 GeV. The strongest limit
in AHMED 09 is 0.018 pb and ours at mχ = 60 GeV.
19
The strongest upper limit is 1.2 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 40 GeV. The limit on the
neutron spin-dependent ross setion is 35 pb.
20
The strongest upper limit is 0.35 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 60 GeV.
21
The strongest upper limit is 1.2 pb and ours mχ ≃ 30 GeV.
22
ELLIS 04 alulates the χp elasti sattering ross setion in the framework of N=1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry, but
without universal salar masses. In the ase of universal squark and slepton masses, but
non-universal Higgs masses, the limit beomes 2× 10−4, see ELLIS 03E.
23
The strongest upper limit is 0.75 pb and ours at mχ ≈ 70 GeV.
24
The strongest upper limit is 30 pb and ours at mχ ≈ 20 GeV.
25
The strongest upper limit is 8 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 30 GeV.
26
ELLIS 01C alulates the χ-p elasti sattering ross setion in the framework of N=1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry. In
models with nonuniversal Higgs masses, the upper limit to the ross setion is 6×10−4.
27





Xe → X0 + 129Xe∗ (39.58 keV).
28
The strongest upper limit is 4.4 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 60 GeV.
29
The strongest upper limit is about 35 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 15 GeV.
Spin-independent interations
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 2.5 × 10−8 90 1 ABE 19 XMAS Xe
< 3.9 × 10−9 90 2 AJAJ 19 DEAP Ar




< 2.25× 10−6 90 4 ADHIKARI 18 C100 NaI
< 1.14× 10−8 90 5 AGNES 18A DS50 Ar
< 1.6 × 10−8 90 6 AGNESE 18A CDMS Ge
< 9 × 10−11 90 7 APRILE 18 XE1T Xe
< 1.8 × 10−10 90 8 AKERIB 17 LUX Xe
< 1.4 × 10−10 90 9 CUI 17A PNDX Xe
< 1.5 × 10−9 90 10 APRILE 16B X100 Xe



















< 2.2 × 10−6 90 15 AGNESE 13 CDMS Si
< 5 × 10−8 90 16 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
1.6× 10−6; 3.7× 10−5 17 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO
4
3× 10−12 to 3× 10−9 95 18 BECHTLE 12 THEO
< 1.6 × 10−7 19 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I
< 2.3 × 10−7 90 20 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
< 3.3 × 10−8 90 21 AHMED 11A Ge
< 4.4 × 10−8 90 22 ARMENGAUD 11 EDE2 Ge
< 1 × 10−7 90 23 ANGLE 08 XE10 Xe
< 1 × 10−6 90 BENETTI 08 WARP Ar
< 7.5 × 10−7 90 24 ALNER 07A ZEP2 Xe
< 2 × 10−7 25 AKERIB 06A CDMS Ge
<90 × 10−7 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI Spin Indep.
<12 × 10−7 26 ALNER 05A ZEPL
<14 × 10−7 SANGLARD 05 EDEL Ge
< 4 × 10−7 27 AKERIB 04 CDMS Ge
2× 10−11 to 1.5× 10−7 95 28 BALTZ 04 THEO
2× 10−11 to 8× 10−6 29,30 ELLIS 04 THEO µ > 0
< 5 × 10−8 31 PIERCE 04A THEO
< 2 × 10−5 32 AHMED 03 NAIA NaI Spin Indep.
< 3 × 10−6 33 AKERIB 03 CDMS Ge
2× 10−13 to 2× 10−7 34 BAER 03A THEO
< 1.4 × 10−5 35 KLAPDOR-K... 03 HDMS Ge
< 6 × 10−6 36 ABRAMS 02 CDMS Ge
1× 10−12 to 7× 10−6 29 KIM 02B THEO
< 3 × 10−5 37 MORALES 02B CSME Ge
< 1 × 10−5 38 MORALES 02C IGEX Ge
< 1 × 10−6 BALTZ 01 THEO
< 3 × 10−5 39 BAUDIS 01 HDMS Ge
< 7 × 10−6 40 BOTTINO 01 THEO
< 1 × 10−8 41 CORSETTI 01 THEO tanβ ≤ 25
5× 10−10 to 1.5× 10−8 42 ELLIS 01C THEO tanβ ≤ 10
< 4 × 10−6 41 GOMEZ 01 THEO
2× 10−10 to 1× 10−7 41 LAHANAS 01 THEO
< 3 × 10−6 ABUSAIDI 00 CDMS Ge, Si
< 6 × 10−7 43 ACCOMANDO 00 THEO
44
BERNABEI 00 DAMA NaI
2.5× 10−9 to 3.5× 10−8 45 FENG 00 THEO tanβ=10
< 1.5 × 10−5 MORALES 00 IGEX Ge
< 4 × 10−5 SPOONER 00 UKDM NaI
< 7 × 10−6 BAUDIS 99 HDMO 76Ge
< 7 × 10−6 BERNABEI 98C DAMA Xe
1
The strongest upper limit is 2.2× 10−8 pb at 60 GeV.
2
This updates AMAUDRUZ 18.
3
This updates AMOLE 16.
4
The strongest limit is 2.05× 10−6 at m = 60 GeV.
5
The strongest limit is 1.09× 10−8 pb at mχ = 126 GeV. This updates AGNES 15.
6
The strongest limit is 1.0× 10−8 pb at mχ = 46 GeV. This updates AGNESE 15B.
7
Based on 278.8 days of data olletion. The strongest limit is 4.1× 10−11 pb at mχ =
30 GeV. This updates APRILE 17G.
8
AKERIB 17. The strongest limit is 1.1×10−10 pb at 50 GeV. This updates AKERIB 16.
9
The strongest limit is 8.6× 10−11 pb at 40 GeV. This updates TAN 16B.
10
The strongest limit is 1.1× 10−9 pb at 50 GeV. This updates APRILE 12.
11
The strongest upper limit is 7.6× 10−10 at mχ = 33 GeV.
12
Preditions for the spin-independent elasti ross setion based on a frequentist approah
to eletroweak observables in the framework of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative
breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry using the 20 fb
−1
8 TeV and the 5 fb
−1
7 TeV LHC data and the LUX data.
13
The strongest limit is 3.6×10−6 pb and ours at mχ = 35 GeV. Felizardo 2014 updates
Felizardo 2012.
14
Preditions for the spin-independent elasti ross setion based on a Bayesian approah
to eletroweak observables in the framework of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative
breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry using the 20 fb
−1
LHC data and LUX.
15
AGNESE 13 presents 90% CL limits on the elasti ross setion for masses in the range
7{100 GeV using the Si based detetor. The strongest upper limit is 1.8× 10−6 pb at
mχ = 50 GeV. This limit is improved to 7× 10
−7
pb in AGNESE 13A.
16
This result updates LEBEDENKO 09. The strongest limit is 3.9 × 10−8 pb at mχ =
52 GeV.
17
ANGLOHER 12 presents results of 730 kg days from the CRESST-II dark matter detetor.
They nd two maxima in the likelihood funtion orresponding to best t WIMPmasses of
25.3 and 11.6 GeV with elasti ross setions of 1.6×10−6 and 3.7×10−5 pb respetively,
see their Table 4. The statistial signiane is more than 4σ. ANGLOHER 12 updates
ANGLOHER 09
18
Preditions for the spin-independent elasti ross setion based on a frequentist approah
to eletroweak observables in the framework of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative
breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry using the 5 fb
−1
LHC data and XENON100.
19
The strongest limit is 1.4× 10−7 at mχ = 60 GeV.
20
This result updates LEE 07A. The strongest limit is 2.1× 10−7 at mχ = 70 GeV.
21
AHMED 11A gives ombined results from CDMS and EDELWEISS. The strongest limit
is at mχ = 90 GeV.
22
ARMENGAUD 11 updates result of ARMENGAUD 10. Strongest limit at mχ = 85 GeV.
23
The strongest upper limit is 5.1 × 10−8 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 30 GeV. The values
quoted here are based on the analysis performed in ANGLE 08 with the update from
SORENSEN 09.
24
The strongest upper limit is 6.6× 10−7 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 65 GeV.
25
AKERIB 06A updates the results of AKERIB 05. The strongest upper limit is 1.6 ×
10
−7
pb and ours at mχ ≈ 60 GeV.
26
The strongest upper limit is also lose to 1.0× 10−6 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 70 GeV.
BENOIT 06 laim that the disrimination power of ZEPLIN-I measurement (ALNER 05A)
is not reliable enough to obtain a limit better than 1 × 10−3 pb. However, SMITH 06
do not agree with the ritiisms of BENOIT 06.
27
AKERIB 04 is inompatible with BERNABEI 00 most likely value, under the assumption
of standard WIMP-halo interations. The strongest upper limit is 4 × 10−7 pb and
ours at mχ ≃ 60 GeV.
28
Preditions for the spin-independent elasti ross setion in the framework of N = 1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
29
KIM 02 and ELLIS 04 alulate the χp elasti sattering ross setion in the framework
of N=1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry,
but without universal salar masses.
2025
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
30
In the ase of universal squark and slepton masses, but non-universal Higgs masses, the
limit beomes 2× 10−6 (2× 10−11 when onstraint from the BNL g−2 experiment are
inluded), see ELLIS 03E. ELLIS 05 display the sensitivity of the elasti sattering ross
setion to the π-Nuleon  term.
31
PIERCE 04A alulates the χp elasti sattering ross setion in the framework of models
with very heavy salar masses. See Fig. 2 of the paper.
32
The strongest upper limit is 1.8× 10−5 pb and ours at mχ ≈ 80 GeV.
33
Under the assumption of standard WIMP-halo interations, Akerib 03 is inompatible
with BERNABEI 00 most likely value at the 99.98% CL. See Fig. 4.
34
BAER 03A alulates the χp elasti sattering ross setion in several models inluding
the framework of N=1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak
gauge symmetry.
35
The strongest upper limit is 7× 10−6 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 30 GeV.
36
ABRAMS 02 is inompatible with the DAMA most likely value at the 99.9% CL. The
strongest upper limit is 3× 10−6 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 30 GeV.
37
The strongest upper limit is 2× 10−5 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 40 GeV.
38
The strongest upper limit is 7× 10−6 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 46 GeV.
39
The strongest upper limit is 1.8× 10−5 pb and ours at mχ ≃ 32 GeV
40
BOTTINO 01 alulates the χ-p elasti sattering ross setion in the framework of the
following supersymmetri models: N=1 supergravity with the radiative breaking of the
eletroweak gauge symmetry, N=1 supergravity with nonuniversal salar masses and an
eetive MSSM model at the eletroweak sale.
41
Calulates the χ-p elasti sattering ross setion in the framework of N=1 supergravity
models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
42
ELLIS 01C alulates the χ-p elasti sattering ross setion in the framework of N=1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry. EL-
LIS 02B nd a range 2 × 10−8{1.5 × 10−7 at tanβ=50. In models with nonuniversal
Higgs masses, the upper limit to the ross setion is 4× 10−7.
43
ACCOMANDO 00 alulate the χ-p elasti sattering ross setion in the framework
of minimal N=1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge
symmetry. The limit is relaxed by at least an order of magnitude when models with
nonuniversal salar masses are onsidered. A subset of the authors in ARNOWITT 02
updated the limit to < 9× 10−8 (tanβ < 55).
44
BERNABEI 00 searh for annual modulation of the WIMP signal. The data favor the
hypothesis of annual modulation at 4σ and are onsistent, for a partiular model frame-






GeV and a spin-independent X
0
-proton ross
setion of (5.4 ± 1.0) × 10−6 pb. See also BERNABEI 01 and BERNABEI 00C.
45
FENG 00 alulate the χ-p elasti sattering ross setion in the framework of N=1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry with a
partiular emphasis on fous point models. At tanβ=50, the range is 8×10−8{4×10−7.
Other bounds on χ̃0
1
from astrophysis and osmology
Most of these papers generally exlude regions in the M
2
{ µ parameter
plane by requiring that the χ̃0
1
ontribution to the overall osmologial
density is less than some maximal value to avoid overlosure of the Uni-
verse. Those not based on the osmologial density are indiated. Many
of these papers also inlude LEP and/or other bounds.
VALUE DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>46 GeV 1 ELLIS 00 RVUE




























































































< 600 GeV 32 ELLIS 98B COSM
33






FALK 95 COSM CP-violating phases
36
DREES 93 COSM Minimal supergravity
37
FALK 93 COSM Sfermion mixing
36
KELLEY 93 COSM Minimal supergravity
38
MIZUTA 93 COSM Co-annihilation
39


























GOLDBERG 83 COSM γ̃
46
KRAUSS 83 COSM γ̃
VYSOTSKII 83 COSM γ̃
1






s=202 and 204 GeV to improve
bound on neutralino mass to 51 GeV when salar mass universality is assumed and 46 GeV
when Higgs mass universality is relaxed. Limits on tanβ improve to > 2.7 (µ > 0), > 2.2
(µ < 0) when salar mass universality is assumed and > 1.9 (both signs of µ) when
Higgs mass universality is relaxed.
2
Impliations of the LHC result on the Higgs mass and on the SUSY parameter spae in
the framework of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak
gauge symmetry.
3
BUCHMUELLER 14A plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework
of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry
using indiret experimental searhes using the 20 fb
−1
8 TeV and the 5 fb
−1
7 TeV
LHC and the LUX data.
4
ROSZKOWSKI 14 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of
N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry





CABRERA 13 and STREGE 13 plae onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the
framework of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge




s = 7 TeV
ATLAS supersymmetry searhes and XENON100 results.
6
ELLIS 13B plae onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N = 1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry with and
without Higgs mass universality. Models with universality below the GUT sale are also
onsidered.
7
BALAZS 12 and STREGE 12 plae onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the
framework of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak
gauge symmetry using the 1 fb
−1





s = 7 TeV, and XENON100 results.
8
BECHTLE 12 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N =
1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry using
indiret experimental searhes, using the 5 fb
−1
LHC and XENON100 data.
9
BESKIDT 12 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N =
1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry using
indiret experimental searhes, the 5 fb
−1
LHC and the XENON100 data.
10
BELANGER 04 and BOTTINO 12 (see also BOTTINO 03, BOTTINO 03A and BOT-
TINO 04) do not assume gaugino or salar mass uniation.
11
FENG 12B plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N =
1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry and
large sfermion masses using the 1 fb
−1
LHC supersymmetry searhes, the 5 fb
−1
LHC
Higgs mass onstraints both with
√
s = 7 TeV, and XENON100 results.
12
BUCHMUELLER 11 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework
of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symme-
try using indiret experimental searhes and inluding supersymmetry breaking relations
between A and B parameters.
13
Plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N=1 supergravity
models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry but non-Universal
Higgs masses.
14
ELLIS 10 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N =
1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry with
universality above the GUT sale.
15
BUCHMUELLER 09 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework
of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry
using indiret experimental searhes.
16
DREINER 09 show that in the general MSSM with non-universal gaugino masses there
exists no model-independent laboratory bound on the mass of the lightest neutralino. An
essentially massless χ0
1
is allowed by the experimental and observational data, imposing
some onstraints on other MSSM parameters, inluding M
2






BUCHMUELLER 08 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework
of N = 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry
using indiret experimental searhes.
18
CALIBBI 07 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N =
1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry with
universality above the GUT sale inluding the eets of right-handed neutrinos.
19
ELLIS 07 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N =
1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry with
universality below the GUT sale.
20
ALLANACH 06 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N
= 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
21
DE-AUSTRI 06 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N
= 1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
22
BALTZ 04 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N = 1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
23
Limit assumes a pseudo salar mass < 200 GeV. For larger pseudo salar masses, mχ >
18(29) GeV for tanβ = 50(10). Bounds from WMAP, (g − 2)µ, b → s γ, LEP.
24
ELLIS 04B plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N=1
supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry inluding
supersymmetry breaking relations between A and B parameters. See also ELLIS 03D.
25
PIERCE 04A plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of models
with very heavy salar masses.
26
BAER 03, CHATTOPADHYAY 03, ELLIS 03C and LAHANAS 03 plae onstraints on
the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of N=1 supergravity models with radiative
breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry based on WMAP results for the old dark
matter density.
27
BOEHM 00B and ELLIS 03 plae onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the
framework of minimalN=1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak
gauge symmetry. Inludes the eet of χ-˜t o-annihilations.
28
LAHANAS 02 plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of mini-
mal N=1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
Fouses on the role of pseudo-salar Higgs exhange.
29
BARGER 01C use the osmi reli density inferred from reent CMB measurements to
onstrain the parameter spae in the framework of minimal N=1 supergravity models
with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
30
ELLIS 01B plaes onstraints on the SUSY parameter spae in the framework of minimal
N=1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge symmetry.
Fouses on models with large tanβ.
31
FENG 00 explores osmologially allowed regions of MSSM parameter spae with multi-
TeV masses.
32
ELLIS 98B assumes a universal salar mass and radiative supersymmetry breaking with
universal gaugino masses. The upper limit to the LSP mass is inreased due to the




EDSJO 97 inluded all oannihilation proesses between neutralinos and harginos for
any neutralino mass and omposition.
34
Notes the loation of the neutralino Z resonane and h resonane annihilation orridors
in minimal supergravity models with radiative eletroweak breaking.
35
Mass of the bino (=LSP) is limited to m
˜
B




DREES 93, KELLEY 93 ompute the osmi reli density of the LSP in the framework
of minimal N=1 supergravity models with radiative breaking of the eletroweak gauge
symmetry.
37
FALK 93 relax the upper limit to the LSP mass by onsidering sfermion mixing in the
MSSM.
38
MIZUTA 93 inlude oannihilations to ompute the reli density of Higgsino dark matter.
39
LOPEZ 92 alulate the reli LSP density in a minimal SUSY GUT model.
40
MCDONALD 92 alulate the reli LSP density in the MSSM inluding exat tree-level
annihilation ross setions for all two-body nal states.
41
GRIEST 91 improve reli density alulations to aount for oannihilations, pole eets,
and threshold eets.
42
NOJIRI 91 uses minimal supergravity mass relations between squarks and sleptons to
narrow osmologially allowed parameter spae.
43
Mass of the bino (=LSP) is limited to m
˜
B
. 350 GeV for m
t
≤ 200 GeV. Mass of
the higgsino (=LSP) is limited to m
˜
H




ROSZKOWSKI 91 alulates LSP reli density in mixed gaugino/higgsino region.
45
Mass of the bino (=LSP) is limited to m
˜
B
. 550 GeV. Mass of the higgsino (=LSP)





KRAUSS 83 nds mγ̃ not 30 eV to 2.5 GeV. KRAUSS 83 takes into aount the gravitino
deay. Find that limits depend strongly on reheated temperature. For example a new
allowed region mγ̃ = 4{20 MeV exists if mgravitino <40 TeV. See gure 2.
Unstable χ̃0
1
(Lightest Neutralino) mass limit
Unless otherwise stated, results in this setion assume spetra and pro-
dution rates as evaluated in the MSSM. Unless otherwise stated, the
goldstino or gravitino mass m
˜
G
is assumed to be negligible relative to all
other masses. In the following,
˜
G is assumed to be undeteted and to give
rise to a missing energy ( 6E) signature.
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were
last listed in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group),
Chinese Physis C38 070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>525 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19CA CMS χ̃0
1
→ γ ˜G , GMSB, SPS8, τ=1 m
>290 95 2 SIRUNYAN 19CI CMS ≥ 1 H (→ γγ) + jets + 6ET ,
Tn1n1A, GMSB
>230 95 2 SIRUNYAN 19CI CMS ≥ 1 H (→ γγ) + jets + 6ET ,
Tn1n1B , GMSB






AABOUD 18CK ATLS 2H (→ bb)+ 6ET ,Tn1n1A, GMSB
>295 95 5 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, GMSB, Tn1n1C
>180 95 6 SIRUNYAN 18AO CMS ℓ±ℓ± or ≥ 3ℓ , Tn1n1A
>260 95 6 SIRUNYAN 18AO CMS ℓ±ℓ± or ≥ 3ℓ , Tn1n1B
>450 95 6 SIRUNYAN 18AO CMS ℓ±ℓ± or ≥ 3ℓ , Tn1n1C
>750 95 7 SIRUNYAN 18AP CMS Combination of searhes, GMSB,
Tn1n1A
>650 95 7 SIRUNYAN 18AP CMS Combination of searhes, GMSB,
Tn1n1B
>690 95 7 SIRUNYAN 18AP CMS Combination of searhes, GMSB,
Tn1n1C
>500 95 8 SIRUNYAN 18AR CMS ℓ± ℓ∓+ jets + 6ET , GMSB, Tn1n1B





SIRUNYAN 18O CMS 2 H (→ bb) + 6ET , Tn1n1A,
GMSB
>205 95 10 SIRUNYAN 18X CMS ≥ 1 H (→ γγ) + jets + 6ET ,
Tn1n1A, GMSB
>130 95 10 SIRUNYAN 18X CMS ≥ 1 H (→ γγ) + jets + 6ET ,
Tn1n1B , GMSB
>380 95 11 KHACHATRY...14L CMS χ̃0
1
→ Z ˜G simplied models,
GMSB, RPV





AABOUD 19G ATLS χ̃0
1
→ Z ˜G from gluinos as in
Tglu1A, GMSB, depending on
τ
13
AAIJ 17Z displaed vertex with assoiated µ
14
KHACHATRY...16BX CMS ≥ 3ℓ±, RPV, λ or λ′ ouplings,
wino- or higgsino-like neutralinos
15
AAD 14BH ATLS 2γ + 6ET , GMSB, SPS8
16





AAD 13Q ATLS γ + b + 6ET , higgsino-like neu-
tralino, GMSB
18
AAD 13R ATLS χ̃0
1




AALTONEN 13I CDF χ̃0
1
→ γ ˜G , 6ET , GMSB
>220 95 20 CHATRCHYAN13AH CMS χ̃0
1
→ γ ˜G , GMSB, SPS8, τ <
500 mm
21
AAD 12CP ATLS 2γ + 6ET , GMSB
22
AAD 12CT ATLS ≥ 4ℓ±, RPV
23
AAD 12R ATLS χ̃0
1








→ γZ ˜G ˜G , GMSB
25





0 → γ ˜G , ˜W± → ℓ± ˜G , GMSB







γ ˜G , GMSB
>175 95 28 ABAZOV 10P D0 χ̃0
1
→ γ ˜G , GMSB







γ ˜G , GMSB
30
ABULENCIA 07H CDF RPV, LLE
> 96.8 95 31 ABBIENDI 06B OPAL e+ e− → ˜B ˜B, (˜B → ˜G γ)
32
ABDALLAH 05B DLPH e
+
e





> 96 95 33 ABDALLAH 05B DLPH e+ e− → ˜B ˜B, (˜B → ˜G γ)
1
SIRUNYAN 19CA searhed in 77.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining delayed photons in both single and diphoton plus 6ET nal states. No exess
is observed above the bakground expeted from Standard Model proesses. The results
are used to set 95% C.L. exlusion limits in the ontext of GMSB, using the SPS8
benhmark model. For neutralino proper deay lengths of 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 m, masses
up to about 320, 525, 360, and 215 GeV are exluded, respetively. See their Fig. 5.
The searhes involve the simplied models Tglu1D, Tglu4A,B,C, Tsqk4,4A,4B.
2
SIRUNYAN 19CI searhed in 77.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more high-momentum Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of photons, jets and 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot4 simplied model, see Figure 3, and on the wino mass
in the Thi1n2E simplied model, see their Figure 4. Limits are also set on the higgsino
mass in the Tn1n1A and Tn1n1B simplied models, see their Figure 5.
3
SIRUNYAN 19K searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with a photon, an eletron or muon, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. In the framework of GMSB, limits are set on
the hargino and neutralino mass in the Thi1n1A simplied model, see their Figure 6.
Limits are also set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A simplied model, and on the squark
mass in the Tsqk4A simplied model, see their Figure 7.
4
AABOUD 18CK searhed for events with at least 3 b-jets and large missing transverse
energy in two datasets of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV of 36.1 fb−1 and 24.3 fb−1
depending on the trigger requirements. The analyses aimed to reonstrut two Higgs
bosons deaying to pairs of b-quarks. No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the Higgsino mass in the Tn1n1A simplied
model, see their Figure 15(a). Constraints are also presented as a funtion of the BR of
Higgsino deaying into an higgs boson and a gravitino, see their Figure 15(b).
5
AABOUD 18Z searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontain-
ing four or more harged leptons (eletrons, muons and up to two hadronially deaying
taus). No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are
set on the Higgsino mass in simplied models of general gauge mediated supersymmetry
Tn1n1A/Tn1n1B/Tn1n1C, see their Figure 9. Limits are also set on the wino, slepton,
sneutrino and gluino mass in a simplied model of NLSP pair prodution with R-parity
violating deays of the LSP via λ
12k or λi33 to harged leptons, see their Figures 7, 8.
6
SIRUNYAN 18AO searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos in events with either two or more leptons
(eletrons or muons) of the same eletri harge, or with three or more leptons, whih
an inlude up to two hadronially deaying tau leptons. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the hargino/neutralino
mass in the Thi1n2A, Thi1n2H, Thi1n2D, Thi1n2E and Thi1n2F simplied models,
see their Figures 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Limits are also set on the higgsino mass in the
Tn1n1A, Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their Figure 19.
2027
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
7
SIRUNYAN 18AP searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos by ombining a number of previous
and new searhes. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits are set on the hargino/neutralino mass in the Thi1n2E, Thi1n2F
and Thi1n2I simplied models, see their Figures 7, 8, 9 an 10. Limits are also set on the
higgsino mass in the Tn1n1A, Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their Figure
11, 12, 13 and 14.
8
SIRUNYAN 18AR searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining two opposite-harge, same-avour leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C simplied model, see their Figure 7. Limits are also set
on the hargino/neutralino mass in the Thi1n2F simplied models, see their Figure 8,
and on the higgsino mass in the Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their Figure
9. Finally, limits are set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot3 simplied model, see their
Figure 10.
9
SIRUNYAN 18O searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
two Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of b-quarks, and large 6ET . No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the Higgsino mass
in the T1n1n1A simplied model, see their Figure 9.
10
SIRUNYAN 18X searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more high-momentum Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of photons, jets and 6ET .




) are used to ategorise the events. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom mass
in the Tsbot4 simplied model and on the wino mass in the Thi1n2E simplied model,
see their Figure 5. Limits are also set on the higgsino mass in the Tn1n1A and Tn1n1B
simplied models, see their Figure 6.
11
KHACHATRYAN 14L searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene
of diret pair prodution of neutralinos with Higgs or Z -bosons in the deay hain, leading
to HH, HZ and Z Z nal states with missing transverse energy. The deays of 16{20.
a Higgs boson to a b-quark pair, to a photon pair, and to nal states with leptons
are onsidered in onjuntion with hadroni and leptoni deay modes of the Z and W
bosons. No signiant exesses over the expeted SM bakgrounds are observed. The







→ Z ˜G take plae either 100% or 50% of the time, see Figs. 16{20.
12
AABOUD 19G searhed in 32.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for evidene
of neutralinos deaying into a Z -boson and a gravitino, in events haraterized by the
presene of dimuon verties with displaements from the pp interation point in the
range of 1400 m. Neutralinos are assumed to be produed in the deay hain of gluinos
as in Tglu1A models. No signiant exess is observed in the number of verties relative
to the predited bakground. In GGM with a gluino mass of 1100 GeV, neutralino masses
in the range 300{1000 GeV are exluded for ertain values of τ , see their Figure 7.
13
AAIJ 17Z searhed in 1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 2 fb−1 of pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining a displaed vertex with one assoiated
high transverse momentum µ. No exess is observed above the bakground expeted
from Standard Model proesses. The results are used to set 95% C.L. upper limits on
the ross setion times branhing frations of pair-produed neutralinos deaying non-
promptly into a muon and two quarks. Long-lived partiles in a mass range 23{198 GeV
are onsidered, see their Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
14
KHACHATRYAN 16BX searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for
events ontaining 3 or more leptons oming from the eletroweak prodution of wino- or















. No exess over
the expeted bakground is observed and limits are derived on the neutralino mass, see
Figs. 24 and 25.
15
AAD 14BH searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
non-pointing photons in a diphoton plus missing transverse energy nal state. No exess is
observed above the bakground expeted from Standard Model proesses. The results are
used to set 95% C.L. exlusion limits in the ontat of gauge-mediated supersymmetri
breaking models, with the lightest neutralino being the next-to-lightest supersymmetri
partile and deaying with a lifetime in the range from 0.25 ns to about 100 ns into a
photon and a gravitino. For limits on the NLSP lifetime versus  plane, for the SPS8
model, see their Fig. 7.
16
AAD 13AP searhed in 4.8 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining non-
pointing photons in a diphoton plus missing transverse energy nal state. No exess is
observed above the bakground expeted from Standard Model proesses. The results are
used to set 95% C.L. exlusion limits in the ontext of gauge-mediated supersymmetri
breaking models, with the lightest neutralino being the next-to-lightest supersymmetri
partile and deaying with a lifetime in exess of 0.25 ns into a photon and a gravitino.
For limits in the NLSP lifetime versus  plane, for the SPS8 model, see their Fig. 8.
17
AAD 13Q searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining
a high-p
T
isolated photon, at least one jet identied as originating from a bottom
quark, and high missing transverse momentum. Suh signatures may originate from
supersymmetri models with gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking in events in whih
one of a pair of higgsino-like neutralinos deays into a photon and a gravitino while the
other deays into a Higgs boson and a gravitino. No signiant exess above the expeted
bakground was found and limits were set on the neutralino mass in a generalized GMSB
model (GGM) with a higgsino-like neutralino NLSP, see their Fig. 4. Intermediate
neutralino masses between 220 and 380 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L, regardless of the
squark and gluino masses, purely on the basis of the expeted weak prodution.
18
AAD 13R looked in 4.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining new,
heavy partiles that deay at a signiant distane from their prodution point into a
nal state ontaining a high-momentum muon and harged hadrons. No exess over the
expeted bakground is observed and limits are plaed on the prodution ross-setion






in an R-parity violating senario with
λ′
211
6= 0, as a funtion of the neutralino lifetime, see their Fig. 6.
19
AALTONEN 13I searhed in 6.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events
ontaining 6ET and a delayed photon that arrives late in the detetor relative to the
time expeted from prompt prodution. No evidene of delayed photon prodution is
observed.
20
CHATRCHYAN 13AH searhed in 4.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
ontaining 6ET and a delayed photon that arrives late in the detetor relative to the time
expeted from prompt prodution. No signiant exess above the expeted bakground
was found and limits were set on the pair prodution of χ̃0
1
depending on the neutralino
proper deay length, see Fig. 8. Supersedes CHATRCHYAN 12BK.
21
AAD 12CP searhed in 4.8 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with two
photons and large 6ET due to χ̃
0
1
→ γ ˜G deays in a GMSB framework. No signiant
exess above the expeted bakground was found and limits were set on the neutralino
mass in a generalized GMSB model (GGM) with a bino-like neutralino NLSP, see Figs.
6 and 7. The other spartile masses were deoupled, tanβ = 2 and τNLSP < 0.1
mm. Also, in the framework of the SPS8 model, limits are presented in Fig. 8.
22
AAD 12CT searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining four
or more leptons (eletrons or muons) and either moderate values of missing transverse
momentum or large eetive mass. No signiant exess is found in the data. Limits are
presented in a simplied model of R-parity violating supersymmetry in whih harginos
are pair-produed and then deay into aW -boson and a χ̃0
1
, whih in turn deays through




or µ±µ∓) and a neutrino. In this
model, limits are set on the neutralino mass as a funtion of the hargino mass, see Fig.
3a. Limits are also set in an R-parity violating mSUGRA model, see Fig. 3b.
23
AAD 12R looked in 33 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining new,
heavy partiles that deay at a signiant distane from their prodution point into a
nal state ontaining a high-momentum muon and harged hadrons. No exess over the
expeted bakground is observed and limits are plaed on the prodution ross-setion










6= 0, as a funtion of the neutralino lifetime, see their Fig. 8. Superseded by
AAD 13R.
24
ABAZOV 12AD looked in 6.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events with
a photon, a Z -boson, and large 6ET in the nal state. This topology orresponds to
a GMSB model where pairs of neutralino NLSPs are either pair produed promptly or
from deays of other supersymmetri partiles and then deay to either Z
˜
G or γ ˜G . No
signiant exess over the SM expetation is observed and a limit at 95% C.L. on the
ross setion is derived as a funtion of the eetive SUSY breaking sale , see Fig.
3. Assuming Nmes = 2, Mmes = 3 , tanβ = 3, µ = 0.75 M1, and Cgrav = 1, the
model is exluded at 95% C.L. for values of  < 87 TeV.
25
CHATRCHYAN 12BK searhed in 2.23 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with two photons and large 6ET due to χ̃
0
1
→ γ ˜G deays in a GMSB framework. No
signiant exess above the expeted bakground was found and limits were set on the
pair prodution of χ̃0
1
depending on the neutralino lifetime, see Fig. 6.
26
CHATRCHYAN 11B looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s=7 TeV for events with
an isolated lepton (e or µ), a photon and 6ET whih may arise in a generalized gauge
mediated model from the deay of Wino-like NLSPs. No evidene for an exess over the
expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived in the plane of squark/gluino mass
versus Wino mass (see Fig. 4). Mass degeneray of the produed squarks and gluinos is
assumed.
27
AALTONEN 10 searhed in 2.6 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for diphoton
events with large 6ET . They may originate from the prodution of χ̃
±
in pairs or as-
soiated to a χ̃0
2
, deaying into χ̃0
1
whih itself deays in GMSB to γ ˜G . There is no
exess of events beyond expetation. An upper limit on the ross setion is alulated
in the GMSB model as a funtion of the χ̃0
1
mass and lifetime, see their Fig. 2. A limit
is derived on the χ̃0
1
mass of 149 GeV for τ
χ̃0
1
≪ 1 ns, whih improves the results of
previous searhes.
28
ABAZOV 10P looked in 6.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events with









→ γ ˜G in a GMSB framework. No signiant
exess over the SM expetation is observed, and a limit at 95% C.L. on the ross setion
is derived for Nmes = 1, tanβ = 15 and µ > 0, see their Fig. 2. This allows them to
set a limit on the eetive SUSY breaking sale  > 124 TeV, from whih the exluded
χ̃0
1
mass range is obtained.
29
ABAZOV 08F looked in 1.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for diphoton events
with large 6ET . They may originate from the prodution of χ̃
±
in pairs or assoiated
to a χ̃0
2
, deaying to a χ̃0
1
whih itself deays promptly in GMSB to χ̃0
1
→ γ ˜G . No
signiant exess was found ompared to the bakground expetation. A limit is derived
on the masses of SUSY partiles in the GMSB framework for M = 2, N = 1, tanβ =
15 and µ > 0, see Figure 2. It also exludes  < 91.5 TeV. Supersedes the results of
ABAZOV 05A. Superseded by ABAZOV 10P.
30
ABULENCIA 07H searhed in 346 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events
with at least three leptons (e or µ) from the deay of χ̃0
1
via LLE ouplings. The results
are onsistent with the hypothesis of no signal. Upper limits on the ross-setion are





, see e.g. their Fig. 3 and Tab. II.
31




s= 189{209 GeV. They look for events with
diphotons + 6E nal states originating from prompt deays of pair-produed neutralinos in
a GMSB senario with χ̃0
1
NLSP. Limits on the ross-setion are omputed as a funtion
of m(χ̃0
1
), see their Fig. 14. The limit on the χ̃0
1
mass is for a pure Bino state assuming
a prompt deay, with lifetimes up to 10
−9
s. Supersedes the results of ABBIENDI 04N.
32
ABDALLAH 05B use data from
√
s = 180{209 GeV. They look for events with single
photons + 6E nal states. Limits are omputed in the plane (m(˜G) , m(χ̃0
1
)), shown in
their Fig. 9b for a pure Bino state in the GMSB framework and in Fig. 9 for a no-sale
supergravity model. Supersedes the results of ABREU 00Z.
33
ABDALLAH 05B use data from
√
s = 130{209 GeV. They look for events with diphotons
+ 6E nal states and single photons not pointing to the vertex, expeted in GMSB when
the χ̃0
1




)), see their Fig. 10.
The lower limit is derived on the χ̃0
1






























)) is shown in Fig. 10b. For long-lived neutralinos,











Neutralinos are unknown mixtures of photinos, z-inos, and neutral higgsinos (the su-









is the lightest supersymmetri partile (LSP); see χ̃0
1
Mass Limits. It is not possible to quote rigorous mass limits beause they are ex-
tremely model dependent; i.e. they depend on branhing ratios of various χ̃0 deay
modes, on the masses of deay produts (
˜








. Limits arise either from diret searhes, or from the MSSM on-
straints set on the gaugino and higgsino mass parameters M
2
and µ through searhes






plane vs other parameters. When spei assumptions are made, e.g, the
neutralino is a pure photino (γ̃), pure z-ino (˜Z), or pure neutral higgsino (˜H0), the
neutralinos will be labelled as suh.




ollisions at energies up to 136 GeV, as well as other
limits from dierent tehniques, are now superseded and have not been inluded in
this ompilation. They an be found in the 1998 Edition (The European Physial
Journal C3 1 (1998)) of this Review. Some later papers are now obsolete and have
been omitted. They were last listed in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile
Data Group), Chinese Physis C38 070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT




























































>1125 95 4 AABOUD 18BT ATLS 2,3ℓ+ 6ET , Thi1n2C, mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV


































>1060 95 10 AABOUD 18U ATLS 2 γ + 6ET , GGM,Thi1hi1A, any
NLSP mass




















> 600 95 14 AAD 16AA ATLS 3,4ℓ + 6ET , Tn2n3A, mχ̃0
1
=0GeV
> 670 95 14 AAD 16AA ATLS 3,4ℓ+ 6ET ,Tn2n3B,mχ̃0
1
< 200GeV


























































































> 620 95 17 AAD 14X ATLS ≥ 4ℓ±, χ̃0
2,3







AAD 13 ATLS 3ℓ± + 6ET , pMSSM, SMS
19





> 62.4 95 20 ABREU 00W DLPH χ̃0
2
, 1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 40, all m, all m
0
> 99.9 95 20 ABREU 00W DLPH χ̃0
3
, 1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 40, all m, all m
0
> 116.0 95 20 ABREU 00W DLPH χ̃0
4
, 1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 40, all m, all m
0

































AAD 12AS ATLS 3ℓ± + 6ET , pMSSM
24






AABOUD 19AU searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos and next-to-lightest neutralinos deaying into lightest
neutralinos and aW and a Higgs boson, respetively. Fully hadroni, semileptoni, dipho-
ton, and multilepton (eletrons, muons) nal states with missing transverse momentum
are onsidered in this searh. Observations are onsistent with the Standard Model
expetations, and 95% ondene-level limits of up to 680 GeV on the hargino/next-to-
lightest neutralino masses are set (Thi1n2E model). See their Figure 14 for an overlay
of exlusion ontours from all searhes.
2
SIRUNYAN 19BU searhed for pair prodution of gauginos via vetor boson fusion as-
suming the gaugino spetrum is ompressed, in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13
TeV. The nal states explored inluded zero leptons plus two jets, one lepton plus two
jets, and one hadroni tau plus two jets. A similar bound is obtained in the light slepton
limit.
3
AABOUD 18AY searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos as in Thi1n2D models, in events
haraterised by the presene of at least two hadronially deaying tau leptons and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground









limits rule out χ̃0
2
masses up to 760 GeV for a massless χ̃0
1
. See their Fig.7 (right).
Interpretations are also provided in Fig 8 (bottom) for dierent assumptions on the ratio







AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the next-to-lightest neutralino mass up to 1100 GeV for
massless χ̃0
1
in the Thi1n2C simplied model exploiting the 3ℓ signature, see their Figure
8().
5
AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the next-to-lightest neutralino mass up to 580 GeV for
massless χ̃0
1
in the Thi1n2F simplied model exploiting the 2ℓ+2 jets and 3ℓ signatures,
see their Figure 8(d).
6
AABOUD 18CK searhed for events with at least 3 b-jets and large missing transverse
energy in two datasets of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV of 36.1 fb−1 and 24.3 fb−1
depending on the trigger requirements. The analyses aimed to reonstrut two Higgs
bosons deaying to pairs of b-quarks. No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the Higgsino mass in the T1n1n1A simplied
model, see their Figure 15(a). Constraints are also presented as a funtion of the BR of
Higgsino deaying into an higgs boson and a gravitino, see their Figure 15(b).
7
AABOUD 18CO searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of mass-degenerate harginos and next-to-lightest neutralinos in
events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. The searh hannels are based on reursive jigsaw reonstru-
tion. Limits are set on the next-to-lightest neutralinos mass up to 600 GeV for massless
neutralinos in the Thi1n2F simplied model exploiting the statistial ombination of
2ℓ+2 jets and 3ℓ hannels. Next-to-lightest neutralinos masses below 220 GeV are not
exluded due to an exess of events above the SM predition in the dediated regions.
See their Figure 13(d).
8
AABOUD 18R searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution in senarios with ompressed mass spetra in nal states with two low-momentum
leptons and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be onsistent with
the SM predition. Results are interpreted in Thi1n2G higgsino models, and χ̃0
2
masses






= 5 GeV. The exlusion limits extend down
to mass splittings of 2.5 GeV, see their Fig. 10 (top). Results are also interpreted in
terms of exlusion bounds on the prodution ross-setions for the NUHM2 senario as






, see their Fig. 12.
9
AABOUD 18R searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution in senarios with ompressed mass spetra in nal states with two low-momentum
leptons and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be onsistent with
the SM predition. Results are interpreted in Thi1n2F wino models, and χ̃0
2
masses are






= 10 GeV. The exlusion limits extend down
to mass splittings of 2 GeV, see their Fig. 10 (bottom). Results are also interpreted in
terms of exlusion bounds on the prodution ross-setions for the NUHM2 senario as






, see their Fig. 12.
10
AABOUD 18U searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with at
least one isolated photon, possibly jets and signiant transverse momentum targeting
generalised models of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking. No signiant exess of events
is observed above the SM predition. Results of the diphoton hannel are interpreted in
terms of lower limits on the masses of gauginos Thi1hi1A models, whih reah as high
as 1.3 TeV. Gaugino masses below 1060 GeV are exluded for any NLSP mass, see their
Fig. 10.
11
SIRUNYAN 18AJ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining two low-momentum, oppositely harged leptons (eletrons or muons) and
6ET . No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived on the
wino mass in the Thi1n2F simplied model, see their Figure 5. Limits are also set on
the stop mass in the Tstop10 simplied model, see their Figure 6. Finally, limits are set
on the Higgsino mass in the Thi1n2G simplied model, see Figure 8 and in the pMSSM,
see Figure 7.
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12
SIRUNYAN 18DP searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos or of hargino pairs in events with
a tau lepton pair and signiant missing transverse momentum. Both hadroni and
leptoni deay modes are onsidered for the tau lepton. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the hargino mass in the
Thi1hi1D and Thi1n2 simplied models, see their Figures 14 and 15. Also, exluded
stau pair prodution ross setions are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13.
13
SIRUNYAN 17AW searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
a harged lepton (eletron or muon), two jets identied as originating from a b-quark,
and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the mass of the hargino and the next-to-lightest neutralino in the
Thi1n2E simplied model, see their Figure 6.
14
AAD 16AA summarized and extended ATLAS searhes for eletroweak supersymmetry in
nal states ontaining several harged leptons, 6ET , with or without hadroni jets, in 20
fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The paper reports the results of new interpretations
and statistial ombinations of previously published analyses, as well as new analyses.




masses in the Tn2n3A
and Tn2n3B simplied models. See their Fig. 15.
15
AAD 15BA searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for eletroweak
prodution of harginos and neutralinos deaying to a nal state ontaining a W boson
and a 125 GeV Higgs boson, plus missing transverse momentum. No exess beyond
the Standard Model expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied









having 100% branhing fration, see Fig. 8. A
ombination of the multiple nal states for the Higgs deay yields the best limits (Fig.
8d).
16
AAD 14H searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for eletroweak produ-
tion of harginos and neutralinos deaying to a nal sate with three leptons and missing
transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models of diret hargino and next-to-lightest
neutralino prodution, with deays to the lightest neutralino via either all three genera-
tions of leptons, staus only, gauge bosons, or Higgs bosons, see Fig. 7. An interpretation
in the pMSSM is also given, see Fig. 8.
17
AAD 14X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with at least
four leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the neutralino mass in an
R-parity onserving simplied model where the deay χ̃0
2,3
→ ℓ± ℓ∓ χ̃0
1
takes plae with
a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 10.
18
AAD 13 searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 7 TeV for harginos and neutralinos
deaying to a nal state with three leptons (e and µ) and missing transverse energy. No
exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived
in the phenomenologial MSSM, see Fig. 2 and 3, and in simplied models, see Fig.




masses up to 500 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. for very large mass dierenes with the
χ̃0
1
. Supersedes AAD 12AS.
19
CHATRCHYAN 12BJ searhed in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos in events with at least two leptons,
jets and missing transverse momentum. No signiant exesses over the expeted SM




pair prodution were set in a number of simplied models, see Figs. 7 to 12. Most limits
are for exatly 3 jets.
20
ABREU 00W ombines data olleted at
√
s=189 GeV with results from lower energies.
The mass limit is obtained by onstraining the MSSM parameter spae with gaugino
and sfermion mass universality at the GUT sale, using the results of negative diret
searhes for neutralinos (inluding asade deays and τ̃ τ nal states) from ABREU 01,
for harginos from ABREU 00J and ABREU 00T (for all m
+
), and for harged sleptons











AAD 14G searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 8 TeV for eletroweak prodution
of hargino-neutralino pairs, deaying to a nal sate with two leptons (e and µ) and
missing transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is
observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models of hargino and next-to-
lightest neutralino prodution, with deays to the lightest neutralino via gauge bosons,
see Fig. 7. An interpretation in the pMSSM is also given, see Fig. 10.
22
KHACHATRYAN 14I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for ele-
troweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos deaying to a nal state with three lep-
tons (e or µ) and missing transverse momentum, or with a Z -boson, dijets and missing
transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models, see Figs. 12{16.
23
AAD 12AS searhed in 2.06 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for harginos and
neutralinos deaying to a nal state with three leptons (e and µ) and missing transverse
energy. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed. Exlusion limits
are derived in the phenomenologial MSSM, see Fig. 2 (top), and in simplied models,
see Fig. 2 (bottom).
24
AAD 12T looked in 1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for the prodution of
supersymmetri partiles deaying into nal states with missing transverse momentum
and exatly two isolated leptons (e or µ). Same-sign dilepton events were separately
studied. Additionally, in opposite-sign events, a searh was made for an exess of same-
avor over dierent-avor lepton pairs. No exess over the expeted bakground is
observed and limits are plaed on the eetive prodution ross setion of opposite-sign
dilepton events with 6ET > 250 GeV and on same-sign dilepton events with 6ET >







Charginos are unknown mixtures of w-inos and harged higgsinos (the supersymmetri
partners ofW and Higgs bosons). A lower mass limit for the lightest hargino (χ̃±
1
) of
approximately 45 GeV, independent of the eld omposition and of the deay mode,
has been obtained by the LEP experiments from the analysis of the Z width and





at energies below 136 GeV, and from hadroni ollisions, an be found in the 1998
Edition (The European Physial Journal C3 1 (1998)) of this Review.
Unless otherwise stated, results in this setion assume spetra, prodution rates, deay
modes and branhing ratios as evaluated in the MSSM, with gaugino and sfermion













pairs, inluding the eets of
asade deays. The mass limits on χ̃±
1
are either diret, or follow indiretly from
the onstraints set by the non-observation of χ̃0
2
states on the gaugino and higgsino
MSSM parameters M
2











s/2. The still unpublished ombination of the results of
the four LEP ollaborations from the 2000 run of LEP2 at
√
s up to ≃ 209 GeV yields
a lower mass limit of 103.5 GeV valid for general MSSM models. The limits beome
however weaker in ertain regions of the MSSM parameter spae where the detetion
eÆienies or prodution ross setions are suppressed. For example, this may happen










− mν̃ are very
small, and the detetion eÆieny is redued; (ii) the eletron sneutrino mass is small,
and the χ̃±
1
prodution rate is suppressed due to a destrutive interferene between s
and t hannel exhange diagrams. The regions of MSSM parameter spae where the
following limits are valid are indiated in the omment lines or in the footnotes.
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT













































































> 930 95 5 SIRUNYAN 19K CMS γ + lepton + 6ET , Thi1n1A










> 740 95 8 AABOUD 18BT ATLS 2ℓ+ 6ET , Thi1hi1C, mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV
>1125 95 9 AABOUD 18BT ATLS 2,3ℓ+6ET , Thi1n2C, mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV


































>1060 95 15 AABOUD 18U ATLS 2γ + 6ET , GGM, Thi1hi1A, any
NLSP mass
>1400 95 16 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, RPV, λ




>1320 95 16 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, RPV, λ




> 980 95 16 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, RPV, λ
i33











degenerate wino and bino
masses
> 780 95 17 SIRUNYAN 18AA CMS ≥ 1γ + 6ET , Thi1n1A
> 950 95 17 SIRUNYAN 18AA CMS ≥ 1γ + 6ET , Thi1hi1A











>1150 95 19 SIRUNYAN 18AO CMS ℓ±ℓ± or ≥ 3ℓ , Thi1n2A, m
˜ℓ













>1120 95 19 SIRUNYAN 18AO CMS ℓ±ℓ± or ≥ 3ℓ , Thi1n2A, m
˜ℓ













>1050 95 19 SIRUNYAN 18AO CMS ℓ±ℓ± or ≥ 3ℓ , Thi1n2A, m
˜ℓ


























































































































> 630 95 23 SIRUNYAN 18DP CMS 2τ+ 6ET , Thi1hi1D,mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV
> 710 95 23 SIRUNYAN 18DP CMS 2τ+ 6ET , Thi1n2D, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV



















> 500 95 27 AAD 16AA ATLS 2ℓ±+ 6ET ,Thi1hi1B,mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV





> 700 95 28 AAD 16AA ATLS 3,4ℓ+ 6ET ,Thi1n2B, mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV

















> 540 95 29 KHACHATRY...16R CMS ≥ 1γ + 1 e or µ + 6ET , Thi1n1A










> 590 95 31 AAD 15CA ATLS ≥ 2 γ + 6ET , GGM, bino-like





AAD 15CA ATLS ≥ 1 γ + e,µ + 6ET , GGM, wino-
like NLSP
















































































> 750 95 33 AAD 14X ATLS RPV, ≥ 4ℓ±, χ̃±
1





→ ℓ± ℓ∓ ν




















AAD 13 ATLS 3ℓ± + 6ET , pMSSM, SMS
36
AAD 13B ATLS 2ℓ± + 6ET , pMSSM, SMS










> 94 95 39 ABDALLAH 03M DLPH χ̃±
1





• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
> 570 95 40 KHACHATRY...16AA CMS ≥ 1γ + jets + 6ET , Thi1hi1A
> 680 95 40 KHACHATRY...16AA CMS ≥ 1γ + jets + 6ET , Thi1n1A





pair prodution, wino-like NLSP


























































































































, ℓ ν̃, ˜ℓν, simplied
model
48
AALTONEN 13Q CDF χ̃±
1
→ τ X , simplied gravity- and
gauge-mediated models
49
AAD 12AS ATLS 3ℓ± + 6ET , pMSSM
50
AAD 12T ATLS ℓ± ℓ∓ + 6ET , ℓ









0 → γ ˜G ,˜W± → ℓ± ˜G ,GMSB







SIRUNYAN 20B searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least one photon and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on hargino masses in a general gauge-mediated
SUSY breaking (GGM) senario Thi1n12-GGM, see Figure 4. Limits are also set on
the NLSP mass in the Thi1hi1F and Thi1hi1G simplied models, see their Figure 5.
Finally, limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A simplied model, see Figure 6.
2
AABOUD 19AU searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and next-to-lightest neutralinos deaying into light-
est neutralinos and a W , and a Higgs boson, respetively. Fully hadroni, semileptoni,
diphoton, and multilepton (eletrons, muons) nal states with missing transverse momen-
tum are onsidered in this searh. Observations are onsistent with the Standard Model
expetations, and 95% ondene-level limits of up to 680 GeV on the hargino/next-to-
lightest neutralino masses are set (Thi1n2E model). See their Figure 14 for an overlay
of exlusion ontours from all searhes.
3
SIRUNYAN 19BU searhed for pair prodution of gauginos via vetor boson fusion as-
suming the gaugino spetrum is ompressed, in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13
TeV. The nal states explored inluded zero leptons plus two jets, one lepton plus two
jets, and one hadroni tau plus two jets. A similar bound is obtained in the light slepton
limit.
4
SIRUNYAN 19CI searhed in 77.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more high-momentum Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of photons, jets and 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot4 simplied model, see Figure 3, and on the wino mass
in the Thi1n2E simplied model, see their Figure 4. Limits are also set on the higgsino
mass in the Tn1n1A and Tn1n1B simplied models, see their Figure 5.
5
SIRUNYAN 19K searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with a photon, an eletron or muon, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. In the framework of GMSB, limits are set on
the hargino and neutralino mass in the Thi1n1A simplied model, see their Figure 6.
Limits are also set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A simplied model, and on the squark
mass in the Tsqk4A simplied model, see their Figure 7.
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6
AABOUD 18AY searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos as in Thi1hi1D models in events haraterised by
the presene of at least two hadronially deaying tau leptons and large missing transverse
energy. No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. In the
Thi1hi1D model, assuming deays via intermediate τ̃
L
, the observed limits rule out
χ̃±
1
masses up to 630 GeV for a massless χ̃0
1
. See their Fig.7 (left). Interpretations are







AABOUD 18AY searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos as in Thi1n2D models, in events
haraterised by the presene of at least two hadronially deaying tau leptons and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground









limits rule out χ̃±
1
masses up to 760 GeV for a massless χ̃0
1
. See their Fig.7 (right).
Interpretations are also provided in Fig 8 (bottom) for dierent assumptions on the ratio







AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the hargino mass up to 750 GeV for massless neutralinos
in the Thi1hi1C simplied model exploiting 2ℓ + 0 jets signatures, see their Figure
8(a).
9
AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the hargino mass up to 1100 GeV for massless neutralinos
in the Thi1n2C simplied model exploiting 3ℓ signature, see their Figure 8().
10
AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the hargino mass up to 580 GeV for massless neutralinos
in the Thi1n2F simplied model exploiting 2ℓ+2 jets and 3ℓ signatures, see their Figure
8(d).
11
AABOUD 18CK searhed for events with at least 3 b-jets and large missing transverse
energy in two datasets of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV of 36.1 fb−1 and 24.3 fb−1
depending on the trigger requirements. The analyses aimed to reonstrut two Higgs
bosons deaying to pairs of b-quarks. No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the Higgsino mass in the T1n1n1A simplied
model, see their Figure 15(a). Constraints are also presented as a funtion of the BR of
Higgsino deaying into an higgs boson and a gravitino, see their Figure 15(b).
12
AABOUD 18CO searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of mass-degenerate harginos and next-to-lightest neutralinos in
events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. The searh hannels are based on reursive jigsaw reonstru-
tion. Limits are set on the hargino mass up to 600 GeV for massless neutralinos in
the Thi1n2F simplied model exploiting the statistial ombination of 2ℓ+2 jets and 3ℓ
hannels. Chargino masses below 220 GeV are not exluded due to an exess of events
above the SM predition in the dediated regions. See their Figure 13(d).
13
AABOUD 18R searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution in senarios with ompressed mass spetra in nal states with two low-momentum
leptons and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be onsistent with
the SM predition. Results are interpreted in Thi1n2G wino models and χ̃±
1
masses are






= 10 GeV. The exlusion limits extend down
to mass splittings of 2 GeV, see their Fig. 10 (bottom).
14
AABOUD 18R searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution in senarios with ompressed mass spetra in nal states with two low-momentum
leptons and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be onsistent with
the SM predition. Results are interpreted in Thi1n2G higgsino models and χ̃±
1
masses






= 5 GeV. The exlusion limits extend down
to mass splittings of 2.5 GeV, see their Fig. 10 (top).
15
AABOUD 18U searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with at
least one isolated photon, possibly jets and signiant transverse momentum targeting
generalised models of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking. No signiant exess of events
is observed above the SM predition. Results of the diphoton hannel are interpreted in
terms of lower limits on the masses of gauginos Thi1hi1A models, whih reah as high
as 1.3 TeV. Gaugino masses below 1060 GeV are exluded for any NLSP mass, see their
Fig. 10.
16
AABOUD 18Z searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontain-
ing four or more harged leptons (eletrons, muons and up to two hadronially deaying
taus). No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are
set on the Higgsino mass in simplied models of general gauge mediated supersymmetry
Tn1n1A/Tn1n1B/Tn1n1C, see their Figure 9. Limits are also set on the wino, slepton,
sneutrino and gluino mass in a simplied model of NLSP pair prodution with R-parity
violating deays of the LSP via λ
12k or λi33 to harged leptons, see their Figures 7, 8.
17
SIRUNYAN 18AA searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one photon and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on wino masses in a general gauge-mediated







7. Limits are also set on the NLSP mass in the Thi1n1A and Thi1hi1A simplied
models, see their Figure 8. Finally, limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A and
Tglu4B simplied models, see their Figure 9, and on the squark mass in the Tskq4A and
Tsqk4B simplied models, see their Figure 10.
18
SIRUNYAN 18AJ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining two low-momentum, oppositely harged leptons (eletrons or muons) and
6ET . No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived on the
wino mass in the Thi1n2F simplied model, see their Figure 5. Limits are also set on
the stop mass in the Tstop10 simplied model, see their Figure 6. Finally, limits are set
on the Higgsino mass in the Thi1n2G simplied model, see Figure 8 and in the pMSSM,
see Figure 7.
19
SIRUNYAN 18AO searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos in events with either two or more leptons
(eletrons or muons) of the same eletri harge, or with three or more leptons, whih
an inlude up to two hadronially deaying tau leptons. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the hargino/neutralino
mass in the Thi1n2A, Thi1n2H, Thi1n2D, Thi1n2E and Thi1n2F simplied models,
see their Figures 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. Limits are also set on the higgsino mass in the
Tn1n1A, Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their Figure 19.
20
SIRUNYAN 18AP searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos by ombining a number of previous
and new searhes. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits are set on the hargino/neutralino mass in the Thi1n2E, Thi1n2F
and Thi1n2I simplied models, see their Figures 7, 8, 9 an 10. Limits are also set on the
higgsino mass in the Tn1n1A, Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their Figure
11, 12, 13 and 14.
21
SIRUNYAN 18AR searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining two opposite-harge, same-avour leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C simplied model, see their Figure 7. Limits are also set
on the hargino/neutralino mass in the Thi1n2F simplied models, see their Figure 8,
and on the higgsino mass in the Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their Figure
9. Finally, limits are set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot3 simplied model, see their
Figure 10.
22
SIRUNYAN 18DN searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and for pair prodution of top squarks in events with
two leptons (eletrons or muons) of the opposite eletri harge. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the hargino mass
in the Thi1hi1C and Thi1hi1E simplied models, see their Figure 8. Limits are also
set on the stop mass in the Tstop1 and Tstop2 simplied models, see their Figure 9.
23
SIRUNYAN 18DP searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos or of hargino pairs in events with
a tau lepton pair and signiant missing transverse momentum. Both hadroni and
leptoni deay modes are onsidered for the tau lepton. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the hargino mass in the
Thi1hi1D and Thi1n2 simplied models, see their Figures 14 and 15. Also, exluded
stau pair prodution ross setions are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13.
24
SIRUNYAN 18X searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more high-momentum Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of photons, jets and 6ET .




) are used to ategorise the events. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom mass
in the Tsbot4 simplied model and on the wino mass in the Thi1n2E simplied model,
see their Figure 5. Limits are also set on the higgsino mass in the Tn1n1A and Tn1n1B
simplied models, see their Figure 6.
25
KHACHATRYAN 17L searhed in about 19 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for
events with two τ (at least one deaying hadronially) and 6ET . In the Thi1hi1C model,
assuming deays via intermediate τ̃ or ν̃τ with equivalent mass, the observed limits rule
out χ̃±
1
masses up to 420 GeV for a massless χ̃0
1
. See their Fig.5.
26
SIRUNYAN 17AW searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
a harged lepton (eletron or muon), two jets identied as originating from a b-quark,
and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the mass of the hargino and the next-to-lightest neutralino in the
Thi1n2E simplied model, see their Figure 6.
27
AAD 16AA summarized and extended ATLAS searhes for eletroweak supersymmetry in
nal states ontaining several harged leptons, 6ET , with or without hadroni jets, in 20
fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The paper reports the results of new interpretations
and statistial ombinations of previously published analyses, as well as new analyses.
Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the χ̃±
1
mass in the Thi1hi1B and Thi1hi1C
simplied models. See their Fig. 13.
28
AAD 16AA summarized and extended ATLAS searhes for eletroweak supersymmetry in
nal states ontaining several harged leptons, 6ET , with or without hadroni jets, in 20
fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The paper reports the results of new interpretations
and statistial ombinations of previously published analyses, as well as new analyses.





Thi1n2B, Thi1n2C, and Thi1n2D simplied models. See their Figs. 16, 17, and 18.
Interpretations in phenomenologial-MSSM, two-parameter Non Universal Higgs Masses
(NUHM2), and gauge-mediated symmetry breaking (GMSB) models are also given in
their Figs. 20, 21 and 22.
29
KHACHATRYAN 16R searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with one or more photons, one eletron or muon, and 6ET . No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on wino masses in a general
gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for a wino-like neutralino NLSP senario,
see Fig. 5. Limits are also set in the Tglu1D and Thi1n1A simplied models, see Fig.
6. The Thi1n1A limit is redued to 340 GeV for a branhing ratio redued by the weak
mixing angle.
30
AAD 15BA searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for eletroweak
prodution of harginos and neutralinos deaying to a nal state ontaining a W boson
and a 125 GeV Higgs boson, plus missing transverse momentum. No exess beyond
the Standard Model expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied









having 100% branhing fration, see Fig. 8. A
ombination of the multiple nal states for the Higgs deay yields the best limits (Fig.
8d).
31
AAD 15CA searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with one or
more photons and 6ET , with or without leptons (e, µ). No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on wino masses in the general
gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for wino-like NLSP, see Fig. 9, 12
32
AAD 14H searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for eletroweak produ-
tion of harginos and neutralinos deaying to a nal sate with three leptons and missing




Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models of diret hargino and next-to-lightest
neutralino prodution, with deays to the lightest neutralino via either all three genera-
tions of leptons, staus only, gauge bosons, or Higgs bosons, see Fig. 7. An interpretation
in the pMSSM is also given, see Fig. 8.
33
AAD 14X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with at least
four leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the wino-like hargino mass
in an R-parity violating simplied model where the deay χ̃±
1





ℓ± ℓ∓ ν, takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 8.
34
KHACHATRYAN 14L searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√





pair prodution with Higgs orW -bosons in the deay hain,
leading to HW nal states with missing transverse energy. The deays of a Higgs boson
to a photon pair are onsidered in onjuntion with hadroni and leptoni deay modes of
the W bosons. No signiant exesses over the expeted SM bakgrounds are observed.









take plae 100% of the time, see Figs. 22{23.
35
AAD 13 searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 7 TeV for harginos and neutralinos
deaying to a nal state with three leptons (e and µ) and missing transverse energy. No
exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived
in the phenomenologial MSSM, see Fig. 2 and 3, and in simplied models, see Fig.




masses up to 500 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. for very large mass dierenes with the
χ̃0
1
. Supersedes AAD 12AS.
36
AAD 13B searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for gauginos deaying to
a nal state with two leptons (e and µ) and missing transverse energy. No exess beyond
the Standard Model expetation is observed. Limits are derived in a simplied model
of wino-like hargino pair prodution, where the hargino always deays to the lightest
neutralino via an intermediate on-shell harged slepton, see Fig. 2(b). Chargino masses
between 110 and 340 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. for m
χ̃0
1
= 10 GeV. Exlusion limits
are also derived in the phenomenologial MSSM, see Fig. 3.
37
AAD 12CT searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining four
or more leptons (eletrons or muons) and either moderate values of missing transverse
momentum or large eetive mass. No signiant exess is found in the data. Limits are
presented in a simplied model of R-parity violating supersymmetry in whih harginos
are pair-produed and then deay into aW -boson and a χ̃0
1
, whih in turn deays through





±µ∓) and a neutrino. In this




GeV, see Fig. 3a. The limit deteriorates for lighter χ̃0
1
. Limits are also set in an R-parity
violating mSUGRA model, see Fig. 3b.
38
CHATRCHYAN 12BJ searhed in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and neutralinos in events with at least two leptons,
jets and missing transverse momentum. No signiant exesses over the expeted SM




pair prodution were set in a number of simplied models, see Figs. 7 to 12.
39
ABDALLAH 03M uses data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV to obtain limits in the framework
of the MSSM with gaugino and sfermion mass universality at the GUT sale. An indiret
limit on the mass of harginos is derived by onstraining the MSSM parameter spae by
the results from diret searhes for neutralinos (inluding asade deays), for harginos






∣ ≤ 2 TeV with
the χ̃0
1












> 6 GeV. If mixing is inluded the limit degrades to 90 GeV. See
Fig. 43 for the mass limits as a funtion of tanβ. These limits update the results of
ABREU 00W.
40
KHACHATRYAN 16AA searhed in 7.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with one or more photons, hadroni jets and 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on wino masses in the general
gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for a wino-like neutralino NLSP senario
and with the wino mass xed at 10 GeV above the bino mass, see Fig. 4. Limits are
also set in the Thi1hi1A and Thi1n1A simplied models, see Fig. 3.
41
KHACHATRYAN 16R searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with one or more photons, one eletron or muon, and 6ET . No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are also set in the Tglu1F simplied
model, see Fig. 6.
42
KHACHATRYAN 16Y searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with one or two soft isolated leptons, hadroni jets, and 6ET . No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the χ̃±
1
mass (whih is
degenerate with the χ̃0
2
) in the Thi1n2A simplied model, see Fig. 4.
43
AAD 14AV searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for the diret prodution
of harginos, neutralinos and staus in events ontaining at last two hadronially deaying
τ -leptons, large missing transverse momentum and low jet ativity. The quoted limit

































No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed. Exlusion limits are set in








pair prodution, see their Figure 7. Upper limits
on the ross setion and signal strength for diret di-stau prodution are derived, see
Figures 8 and 9. Also, limits are derived in a pMSSM model where the only light slepton
is the τ̃
R
, see Figure 10.
44
AAD 14AV searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for the diret prodution
of harginos, neutralinos and staus in events ontaining at last two hadronially deaying
τ -leptons, large missing transverse momentum and low jet ativity. The quoted limit






→ τ̃ ν (ν̃τ τ) → τ ν χ̃
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= 0 GeV. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed.









their Figure 7. Upper limits on the ross setion and signal strength for diret di-stau
prodution are derived, see Figures 8 and 9. Also, limits are derived in a pMSSM model
where the only light slepton is the τ̃
R
, see Figure 10.
45
AAD 14G searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 8 TeV for eletroweak prodution
of hargino pairs, or hargino-neutralino pairs, deaying to a nal sate with two leptons
(e and µ) and missing transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model
expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models of hargino pair
prodution, with hargino deays to the lightest neutralino via either sleptons or gauge
bosons, see Fig 5.; or in simplied models of hargino and next-to-lightest neutralino
prodution, with deays to the lightest neutralino via gauge bosons, see Fig. 7. An
interpretation in the pMSSM is also given, see Fig. 10.
46
AALTONEN 14 searhed in 5.8 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for evidene of
hargino and next-to-lightest neutralino assoiated prodution in nal states onsisting
of three leptons (eletrons, muons or taus) and large missing transverse momentum. The
results are onsistent with the Standard Model preditions within 1.85 σ. Limits on the
hargino mass are derived in an mSUGRA model with m
0
= 60 GeV, tanβ = 3, A
0
=
0 and µ >0, see their Fig. 2.
47
KHACHATRYAN 14I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for ele-
troweak prodution of hargino pairs deaying to a nal state with opposite-sign lepton
pairs (e or µ) and missing transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model
expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models, see Fig. 18.
48
AALTONEN 13Q searhed in 6.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for evidene of
hargino-neutralino assoiated prodution in like-sign dilepton nal states. One lepton is
identied as the hadroni deay of a tau lepton, while the other is an eletron or muon.
Good agreement with the Standard Model preditions is observed and limits are set on
the hargino-neutralino ross setion for simplied gravity- and gauge-mediated models,
see their Figs. 2 and 3.
49
AAD 12AS searhed in 2.06 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for harginos and
neutralinos deaying to a nal state with three leptons (e and µ) and missing transverse
energy. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed. Exlusion limits
are derived in the phenomenologial MSSM, see Fig. 2 (top), and in simplied models,
see Fig. 2 (bottom).
50
AAD 12T looked in 1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for the prodution of
supersymmetri partiles deaying into nal states with missing transverse momentum
and exatly two isolated leptons (e or µ). Opposite-sign and same-sign dilepton events
were separately studied. Additionally, in opposite-sign events, a searh was made for
an exess of same-avor over dierent-avor lepton pairs. No exess over the expeted
bakground is observed and limits are plaed on the eetive prodution ross setion
of opposite-sign dilepton events with 6ET > 250 GeV and on same-sign dilepton events
with 6ET > 100 GeV. The latter limit is interpreted in a simplied eletroweak gaugino
prodution model as a lower hargino mass limit.
51
CHATRCHYAN 11B looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s=7 TeV for events with
an isolated lepton (e or µ), a photon and 6ET whih may arise in a generalized gauge
mediated model from the deay of Wino-like NLSPs. No evidene for an exess over the
expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived in the plane of squark/gluino mass
versus Wino mass (see Fig. 4). Mass degeneray of the produed squarks and gluinos is
assumed.
52
CHATRCHYAN 11V looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with
≥ 3 isolated leptons (e, µ or τ), with or without jets and 6ET . No evidene for an




1/2) plane for tanβ = 3 (see Fig. 5).
Long-lived χ̃± (Chargino) mass limit
Limits on harginos whih leave the detetor before deaying.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1090 95 1 AABOUD 19AT ATLS long-lived χ̃±
1
mAMSB
> 460 95 2 AABOUD 18AS ATLS χ̃± → χ̃0
1





> 715 95 3 SIRUNYAN 18BR CMS χ̃± → χ̃0
1
π±, AMSB, tanβ = 5
and µ > 0, τ = 3 ns
> 695 95 3 SIRUNYAN 18BR CMS χ̃± → χ̃0
1
π±, AMSB, tanβ = 5
and µ > 0, τ = 7 ns
> 505 95 3 SIRUNYAN 18BR CMS χ̃± → χ̃0
1
π±, AMSB, tanβ = 5,
µ > 0, 0.5 ns > τ > 60 ns
> 620 95 4 AAD 15AE ATLS stable χ̃±
> 534 95 5 AAD 15BMATLS stable χ̃±
> 239 95 5 AAD 15BMATLS χ̃± → χ̃0
1





> 482 95 5 AAD 15BMATLS χ̃± → χ̃0
1












> 92 95 7 AAD 12BJ ATLS long-lived χ̃± → π± χ̃0
1
, mAMSB
> 171 95 8 ABAZOV 09M D0 ˜H
> 102 95 9 ABBIENDI 03L OPAL mν̃ >500 GeV
none 2{93.0 95 10 ABREU 00T DLPH ˜H± or mν̃ >mχ̃±
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •








> 800 95 12 KHACHATRY...15AO CMS long-lived χ̃±
1
, mAMSB, τ >100ns
> 100 95 12 KHACHATRY...15AO CMS long-lived χ̃±
1
, mAMSB, τ > 3 ns
95
13
KHACHATRY...15W CMS long-lived χ̃0, ˜q → q χ̃0, χ̃0 →
ℓ+ ℓ− ν, RPV
> 270 95 14 AAD 13BD ATLS disappearing-trak signature,
AMSB
> 278 95 15 ABAZOV 13B D0 long-lived χ̃±, gaugino-like
> 244 95 15 ABAZOV 13B D0 long-lived χ̃±, higgsino-like
2033
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
1
AABOUD 19AT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for metastable
R-hadrons. Multiple searh strategies for a wide range of lifetimes, orresponding to path
lengths of a few meters, are dened. No signiant deviations from the expeted Standard
Model bakground are observed. Results are interpreted in terms of diret eletroweak
prodution of long-lived harginos in the ontext of mAMSB senarios. Chargino masses
are exluded at 95% C.L. below 1090 GeV. See their Figure 10 (right).
2
AABOUD 18AS searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of long-lived harginos in the ontext of AMSB or phenomenologial
MSSM senarios with wino-like LSP. Events with a disappearing trak due to a low-
momentum pion aompanied by at least one jet with high transverse momentum from
initial-state radiation are onsidered. No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Exlusion limits are set at 95% ondene level on the mass
of harginos for dierent hargino lifetimes. For a pure wino with a lifetime of about 0.2
ns, orresponding to a mass-splitting between the harged and neutral wino of around
160 MeV, hargino masses up to 460 GeV are exluded, see their Fig. 8.
3
SIRUNYAN 18BR searhed in 38.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of long-lived harginos in events ontaining isolated traks with
missing hits in the outer layer of the silion traker and little or no assoiated alorimetri
energy deposits (disappearing traks). No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. In an AMSB ontext, limits are set on the ross setion of diret
hargino prodution through pp → χ̃± χ̃∓ and pp → χ̃± χ̃0
1
, assuming BR(χ̃± →
χ̃0
1
π±) = 100%, as a funtion of the hargino mass and mean proper lifetime, see Figures
3, 4 and 5.
4
AAD 15AE searhed in 19.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for heavy long-lived
harged partiles, measured through their spei ionization energy loss in the ATLAS
pixel detetor or their time-of-ight in the ALTAS muon system. In the absene of an
exess of events above the expeted bakgrounds, limits are set on stable harginos, see
Fig. 10.
5
AAD 15BM searhed in 18.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for stable and
metastable non-relativisti harged partiles through their anomalous spei ionization
energy loss in the ATLAS pixel detetor. In absene of an exess of events above the
expeted bakgrounds, limits are set on stable harginos (see Table 5) and on metastable
harginos deaying to χ̃0
1
π±, see Fig. 11.
6
AAD 13H searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for diret eletroweak
prodution of long-lived harginos in the ontext of AMSB senarios. The searh is
based on the signature of a high-momentum isolated trak with few assoiated hits in
the outer part of the traking system, arising from a hargino deay into a neutralino
and a low-momentum pion. The p
T
spetrum of the traks was found to be onsistent
with the SM expetations. Constraints on the lifetime and the prodution ross setion
were obtained, see Fig. 6. In the minimal AMSB framework with tanβ = 5, and µ > 0,




of 160 (170) MeV is exluded at the 95% C.L. See Fig. 7 for more preise bounds.
7
AAD 12BJ looked in 1.02 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for signatures of deaying
harginos resulting in isolated traks with few assoiated hits in the outer region of the
traking system. The p
T
spetrum of the traks was found to be onsistent with the SM
expetations. Constraints on the lifetime and the prodution ross setion were obtained.
In the minimal AMSB framework with m
3/2 < 32 TeV, m0 < 1.5 TeV, tanβ = 5, and
µ > 0, a hargino having a mass below 92 GeV and a lifetime between 0.5 ns and 2 ns
is exluded at the 95% C.L. See their Fig. 8 for more preise bounds.
8
ABAZOV 09M searhed in 1.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events with
diret prodution of a pair of harged massive stable partiles identied by their TOF.
The number of the observed events is onsistent with the predited bakground. The
data are used to onstrain the prodution ross setion as a funtion of the χ̃±
1
mass,
see their Fig. 2. The quoted limit improves to 206 GeV for gaugino-like harginos.
9






s = 130{209 GeV to selet events with two high
momentum traks with anomalous dE/dx. The exluded ross setion is ompared to
the theoretial expetation as a funtion of the heavy partile mass in their Fig. 3. The
bounds are valid for olorless fermions with lifetime longer than 10
−6
s. Supersedes the
results from ACKERSTAFF 98P.
10
ABREU 00T searhes for the prodution of heavy stable harged partiles, identied by
their ionization or Cherenkov radiation, using data from
√
s= 130 to 189 GeV. These
limits inlude and update the results of ABREU 98P.
11
KHACHATRYAN 15AB searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining traks with little or no assoiated alorimeter energy deposits and with missing
hits in the outer layers of the traking system (disappearing-trak signature). Suh
disappearing traks an result from the deay of harginos that are nearly mass degenerate
with the lightest neutralino. The number of observed events is in agreement with the
bakground expetation. Limits are set on the ross setion of eletroweak hargino
prodution in terms of the hargino mass and mean proper lifetime, see Fig. 4. In the
minimal AMSB model, a hargino mass below 260 GeV is exluded at 95% C.L., see
their Fig. 5.
12
KHACHATRYAN 15O searhed in 18.8 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene
of long-lived harginos in the ontext of AMSB and pMSSM senarios. The results are
based on a previously published searh for heavy stable harged partiles at 7 and 8 TeV.
In the minimal AMSB framework with tanβ = 5 and µ ≥ 0, onstraints on the hargino
mass and lifetime were plaed, see Fig. 5. Charginos with a mass below 800 (100) GeV
are exluded at the 95% C.L. for lifetimes above 100 ns (3 ns). Constraints are also
plaed on the pMSSM parameter spae, see Fig. 3.
13
KHACHATRYAN 15W searhed in up to 20.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for




q → q χ̃0




6= 0). 95% C.L. exlusion limits on ross setion
times branhing ratio are set as a funtion of mean proper deay length of the neutralino,
see Figs. 6 and 9.
14
AAD 13BD searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
traks with no assoiated hits in the outer region of the traking system resulting from the
deay of harginos that are nearly mass degenerate with the lightest neutralino, as is often
the ase in AMSB senarios. No signiant exess above the bakground expetation is
observed for andidate traks with large transverse momentum. Constraints on hargino
properties are obtained and in the minimal AMSB model, a hargino mass below 270 GeV
is exluded at 95% C.L., see their Fig. 7.
15
ABAZOV 13B looked in 6.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for harged massive
long-lived partiles in events with muon-like partiles that have both speed and ionization
energy loss inonsistent with muons produed in beam ollisions. In the absene of an
exess, limits are set at 95% C.L. on gaugino- and higgsino-like harginos, see their Table
20 and Fig. 23.
ν̃ (Sneutrino) mass limit
The limits may depend on the number, N(ν̃), of sneutrinos assumed to be degenerate




) is assumed to exist. It is possible that ν̃ ould be the
lightest supersymmetri partile (LSP).
We report here, but do not inlude in the Listings, the limits obtained from the t of the
nal results obtained by the LEP Collaborations on the invisible width of the Z boson
( 
inv. < 2.0 MeV, LEP-SLC 06): mν̃ > 43.7 GeV (N(ν̃)=1) and mν̃ > 44.7 GeV
(N(ν̃)=3) .
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT












>1060 95 4 AABOUD 18Z ATLS RPV, ≥ 4ℓ, λ
12k 6= 0, mχ̃0
1
=
600 GeV (mass-degenerate left-
handed sleptons and sneutrinos
of all 3 generations)






300 GeV (mass-degenerate left-
handed sleptons and sneutrinos
of all 3 generations)



























AAD 11Z ATLS RPV, ν̃τ → e µ









> 84 95 10 HEISTER 02N ALEP ν̃
e
, any m
> 41 95 11 DECAMP 92 ALEP  (Z → invisible); N(ν̃)=3, model
independent
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
12
SIRUNYAN 19AO RPV, µ±µ± + ≥ 2jets,
λ′
211


























AAD 13AI ATLS RPV, ν̃τ → e µ, e τ , µτ
16
AAD 11H ATLS RPV, ν̃τ → e µ
17
AALTONEN 10Z CDF RPV, ν̃τ → e µ, e τ , µτ
18
ABAZOV 10M D0 RPV, ν̃τ → e µ
> 95 95 19 ABDALLAH 04H DLPH AMSB, µ > 0
> 37.1 95 20 ADRIANI 93M L3  (Z → invisible); N(ν̃)=1
> 36 95 ABREU 91F DLPH  (Z → invisible); N(ν̃)=1
> 31.2 95 21 ALEXANDER 91F OPAL  (Z → invisible); N(ν̃)=1
1
AABOUD 18CM searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for heavy
partiles deaying into an e µ, e τ , µτ nal state. No signiant deviation from the
expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are set on the mass of a stau neutrino with
R-parity-violating ouplings. For ν̃τ → e µ, masses below 3.4 TeV are exluded at 95%













also performed, see their Figure 8(a-b).
2
AABOUD 18CM searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for heavy
partiles deaying into an e µ, e τ , µτ nal state. No signiant deviation from the
expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are set on the mass of a stau neutrino with
R-parity-violating ouplings. For ν̃τ → e τ , masses below 2.9 TeV are exluded at 95%













also performed, see their Figure 8().
3
AABOUD 18CM searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for heavy
partiles deaying into an e µ, e τ , µτ nal state. No signiant deviation from the
expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are set on the mass of a stau neutrino with
R-parity-violating ouplings. For ν̃τ → µτ , masses below 2.6 TeV are exluded at 95%


















AABOUD 18Z searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontain-
ing four or more harged leptons (eletrons, muons and up to two hadronially deaying
taus). No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are
set on the Higgsino mass in simplied models of general gauge mediated supersymmetry
Tn1n1A/Tn1n1B/Tn1n1C, see their Figure 9. Limits are also set on the wino, slepton,
sneutrino and gluino mass in a simplied model of NLSP pair prodution with R-parity
violating deays of the LSP via λ
12k or λi33 to harged leptons, see their Figures 7, 8.
5
SIRUNYAN 18AT searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for heavy
resonanes deaying into eµ nal states. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetation is observed and 95% C.L. exlusions are plaed on the ross setion
times branhing ratio for the R-parity-violating prodution and deay of a supersymmetri
tau sneutrino, see their Fig. 3.
6
AABOUD 16P searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
dierent avour dilepton pairs (e µ, e τ , µτ) from the prodution of ν̃τ via an RPV λ
′
311












= 0.07 for µ + τ . No evidene for a dilepton
resonane over the SM expetation is observed, and limits are derived on mν̃ at 95%
CL, see their Figs. 2(b), 3(b), 4(b), and Table 3.
7
AAD 14X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with at least
four leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sneutrino mass in an




→ ℓ± ℓ∓ ν,
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 9.
8
AAD 11Z looked in 1.07 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with one eletron




and followed by a deay via λ
312
into e + µ. No evidene for an (e, µ) resonane over
the SM expetation is observed, and a limit is derived in the plane of λ′
311
versus mν̃
for three values of λ
312
, see their Fig. 2. Masses mν̃ < 1.32 (1.45) TeV are exluded
for λ′
311








ABDALLAH 03M uses data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV to obtain limits in the framework
of the MSSM with gaugino and sfermion mass universality at the GUT sale. An indiret
limit on the mass is derived by onstraining the MSSM parameter spae by the results
from diret searhes for neutralinos (inluding asade deays) and for sleptons. These






∣ ≤ 1 TeV with the χ̃0
1
as LSP. The quoted
limit is obtained when there is no mixing in the third family. See Fig. 43 for the mass
limits as a funtion of tanβ. These limits update the results of ABREU 00W.
10
HEISTER 02N derives a bound on mν̃
e





e, based on the assumption of universal GUT sale gaugino and salar masses
m
1/2 and m0 and the searh desribed in the
˜
e setion. In the MSUGRA framework with
radiative eletroweak symmetry breaking, the limit improves to mν̃
e
>130 GeV, assuming
a trilinear oupling A
0
=0 at the GUT sale. See Figs. 5 and 7 for the dependene of the
limits on tanβ.
11
DECAMP 92 limit is from  (invisible)
/
 (ℓℓ) = 5.91 ± 0.15 (Nν = 2.97 ± 0.07).
12
SIRUNYAN 19AO searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events on-
taining two same-sign muons and at last two jets, originating from resonant prodution of
seond-generation sleptons (µ̃
L




No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Upper limits
on ross setions are derived in the ontext of two simplied models, see their Figure 4.
The ross setion limits are translated into limits on λ′
211
for a modied CMSSM, see
their Figure 5.
13
KHACHATRYAN 16BE searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene
of narrow resonanes deaying into eµ nal states. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetation is observed and 95% C.L. exlusions are plaed on the ross
setion times branhing ratio for the prodution of an R-parity-violating supersymmetri
tau sneutrino, see their Fig. 3.
14
AAD 15O searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene of heavy
partiles deaying into e µ, e τ or µτ nal states. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetation is observed, and 95% C.L. exlusions are plaed on the ross setion
times branhing ratio for the prodution of an R-parity-violating supersymmetri tau
sneutrino, appliable to any sneutrino avour, see their Fig. 2.
15
AAD 13AI searhed in 4.6 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for evidene of heavy
partiles deaying into e µ, e τ or µτ nal states. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetation is observed, and 95% C.L. exlusions are plaed on the ross setion
times branhing ratio for the prodution of an R-parity-violating supersymmetri tau
sneutrino, see their Fig. 2. For ouplings λ′
311
= 0.10 and λi3k = 0.05, the lower limits
on the ν̃τ mass are 1610, 1110, 1100 GeV in the eµ, e τ , and µτ hannels, respetively.
16
AAD 11H looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with one eletron




and followed by a deay via λ
312
into e + µ. No evidene for an exess over the SM
expetation is observed, and a limit is derived in the plane of λ′
311
versus mν̃ for several
values of λ
312
, see their Fig. 2. Superseded by AAD 11Z.
17
AALTONEN 10Z searhed in 1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events from
the prodution d d → ν̃τ with the subsequent deays ν̃τ → e µ, µτ , e τ in the MSSM
framework with RPV. Two isolated leptons of dierent avor and opposite harges are
required, with τs identied by their hadroni deay. No statistially signiant exesses
are observed over the SM bakground. Upper limits on λ′2
311
times the branhing ratio
are listed in their Table III for various ν̃τ masses. Limits on the ross setion times
branhing ratio for λ′
311
= 0.10 and λi3k = 0.05, displayed in Fig. 2, are used to set
limits on the ν̃τ mass of 558 GeV for the e µ, 441 GeV for the µτ and 442 GeV for the
e τ hannels.
18
ABAZOV 10M looked in 5.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events with
exatly one pair of high p
T
isolated e µ and a veto against hard jets. No evidene for an
exess over the SM expetation is observed, and a limit at 95% C.L. on the ross setion
times branhing ratio is derived, see their Fig. 3. These limits are translated into limits
on ouplings as a funtion of mν̃τ
as shown on their Fig. 4. As an example, for mν̃τ
=
100 GeV and λ
312
≤ 0.07, ouplings λ′
311
> 7.7× 10−4 are exluded.
19
ABDALLAH 04H use data from LEP 1 and
√
s = 192{208 GeV. They re-use results
or re-analyze the data from ABDALLAH 03M to put limits on the parameter spae
of anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking (AMSB), whih is sanned in the region
1< m
3/2 <50 TeV, 0< m0 <1000 GeV, 1.5<tanβ <35, both signs of µ. The onstraints
are obtained from the searhes for mass degenerate hargino and neutralino, for SM-like
and invisible Higgs, for leptonially deaying harginos and from the limit on non-SM Z
width of 3.2 MeV. The limit is for m
t
= 174.3 GeV (see Table 2 for other m
t
values).
The limit improves to 114 GeV for µ < 0.
20
ADRIANI 93M limit from  (Z)(invisible)< 16.2 MeV.
21





This setion ontains limits on harged salar leptons (
˜ℓ, with ℓ=e,µ,τ).
Studies of width and deays of the Z boson (use is made here of
 
inv
< 2.0 MeV, LEP 00) onlusively rule out m
˜ℓ
R




) , independently of deay modes, for eah individual slepton.
The limits improve to 43 GeV (43.5 GeV for ˜ℓ
L
) assuming all 3 avors to be
degenerate. Limits on higher mass sleptons depend on model assumptions





. The mass and omposition
of χ̃0
1





t-hannel exhange diagrams. Prodution rates are also aeted by the










osθℓ. It is generally assumed that only τ̃ may have signiant mix-





ollisions the interferene between γ and Z exhange leads to a
minimal ross setion for θℓ=0.91, a value whih is sometimes used in the




quoted, it is understood that limits on m
˜ℓ
L
are usually at least as strong.
Possibly open deays involving gauginos other than χ̃0
1
will aet the de-
tetion eÆienies. Unless otherwise stated, the limits presented here re-
sult from the study of
˜ℓ+˜ℓ− prodution, with prodution rates and deay





ollisions at high energies an be found in previous
Editions of this Review.





is assumed to be negligible
relative to all other masses.
R-parity onserving
˜
e (Seletron) mass limit
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>250 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19AWCMS ℓ± ℓ∓ + 6ET , ˜eR , mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>310 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19AWCMS ℓ± ℓ∓ + 6ET , ˜eL, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV






























































CHATRCHYAN14R CMS ≥ 3ℓ±, ˜ℓ → ℓ± τ∓ τ∓ ˜G sim-
plied model, GMSB, stau
(N)NLSP senario
5
AAD 13B ATLS 2ℓ± + 6ET , SMS, pMSSM
> 97.5 6 ABBIENDI 04 OPAL ˜e
R






> 94.4 7 ACHARD 04 L3 ˜e
R

















> 94 95 9 ABDALLAH 03M DLPH ˜e
R
,1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 40, m >10 GeV






> 73 95 11 HEISTER 02N ALEP ˜e
R
, any m
>107 95 11 HEISTER 02N ALEP ˜e
L
, any m


























SIRUNYAN 19AW searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak pair prodution of seletrons or smuons in events with two leptons (eletrons
or muons) of the opposite eletri harge and same avour, no jets and large 6ET . No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the seletron mass assuming left-handed, right-handed or both left- and right-handed
(mass degenerate) prodution, see their Figure 6. Similarly, limits are set on the smuon
mass, see their Figure 7. Limits are also set on slepton masses under the assumption
that the seletron and smuon are mass degenerate, see their Figure 5.
2035
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
2
AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations





e, µ̃, and τ̃ and exploiting the 2ℓ signature, see their Figure 8(b).
3
AABOUD 18R searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution in senarios with ompressed mass spetra in nal states with two low-momentum
leptons and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be onsistent with the
SM predition. Results are interpreted in slepton pair prodution models with a fourfold
degeneray assumed in seletron and smuon masses. The
˜
e masses are exluded up to






= 5 GeV. The exlusion limits extend down to mass splittings
of 1 GeV, see their Fig. 11.
4
CHATRCHYAN 14R searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least three leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the slepton
mass in a stau (N)NLSP simplied model (GMSB) where the deay
˜ℓ → ℓ± τ± τ∓ ˜G
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 8.
5
AAD 13B searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for sleptons deaying to a
nal state with two leptons (e and µ) and missing transverse energy. No exess beyond
the Standard Model expetation is observed. Limits are derived in a simplied model of
diret left-handed slepton pair prodution, where left-handed slepton masses between 85
and 195 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. for m
χ̃0
1
= 20 GeV. See also Fig. 2(a). Exlusion
limits are also derived in the phenomenologial MSSM, see Fig. 3.
6







prodution in aoplanar di-eletron nal states in the




limit at tanβ=35 This limit supersedes ABBIENDI 00G.
7














prodution in single- and aoplanar di-eletron




are derived from a san
over the MSSM parameter spae with universal GUT sale gaugino and salar masses
m
1/2 and m0, 1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 60 and −2 ≤ µ ≤ 2 TeV. See Fig. 4 for the dependene of
the limits on m
χ̃0
1
. This limit supersedes ACCIARRI 99W.
8
ABDALLAH 03M looked for aoplanar dieletron + 6E nal states at
√
s = 189{208 GeV.
The limit assumes µ=−200 GeV and tanβ=1.5 in the alulation of the prodution ross
setion and B(
˜
e → e χ̃0
1







) plane. These limits
inlude and update the results of ABREU 01
9
ABDALLAH 03M uses data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV to obtain limits in the framework
of the MSSM with gaugino and sfermion mass universality at the GUT sale. An indiret
limit on the mass is derived by onstraining the MSSM parameter spae by the results
from diret searhes for neutralinos (inluding asade deays) and for sleptons. These






∣ ≤ 1 TeV with the χ̃0
1
as LSP. The quoted
limit is obtained when there is no mixing in the third family. See Fig. 43 for the mass
limits as a funtion of tanβ. These limits update the results of ABREU 00W.
10





between 183 and 209 GeV. The mass limit assumes µ < −200 GeV and tanβ=2 for the
prodution ross setion and B(
˜
e → e χ̃0
1
)=1. See their Fig. 4 for the dependene of
the limit on m. These limits inlude and update the results of BARATE 01.
11














prodution in single- and aoplanar di-eletron




are derived from a san
over the MSSM parameter spae with universal GUT sale gaugino and salar masses
m










in nal states with













, based on universal m
0
and m
1/2. When the onstraint from









>115(115) GeV for a top mass of 175(180) GeV. In the









>152 GeV, assuming a trilinear oupling A
0
=0 at
the GUT sale. See Figs. 4, 5, 7 for the dependene of the limits on tanβ.
12
AAD 14G searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution of slepton pairs, deaying to a nal sate with two leptons (e and µ) and missing
transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models of slepton pair prodution, see Fig. 8.
An interpretation in the pMSSM is also given, see Fig. 10.
13
KHACHATRYAN 14I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for ele-
troweak prodution of slepton pairs deaying to a nal state with opposite-sign lepton
pairs (e or µ) and missing transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model
expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models, see Fig. 18.
R-partiy violating
˜
e (Seletron) mass limit
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1065 95 1 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, λ




handed sleptons and sneutrinos
of all 3 generations)







handed sleptons and sneutrinos
of all 3 generations)






• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
> 89 95 3 ABBIENDI 04F OPAL RPV, ˜e
L
> 92 95 4 ABDALLAH 04M DLPH RPV, ˜e
R
, indiret, m >5 GeV
1
AABOUD 18Z searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontain-
ing four or more harged leptons (eletrons, muons and up to two hadronially deaying
taus). No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are
set on the Higgsino mass in simplied models of general gauge mediated supersymmetry
Tn1n1A/Tn1n1B/Tn1n1C, see their Figure 9. Limits are also set on the wino, slepton,
sneutrino and gluino mass in a simplied model of NLSP pair prodution with R-parity
violating deays of the LSP via λ
12k or λi33 to harged leptons, see their Figures 7, 8.
2
AAD 14X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with at
least four leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the slepton mass in an





→ ℓ± ℓ∓ ν,
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 9.
3
ABBIENDI 04F use data from
√
s = 189{209 GeV. They derive limits on spartile masses
under the assumption of RPV with LLE or LQD ouplings. The results are valid for
tanβ = 1.5, µ = −200 GeV, with, in addition, m > 5 GeV for indiret deays via
LQD. The limit quoted applies to diret deays via LLE or LQD ouplings. For indiret




mass are respetively 99 and 92 GeV for LLE and LQD
ouplings and m
χ̃0
= 10 GeV and degrade slightly for larger χ̃0
1
mass. Supersedes the
results of ABBIENDI 00.
4
ABDALLAH 04M use data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV to derive limits on spartile masses
under the assumption of RPV with LLE or UDD ouplings. The results are valid for µ
= −200 GeV, tanβ = 1.5, m > 5 GeV and assuming a BR of 1 for the given deay.
The limit quoted is for indiret UDD deays using the neutralino onstraint of 39.5
GeV for LLE and of 38.0 GeV for UDD ouplings, also derived in ABDALLAH 04M.
For indiret deays via LLE the limit improves to 95 GeV if the onstraint from the
neutralino is used and to 94 GeV if it is not used. For indiret deays via UDD ouplings
it remains unhanged when the neutralino onstraint is not used. Supersedes the result
of ABREU 00U.
R-parity onserving µ̃ (Smuon) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>210 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19AWCMS ℓ± ℓ∓ + 6ET , µ̃R , mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>280 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19AWCMS ℓ± ℓ∓ + 6ET , µ̃L, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV












































CHATRCHYAN14R CMS ≥ 3ℓ±, ˜ℓ → ℓ± τ∓ τ∓ ˜G sim-
plied model, GMSB, stau
(N)NLSP senario
4
AAD 13B ATLS 2ℓ± + 6ET , SMS, pMSSM








∣ >100 GeV, tanβ=1.5








∣ >200 GeV, tanβ ≥ 2
none 30{88 95
7




> 94 95 8 ABDALLAH 03M DLPH µ̃
R
,1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 40,
m >10 GeV




• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •














































SIRUNYAN 19AW searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak pair prodution of seletrons or smuons in events with two leptons (eletrons
or muons) of the opposite eletri harge and same avour, no jets and large 6ET . No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the seletron mass assuming left-handed, right-handed or both left- and right-handed
(mass degenerate) prodution, see their Figure 6. Similarly, limits are set on the smuon
mass, see their Figure 7. Limits are also set on slepton masses under the assumption
that the seletron and smuon are mass degenerate, see their Figure 5.
2
AABOUD 18R searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution in senarios with ompressed mass spetra in nal states with two low-momentum
leptons and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be onsistent with the
SM predition. Results are interpreted in slepton pair prodution models with a fourfold
degeneray assumed in seletron and smuon masses. The µ̃ masses are exluded up to
190 GeV for mµ̃ − mχ̃0
1
= 5 GeV. The exlusion limits extend down to mass splittings
of 1 GeV, see their Fig. 11.
3
CHATRCHYAN 14R searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least three leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the slepton
mass in a stau (N)NLSP simplied model (GMSB) where the deay
˜ℓ → ℓ± τ± τ∓ ˜G
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 8.
4
AAD 13B searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for sleptons deaying to a




the Standard Model expetation is observed. Limits are derived in a simplied model of
diret left-handed slepton pair prodution, where left-handed slepton masses between 85
and 195 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. for m
χ̃0
1
= 20 GeV. See also Fig. 2(a). Exlusion
limits are also derived in the phenomenologial MSSM, see Fig. 3.
5




prodution in aoplanar di-muon nal states in the













at several values of the branhing ratio. This limit supersedes ABBIENDI 00G.
6




prodution in aoplanar di-muon nal states in the
192{209 GeV data. Limits on mµ̃
R
are derived from a san over the MSSM param-
eter spae with universal GUT sale gaugino and salar masses m
1/2 and m0, 1 ≤




This limit supersedes ACCIARRI 99W.
7
ABDALLAH 03M looked for aoplanar dimuon + 6E nal states at
√
s = 189{208 GeV.
The limit assumes B(µ̃ → µχ̃0
1






plane. These limits inlude and update the results of ABREU 01.
8
ABDALLAH 03M uses data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV to obtain limits in the framework
of the MSSM with gaugino and sfermion mass universality at the GUT sale. An indiret
limit on the mass is derived by onstraining the MSSM parameter spae by the results
from diret searhes for neutralinos (inluding asade deays) and for sleptons. These






∣ ≤ 1 TeV with the χ̃0
1
as LSP. The quoted
limit is obtained when there is no mixing in the third family. See Fig. 43 for the mass
limits as a funtion of tanβ. These limits update the results of ABREU 00W.
9





between 183 and 209 GeV. The mass limit assumes B(µ̃ → µχ̃0
1
)=1. See their Fig. 4
for the dependene of the limit on m. These limits inlude and update the results of
BARATE 01.
10
AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations





e, µ̃, and τ̃ and exploiting the 2ℓ signature, see their Figure 8(b).
11
AAD 14G searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for eletroweak pro-
dution of slepton pairs, deaying to a nal sate with two leptons (e and µ) and missing
transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models of slepton pair prodution, see Fig. 8.
An interpretation in the pMSSM is also given, see Fig. 10.
12
KHACHATRYAN 14I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for ele-
troweak prodution of slepton pairs deaying to a nal state with opposite-sign lepton
pairs (e or µ) and missing transverse momentum. No exess beyond the Standard Model
expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models, see Fig. 18.
13
ABREU 00V use data from
√
s= 130{189 GeV to searh for traks with large impat pa-




these results with the searh for slepton pair prodution in the SUGRA framework from
ABREU 01 to over prompt deays and on stable partile searhes from ABREU 00Q.
For limits at dierent m
˜
G
, see their Fig. 12.
R-parity violating µ̃ (Smuon) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT







sleptons and sneutrinos of all
3 generations)
>1060 95 1 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, λ




sleptons and sneutrinos of all
3 generations)






• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
3










> 87 95 4 ABDALLAH 04M DLPH RPV, µ̃
R
, indiret, m >5 GeV
> 81 95 5 HEISTER 03G ALEP RPV, µ̃
L
1
AABOUD 18Z searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontain-
ing four or more harged leptons (eletrons, muons and up to two hadronially deaying
taus). No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are
set on the Higgsino mass in simplied models of general gauge mediated supersymmetry
Tn1n1A/Tn1n1B/Tn1n1C, see their Figure 9. Limits are also set on the wino, slepton,
sneutrino and gluino mass in a simplied model of NLSP pair prodution with R-parity
violating deays of the LSP via λ
12k or λi33 to harged leptons, see their Figures 7, 8.
2
AAD 14X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with at
least four leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the slepton mass in an





→ ℓ± ℓ∓ ν,
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 9.
3
SIRUNYAN 19AO searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events on-
taining two same-sign muons and at last two jets, originating from resonant prodution of
seond-generation sleptons (µ̃
L




No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Upper limits
on ross setions are derived in the ontext of two simplied models, see their Figure 4.
The ross setion limits are translated into limits on λ′
211
for a modied CMSSM, see
their Figure 5.
4
ABDALLAH 04M use data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV to derive limits on spartile masses
under the assumption of RPV with LLE or UDD ouplings. The results are valid for µ
= −200 GeV, tanβ = 1.5, m > 5 GeV and assuming a BR of 1 for the given deay.
The limit quoted is for indiret UDD deays using the neutralino onstraint of 39.5
GeV for LLE and of 38.0 GeV for UDD ouplings, also derived in ABDALLAH 04M.
For indiret deays via LLE the limit improves to 90 GeV if the onstraint from the
neutralino is used and remains at 87 GeV if it is not used. For indiret deays via UDD
ouplings it degrades to 85 GeV when the neutralino onstraint is not used. Supersedes
the result of ABREU 00U.
5
HEISTER 03G searhes for the prodution of smuons in the ase of RPV prompt deays
with LLE , LQD or UDD ouplings at
√
s = 189{209 GeV. The searh is performed for
diret and indiret deays, assuming one oupling at a time to be non-zero. The limit
holds for diret deays mediated by RPV LQD ouplings and improves to 90 GeV for
indiret deays (for m > 10 GeV). Limits are also given for LLE diret (mµ̃R >
87 GeV) and indiret deays (mµ̃R > 96 GeV for m(χ̃
0
1
) > 23 GeV from BARATE 98S)
and for UDD indiret deays (mµ̃R > 85 GeV for m > 10 GeV). Supersedes the
results from BARATE 01B.
R-parity onserving τ̃ (Stau) mass limit
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT










∣ >200 GeV,tanβ ≥ 2
> 81.9 95 3 ABDALLAH 03M DLPH m >15 GeV, all θτ
> 79 95 4 HEISTER 02E ALEP m > 15 GeV, θτ=π/2
> 76 95 4 HEISTER 02E ALEP m > 15 GeV, θτ=0.91
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •































AAD 12AF ATLS 2τ + jets + 6ET , GMSB
9
AAD 12AG ATLS ≥ 1τ
h
+ jets + 6ET , GMSB
10
AAD 12CMATLS ≥ 1τ + jets + 6ET , GMSB
> 87.4 95 11 ABBIENDI 06B OPAL τ̃
R
→ τ ˜G , all τ(τ̃
R
)
> 68 95 12 ABDALLAH 04H DLPH AMSB, µ > 0
none mτ− 26.3 95
3
ABDALLAH 03M DLPH m >mτ , all θτ
1
ABBIENDI 04 searh for τ̃ τ̃ prodution in aoplanar di-tau nal states in the
183{208 GeV data. See Fig. 15 for the dependene of the limits on m
χ̃0
1
and for the limit









at several values of the branhing ratio and for their dependene on θτ . This limit
supersedes ABBIENDI 00G.
2
ACHARD 04 searh for τ̃ τ̃ prodution in aoplanar di-tau nal states in the 192{209
GeV data. Limits on mτ̃
R
are derived from a san over the MSSM parameter spae with
universal GUT sale gaugino and salar masses m
1/2 and m0, 1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 60 and





ABDALLAH 03M looked for aoplanar ditaus + 6E nal states at
√
s = 130{208 GeV. A
dediated searh was made for low mass τ̃s deoupling from the Z0. The limit assumes
B(τ̃ → τ χ̃0
1
) = 100%. See Fig. 20 for limits on the (mτ̃ ,mχ̃0
1
) plane and as funtion
of the χ̃0
1
mass and of the branhing ratio. The limit in the low-mass region improves to




, respetively, at m > mτ . The limit in the high-mass
region improves to 84.7 GeV for τ̃
R
and m > 15 GeV. These limits inlude and update
the results of ABREU 01.
4





between 183 and 209 GeV. The mass limit assumes B(τ̃ → τ χ̃0
1
)=1. See their Fig. 4
for the dependene of the limit on m. These limits inlude and update the results of
BARATE 01.
5
AABOUD 18BT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret ele-
troweak prodution of harginos, hargino and next-to-lightest neutralinos and sleptons
in events with two or three leptons (eletrons or muons), with or without jets, and large
missing transverse energy. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations





e, µ̃, and τ̃ and exploiting the 2ℓ signature, see their Figure 8(b).
6
KHACHATRYAN 17L searhed in about 19 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for
events with two τ (at least one deaying hadronially) and 6ET . Results were interpreted






mass onstraints are set, see their Fig. 7.
7
AAD 16AA summarized and extended ATLAS searhes for eletroweak supersymmetry
in nal states ontaining several harged leptons, 6ET , with or without hadroni jets, in
20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The paper reports 95% C.L. exlusion limits




pairs for various m
χ̃0
1
, using the 2
hadroni τ + 6ET analysis. The mτ̃R/L
= 109 GeV is exluded for m
χ̃0
1
= 0 GeV, with
the onstraints being stronger for τ̃
R
. See their Fig. 12.
8
AAD 12AF searhed in 2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with two
tau leptons, jets and large 6ET in a GMSB framework. No signiant exess above the
expeted bakground was found and an upper limit on the visible ross setion for new
phenomena is set. A 95% C.L. lower limit of 32 TeV on the mGMSB breaking sale  is
set for Mmess = 250 TeV, NS = 3, µ > 0 and Cgrav = 1, independent of tanβ.
2037
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
9
AAD 12AG searhed in 2.05 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with at
least one hadronially deaying tau lepton, jets, and large 6ET in a GMSB framework.
No signiant exess above the expeted bakground was found and an upper limit on
the visible ross setion for new phenomena is set. A 95% C.L. lower limit of 30 TeV on
the mGMSB breaking sale  is set for Mmess = 250 TeV, NS = 3, µ > 0 and Cgrav
= 1, independent of tanβ. For large values of tanβ, the limit on  inreases to 43 TeV.
10
AAD 12CM searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s=7 TeV for events with at least
one tau lepton, zero or one additional light lepton (e/µ) jets, and large 6ET in a GMSB
framework. No signiant exess above the expeted bakground was found and an
upper limit on the visible ross setion for new phenomena is set. A 95% C. L. lower
limit of 54 TeV on the mGMSB breaking sale  is set for Mmess = 250 TeV, NS = 3,
µ > 0 and Cgrav = 1, for tanβ > 20. Here the τ̃1 is the NLSP.
11




s = 189{209 GeV. They look for events
from pair-produed staus in a GMSB senario with τ̃ NLSP inluding prompt τ̃ deays
to ditaus + 6E nal states, large impat parameters, kinked traks and heavy stable
harged partiles. Limits on the ross-setion are omputed as a funtion of m(τ̃) and
the lifetime, see their Fig. 7. The limit is ompared to the σ ·BR2 from a san over the
GMSB parameter spae.
12
ABDALLAH 04H use data from LEP 1 and
√
s = 192{208 GeV. They re-use results
or re-analyze the data from ABDALLAH 03M to put limits on the parameter spae
of anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking (AMSB), whih is sanned in the region
1< m
3/2 <50 TeV, 0< m0 <1000 GeV, 1.5<tanβ <35, both signs of µ. The onstraints
are obtained from the searhes for mass degenerate hargino and neutralino, for SM-like
and invisible Higgs, for leptonially deaying harginos and from the limit on non-SM Z
width of 3.2 MeV. The limit is for m
t
= 174.3 GeV (see Table 2 for other m
t
values).
The limit improves to 75 GeV for µ < 0.
R-parity violating τ̃ (Stau) mass limit
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1060 95 1 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, RPV, λ





sneutrinos of all 3 genera-
tions)








sneutrinos of all 3 genera-
tions)
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
> 74 95 2 ABBIENDI 04F OPAL RPV, τ̃
L
> 90 95 3 ABDALLAH 04M DLPH RPV, τ̃
R
, indiret, m >5 GeV
1
AABOUD 18Z searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontain-
ing four or more harged leptons (eletrons, muons and up to two hadronially deaying
taus). No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are
set on the Higgsino mass in simplied models of general gauge mediated supersymmetry
Tn1n1A/Tn1n1B/Tn1n1C, see their Figure 9. Limits are also set on the wino, slepton,
sneutrino and gluino mass in a simplied model of NLSP pair prodution with R-parity
violating deays of the LSP via λ
12k or λi33 to harged leptons, see their Figures 7, 8.
2
ABBIENDI 04F use data from
√
s = 189{209 GeV. They derive limits on spartile masses
under the assumption of RPV with LLE or LQD ouplings. The results are valid for
tanβ = 1.5, µ = −200 GeV, with, in addition, m > 5 GeV for indiret deays via
LQD. The limit quoted applies to diret deays with LLE ouplings and improves to
75 GeV for LQD ouplings. The limit on the τ̃
R
mass for indiret deays is 92 GeV
for LLE ouplings at m
χ̃0
= 10 GeV and no exlusion is obtained for LQD ouplings.
Supersedes the results of ABBIENDI 00.
3
ABDALLAH 04M use data from
√
s = 192{208 GeV to derive limits on spartile masses
under the assumption of RPV with LLE ouplings. The results are valid for µ =
−200 GeV, tanβ = 1.5, m > 5 GeV and assuming a BR of 1 for the given deay.
The limit quoted is for indiret deays using the neutralino onstraint of 39.5 GeV, also
derived in ABDALLAH 04M. For indiret deays via LLE the limit dereases to 86 GeV
if the onstraint from the neutralino is not used. Supersedes the result of ABREU 00U.
Long-lived
˜ℓ (Slepton) mass limit
Limits on salar leptons whih leave detetor before deaying. Limits from Z deays










in the ontinuum depend on MSSM parameters beause of the additional neutralino
exhange ontribution.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>430 95 1 AABOUD 19AT ATLS long-lived τ̃ , GMSB
>490 95 2 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS long-lived τ̃ from inlusive pro-
dution, mGMSB SPS line 7
senario
>240 95 2 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS long-lived τ̃ from diret pair pro-
dution, mGMSB SPS line 7
senario
>440 95 3 AAD 15AE ATLS mGMSB, Mmess = 250 TeV, N5
= 3, µ > 0, Cgrav = 5000,
tanβ = 10
>385 95 3 AAD 15AE ATLS mGMSB, Mmess = 250 TeV, N5
= 3, µ > 0, Cgrav = 5000,
tanβ = 50
>286 95 3 AAD 15AE ATLS diret τ̃ prodution
none 124{309 95
4
AAIJ 15BD LHCB long-lived τ̃ , mGMSB, SPS7
















• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>300 95 9 AAD 13AA ATLS long-lived τ̃ , GMSB, tanβ = 5{20
10
ABAZOV 13B D0 long-lived τ̃ , 100 <mτ̃ <300 GeV
>339 95 11,12 CHATRCHYAN13AB CMS long-lived τ̃ , diret τ̃
1
pair prod.,
minimal GMSB, SPS line 7
>500 95 11,13 CHATRCHYAN13AB CMS long-lived τ̃ , τ̃
1
from diret pair
prod. and from deay of heav-
ier SUSY partiles, minimal
GMSB, SPS line 7
>314 95 14 CHATRCHYAN12L CMS long-lived τ̃ , τ̃
1
from deay of
heavier SUSY partiles, mini-
mal GMSB, SPS line 7
>136 95 15 AAD 11P ATLS stable τ̃ , GMSB senario, tanβ=5
1
AABOUD 19AT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for metastable and
stable R-hadrons. Multiple searh strategies for a wide range of lifetimes, orresponding
to path lengths of a few meters, are dened. No signiant deviations from the expeted
Standard Model bakground are observed. Results are interpreted in terms of exlusion
limits on long-lived stau in the ontext of GMSB models. Lower limits on the mass for
diret prodution of staus are set at 430 GeV, see their Fig. 10 (left).
2
KHACHATRYAN 16BW searhed in 2.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with heavy stable harged partiles, identied by their anomalously high energy deposits
in the silion traker and/or long time-of-ight measurements by the muon system. No
evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived
for pair prodution of tau sleptons as a funtion of mass, depending on their diret or
inlusive prodution in a minimal GMSB senario along the Snowmass Points and Slopes
(SPS) line 7, see Fig. 4 and Table 7.
3
AAD 15AE searhed in 19.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for heavy long-lived
harged partiles, measured through their spei ionization energy loss in the ATLAS
pixel detetor or their time-of-ight in the ALTAS muon system. In the absene of an
exess of events above the expeted bakgrounds, limits are set on stable τ̃ sleptons in
various senarios, see Figs. 5-7.
4
AAIJ 15BD searhed in 3.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV for evidene
of Drell-Yan pair prodution of long-lived τ̃ partiles. No evidene for suh partiles is
observed and 95% C.L. upper limits on the ross setion of τ̃ pair prodution are derived,
see Fig. 7. In the mGMSB, assuming the SPS7 benhmark senario τ̃ masses between
124 and 309 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L.
5






s = 130{209 GeV to selet events with two high
momentum traks with anomalous dE/dx. The exluded ross setion is ompared to the
theoretial expetation as a funtion of the heavy partile mass in their Fig. 3. The limit




. The bounds are valid for olorless spin 0 partiles
with lifetimes longer than 10
−6
s. Supersedes the results from ACKERSTAFF 98P.
6












. These limits inlude and update the results of ABREU 98P.
7
ACCIARRI 99H searhed for prodution of pairs of bak-to-bak heavy harged partiles
at
√














AAD 13AA searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining
long-lived massive partiles in a GMSB framework. No signiant exess above the
expeted bakground was found. A 95% C.L. lower limit of 300 GeV is plaed on long-
lived τ̃ 's in the GMSB model with Mmess = 250 TeV, NS = 3, µ > 0, for tanβ = 5{20.
The lower limit on the GMSB breaking sale  was found to be 99{110 TeV, for tanβ
values between 5 and 40, see Fig. 4 (top). Also, diretly produed long-lived sleptons,
or sleptons deaying to long-lived ones, are exluded at 95% C.L. up to a τ̃ mass of 278
GeV for models with slepton splittings smaller than 50 GeV.
10
ABAZOV 13B looked in 6.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for harged massive
long-lived partiles in events with muon-like partiles that have both speed and ionization
energy loss inonsistent with muons produed in beam ollisions. In the absene of an
exess, limits are set at 95% C.L. on the prodution ross setion of stau leptons in the
mass range 100{300 GeV, see their Table 20 and Fig. 23.
11
CHATRCHYAN 13AB looked in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 18.8
fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with heavy stable partiles, identied
by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or additionally requiring that it be identied as
muon in the muon hambers, from pair prodution of τ̃
1
's. No evidene for an exess
over the expeted bakground is observed. Supersedes CHATRCHYAN 12L.
12
CHATRCHYAN 13AB limits are derived for pair prodution of τ̃
1
as a funtion of mass in
minimal GMSB senarios along the Snowmass Points and Slopes (SPS) line 7 (see Fig.




CHATRCHYAN 13AB limits are derived for the prodution of τ̃
1
as a funtion of mass in
minimal GMSB senarios along the Snowmass Points and Slopes (SPS) line 7 (see Fig.
8 and Table 7). The limit given here is valid for the prodution of τ̃
1
from both diret
pair prodution and from the deay of heavier supersymmetri partiles.
14
CHATRCHYAN 12L looked in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with
heavy stable partiles, identied by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or additionally
requiring that it be identied as muon in the muon hambers, from pair prodution of
τ̃
1
's. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are
derived for the prodution of τ̃
1
as a funtion of mass in minimal GMSB senarios along
the Snowmass Points and Slopes (SPS) line 7 (see Fig. 3). The limit given here is valid
for the prodution of τ̃
1
in the deay of heavier supersymmetri partiles.
15
AAD 11P looked in 37 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with two heavy
stable partiles, reonstruted in the Inner traker and the Muon System and identied
by their time of ight in the Muon System. No evidene for an exess over the SM
expetation is observed. Limits on the mass are derived, see Fig. 3, for τ̃ in a GMSB
senario and for sleptons produed by eletroweak proesses only, in whih ase the limit









> 60{70 GeV, it is expeted that squarks would undergo a asade
deay via a number of neutralinos and/or harginos rather than undergo
a diret deay to photinos as assumed by some papers. Limits obtained























. It is usually assumed that only
the sbottom and stop squarks have non-trivial mixing angles (see the stop
and sbottom setions). Here, unless otherwise noted, squarks are always
taken to be either left/right degenerate, or purely of left or right type.
Data from Z deays have set squark mass limits above 40 GeV, in the
ase of
˜








& 5 GeV. For smaller values
of m, urrent onstraints on the invisible width of the Z ( 
inv
< 2.0
















Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were
last listed in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group),
Chinese Physis C38 070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
R-parity onserving
˜
q (Squark) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT



















>1200 95 4 AABOUD 18BJ ATLS ℓ± ℓ∓ + jets + 6ET , Tsqk2, mχ̃0
1
= 1 GeV, any m
χ̃0
2












>1820 95 7 AABOUD 18U ATLS 2 γ + 6ET , GGM, Tsqk4B, any
NLSP mass
>1550 95 8 AABOUD 18V ATLS jets+ 6ET , Tsqk1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV













>1650 95 10 SIRUNYAN 18AA CMS ≥ 1γ + 6ET , Tsqk4A
>1750 95 10 SIRUNYAN 18AA CMS ≥ 1γ + 6ET , Tsqk4B














>1000 95 13 AABOUD 17N ATLS 2 same-avour, opposite-sign ℓ +




>1150 95 14 KHACHATRY...17P CMS 1 or more jets+6ET , Tsqk1, 4(a-






> 575 95 14 KHACHATRY...17P CMS 1 or more jets+6ET , Tsqk1, one





>1370 95 15 KHACHATRY...17V CMS 2 γ + 6ET , GGM, Tsqk4, any
NLSP mass













>1550 95 17 SIRUNYAN 17AZ CMS ≥ 1 jets+ 6ET , Tsqk1, 4(avor)





>1390 95 18 SIRUNYAN 17P CMS jets+ 6ET , Tsqk1, 4(avor) x






































> 250 95 23 AAD 15CS ATLS photon + 6ET , pp → ˜q ˜q
∗γ,
˜
















> 875 95 25 KHACHATRY...15AF CMS ˜q → q χ̃0
1







> 520 95 25 KHACHATRY...15AF CMS ˜q → q χ̃0
1
, simplied model, sin-










1/2), µ > 0




model, mass degenerate rst
















































> 220 GeV, GMSB
31
CHATRCHYAN13 CMS ℓ± ℓ∓ + jets + 6ET , CMSSM







>1430 95 33 CHATRCHYAN13H CMS 2γ + ≥ 4 jets + low 6ET , stealth
SUSY model





























CHATRCHYAN12 CMS e, µ, jets, razor, CMSSM








>1110 95 41 CHATRCHYAN12AT CMS jets + 6ET , CMSSM






• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •

















> 300 95 43 KHACHATRY...16BT CMS 19-parameter pMSSM model,




AAD 15AI ATLS ℓ± + jets + 6ET

































→ ˜S g , ˜S →
S
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See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes














































> 800 95 50 CHATRCHYAN13W CMS ≥ 1 photons + jets + 6ET ,




>1000 95 50 CHATRCHYAN13W CMS ≥ 2 photons + jets + 6ET ,




















SIRUNYAN 19AG searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
two photons and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4B simplied model and on
the squark mass in the Tsqk4B simplied model, see their Figure 3.
2
SIRUNYAN 19CH searhed in 137 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C,
Tglu2A and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 13. Limits are also set on squark,
sbottom and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 simplied models, see their
Figure 14.
3
SIRUNYAN 19K searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with a photon, an eletron or muon, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. In the framework of GMSB, limits are set on
the hargino and neutralino mass in the Thi1n1A simplied model, see their Figure 6.
Limits are also set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A simplied model, and on the squark
mass in the Tsqk4A simplied model, see their Figure 7.
4
AABOUD 18BJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
two opposite-sign harged leptons (eletrons and muons), jets and missing transverse
momentum, with various requirements to be sensitive to signals with dierent kinemati
endpoint values in the dilepton invariant mass distribution. The data are found to be




= 1 GeV: for any m
χ̃0
2
, squark masses below 1200 GeV are exluded, see their
Fig. 14(b).
5
AABOUD 18BV searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one jet identied as -jet, large missing transverse energy and no leptons.
Good agreement is observed between the number of events in data and Standard Model





. In senarios with massless neutralinos, sharm masses below 850 GeV are






masses is below 100 GeV, sharm masses
below 500 GeV are exluded. See their Fig.6 and Fig.7.
6
AABOUD 18I searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with at
least one jet with a transverse momentum above 250 GeV and no leptons. Good agree-
ment is observed between the number of events in data and Standard Model preditions.
The results are translated into exlusion limits in Tsqk1 models. In the ompressed
senario with similar squark and neutralino masses, squark masses below 710 GeV are
exluded. See their Fig.10(b).
7
AABOUD 18U searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with at
least one isolated photon, possibly jets and signiant transverse momentum targeting
generalised models of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking. No signiant exess of events
is observed above the SM predition. Results are interpreted in terms of lower limits on
the masses of squark in Tsqk4B models. Masses below 1820 GeV are exluded for any
NLSP mass, see their Fig. 9.
8
AABOUD 18V searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
no harged leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be
onsistent with the SM expetation. Results are interpreted in the Tsqk1 model: squark
masses below 1550 GeV are exluded for massless LSP, see their Fig. 13(a).
9
AABOUD 18V searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
no harged leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to










), squark masses below 1150 GeV are exluded




GeV, see their Fig. 14(b).
10
SIRUNYAN 18AA searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one photon and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on wino masses in a general gauge-mediated







7. Limits are also set on the NLSP mass in the Thi1n1A and Thi1hi1A simplied
models, see their Figure 8. Finally, limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A and
Tglu4B simplied models, see their Figure 9, and on the squark mass in the Tskq4A and
Tsqk4B simplied models, see their Figure 10.
11
SIRUNYAN 18AY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining one or more jets and signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A
and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 3. Limits are also set on squark, sbottom
and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 and Tstop4 simplied models, see their
Figure 3. Finally, limits are set on long-lived gluino masses in a Tglu1A simplied model
where the gluino is metastable or long-lived with proper deay lengths in the range 10
−3
mm < τ < 105 mm, see their Figure 4.
12
AABOUD 17AR searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one isolated lepton, at least two jets and large missing transverse momentum. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.25
TeV are set on the 1st and 2nd generation squark masses in Tsqk3 simplied models,












) = 1/2. Similar limits are obtained for variable x
and xed neutralino mass, m
χ̃0
1
= 60 GeV. See their Figure 13.
13
AABOUD 17N searhed in 14.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
2 same-avour, opposite-sign leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and large missing trans-




= 0 GeV and m
χ̃0
2
= 600 GeV. See their Fig. 12 for exlusion limits as





KHACHATRYAN 17P searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C and Tglu3D simplied models, see their Figures 7 and 8. Limits
are also set on the squark mass in the Tsqk1 simplied model, see their Fig. 7, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 8. Finally, limits are set on
the stop mass in the Tstop1, Tstop3, Tstop4, Tstop6 and Tstop7 simplied models, see
Fig. 8.
15
KHACHATRYAN 17V searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two photons and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model ex-
petations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino and squark mass in the ontext of
general gauge mediation models Tglu4B and Tsqk4, see their Fig. 4.
16
SIRUNYAN 17AY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least one photon, jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A and Tglu4B
simplied models, and on the squark mass in the Tskq4A and Tsqk4B simplied models,
see their Figure 6.
17
SIRUNYAN 17AZ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figures 6. Limits are also set on the squark mass in
the Tsqk1 simplied model (for single light squark and for 8 degenerate light squarks),
on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model and on the stop mass in the Tstop1
simplied model, see their Fig. 7. Finally, limits are set on the stop mass in the Tstop2,
Tstop4 and Tstop8 simplied models, see Fig. 8.
18
SIRUNYAN 17P searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
multiple jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C, Tglu2A, Tglu3A
and Tglu3D simplied models, see their Fig. 12. Limits are also set on the squark mass
in the Tsqk1 simplied model, on the stop mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 13.
19
AABOUD 16D searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
an energeti jet and large missing transverse momentum. The results are interpreted as
95% C.L. limits on masses of rst and seond generation squarks deaying into a quark






< 25 GeV. See their Fig. 6.
20
AABOUD 16N searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontaining
hadroni jets, large 6ET , and no eletrons or muons. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. First- and seond-generation squark masses
below 1030 GeV are exluded at the 95% C.L. deaying to quarks and a massless lightest
neutralino. See their Fig. 7a.
21
KHACHATRYAN 16BS searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one energeti jet , no isolated leptons, and signiant 6ET , using the trans-
verse mass variable M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the squark mass in the Tskq1 simplied model, both in the assumption of a single light
squark and of 8 degenerate squarks, see Fig. 11 and Table 3.
22
AAD 15BV summarized and extended ATLAS searhes for gluinos and rst- and seond-
generation squarks in nal states ontaining jets and missing transverse momentum,
with or without leptons or b-jets in the
√
s = 8 TeV data set olleted in 2012. The
paper reports the results of new interpretations and statistial ombinations of previously
published analyses, as well as new analyses. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the
squark mass in several R-parity onserving models. See their Figs. 9, 11, 18, 22, 24, 27,
28.
23
AAD 15CS searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene of pair
prodution of squarks, deaying into a quark and a neutralino, where a photon was
radiated either from an initial-state quark, from an intermediate squark, or from a nal-
state quark. No evidene was found for an exess above the expeted level of Standard
Model bakground and a 95% C.L. exlusion limit was set on the squark mass as a
funtion of the squark-neutralino mass dierene, see Fig. 19.
24
AAD 15K searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining at
least two jets, where the two leading jets are eah identied as originating from -quarks,
and large missing transverse momentum. No exess of events above the expeted level
of Standard Model bakground was found. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the
mass of superpartners of harm quarks (
˜
). Assuming that the deay
˜
 →  χ̃0
1
takes




GeV. For more details, see their Fig. 2.
25
KHACHATRYAN 15AF searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the transverse mass variable
M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the squark mass
in simplied models where the deay
˜
q → q χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of
100%, both for the ase of a single light squark or 8 degenerate squarks, see Fig. 12.






1/2) and µ > 0, are also presented, see Fig. 15.
26
AAD 14AE searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for strongly pro-
dued supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining jets and large missing transverse
momentum, and no eletrons or muons. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is
observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining squarks that deay
via
˜
q → q χ̃0
1
, where either a single light state or two degenerate generations of squarks
are assumed, see Fig. 10.
27
CHATRCHYAN 14AH searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events






) to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on squark masses in
simplied models where the deay
˜
q → q χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%,
see Fig. 28. Exlusions in the CMSSM, assuming tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, are
also presented, see Fig. 26.
28
CHATRCHYAN 14I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining multijets and large 6ET . No exess over the expeted SM bakground is
observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining squarks that deay
via
˜
q → q χ̃0
1
, where either a single light state or two degenerate generations of squarks
are assumed, see Fig. 7a.
29
AAD 13L searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for the prodution of
squarks and gluinos in events ontaining jets, missing transverse momentum and no high-
p
T
eletrons or muons. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed. In
mSUGRA/CMSSM models with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, squarks and gluinos
of equal mass are exluded for masses below 1360 GeV at 95% C.L. In a simplied
model ontaining only squarks of the rst two generations, a gluino otet and a massless
neutralino, squark masses below 1320 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. for gluino masses
below 2 TeV. See Figures 10{15 for more preise bounds.
30
AAD 13Q searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining
a high-p
T
isolated photon, at least one jet identied as originating from a bottom
quark, and high missing transverse momentum. Suh signatures may originate from
supersymmetri models with gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking in events in whih
one of a pair of higgsino-like neutralinos deays into a photon and a gravitino while
the other deays into a Higgs boson and a gravitino. No signiant exess above the
expeted bakground was found and limits were set on the squark mass as a funtion of
the neutralino mass in a generalized GMSB model (GGM) with a higgsino-like neutralino
NLSP, see their Fig. 4. For neutralino masses greater than 220 GeV, squark masses
below 1020 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L.
31
CHATRCHYAN 13 looked in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with two opposite-sign leptons (e, µ, τ), jets and missing transverse energy. No exess
beyond the Standard Model expetation is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in the
mSUGRA/CMSSM model with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, see Fig. 6.
32
CHATRCHYAN 13G searhed in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for the pro-
dution of squarks and gluinos in events ontaining 0,1,2, ≥ 3 b-jets, missing transverse
momentum and no eletrons or muons. No exess over the expeted SM bakground
is observed. In mSUGRA/CMSSM models with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0, and µ > 0,
squarks and gluinos of equal mass are exluded for masses below 1250 GeV at 95% C.L.
Exlusions are also derived in various simplied models, see Fig. 7.
33
CHATRCHYAN 13H searhed in 4.96 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with two photons, ≥ 4 jets and low 6ET due to ˜q → γ χ̃
0
1
deays in a stealth SUSY
framework, where the χ̃0
1
deays through a singlino (
˜
S) intermediate state to γS ˜G ,
with the singlet state S deaying to two jets. No signiant exess above the expeted
bakground was found and limits were set in a partiular R-parity onserving stealth









= 100 GeV and m
S
= 90 GeV.
Under these assumptions, squark masses less than 1430 GeV were exluded at the 95%
C.L.
34
CHATRCHYAN 13T searhed in 11.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the αT variable to disriminate
between proesses with genuine and misreonstruted 6ET . No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on squark masses in sim-
plied models where the deay
˜
q → q χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%,
assuming an eightfold degeneray of the masses of the rst two generation squarks, see
Fig. 8 and Table 9. Also limits in the ase of a single light squark are given.
35
AAD 12AX searhed in 1.04 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for supersymmetry
in events ontaining jets, missing transverse momentum and one isolated eletron or
muon. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed and model-independent
limits are set on the ross setion of new physis ontributions to the signal regions. In
mSUGRA/CMSSM models with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, squarks and gluinos of
equal mass are exluded for masses below 820 GeV at 95% C.L. Limits are also set on
simplied models for squark prodution and deay via an intermediate hargino and on
supersymmetri models with bilinear R-parity violation. Supersedes AAD 11G.
36
AAD 12CJ searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining
one or more isolated leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and 6ET . The observations are in
good agreement with the SM expetations and exlusion limits have been set in number
of SUSY models. In the mSUGRA/CMSSM model with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0, and µ > 0,
95% C.L. exlusion limits have been derived for m
˜
q
< 1200 GeV, assuming equal squark
and gluino masses. In minimal GMSB, values of the eetive SUSY breaking sale  <
50 TeV are exluded at 95% C.L. for tanβ < 45. Also exlusion limits in a number of
simplied models have been presented, see Figs. 10 and 12.
37
AAD 12CP searhed in 4.8 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with two
photons and large 6ET due to χ̃
0
1
→ γ ˜G deays in a GMSB framework. No signiant
exess above the expeted bakground was found and limits were set on the squark mass
as a funtion of the neutralino mass in a generalized GMSB model (GGM) with a bino-like
neutralino NLSP. The other spartile masses were deoupled, tanβ = 2 and τNLSP
< 0.1 mm. Also, in the framework of the SPS8 model, a 95% C.L. lower limit was set
on the breaking sale  of 196 TeV.
38
AAD 12W searhed in 1.04 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for the prodution
of squarks and gluinos in events ontaining jets, missing transverse momentum and
no eletrons or muons. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed. In
mSUGRA/CMSSM models with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, squarks and gluinos
of equal mass are exluded for masses below 950 GeV at 95% C.L. In a simplied
model ontaining only squarks of the rst two generations, a gluino otet and a massless
neutralino, squark masses below 875 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L.
39
CHATRCHYAN 12 looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with
e and/or µ and/or jets, a large total transverse energy, and 6ET . The event seletion is
based on the dimensionless razor variable R, related to the 6ET and MR , an indiator of
the heavy partile mass sale. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground
is observed. Limits are derived in the CMSSM (m
0
, m
1/2) plane for tanβ = 3, 10 and
50 (see Fig. 7 and 8). Limits are also obtained for Simplied Model Spetra.
40
CHATRCHYAN 12AE searhed in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with at least three jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant exesses
over the expeted SM bakgrounds are observed and 95% C.L. limits on the prodution
ross setion of squarks in a senario where
˜
q → q χ̃0
1
with a 100% branhing ratio, see
Fig. 3. For m
χ̃0
1
< 200 GeV, values of m
˜
q
below 760 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L.
Also limits in the CMSSM are presented, see Fig. 2.
41
CHATRCHYAN 12AT searhed in 4.73 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for the
prodution of squarks and gluinos in events ontaining jets, missing transverse momentum
and no eletrons or muons. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed. In
mSUGRA/CMSSM models with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, squarks with masses
below 1110 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. Squarks and gluinos of equal mass are exluded
for masses below 1180 GeV at 95% C.L. Exlusions are also derived in various simplied
models, see Fig. 6.
42
AABOUD 18V searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
no harged leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be
onsistent with the SM expetation. Results are interpreted in the Tsqk5 model. Squark












) < 0.95 and m
χ̃0
1
= 60 GeV, see their Fig. 16(a).
43
KHACHATRYAN 16BT performed a global Bayesian analysis of a wide range of CMS
results obtained with data samples orresponding to 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s =
7 TeV and in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The set of searhes onsidered,
both individually and in ombination, inludes those with all-hadroni nal states, same-
sign and opposite-sign dileptons, and multi-lepton nal states. An interpretation was
given in a san of the 19-parameter pMSSM. No san points with a gluino mass less
than 500 GeV survived and 98% of models with a squark mass less than 300 GeV were
exluded.
44
AAD 15AI searhed in 20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontain-
ing at least one isolated lepton (eletron or muon), jets, and large missing transverse
momentum. No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bak-
ground was found. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the squark masses in the
CMSSM/mSUGRA, see Fig. 15, in the NUHMG, see Fig. 16, and in various simplied
models, see Figs. 19{21.
45
KHACHATRYAN 15AR searhed in 19.7 of fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for
events ontaining jets, either a harged lepton or a photon, and low missing transverse
momentum. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the squark mass in a stealth SUSY model where the deays
˜





→ ˜SW±, ˜S → S ˜G and S → g g , with m
˜
S
= 100 GeV and m
S
= 90 GeV, take
plae with a branhing ratio of 100%. See Fig. 6 for γ or Fig. 7 for ℓ± analyses.
46
KHACHATRYAN 15AZ searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with either at least one photon, hadroni jets and 6ET (single photon hannel) or with
at least two photons and at least one jet and using the razor variables. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on gluino
masses in the general gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for both a bino-like
and wino-like neutralino NLSP senario, see Fig. 8 and 9.
47
AAD 14E searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for strongly produed
supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining jets and two same-sign leptons or three
leptons. The searh also utilises jets originating from b-quarks, missing transverse mo-
mentum and other variables. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining gluinos and squarks, see Fig-
ures 5 and 6. In the
˜











































→ ℓ± ℓ∓ (ν ν) χ̃0
1















< 460 GeV. Limits are also derived in the mSUGRA/CMSSM, bRPV and
GMSB models, see their Fig. 8.
48
CHATRCHYAN 13AO searhed in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with two opposite-sign isolated leptons aompanied by hadroni jets and 6ET . No signif-
iant exesses over the expeted SM bakgrounds are observed and 95% C.L. exlusion
limits are derived in the mSUGRA/CMSSM model with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0,
see Fig. 8.
49
CHATRCHYAN 13AV searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for new
heavy partile pairs deaying into jets (possibly b-tagged), leptons and 6ET using the
Razor variables. No signiant exesses over the expeted SM bakgrounds are observed
and 95% C.L. exlusion limits are derived in the mSUGRA/CMSSM model with tanβ =
10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, see Fig. 3. The results are also interpreted in various simplied
models, see Fig. 4.
50
CHATRCHYAN 13W searhed in 4.93 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 7 TeV for events with
one or more photons, hadroni jets and 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on squark masses in the general gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for both a wino-like and bino-like neutralino
NLSP senario, see Fig. 5.
51
DREINER 12A reassesses onstraints from CMS (at 7 TeV, ∼ 4.4 fb−1) under the
assumption that the st and seond generation squarks and the lightest SUSY partile
are quasi-degenerate in mass (ompressed spetrum).
52
DREINER 12A reassesses onstraints from CMS (at 7 TeV, ∼ 4.4 fb−1) under the
assumption that the rst and seond generation squarks, the gluino, and the lightest
SUSY partile are quasi-degenerate in mass (ompressed spetrum).
R-parity violating
˜
q (Squark) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
none 100{720 95
1






































CHATRCHYAN12AL CMS ≥ 3ℓ±
1
SIRUNYAN 18EA searhed in 38.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for the pair
prodution of resonanes, eah deaying to at least four quarks. Reonstruted parti-
les are lustered into two large jets of similar mass, eah onsistent with four-parton
substruture. No statistially signiant exess over the Standard Model expetation is
observed. Limits are set on the squark and gluino mass in RPV supersymmetry models
where squarks (gluinos) deay, through intermediate higgsinos, to four (ve) quarks, see
their Figure 4.
2041
See key on page 999 SearhesPartile Listings
Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
2
KHACHATRYAN 16BX searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining 4 leptons oming from R-parity-violating deays of χ̃0
1





6= 0. No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived
on the gluino, squark and stop masses, see Fig. 23.
3
AAD 15CB searhed for events ontaining at least one long-lived partile that deays at
a signiant distane from its prodution point (displaed vertex, DV) into two leptons
or into ve or more harged partiles in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The
dilepton signature is haraterised by DV formed from at least two lepton andidates.
Four dierent nal states were onsidered for the multitrak signature, in whih the DV
must be aompanied by a high-transverse momentum muon or eletron andidate that
originates from the DV, jets or missing transverse momentum. No events were observed
in any of the signal regions. Results were interpreted in SUSY senarios involving R-parity
violation, split supersymmetry, and gauge mediation. See their Fig. 14{20.
4
AAD 12AX searhed in 1.04 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for supersymmetry
in events ontaining jets, missing transverse momentum and one isolated eletron or
muon. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed and model-independent
limits are set on the ross setion of new physis ontributions to the signal regions. In
mSUGRA/CMSSM models with tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0, squarks and gluinos of
equal mass are exluded for masses below 820 GeV at 95% C.L. Limits are also set on
simplied models for squark prodution and deay via an intermediate hargino and on
supersymmetri models with bilinear R-parity violation. Supersedes AAD 11G.
5
CHATRCHYAN 12AL looked in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for anomalous
prodution of events with three or more isolated leptons. Limits on squark and gluino
masses are set in RPV SUSY models with leptoni LLEouplings, λ
123
> 0.05, and
hadroni UDD ouplings, λ
′′
112
> 0.05 , see their Fig. 5. In the UDD ase the leptons
arise from supersymmetri asade deays. A very spei supersymmetri spetrum is
assumed. All deays are prompt.
Long-lived
˜
q (Squark) mass limit
The following are bounds on long-lived salar quarks, assumed to hadronise into
hadrons with lifetime long enough to esape the detetor prior to a possible deay.

















The oupling to the Z
0
boson vanishes for up-type squarks when θ
u
=0.98, and for
down type squarks when θ
d
=1.17.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1250 95 1 AABOUD 19AT ATLS ˜b R-hadrons
>1340 95 2 AABOUD 19AT ATLS ˜t R-hadrons
>1600 95 3 SIRUNYAN 19BH CMS long-lived ˜t , RPV, ˜t → d d, 10
mm < τ < 110 mm
>1350 95 3 SIRUNYAN 19BH CMS long-lived ˜t , RPV, ˜t → b ℓ, 7
mm < τ < 110 mm
> 805 95 4 AABOUD 16B ATLS ˜b R-hadrons
> 890 95 5 AABOUD 16B ATLS ˜t R-hadrons
>1040 95 6 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS ˜t R-hadrons, loud interation
model
>1000 95 6 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS ˜t R-hadrons, harge-suppressed
interation model
> 845 95 7 AAD 15AE ATLS ˜b R-hadron, stable, Regge model
> 900 95 7 AAD 15AE ATLS ˜t R-hadron, stable, Regge model
>1500 95 7 AAD 15AE ATLS ˜g deaying to 300 GeV stable
sleptons, LeptoSUSY model
> 751 95 8 AAD 15BMATLS ˜b R-hadron, stable, Regge model
> 766 95 8 AAD 15BMATLS ˜t R-hadron, stable, Regge model
> 525 95 9 KHACHATRY...15AK CMS ˜t R-hadrons, 10 µs< τ <1000 s
> 470 95 9 KHACHATRY...15AK CMS ˜t R-hadrons, 1 µs< τ <1000 s
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
> 683 95 10 AAD 13AA ATLS ˜t , R-hadrons, generi interation
model
> 612 95 11 AAD 13AA ATLS ˜b, R-hadrons, generi interation
model
> 344 95 12 AAD 13BC ATLS R-hadrons, ˜t → b χ̃0
1
, Regge








> 379 95 13 AAD 13BC ATLS R-hadrons, ˜t → t χ̃0
1
, Regge








> 935 95 14 CHATRCHYAN13AB CMS long-lived ˜t forming R-hadrons,
loud interation model
1
AABOUD 19AT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for metastable and
stable R-hadrons. Multiple searh strategies for a wide range of lifetimes, orresponding
to path lengths of a few meters, are dened. No signiant deviations from the expeted
Standard Model bakground are observed. Sbottom R-hadrons are exluded at 95%
C.L. for masses below 1250 GeV. Less stringent onstraints are ahieved with the muon-
spetrometer agnosti analysis. See their Figure 9 (bottom-left).
2
AABOUD 19AT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for metastable and
stable R-hadrons. Multiple searh strategies for a wide range of lifetimes, orresponding
to path lengths of a few meters, are dened. No signiant deviations from the expeted
Standard Model bakground are observed. Stop R-hadrons are exluded at 95% C.L. for
masses below 1340 GeV. Similar onstraints are ahieved with the muon-spetrometer
agnosti analysis. See their Figure 9 (bottom-right).
3
SIRUNYAN 19BH searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-
lived partiles deaying into jets, with eah long-lived partile having a deay vertex well
displaed from the prodution vertex. The seleted events are found to be onsistent
with standard model preditions. Limits are set on the gluino mass in a GMSB model
where the gluino is deaying via
˜
g → g ˜G , see their Figure 4 and in an RPV model of
supersymmetry where the gluino is deaying via
˜
g → t b s , see their Figures 5. Limits
are also set on the stop mass in two RPV models, see their Figure 6 (for
˜
t → b ℓ deays)
and Figure 7 (for
˜
t → d d deays).
4
AABOUD 16B searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived
R-hadrons using observables related to large ionization losses and slow propagation ve-
loities, whih are signatures of heavy harged partiles traveling signiantly slower than
the speed of light. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the long-lived sbottom masses
exeeding 805 GeV. See their Fig. 5.
5
AABOUD 16B searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived
R-hadrons using observables related to large ionization losses and slow propagation ve-
loities, whih are signatures of heavy harged partiles traveling signiantly slower than
the speed of light. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the long-lived stop masses
exeeding 890 GeV. See their Fig. 5.
6
KHACHATRYAN 16BW searhed in 2.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with heavy stable harged partiles, identied by their anomalously high energy deposits
in the silion traker and/or long time-of-ight measurements by the muon system. No
evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived
for pair prodution of top squarks as a funtion of mass, depending on the interation
model, see Fig. 4 and Table 7.
7
AAD 15AE searhed in 19.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for heavy long-lived
harged partiles, measured through their spei ionization energy loss in the ATLAS
pixel detetor or their time-of-ight in the ALTAS muon system. In the absene of an
exess of events above the expeted bakgrounds, limits are set R-hadrons in various
senarios, see Fig. 11. Limits are also set in LeptoSUSY models where the gluino deays
to stable 300 GeV leptons, see Fig. 9.
8
AAD 15BM searhed in 18.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for stable and
metastable non-relativisti harged partiles through their anomalous spei ionization
energy loss in the ATLAS pixel detetor. In absene of an exess of events above the
expeted bakgrounds, limits are set on stable bottom and top squark R-hadrons, see
Table 5.
9
KHACHATRYAN 15AK looked in a data set orresponding to fb
−1
of pp ollisions at√
s = 8 TeV, and a searh interval orresponding to 281 h of trigger lifetime, for long-
lived partiles that have stopped in the CMS detetor. No evidene for an exess over
the expeted bakground in a loud interation model is observed. Assuming the deay
˜
t → t χ̃0
1
and lifetimes between 1 µs and 1000 s, limits are derived on ˜t prodution as
a funtion of m
χ̃0
1




onsistent with the minimum values of the jet energy thresholds used.
10
AAD 13AA searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining
olored long-lived partiles that hadronize forming R-hadrons. No signiant exess
above the expeted bakground was found. Long-lived R-hadrons ontaining a
˜
t are
exluded for masses up to 683 GeV at 95% C.L in a general interation model. Also,
limits independent of the fration of R-hadrons that arrive harged in the muon system
were derived, see Fig. 6.
11
AAD 13AA searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining
olored long-lived partiles that hadronize forming R-hadrons. No signiant exess
above the expeted bakground was found. Long-lived R-hadrons ontaining a
˜
b are
exluded for masses up to 612 GeV at 95% C.L in a general interation model. Also,
limits independent of the fration of R-hadrons that arrive harged in the muon system
were derived, see Fig. 6.
12
AAD 13BC searhed in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 22.9 fb−1 of
pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for bottom squark R-hadrons that have ome to rest within
the ATLAS alorimeter and deay at some later time to hadroni jets and a neutralino.
In absene of an exess of events above the expeted bakgrounds, limits are set on
sbottom masses for the deay
˜
b → b χ̃0
1
, for dierent lifetimes, and for a neutralino
mass of 100 GeV, see their Table 6 and Fig 10.
13
AAD 13BC searhed in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 22.9 fb−1 of pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for bottom squark R-hadrons that have ome to rest within the
ATLAS alorimeter and deay at some later time to hadroni jets and a neutralino. In
absene of an exess of events above the expeted bakgrounds, limits are set on stop
masses for the deay
˜
t → t χ̃0
1
, for dierent lifetimes, and for a neutralino mass of 100
GeV, see their Table 6 and Fig 10.
14
CHATRCHYAN 13AB looked in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 18.8
fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with heavy stable partiles, identied
by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or additionally requiring that it be identied as




's. No evidene for an exess
over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived for pair prodution of stops
as a funtion of mass in the loud interation model (see Fig. 8 and Table 6). In the
harge-suppressed model, the limit dereases to 818 GeV.
˜





















. Coupling to the Z vanishes for θ
b
∼ 1.17. As
a onsequene, no absolute onstraint in the mass region . 40 GeV is




ollisions. In the Listings








Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were
last listed in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group),
Chinese Physis C38 070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
R-parity onserving
˜
b (Sbottom) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT













>1220 95 3 SIRUNYAN 19CH CMS jets+ 6ET , Tsbot1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
























> 840 95 6 SIRUNYAN 18AL CMS ≥ 3ℓ± + jets + 6ET , Tsbot2, mχ̃0
1
= 50 GeV












>1060 95 8 SIRUNYAN 18AY CMS jets+6ET , Tsbot1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>1230 95 9 SIRUNYAN 18B CMS jets+6ET , Tsbot1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV












> 700 95 11 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +
6ET , Tsbot2, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV




> 880 95 13 AABOUD 17AX ATLS 2 b-jets + 6ET , mixture Tsbot1



























> 800 95 16 KHACHATRY...17P CMS 1 or more jets+6ET , Tsbot1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV




> 890 95 18 SIRUNYAN 17K CMS jets+6ET , Tsbot1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV












































> 880 95 24 KHACHATRY...16BS CMS jets + 6ET , Tsbot1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV




























































































> 400 95 31 CHATRCHYAN14AH CMS jets + 6ET ,
˜




















• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
33
KHACHATRY...15AD CMS ℓ± ℓ∓ + jets + 6ET ,
˜
b →




AAD 14AX ATLS ≥ 3 b-jets + 6ET ,
˜
b → b χ̃0
2
sim-






















































> 550 95 38 CHATRCHYAN13AT CMS jets + 6ET ,
˜







> 600 95 39 CHATRCHYAN13T CMS jets + 6ET ,
˜







> 450 95 40 CHATRCHYAN13V CMS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± + ≥ 2 b-jets,
˜





















CHATRCHYAN12AI CMS ℓ± ℓ± + b-jets + 6ET
















































AAD 19H searhed in 139 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with no
harged leptons, three or more b-jets, and large 6ET . Higgs boson andidates are reon-
struted as b-jet pairs. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits up to 1500 GeV are set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot4 simplied
model, see Figure 8(a), for xed m
χ̃0
1
= 60 GeV and for m
χ̃0
2
up to 1200 GeV.
2
AAD 19H searhed in 139 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with no
harged leptons, three or more b-jets, and large 6ET . Higgs boson andidates are reon-
struted as b-jet pairs. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits up to 1300 GeV are set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot4 simplied






+ 130 GeV and m
χ̃0
2
from 200 to 750 GeV.
3
SIRUNYAN 19CH searhed in 137 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C,
Tglu2A and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 13. Limits are also set on squark,
sbottom and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 simplied models, see their
Figure 14.
4
SIRUNYAN 19CI searhed in 77.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more high-momentum Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of photons, jets and 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot4 simplied model, see Figure 3, and on the wino mass
in the Thi1n2E simplied model, see their Figure 4. Limits are also set on the higgsino
mass in the Tn1n1A and Tn1n1B simplied models, see their Figure 5.
5
AABOUD 18I searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with at
least one jet with a transverse momentum above 250 GeV and no leptons. Good agree-
ment is observed between the number of events in data and Standard Model preditions.
The results are translated into exlusion limits in Tsbot1 models. In the ompressed
senario with sbottom and neutralino masses diering by m
b
, sbottom masses below
430 GeV are exluded. For m
χ̃0
1
= 0 they exlude sbottom masses up to 610 GeV. See
their Fig.10(a).
6
SIRUNYAN 18AL searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least three harged leptons, in any ombination of eletrons and muons, jets and
signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu1C simplied models, see their
Figure 5. Limits are also set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see
their Figure 6, and on the stop mass in the Tstop7 simplied model, see their Figure 7.
7
SIRUNYAN 18AR searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining two opposite-harge, same-avour leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C simplied model, see their Figure 7. Limits are also
set on the hargino/neutralino mass in the Thi1n2F simplied model, see their Figure
8, and on the neutralino mass in the Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their
Figure 9. Finally, limits are set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot3 simplied model, see
their Figure 10.
8
SIRUNYAN 18AY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining one or more jets and signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A
and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 3. Limits are also set on squark, sbottom
and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 and Tstop4 simplied models, see their
Figure 3. Finally, limits are set on long-lived gluino masses in a Tglu1A simplied model
where the gluino is metastable or long-lived with proper deay lengths in the range 10
−3
mm < τ < 105 mm, see their Figure 4.
9
SIRUNYAN 18B searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for the pair
prodution of third-generation squarks in events with jets and large 6ET . No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom
mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see their Figure 5, and on the stop mass in the
Tstop4 simplied model, see their Figure 6.
10
SIRUNYAN 18X searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more high-momentum Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of photons, jets and 6ET .




) are used to ategorise the events. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom mass
in the Tsbot4 simplied model and on the wino mass in the Thi1n2E simplied model,
see their Figure 5. Limits are also set on the higgsino mass in the Tn1n1A and Tn1n1B
simplied models, see their Figure 6.
2043
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11
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 700 GeV are




See their Figure 4(d).
12
AABOUD 17AX searhed in 36 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events ontaining
two jets identied as originating from b-quarks and large missing transverse momentum.
No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found.





mass below 950 GeV is exluded for m
χ̃0
1
= 0 (<420) GeV. See
their Fig. 7(a).
13
AABOUD 17AX searhed in 36 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events ontaining
two jets identied as originating from b-quarks and large missing transverse momentum,
with or without leptons. No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model
bakground was found. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the masses of bottom





880 (860) GeV is exluded for m
χ̃0
1
= 0 (<250) GeV. See their Fig. 7(b).
14
KHACHATRYAN 17A searhed in 18.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two forward jets, produed through vetor boson fusion, and missing transverse
momentum. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
A limit is set on sbottom masses in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 3.
15
KHACHATRYAN 17AW searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least three harged leptons, in any ombination of eletrons and muons, and
signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu1C simplied models, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see their Figure 4.
16
KHACHATRYAN 17P searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C and Tglu3D simplied models, see their Figures 7 and 8. Limits
are also set on the squark mass in the Tsqk1 simplied model, see their Fig. 7, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 8. Finally, limits are set on
the stop mass in the Tstop1, Tstop3, Tstop4, Tstop6 and Tstop7 simplied models, see
Fig. 8.
17
SIRUNYAN 17AZ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figures 6. Limits are also set on the squark mass in
the Tsqk1 simplied model (for single light squark and for 8 degenerate light squarks),
on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model and on the stop mass in the Tstop1
simplied model, see their Fig. 7. Finally, limits are set on the stop mass in the Tstop2,
Tstop4 and Tstop8 simplied models, see Fig. 8.
18
SIRUNYAN 17K searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret produ-
tion of stop or sbottom pairs in events with multiple jets and signiant 6ET . A seond
searh also requires an isolated lepton and is ombined with the all-hadroni searh. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the stop mass in the Tstop1, Tstop8 and Tstop4 simplied models, see their Figures 7, 8
and 9 (for the Tstop4 limits, only the results of the all-hadroni searh are used). Limits
are also set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 10 (also here,
only the results of the all-hadroni searh are used).
19
SIRUNYAN 17S searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
two isolated same-sign leptons, jets, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the mass of the gluino mass
in the Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C, Tglu3D and Tglu1B simplied models, see their Figures
5 and 6, and on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see their Figure 6.
20
AABOUD 16D searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
an energeti jet and large missing transverse momentum. The results are interpreted as
95%C.L. limits on mass of sbottom deaying into a b-quark and the lightest neutralino







between 5 and 20 GeV. See their Fig. 6.
21
AABOUD 16Q searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events ontaining
two jets identied as originating from b-quarks and large missing transverse momentum.
No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found.












(800) GeV is exluded for m
χ̃0
1











mass of 500 GeV. For more details,
see their Fig. 4.
22
AAD 16BB searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with exatly
two same-sign leptons or at least three leptons, multiple hadroni jets, b-jets, and 6ET .
No signiant exess over the Standard Model expetation is found. Exlusion limits at







100 GeV. See their Fig. 4.
23
KHACHATRYAN 16BJ searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom mass
in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see Fig. 6.
24
KHACHATRYAN 16BS searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one energeti jet , no isolated leptons, and signiant 6ET , using the trans-
verse mass variable M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 11 and Table 3.
25
KHACHATRYAN 16BY searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two opposite-sign, same-avour leptons, jets, and missing transverse momentum.
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C simplied model, see Fig. 4, and on sbottom masses
in the Tsbot3 simplied model, see Fig. 5.
26
AAD 15CJ searhed in 20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene of third
generation squarks by ombining a large number of searhes overing various nal states.
Limits on the sbottom mass are shown, either assuming the
˜
b → b χ̃0
1
deay, see Fig.
11, or assuming the
˜




→ W (∗) χ̃0
1
, see Fig. 12a, or assuming
the
˜






, see Fig. 12b. Interpretations in the pMSSM are
also disussed, see Figures 13{15.
27
KHACHATRYAN 15AF searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the transverse mass variable
M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom mass
in simplied models where the deay
˜
b → b χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of






1/2) and µ > 0, are also presented, see Fig. 15.
28
KHACHATRYAN 15AH searhed in 19.4 or 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV
for events ontaining either a fully reonstruted top quark, or events ontaining dijets
requiring one or both jets to originate from b-quarks, or events ontaining a mono-jet.
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the sbottom mass in simplied models where the deay
˜
b → b χ̃0
1
takes plae with
a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 12. Limits are also set in a simplied model where
the deay
˜
b →  χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 12.
29
KHACHATRYAN 15I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
in whih b-jets and four W -bosons are produed. Five individual searh hannels are
ombined (fully hadroni, single lepton, same-sign dilepton, opposite-sign dilepton, mul-
tilepton). No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the sbottom mass in a simplied model where the deay
˜







, takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 7.
30
AAD 14T searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for monojet-like events.
No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found.
Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the masses of third-generation squarks in simplied






takes plae 100% of the time, see Fig.
12.
31
CHATRCHYAN 14AH searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the razor variables (MR and
R
2
) to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. A seond analysis requires
at least one of the jets to be originating from a b-quark. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on sbottom masses in simplied
models where the deay
˜
b → b χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Figs.
28 and 29. Exlusions in the CMSSM, assuming tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ >0, are also
presented, see Fig. 26.
32
CHATRCHYAN 14R searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least three leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino
mass in a simplied model where the deay
˜







with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 11.
33
KHACHATRYAN 15AD searhed in 19.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two opposite-sign same avor isolated leptons featuring either a kinemati edge,
or a peak at the Z -boson mass, in the invariant mass spetrum. No evidene for a
statistially signiant exess over the expeted SM bakgrounds is observed and 95%
C.L. exlusion limits are derived in a simplied model of sbottom pair prodution where
the sbottom deays into a b-quark, two opposite-sign dileptons and a neutralino LSP,
through an intermediate state ontaining either an o-shell Z -boson or a slepton, see
Fig. 8.
34
AAD 14AX searhed in 20.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 8 TeV for the strong prodution
of supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining either zero or at last one high high-p
T
lepton, large missing transverse momentum, high jet multipliity and at least three jets
identied as originating from b-quarks. No exess over the expeted SM bakground





and µ > 0, see their Fig. 14. Also, exlusion limits are set in simplied models
ontaining salar bottom quarks, where the deay
˜







with a branhing ratio of 100%, see their Figures 11.
35
AAD 14E searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for strongly produed
supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining jets and two same-sign leptons or three
leptons. The searh also utilises jets originating from b-quarks, missing transverse mo-
mentum and other variables. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining bottom, see Fig. 7. Limits
are also derived in the mSUGRA/CMSSM, bRPV and GMSB models, see their Fig. 8.
36
CHATRCHYAN 14H searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom mass
in a simplied models where the deay
˜






takes plae with a





= 50 GeV, see Fig. 6.
37
AAD 13AU searhed in 20.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
two jets identied as originating from b-quarks and large missing transverse momentum.
No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found.















< 120 GeV. For more details, see their Fig. 5.
38
CHATRCHYAN 13AT provides interpretations of various searhes for supersymmetry by
the CMS experiment based on 4.73{4.98 fb−1 of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in the
framework of simplied models. Limits are set on the sbottom mass in a simplied
models where sbottom quarks are pair-produed and the deay
˜
b → b χ̃0
1
takes plae
with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 4.
39
CHATRCHYAN 13T searhed in 11.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the αT variable to disriminate
between proesses with genuine and misreonstruted 6ET . No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on sbottom masses in
simplied models where the deay
˜
b → b χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of
100%, see Fig. 8 and Table 9.
40
CHATRCHYAN 13V searhed in 10.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with
two isolated same-sign dileptons and at least two b-jets in the nal state. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the bottom
mass in a simplied models where the deay
˜


















AAD 12AN searhed in 2.05 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for salar bottom quarks
in events with large missing transverse momentum and two b-jets in the nal state. The
data are found to be onsistent with the Standard Model expetations. Limits are set







100%, see their Fig. 2.
42
CHATRCHYAN 12AI looked in 4.98 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with two same-sign leptons (e, µ), but not neessarily same avor, at least 2 b-jets
and missing transverse energy. No exess beyond the Standard Model expetation is
observed. Exlusion limits are derived in a simplied model for sbottom pair prodution,






W , see Fig. 8.
43
CHATRCHYAN 12BO searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for salar
bottom quarks in events with large missing transverse momentum and two b-jets in the
nal state. The data are found to be onsistent with the Standard Model expetations.







) = 100%, see their Fig. 2.
44
AAD 11K looked in 34 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with heavy
stable partiles, identied by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or time of ight in
the tile alorimeter, from pair prodution of
˜
b. No evidene for an exess over the SM
expetation is observed and limits on the mass are derived for pair prodution of sbottom,
see Fig. 4.
45
AAD 11O looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with jets, of
whih at least one is a b-jet, and 6ET . No exess above the Standard Model was found.




































300 GeV. Limits are also derived in the CMSSM (m
0
, m
1/2) plane for tanβ = 40, see
Fig. 4, and in senarios based on the gauge group SO(10).
46
CHATRCHYAN 11D looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with





b. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits
are derived in the CMSSM (m
0
, m
1/2) plane for tanβ = 50 (see Fig. 2).
47
AALTONEN 10R searhed in 2.65 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events with
6ET and exatly two jets, at least one of whih is b-tagged. The results are in agreement
with the SM predition, and a limit on the ross setion of 0.1 pb is obtained for the




< 280 GeV assuming that the sbottom deays exlusively to
b χ̃0
1
. The exluded mass region in the framework of onserved R
p








), see their Fig.2.
48
ABAZOV 10L looked in 5.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events with







. No evidene for an exess over
the SM expetation is observed, and a limit on the ross setion is derived under the
assumption of 100% branhing ratio. The exluded mass region in the framework of
onserved R
p


















b (Sbottom) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT





• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
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KHACHATRYAN 16BX searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining 2 leptons oming from R-parity-violating deays of supersymmetri partiles.
No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived on the sbottom
mass, assuming the RPV
˜
b → t d or ˜b → t s deay, see Fig. 15.
2
AAD 14E searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for strongly produed
supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining jets and two same-sign leptons or three
leptons. The searh also utilises jets originating from b-quarks, missing transverse mo-
mentum and other variables. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining bottom, see Fig. 7. Limits
are also derived in the mSUGRA/CMSSM, bRPV and GMSB models, see their Fig. 8.
˜
t (Stop) mass limit




ollisions they also depend

















oupling to the Z vanishes when θ
t












− mν̃ , depending on relevant deay
mode. See also bounds in \
˜
q (Squark) MASS LIMIT."
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were
last listed in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group),
Chinese Physis C38 070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
R-parity onserving
˜
t (Stop) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT










>1190 95 2 SIRUNYAN 19CH CMS jets+ 6ET , Tstop1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV












































































>1160 95 12 AABOUD 18Y ATLS 2ℓ ( ≥ 1 hadroni τ) + b-jets +
6ET , Tstop5, mτ̃ ∼ 800 GeV





























































































>1000 95 16 SIRUNYAN 18AY CMS jets+6ET , Tstop1, mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV
> 500 95 16 SIRUNYAN 18AY CMS jets+ 6ET ,Tstop4,mχ̃0
1
=420 GeV



























>1050 95 18 SIRUNYAN 18C CMS Combination of all-hadroni,





>1000 95 18 SIRUNYAN 18C CMS Combination of all-hadroni,













































































>1020 95 19 SIRUNYAN 18D CMS top quark (hadronially deay-
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> 590 95 20 SIRUNYAN 18DI CMS Combination of all-hadroni









> 670 95 20 SIRUNYAN 18DI CMS Combination of all-hadroni and







































































> 700 95 22 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +






> 880 95 23 AABOUD 17AX ATLS b-jets+6ET , mixture Tstop1 and
Tstop2 with BR=50%, m
χ̃0
1
















AABOUD 17AY ATLS jets+6ET , mixture of Tstop1
















































KHACHATRY...17AD CMS jets+b-jets+ 6ET , Tstop1, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
> 610 95 32 KHACHATRY...17AD CMS jets+b-jets+ 6ET , mixture
























































































































































































































































































> 490{650 95 46 AAD 16AY ATLS 2ℓ (inluding hadroni τ) + 6ET ,
Tstop5, 87 GeV< mτ̃ < m˜
t
1



















> 775 95 48 KHACHATRY...16BK CMS jets+ 6ET ,Tstop1,mχ̃0
1
<200GeV
> 620 95 48 KHACHATRY...16BK CMS jets+ 6ET , Tstop2, mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV
> 800 95 49 KHACHATRY...16BS CMS jets+ 6ET , Tstop1, mχ̃0
1
=0 GeV














































































































































































































































































































> 255 95 61 AAD 14T ATLS ˜t
1












> 400 95 62 CHATRCHYAN14AH CMS jets + 6ET ,
˜




















(H /Z) ˜G , GMSB, natural
higgsino NLSP senario





t → τ b simplied model
> 580 95 64 KHACHATRY...14T CMS τ + b-jets, RPV, LQD, λ′
3jk
6=
0 (j 6= =3), ˜t → χ̃± b,
χ̃± → qq τ± simplied
model
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •





> 800 95 66 AABOUD 17AF ATLS 2ℓ+jets+b-jets+ 6ET , Tstop7





> 880 95 67 AABOUD 17AF ATLS 2ℓ+jets+b-jets+ 6ET , Tstop7






AABOUD 17AY ATLS jets+6ET , pMSSM-inspired






























































































SIRUNYAN 19AU searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at last one photon, jets, some of whih are identied as originating from b-quarks, and
large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. In
the framework of GMSB, limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C, Tglu4D and
Tglu4E simplied models, and on the top squark mass in the Tstop13 simplied model,
see their Figure 5.
2
SIRUNYAN 19CH searhed in 137 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C,
Tglu2A and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 13. Limits are also set on squark,
sbottom and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 simplied models, see their
Figure 14.
3
SIRUNYAN 19S searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
zero or one harged leptons, jets and 6ET . The razor variables (MR and R
2
) are used to
ategorize the events. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu3C simplied models,
see Figures 22 and 23, and on the stop mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, see their
Figure 24.
4
SIRUNYAN 19U searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining one eletron-muon pair with opposite harge. The searh targets a region
of parameter spae where the kinematis of top squark pair prodution and top quark
pair prodution is very similar, due to the mass dierene between the top squark and
the neutralino being lose to the top quark mass. No exess above the Standard Model










, see Figure 5.
5
AABOUD 18AQ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for top squark pair
prodution in nal states with one isolated eletron or muon, several energeti jets, and
missing transverse momentum. No signiant exess over the Standard Model predition




= 0 GeV, see their Fig. 20. If the top quark is not on-shell (3-body)
deay, exlusions up to 500 GeV are obtained for m
χ̃0
1








are given in their Fig. 21.
6
AABOUD 18AQ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for top squark pair
prodution in nal states with one isolated eletron or muon, several energeti jets, and
missing transverse momentum. No signiant exess over the Standard Model predition







as low as 20 GeV. Top squark masses below 195 GeV are
exluded for all m
χ̃0
1
, see their Fig. 20 and Fig. 21.
7
AABOUD 18AQ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for top squark pair
prodution in nal states with one isolated eletron or muon, several energeti jets, and
missing transverse momentum. No signiant exess over the Standard Model predition







= 10 GeV. See their Fig. 23. Exlusion limits for this deay mode are







= 5 GeV, see their Fig 26.
8
AABOUD 18BV searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one jet identied as -jet, large missing transverse energy and no leptons.
Good agreement is observed between the number of events in data and Standard Model
preditions. The results are translated into exlusion limits in Tstop4 models. In senarios
with dierenes of the stop and neutralino masses below 100 GeV, stop masses below
500 GeV are exluded. See their Fig.6 and Fig.7.
9
AABOUD 18BV searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one jet identied as -jet, large missing transverse energy and no leptons.
Good agreement is observed between the number of events in data and Standard Model
preditions. The results are translated into exlusion limits in Tstop1 models. In senarios
with massless neutralinos, top squark masses below 850 GeV are exluded. See their
Fig.6.
10
AABOUD 18I searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with at
least one jet with a transverse momentum above 250 GeV and no leptons. Good agree-
ment is observed between the number of events in data and Standard Model preditions.
The results are translated into exlusion limits in Tstop3 models. Stop masses below 390








. See their Fig.9(b).
11
AABOUD 18I searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least one jet with a transverse momentum above 250 GeV and no leptons. Good
agreement is observed between the number of events in data and Standard Model pre-
ditions. The results are translated into exlusion limits in Tstop4 models. In senarios
with dierenes of the stop and neutralino masses around 5 GeV, stop masses below 430
GeV are exluded. See their Fig.9(a).
12
AABOUD 18Y searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret pair
prodution of top squarks in nal states with two tau leptons, b-jets, and missing trans-
verse momentum. At least one hadroni τ is required. No signiant deviation from the
SM preditions is observed in the data. The analysis results are interpreted in Tstop5
models with a nearly massless gravitino. Top squark masses up to 1.16 TeV and tau
slepton masses up to 1 TeV are exluded, see their Fig 7.
13
SIRUNYAN 18AJ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining two low-momentum, oppositely harged leptons (eletrons or muons) and
6ET . No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived on the
wino mass in the Thi1n2F simplied model, see their Figure 5. Limits are also set on
the stop mass in the Tstop10 simplied model, see their Figure 6. Finally, limits are set
on the Higgsino mass in the Thi1n2G simplied model, see Figure 8 and in the pMSSM,
see Figure 7.
14
SIRUNYAN 18AL searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least three harged leptons, in any ombination of eletrons and muons, jets and
signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu1C simplied models, see their
Figure 5. Limits are also set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see
their Figure 6, and on the stop mass in the Tstop7 simplied model, see their Figure 7.
15
SIRUNYAN 18AN searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining one or two photons and a pair of top quarks from the deay of a pair of top
squark in a natural gauge-mediated senario. The nal state onsists of a lepton (eletron
or muon), jets and one or two photons. No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in the Tstop12 simplied
model, see their Figure 6.
2047
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16
SIRUNYAN 18AY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining one or more jets and signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A
and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 3. Limits are also set on squark, sbottom
and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 and Tstop4 simplied models, see their
Figure 3. Finally, limits are set on long-lived gluino masses in a Tglu1A simplied model
where the gluino is metastable or long-lived with proper deay lengths in the range 10
−3
mm < τ < 105 mm, see their Figure 4.
17
SIRUNYAN 18B searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for the pair
prodution of third-generation squarks in events with jets and large 6ET . No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the sbottom
mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see their Figure 5, and on the stop mass in the
Tstop4 simplied model, see their Figure 6.
18
SIRUNYAN 18C searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for the pair
prodution of top squarks in events with two oppositely harged leptons (eletrons or
muons), jets identied as originating from a b-quark and large 6ET . No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in
the Tstop1, Tstop2 and Tstop11 simplied models, see their Figures 11 and 12. The
Tstop1 and Tstop2 results are ombined with omplementary searhes in the all-hadroni
and single lepton hannels, see their Figures 13 and 14.
19
SIRUNYAN 18D searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events on-
taining identied hadronially deaying top quarks, no leptons, and 6ET . No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop
mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, see their Figure 8, and on the gluino mass in the
Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C and Tglu3E simplied models, see their Figure 9.
20
SIRUNYAN 18DI searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for pair pro-
dution of top squarks in events with a low transverse momentum lepton (eletron or
muon), a high-momentum jet and signiant missing transverse momentum. No signif-
iant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the
stop mass in the Tstop3 and Tstop10 simplied models, see their Figures 7 and 8. A
ombination of this searh with the all-hadroni searh is presented in Figure 9.
21
SIRUNYAN 18DN searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
eletroweak prodution of harginos and for pair prodution of top squarks in events with
two leptons (eletrons or muons) of the opposite eletri harge. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the hargino mass
in the Thi1hi1C and Thi1hi1E simplied models, see their Figure 8. Limits are also
set on the stop mass in the Tstop1 and Tstop2 simplied models, see their Figure 9.
22
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 700 GeV are













+ 100 GeV. See their Figure 4(e).
23
AABOUD 17AX searhed in 36 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events ontaining
two jets identied as originating from b-quarks and large missing transverse momentum,
with or without leptons. No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model
bakground was found. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the masses of top squarks.




mass below 880 (860)
GeV is exluded for m
χ̃0
1
= 0 (<250) GeV. See their Fig. 7(b).
24
AABOUD 17AY searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least four jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits in the range 250{1000 GeV are
set on the top squark mass in Tstop1 simplied models. For the rst time, additional














range 235{590 GeV. See their Figure 8.
25
AABOUD 17AY searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with at
least four jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits in the range 450-850 GeV are set on







= 1 GeV and m
χ0
1
< 240GeV. Constraints are given for
various values of the BR. See their Figure 9.
26
AABOUD 17BE searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
opposite-harge leptons (eletrons and muons) and large missing transverse momentum.
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to
720 GeV are set on the top squark mass in Tstop1 simplied models, assuming massless
neutralinos. See their Figure 9 (2-body area).
27
AABOUD 17BE searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
opposite-harge leptons (eletrons and muons) and large missing transverse momentum.
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to







= 40 GeV. See their Figure 9 (4-body area).
28
AABOUD 17BE searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two opposite-harge leptons (eletrons and muons) and large missing transverse
momentum. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits up to 430 GeV are set on the top squark mass in Tstop1 simplied models where







lose to the W mass. See their Figure 9
(3-body area).
29
AABOUD 17BE searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two opposite-harge leptons (eletrons and muons) and large missing transverse
momentum. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.








= 10 GeV and massless neutralinos. See their Figure 10.
30
KHACHATRYAN 17 searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining four or more jets, no more than one lepton, and missing transverse momentum,




) to disriminate between signal and bakground
proesses. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits
are derived on the stop mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, see Fig. 17.
31
KHACHATRYAN 17AD searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining at least four jets (inluding b-jets), missing transverse momentum and tagged
top quarks. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Top
squark masses in the range 250{740 GeV and neutralino masses up to 240 GeV are
exluded at 95% C.L. See Fig. 12.
32
KHACHATRYAN 17AD searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining at least four jets (inluding b-jets), missing transverse momentum and tagged
top quarks. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits
are derived on the
˜
t mass in simplied models that are a mixture of Tstop1 and Tstop2
with branhing frations 50% for eah of the two deay modes: top squark masses of up





are assumed to be nearly degenerate in mass, with a 5 GeV dierene between
their masses. See Fig. 12.
33
KHACHATRYAN 17P searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C and Tglu3D simplied models, see their Figures 7 and 8. Limits
are also set on the squark mass in the Tsqk1 simplied model, see their Fig. 7, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 8. Finally, limits are set on
the stop mass in the Tstop1, Tstop3, Tstop4, Tstop6 and Tstop7 simplied models, see
Fig. 8.
34
KHACHATRYAN 17S searhed in 18.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and missing transverse momentum, using the α
T
variable to
disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No evidene for an exess over
the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived on the stop mass in the Tstop4






equal to 10 and 80 GeV, masses of stop below 240 and
260 GeV are exluded, respetively. See their Fig.3.
35
KHACHATRYAN 17S searhed in 18.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and missing transverse momentum, using the α
T
variable to
disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No evidene for an exess over
the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived on the stop mass in the Tstop3






equal to 10 and 80 GeV, masses of stop below 225 and
130 GeV are exluded, respetively. See their Fig.3.
36
KHACHATRYAN 17S searhed in 18.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and missing transverse momentum, using the α
T
variable to
disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No evidene for an exess over










, masses of stop up to 325 GeV and
masses of the neutralino up to 225 GeV are exluded. See their Fig.3.
37
KHACHATRYAN 17S searhed in 18.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and missing transverse momentum, using the α
T
variable to
disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No evidene for an exess over










, masses of stop up to 400 GeV are
exluded for low neutralino masses. See their Fig.3.
38
KHACHATRYAN 17S searhed in 18.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and missing transverse momentum, using the α
T
variable to
disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No evidene for an exess over
the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived on the stop mass in the Tstop1
model: assuming masses of stop up to 500 GeV and masses of the neutralino up to 105
GeV are exluded. See their Fig.3.
39
SIRUNYAN 17AS searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
a single lepton (eletron or muon), jets, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in the Tstop1,
Tstop2 and Tstop8 simplied models, see their Figures 5, 6 and 7.
40
SIRUNYAN 17AT searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret
prodution of top squarks in events with jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in the
Tstop1, Tstop2 , Tstop3, Tstop4, Tstop8 and Tstop10 simplied models, see their
Figures 9 to 14.
41
SIRUNYAN 17AZ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figures 6. Limits are also set on the squark mass in
the Tsqk1 simplied model (for single light squark and for 8 degenerate light squarks),
on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model and on the stop mass in the Tstop1
simplied model, see their Fig. 7. Finally, limits are set on the stop mass in the Tstop2,
Tstop4 and Tstop8 simplied models, see Fig. 8.
42
SIRUNYAN 17K searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for diret produ-
tion of stop or sbottom pairs in events with multiple jets and signiant 6ET . A seond
searh also requires an isolated lepton and is ombined with the all-hadroni searh. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the stop mass in the Tstop1, Tstop8 and Tstop4 simplied models, see their Figures 7, 8
and 9 (for the Tstop4 limits, only the results of the all-hadroni searh are used). Limits
are also set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 10 (also here,
only the results of the all-hadroni searh are used).
43
SIRUNYAN 17P searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
multiple jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C, Tglu2A, Tglu3A
and Tglu3D simplied models, see their Fig. 12. Limits are also set on the squark mass
in the Tsqk1 simplied model, on the stop mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 13.
44
AABOUD 16D searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
an energeti jet and large missing transverse momentum. The results are interpreted as
95% C.L. limits on mass of stop deaying into a harm-quark and the lightest neutralino







between 5 and 20 GeV. See their Fig. 5.
45
AABOUD 16J searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states with
one isolated eletron or muon, jets, and missing transverse momentum. For the diret
stop pair prodution model where the stop deays via top and lightest neutralino, the
results exlude at 95% C.L. stop masses between 745 GeV and 780 GeV for a massless
χ̃0
1
. See their Fig. 8.
46
AAD 16AY searhed in 20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with either two
hadronially deaying tau leptons, one hadronially deaying tau and one light lepton, or
two light leptons. No signiant exess over the Standard Model expetation is found.
Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. on the mass of top squarks deaying via τ̃ to a nearly










KHACHATRYAN 16AV searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with one or two isolated leptons, hadroni jets, b-jets and 6ET . No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in
the Tstop1 and Tstop2 simplied models, see Fig. 11.
48
KHACHATRYAN 16BK searhed in 18.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with hadroni jets and 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in the Tstop1 and Tstop2 simplied models,
see Fig. 16.
49
KHACHATRYAN 16BS searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one energeti jet , no isolated leptons, and signiant 6ET , using the trans-
verse mass variable M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the stop mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, see Fig. 11 and Table 3.
50
KHACHATRYAN 16Y searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with one or two soft isolated leptons, hadroni jets, and 6ET . No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in the
Tstop3 simplied model, see Fig. 3.
51
AAD 15CJ searhed in 20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene of third
generation squarks by ombining a large number of searhes overing various nal states.
Stop deays with and without harginos in the deay hain are onsidered and summaries
of all ATLAS Run 1 searhes for diret stop prodution an be found in Fig. 4 (no
intermediate harginos) and Fig. 7 (intermediate harginos). Limits are set on stop
masses in ompressed mass regions regions, with B(
˜




t → b f f ′ χ̃0
1
) =







t → b χ̃±
1
are possible, with both their branhing rations summing up to 1,
assuming χ̃±
1























, are also presented, see Figs.
9 and 10.Interpretations in the pMSSM are also disussed, see Figs 13{15.
52
AAD 15J interpreted the measurement of spin orrelations in t t prodution using 20.3
fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV in exlusion limits on the pair prodution of light ˜t
1










with predominantly right-handed top and a 100% branhing ratio. The data
are found to be onsistent with the Standard Model expetations and masses between
the top quark mass and 191 GeV are exluded, see their Fig. 2
53
KHACHATRYAN 15AF searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the transverse mass variable
M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in
simplied models where the deay
˜
t → t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%,






1/2) and µ > 0, are also presented, see Fig. 15.
54
KHACHATRYAN 15AH searhed in 19.4 or 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV
for events ontaining either a fully reonstruted top quark, or events ontaining dijets
requiring one or both jets to originate from b-quarks, or events ontaining a mono-jet.
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the stop mass in simplied models where the deay
˜
t → t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a
branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 9. Limits are also set in simplied models where the
deays
˜












= 5 GeV, eah take plae with a
branhing ratio of 50%, see Fig. 10, or with other frations, see Fig. 11. Finally, limits
are set in a simplied model where the deay
˜
t →  χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing
ratio of 100%, see Figs. 9, 10 and 11.
55
KHACHATRYAN 15AH searhed in 19.4 or 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV
for events ontaining either a fully reonstruted top quark, or events ontaining dijets
requiring one or both jets to originate from b-quarks, or events ontaining a mono-jet.
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the stop mass in simplied models where the deay
˜
t → t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a
branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 9. Limits are also set in simplied models where the
deays
˜












= 5 GeV, eah take plae with a
branhing ratio of 50%, see Fig. 10, or with other frations, see Fig. 11. Finally, limits
are set in a simplied model where the deay
˜
t →  χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing
ratio of 100%, see Figs. 9, 10, and 11.
56
KHACHATRYAN 15L searhed in 19.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for pair
prodution of heavy resonanes deaying to pairs of jets in four jet events. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop
mass in R-parity-violating supersymmetry models where
˜
t → qq (λ
′′
312
6= 0), see Fig.
6 (top) and
˜
t → qb (λ
′′
323
6= 0), see Fig. 6 (bottom).
57
KHACHATRYAN 15X searhed in 19.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets, at least one of whih is required to originate from a b
quark, possibly a lepton, and signiant 6ET , using the razor variables (MR and R
2
) to
disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in simplied
models where the deay
˜













GeV, take plae with branhing ratios varying between 0 and 100%, see Figs. 15, 16 and
17.
58
AAD 14AJ searhed in 20.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
four or more jets and large missing transverse momentum. No exess of events above
the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found. Exlusion limits at 95%
C.L. are set on the masses of third-generation squarks in simplied models whih either






takes plae 100% of the time, see Fig. 8, or that this






takes plae the other
50% of the time, see Fig. 9.
59
AAD 14BD searhed in 20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
one isolated lepton, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No exess of events
above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found. Exlusion limits at
95% C.L. are set on the masses of third-generation squarks in simplied models whih













takes plae 100% of the time, see Fig. 16{22. For the mixed
deay senario, see Fig. 23.
60
AAD 14F searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
two leptons (e or µ), and possibly jets and missing transverse momentum. No exess
of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found. Exlusion
limits at 95% C.L. are set on the masses of third-generation squarks in simplied models






takes plae 100% of the time, see Figs.






takes plae 100% of the time, see Figs. 18
and 19.
61
AAD 14T searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for monojet-like and
-tagged events. No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bak-
ground was found. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the masses of third-generation






takes plae 100% of
the time, see Fig. 9 and 10. The results of the monojet-like analysis are also interpreted




→ b f f ′ χ̃0
1
, see Fig. 11.
62
CHATRCHYAN 14AH searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the razor variables (MR and
R
2
) to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. A seond analysis requires
at least one of the jets to be originating from a b-quark. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on sbottom masses in simplied
models where the deay
˜
t → t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Figs.
28 and 29. Exlusions in the CMSSM, assuming tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ >0, are also
presented, see Fig. 26.
63
CHATRCHYAN 14R searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least three leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop
mass in a natural higgsino NLSP simplied model (GMSB) where the deay
˜





→ (qq′ /ℓν)H, Z ˜G , takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100% (the partiles
between brakets have a soft p
T
spetrum), see Figs. 4{6.
64
KHACHATRYAN 14T searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with τ -leptons and b-quark jets, possibly with extra light-avour jets. No exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on stop masses in RPV
SUSY models with LQD ouplings, in two simplied models. In the rst model, the
deay
˜
t → τ b is onsidered, with λ′
333
6= 0, see Fig. 3. In the seond model, the deay
˜
t → χ̃± b, with the subsequent deay χ̃± → qq τ± is onsidered, with λ′
3jk
6= 0 and
the mass splitting between the top squark and the harging hosen to be 100 GeV, see
Fig. 4.
65
AABOUD 17AF searhed in 36 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for evidene of top













AABOUD 17AF searhed in 36 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for evidene of ˜t
2
in events ontaining 2 leptons, jets, b-jets and 6ET . In Tstop7 model, assuming mχ̃0
1
=




masses up to 800 GeV are exluded. Exlusion




branhing ratios in their Figure 7.
67
AABOUD 17AF searhed in 36 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√




in events ontaining 2 leptons, jets, b-jets and 6ET . In Tstop7 model, assuming mχ̃0
1




masses up to 880 GeV are exluded.




branhing ratios in their Figure 7.
68
AABOUD 17AY searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least four jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the top squark mass













= 10 GeV, with a mixture
of deay modes as in Tstop1, Tstop2 and Tstop6. See their Figure 10. The seond
and third models are referred to as Wino NLSP and well-tempered pMSSM models,
respetively. See their Figure 11 and Figure 12, and text for details on assumptions.
69
AAD 14B searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
a Z boson, with or without additional leptons, plus jets originating from b-quarks and
signiant missing transverse momentum. No exess over the expeted SM bakground



















with a 100% branhing ratio, see Fig. 4, and in the framework of
natural GMSB, see Fig. 6.
70
CHATRCHYAN 14U searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene of
diret pair prodution of top squarks, with Higgs bosons in the deay hain. The searh
is performed using a seletion of events ontaining two Higgs bosons, eah deaying
to a photon pair, missing transverse energy and possibly b-quark jets. No signiant
exesses over the expeted SM bakgrounds are observed. The results are interpreted in













→ H ˜G , all happen with 100% branhing ratio, see Fig. 4.
71
KHACHATRYAN 14C searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for evidene
of diret pair prodution of top squarks, with Higgs or Z -bosons in the deay hain. The
searh is performed using a seletion of events ontaining leptons and b-quark jets. No
signiant exesses over the expeted SM bakgrounds are observed. The results are






























. The interpretation is performed





















< 400 GeV at 95% C.L.
2049




t (Stop) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1150 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19BI ATLS ˜t → bµ, long-lived,
Tstop2RPV, τ = 0.1 m
>1100 95 2 SIRUNYAN 19BJ CMS ˜t → be, Tstop2RPV, prompt
none 100{410 95
3
AABOUD 18BB ATLS 4 jets, Tstop1RPV with
˜
t →















= 1, 2, 3)
>1130 95 6 SIRUNYAN 18AD CMS ˜t → b ℓ, long-lived, τ =
70{100 mm
> 550 95 6 SIRUNYAN 18AD CMS ˜t → b ℓ, long-lived, τ =
1{1000 mm
>1400 95 7 SIRUNYAN 18DV CMS long-lived ˜t , RPV, ˜t → d d, 0.6
mm < τ < 80 mm
none 80{520 95
8








SIRUNYAN 18DY CMS 2 , 4 jets, Tstop1RPV, λ′′
323
oupling
>1200 95 9 AABOUD 17AI ATLS ≥ 1ℓ+ ≥ 8 jets, Tstop1 with
χ̃0
1









AAD 16AMATLS 2 large-radius jets, Tstop1RPV
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •





→ ℓ± j j, λ′
ijk





→ ℓ± j j, λ′
ijk










> 790 95 13 KHACHATRY...15E CMS ˜t
1
→ b ℓ, τ = 2 m
1
SIRUNYAN 19BI searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with two muons and two jets, or with one muon, two jets, and missing transverse momen-
tum. Limits are set in a model of pair-produed, prompt or long-lived top squarks with
R-parity violating deays to a b-quark and a lepton (Tstop2RPV), branhing fration of
˜
t → bµ equal to 1/3 and τ between 0.1 m and 10 m in the ase of long-lived top
squarks. See their Fig. 10.
2
SIRUNYAN 19BJ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with two eletrons and two jets, or with one eletron, two jets, and missing transverse
momentum. Limits are set in a model of pair-produed, prompt top squarks with R-parity
violating deays to a b-quark and a lepton (Tstop2RPV), assuming branhing fration
of
˜
t → be equal to 1/3 and τ = 0 m. See their Fig.10.
3
AABOUD 18BB searhed in 36.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for massive
olored resonanes whih are pair-produed and deay into two jets. No signiant
deviation from the bakground predition is observed. Results are interpreted in a SUSY
simplied model as Tstop1RPV with
˜
t → d s . Top squarks with masses in the range
100{410 GeV are exluded, see their Figure 9(a). The λ′′
312
oupling is assumed to be
suÆiently large for the deays to be prompt, but small enough to neglet the single-
top-squark resonant prodution through RPV ouplings.
4
AABOUD 18BB searhed in 36.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for massive
oloured resonanes whih are pair-produed and deay into two jets. No signiant devi-
ation from the bakground predition is observed. Results are interpreted in Tstop1RPV.
Top squarks with masses in the range 100{470 GeV or 480{610 GeV are exluded, see
their Figure 9(b). The λ′′
323
oupling is assumed to be suÆiently large for the deays
to be prompt, but small enough to neglet the single-top-squark resonant prodution
through RPV ouplings.
5
AABOUD 18P searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for pair-produed
top squarks that deay through RPV λ′
i33
(i = 1, 2, 3) ouplings to a nal state with
two leptons and two jets, at least one of whih is identied as a b-jet. No signiant
exess is observed over the SM bakground. In the Tstop2RPV model, lower limits on
the top squark masses between 600 and 1500 GeV are set depending on the branhing
fration to be, bµ, and b τ nal states. See their Figs 6 and 7.
6
SIRUNYAN 18AD searhed in 2.6 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived
partiles by exploiting the multipliity of displaed jets to searh for the presene of
signal deays ourring at distanes between 1 and 1000 mm. Limits are set in a model
of pair-produed, long-lived top squarks with R-parity violating deays to a b-quark and
a lepton, see their Figure 3.
7
SIRUNYAN 18DV searhed in 38.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived
partiles in events with multiple jets and two displaed verties omposed of many traks.
No events with two well-separated high-trak-multipliity verties were observed. Limits
are set on the stop and the gluino mass in RPV models of supersymmetry where the stop
(gluino) is deaying solely into dijet (multijet) nal states, see their Figures 6 and 7.
8
SIRUNYAN 18DY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for the pair
prodution of resonanes, eah deaying to two quarks. The searh is onduted sepa-
rately in a boosted (two-jet) and resolved (four-jet) jet topology. The mass spetra are
found to be onsistent with the Standard Model expetations. Limits are set on the stop
mass in the Tstop3RPV and Tstop1RPV simplied models, see their Figure 11.
9
AABOUD 17AI searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more isolated lepton, at least eight jets, either zero or many b-jets, for evidene
of R-parity violating deays of the top squark. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.25 (1.10) TeV are set on the top squark




deays for a bino LSP as:
˜
t → t χ̃0
1
and for a higgsino LSP as
˜




. These is followed by the deays




→ t b s , χ̃±
1
→ bb s . See their Figure 10
and text for details on model assumptions.
10
AAD 16AM searhed in 17.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
two large-radius hadroni jets. No deviation from the bakground predition is observed.
Top squarks with masses between 100 and 315 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L. in the
hypothesis that they both deay via R-parity violating oupling λ"
323
to b- and s-quarks.
See their Fig. 10.
11
KHACHATRYAN 16AC searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with low missing transverse momentum, two oppositely harged eletrons or muons, and
at least ve jets, at least one of whih is a b-jet, for evidene of R-parity violating,
harging-mediated deays of the top squark. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop mass in R-parity-violating
supersymmetry models where
˜




→ ℓ± j j, λ′
ijk







= 100 GeV, see Fig. 3.
12
KHACHATRYAN 16BX searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining 4 leptons oming from R-parity-violating deays of χ̃0
1





6= 0. No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived
on the gluino, squark and stop masses, see Fig. 23.
13
KHACHATRYAN 15E searhed for long-lived partiles deaying to leptons in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. Events were seleted with an eletron and muon with
opposite harges and eah with transverse impat parameter values between 0.02 and
2 m. Limits are set on SUSY benhmark models with pair prodution of top squarks
deaying into an eµ nal state via RPV interations. See their Fig. 2
Heavy
˜




> 60{70 GeV, it is expeted that gluinos would undergo a asade
deay via a number of neutralinos and/or harginos rather than undergo
a diret deay to photinos as assumed by some papers. Limits obtained
when diret deay is assumed are usually higher than limits when asade
deays are inluded.
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were
last listed in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group),
Chinese Physis C38 070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
R-parity onserving heavy
˜
g (Gluino) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

















































>1700 95 5 SIRUNYAN 19CE CMS 2 jets, Stealth SUSY, Tglu1A and
χ̃0
1




>2000 95 6 SIRUNYAN 19CH CMS jets+ 6ET , Tglu1A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
















>2270 95 6 SIRUNYAN 19CH CMS jets+6ET , Tglu2A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>2180 95 6 SIRUNYAN 19CH CMS jets+6ET , Tglu3A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV









>1900 95 8 SIRUNYAN 19S CMS 1 or 2 ℓ + jets + 6ET , Tglu3C,














>1650 95 11 AABOUD 18AS ATLS ≥ 4 jets and disappearing traks
from χ̃± → χ̃0
1
π±, modied
Tglu1A or Tglu1B, χ̃± life-
time 0.2 ns, m
χ̃± = 460 GeV













>2150 95 14 AABOUD 18U ATLS 2 γ + 6ET , GGM, Tglu4B, any
NLSP mass
>1600 95 15 AABOUD 18U ATLS γ + jets + 6ET , GGM higgsino-
bino, mix of Tglu4B and
Tglu4C, any NLSP mass
>2030 95 16 AABOUD 18V ATLS jets+ 6ET , Tglu1A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV





















>2000 95 19 SIRUNYAN 18AA CMS ≥ 1γ + 6ET , Tglu4A
>2100 95 19 SIRUNYAN 18AA CMS ≥ 1γ + 6ET , Tglu4B



































































>1625 95 23 SIRUNYAN 18AY CMS jets+ 6ET , Tglu1A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>1825 95 23 SIRUNYAN 18AY CMS jets+ 6ET , Tglu2A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>1625 95 23 SIRUNYAN 18AY CMS jets+ 6ET , Tglu3A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>2040 95 24 SIRUNYAN 18D CMS top quark (hadronially deaying)




>1930 95 24 SIRUNYAN 18D CMS top quark (hadronially deay-












>1690 95 24 SIRUNYAN 18D CMS top quark (hadronially deay-













>1990 95 24 SIRUNYAN 18D CMS top quark (hadronially deaying)










>2010 95 25 SIRUNYAN 18M CMS ≥ 1 H (→ bb) + 6ET , Tglu1I
>1825 95 25 SIRUNYAN 18M CMS ≥ 1 H (→ bb) + 6ET , Tglu1J
>1750 95 26 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +
6ET , Tglu3A, mχ̃0
1
= 100 GeV
>1570 95 27 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +
6ET , Tglu1E, mχ̃0
1
= 100 GeV
>1860 95 28 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +
6ET , Tglu1G, mχ̃0
1
= 200 GeV

















>1800 95 32 AABOUD 17AZ ATLS ≥ 7 jets+ 6ET , large R-jets




>1540 95 33 AABOUD 17AZ ATLS ≥ 7 jets+ 6ET , large R-jets




>1340 95 34 AABOUD 17N ATLS 2 same-avor, opposite-sign ℓ +




>1310 95 35 AABOUD 17N ATLS 2 same-avor, opposite-sign ℓ +














>1700 95 36 AABOUD 17N ATLS 2 same-avor, opposite-sign ℓ +




>1400 95 37 KHACHATRY...17 CMS jets+6ET ,Tglu1A,mχ̃0
1
=200GeV
>1650 95 37 KHACHATRY...17 CMS jets+6ET ,Tglu2A,mχ̃0
1
=200 GeV
>1600 95 37 KHACHATRY...17 CMS jets+6ET ,Tglu3A,mχ̃0
1
=200GeV






















































































































>1650 95 43 KHACHATRY...17V CMS 2 γ + 6ET , GGM, Tglu4B, any
NLSP mass





































>1825 95 47 SIRUNYAN 17P CMS jets+6ET , Tglu1A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>1950 95 47 SIRUNYAN 17P CMS jets+6ET , Tglu2A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
>1960 95 47 SIRUNYAN 17P CMS jets+6ET , Tglu3A, mχ̃0
1
= 0 GeV
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>1650 95 51 AABOUD 16M ATLS 2 γ + 6ET , Tglu1D, any NLSP
mass






























































>1400 95 58 AAD 16V ATLS ≥ 7 to ≥ 10 jets + 6ET ,
pMSSM M
1
= 60 GeV, M
2
= 3 TeV, tanβ=10, µ < 0




















































































































>1725 95 61 KHACHATRY...16BS CMS jets + 6ET , Tglu1A, mχ̃0
1
= 0
>1750 95 61 KHACHATRY...16BS CMS jets + 6ET , Tglu2A, mχ̃0
1
= 0
>1550 95 61 KHACHATRY...16BS CMS jets + 6ET , Tglu3A, mχ̃0
1
= 0










>1440 95 63 KHACHATRY...16V CMS jets + 6ET , Tglu1A, mχ̃0
1
= 0
>1600 95 63 KHACHATRY...16V CMS jets + 6ET , Tglu2A, mχ̃0
1
= 0
>1550 95 63 KHACHATRY...16V CMS jets + 6ET , Tglu3A, mχ̃0
1
= 0
>1450 95 63 KHACHATRY...16V CMS jets + 6ET , Tglu1C, mχ̃0
1
= 0
> 820 95 64 AAD 15BG ATLS GGM, ˜g → q ˜q Z ˜G , tanβ = 30,
µ > 600 GeV
> 850 95 64 AAD 15BG ATLS GGM, ˜g → q ˜q Z ˜G , tanβ = 1.5,
µ > 450 GeV





> 700 95 66 AAD 15BX ATLS ˜g → X χ̃0
1
, independent of m
χ̃0
1
>1290 95 67 AAD 15CA ATLS ≥ 2 γ + 6ET , GGM, bino-like
NLSP, any NLSP mass
>1260 95 67 AAD 15CA ATLS ≥ 1 γ + b-jets + 6ET , GGM,
higgsino-bino admix. NLSP
and µ <0, m(NLSP)>450 GeV
>1140 95 67 AAD 15CA ATLS ≥ 1 γ + jets + 6ET , GGM,
higgsino-bino admixture NLSP,
all µ >0







































































>1090 95 72 AAD 14AG ATLS τ + jets + 6ET , natural Gauge
Mediation
>1600 95 72 AAD 14AG ATLS τ + jets + 6ET , mGMSB, Mmess
= 250 GeV, N
5
= 3, µ > 0,
Cgrav = 1





ℓ± ℓ∓ ˜G , tanβ = 30, GGM




































































CHATRCHYAN14R CMS ≥ 3ℓ±, (˜g /˜q) → q ℓ± ℓ∓ ˜G
simplied model, GMSB, slep-
ton o-NLSP senario
80




• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •




= 1 GeV, any m
χ̃0
2
>1770 95 82 AABOUD 18V ATLS jets+ 6ET , Tglu1C-like, 1/2











>1600 95 83 AABOUD 17AZ ATLS ≥ 7 jets+ 6ET , large R-jets









> 500 95 85 KHACHATRY...16BT CMS 19-parameter pMSSM model,






g → ˜S g , τ = 1 m, ˜S → S ˜G
and S → g g , BR = 100%
95
87
AAD 15AI ATLS ℓ± + jets + 6ET
>1600 95 65 AAD 15BV ATLS pMSSM, M
1





>1280 95 65 AAD 15BV ATLS mSUGRA, m
0
> 2 TeV
>1100 95 65 AAD 15BV ATLS via τ̃ , natural GMSB, all mτ̃






































































































g →  χ̃0
1

























AAD 15BV ATLS b-jets,
˜
































= 100 GeV and
15 < τ < 300 mm







= 100 GeV and 20 <
τ < 250 mm
89














>1280 95 91 AAD 14AX ATLS ≥ 3 b-jets + 6ET , CMSSM












































































































> 950 95 92 AAD 14E ATLS ℓ± ℓ± (ℓ∓) + jets, ˜g → t t χ̃0
1
simplied model













< 200 GeV, m
χ̃±
1











































































>1050 95 93 CHATRCHYAN14H CMS same-sign ℓ± ℓ±, ˜g → t t χ̃0
1
simplied model, massless χ̃0
1

































SIRUNYAN 20B searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least one photon and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on hargino masses in a general gauge-mediated
SUSY breaking (GGM) senario Thi1n12-GGM, see Figure 4. Limits are also set on
the NLSP mass in the Thi1hi1F and Thi1hi1G simplied models, see their Figure 5.
Finally, limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A simplied model, see Figure 6.
2
AABOUD 19I searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with hadroni jets, 1 or two hadronially deaying τ and 6ET . In Tglu1F, gluino masses
are exluded at 95% C.L. up to 2000 GeV for neutralino masses of 100 GeV or below.
Neutralino masses up to 1000 GeV are exluded for all gluino masses below 1400 GeV.
See their Fig. 9. Limits are also presented in the ontext of Gauge-Mediated Symmetry
Breaking models: in this ase, values of  below 110 TeV are exluded at the 95% CL
for all values of tanβ in the range 2 < tanβ < 60, see their Fig 10.
3
SIRUNYAN 19AG searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
two photons and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4B simplied model and on
the squark mass in the Tsqk4B simplied model, see their Figure 3.
4
SIRUNYAN 19AU searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at last one photon, jets, some of whih are identied as originating from b-quarks, and
large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. In
the framework of GMSB, limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C, Tglu4D and
Tglu4E simplied models, and on the top squark mass in the Tstop13 simplied model,
see their Figure 5.
5
SIRUNYAN 19CE searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for new
partiles deaying to a photon and two gluons in events with at least three large-radius
jets of whih two have substruture and are omposed of a photon and two gluons. No
statistially signiant exess is observed above the SM bakground expetation. Upper
limits at 95% ondene level on the ross setion for gluino pair prodution are set,
using a simplied Tglu1A-like stealth SUSY model. Gluino masses up to 1500-1700 GeV
are exluded, depending on the neutralino mass, with the highest exlusion set for m
χ̃0
1
= 200 GeV. See their Fig 4.
6
SIRUNYAN 19CH searhed in 137 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining multiple jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C,
Tglu2A and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 13. Limits are also set on squark,
sbottom and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 simplied models, see their
Figure 14.
7
SIRUNYAN 19K searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with a photon, an eletron or muon, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. In the framework of GMSB, limits are set on
the hargino and neutralino mass in the Thi1n1A simplied model, see their Figure 6.
Limits are also set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A simplied model, and on the squark
mass in the Tsqk4A simplied model, see their Figure 7.
8
SIRUNYAN 19S searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
zero or one harged leptons, jets and 6ET . The razor variables (MR and R
2
) are used to
ategorize the events. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu3C simplied models,
see Figures 22 and 23, and on the stop mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, see their
Figure 24.
9
AABOUD 18AR searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for gluino pair
prodution in events ontaining large missing transverse momentum and several energeti
jets, at least three of whih must be identied as originating from b-quarks. No exess
is found above the predited bakground. In Tglu3A models, gluino masses of less than
1.97 TeV are exluded for m
χ̃0
1
below 300 GeV, see their Fig. 10(a). Interpretations are
also provided for senarios where Tglu3A modes mix with Tglu2A and Tglu3D, see their
Fig 11.
2053
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10
AABOUD 18AR searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for gluino pair
prodution in events ontaining large missing transverse momentum and several energeti
jets, at least three of whih must be identied as originating from b-quarks. No exess
is found above the predited bakground. In Tglu2A models, gluino masses of less than
1.92 TeV are exluded for m
χ̃0
1
below 600 GeV, see their Fig. 10(b). Interpretations are
also provided for senarios where Tglu2A modes mix with Tglu3A and Tglu3D, see their
Fig 11.
11
AABOUD 18AS searhed for in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for gluino pair
prodution in the ontext of AMSB or phenomenologial MSSM senarios with wino-like
LSP and long-lived harginos. Events with a disappearing trak due to a low-momentum
pion aompanied by at least four jets are onsidered. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Exlusion limits are set at 95% ondene level
on the mass of gluinos for dierent hargino lifetimes. Gluino masses up to 1.65 TeV
are exluded assuming a hargino mass of 460 GeV and lifetime of 0.2 ns, orresponding
to a mass-splitting between the harged and neutral wino of around 160 MeV. See their
Fig. 9.
12
AABOUD 18BJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
two opposite-sign harged leptons (eletrons and muons), jets and missing transverse
momentum, with various requirements to be sensitive to signals with dierent kinemati
endpoint values in the dilepton invariant mass distribution. The data are found to be
onsistent with the SM expetation. Results are interpreted in the Tglu1G model: gluino
masses below 1850 GeV are exluded for m
χ̃0
1
= 100 GeV, see their Fig. 12(a).
13
AABOUD 18BJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
two opposite-sign harged leptons (eletrons and muons), jets and missing transverse
momentum, with various requirements to be sensitive to signals with dierent kinemati
endpoint values in the dilepton invariant mass distribution. The data are found to be
onsistent with the SM expetation. Results are interpreted in the Tglu1H model: gluino
masses below 1650 GeV are exluded for m
χ̃0
1
= 100 GeV, see their Fig. 13(a).
14
AABOUD 18U searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with at
least one isolated photon, possibly jets and signiant transverse momentum targeting
generalised models of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking. No signiant exess of events is
observed above the SM predition. Results for the di-photon hannel are interpreted in
terms of lower limits on the masses of gluinos in Tglu4B models, whih reah as high
as 2.3 TeV. Gluinos with masses below 2.15 TeV are exluded for any NLSP mass, see
their Fig. 8.
15
AABOUD 18U searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with at
least one isolated photon, possibly jets and signiant transverse momentum targeting
generalised models of gauge-mediated SUSY breaking. No signiant exess of events is
observed above the SM predition. Results of the γ + jets + 6ET hannel are interpreted
in terms of lower limits on the masses of gluinos in GGM higgsino-bino models (mix of
Tglu4B and Tglu4C), whih reah as high as 2050 GeV. Gluino masses below 1600 GeV






> 50 GeV. See their Fig. 11.
16
AABOUD 18V searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
no harged leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be
onsistent with the SM expetation. Results are interpreted in the Tglu1A model: gluino
masses below 2030 GeV are exluded for massless LSP, see their Fig. 13(b).
17
AABOUD 18V searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
no harged leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to










), gluino masses below 1980 GeV are exluded




GeV, see their Fig. 14(d).
18
AABOUD 18V searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
no harged leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be
onsistent with the SM expetation. Results are interpreted in the Tglu1E model: gluino
masses below 1750 GeV are exluded for m
χ̃0
1









SIRUNYAN 18AA searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one photon and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on wino masses in a general gauge-mediated







7. Limits are also set on the NLSP mass in the Thi1n1A and Thi1hi1A simplied
models, see their Figure 8. Finally, limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A and
Tglu4B simplied models, see their Figure 9, and on the squark mass in the Tskq4A and
Tsqk4B simplied models, see their Figure 10.
20
SIRUNYAN 18AC searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
a single eletron or muon and multiple jets. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and
Tglu1B simplied models, see their Figure 5.
21
SIRUNYAN 18AL searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least three harged leptons, in any ombination of eletrons and muons, jets and
signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu1C simplied models, see their
Figure 5. Limits are also set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see
their Figure 6, and on the stop mass in the Tstop7 simplied model, see their Figure 7.
22
SIRUNYAN 18AR searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining two opposite-harge, same-avour leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C simplied model, see their Figure 7. Limits are also set
on the hargino/neutralino mass in the Thi1n2F simplied models, see their Figure 8,
and on the higgsino mass in the Tn1n1B and Tn1n1C simplied models, see their Figure
9. Finally, limits are set on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot3 simplied model, see their
Figure 10.
23
SIRUNYAN 18AY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining one or more jets and signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A
and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 3. Limits are also set on squark, sbottom
and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 and Tstop4 simplied models, see their
Figure 3. Finally, limits are set on long-lived gluino masses in a Tglu1A simplied model
where the gluino is metastable or long-lived with proper deay lengths in the range 10
−3
mm < τ < 105 mm, see their Figure 4.
24
SIRUNYAN 18D searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events on-
taining identied hadronially deaying top quarks, no leptons, and 6ET . No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop
mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, see their Figure 8, and on the gluino mass in the
Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C and Tglu3E simplied models, see their Figure 9.
25
SIRUNYAN 18M searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more high-momentum Higgs bosons, deaying to pairs of b-quarks, and large 6ET .
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the gluino mass in the Tglu1I and Tglu1J simplied models, see their Figure 3.
26
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.75 TeV are




= 100 GeV. See their Figure 4(a).
27
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.57 TeV are




See their Figure 4(b).
28
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.86 TeV are
set on the gluino mass in Tglu1G simplied models for m
χ̃0
1
= 200 GeV. See their Figure
4().
29
AABOUD 17AR searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one isolated lepton, at least two jets and large missing transverse momentum. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 2.1

















= 60 GeV. See their Figure 13.
30
AABOUD 17AR searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one isolated lepton, at least two jets and large missing transverse momentum. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.74
TeV are set on the gluino mass in Tglu1E simplied model. Limits up to 1.7 TeV are
also set on pMSSM models leading to similar signal event topologies. See their Figure
13.
31
AABOUD 17AY searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least four jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.8 TeV are set on the gluino







= 5 GeV. See their Figure 13.
32
AABOUD 17AZ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least seven jets and large missing transverse momentum. Seleted events are further
lassied based on the presene of large R-jets or b-jets and no leptons. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.8 TeV are set
on the gluino mass in Tglu1E simplied models. See their Figure 6b.
33
AABOUD 17AZ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least seven jets and large missing transverse momentum. Seleted events are further
lassied based on the presene of large R-jets or b-jets and no leptons. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.54 TeV are
set on the gluino mass in Tglu3A simplied models. See their Figure 7a.
34
AABOUD 17N searhed in 14.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with 2 same-avor, opposite-sign leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and large missing
transverse momentum. In Tglu1J models, gluino masses are exluded at 95% C.L. up to
1300 GeV for m
χ̃0
1
= 0 GeV and m
χ̃0
2
= 1100 GeV. See their Fig. 12 for exlusion limits
as a funtion of m
χ̃0
2






+ 100 GeV, see
their Fig. 13.
35
AABOUD 17N searhed in 14.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with 2 same-avor, opposite-sign leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and large missing
transverse momentum. In Tglu1H models, gluino masses are exluded at 95% C.L. up
to 1310 GeV for m
χ̃0
1









)/2. See their Fig.
15.
36
AABOUD 17N searhed in 14.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with 2 same-avor, opposite-sign leptons (eletrons or muons), jets and large missing
transverse momentum. In Tglu1G models, gluino masses are exluded at 95% C.L. up
to 1700 GeV for small m
χ̃0
1













)/2 = 50 GeV. See their Fig. 14.
37
KHACHATRYAN 17 searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining four or more jets, no more than one lepton, and missing transverse momentum,




) to disriminate between signal and bakground
proesses. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits
are derived on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A and Tglu3A simplied models, see
Figs. 16 and 17. Also, assuming gluinos deay only via three-body proesses involving







a branhing ratio-independent limit on the gluino mass is given, see Fig. 16.
38
KHACHATRYAN 17AD searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining at least four jets (inluding b-jets), missing transverse momentum and tagged
top quarks. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Gluino
masses up to 1550 GeV and neutralino masses up to 900 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L.
See Fig. 13.
39
KHACHATRYAN 17AD searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining at least four jets (inluding b-jets), missing transverse momentum and tagged
top quarks. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Gluino
masses up to 1450 GeV and neutralino masses up to 820 GeV are exluded at 95% C.L.
See Fig. 13.
40
KHACHATRYAN 17AS searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with a single eletron or muon and multiple jets. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and
Tglu1B simplied models, see their Fig. 7.
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KHACHATRYAN 17AW searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events




signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu1C simplied models, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see their Figure 4.
42
KHACHATRYAN 17P searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C and Tglu3D simplied models, see their Figures 7 and 8. Limits
are also set on the squark mass in the Tsqk1 simplied model, see their Fig. 7, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 8. Finally, limits are set on
the stop mass in the Tstop1, Tstop3, Tstop4, Tstop6 and Tstop7 simplied models, see
Fig. 8.
43
KHACHATRYAN 17V searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two photons and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model ex-
petations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino and squark mass in the ontext of
general gauge mediation models Tglu4B and Tsqk4, see their Fig. 4.
44
SIRUNYAN 17AF searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with a single lepton (eletron or muon), jets, inluding at least one jet originating from a
b-quark, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3A and Tglu3B simplied models,
see their Figure 2.
45
SIRUNYAN 17AY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least one photon, jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu4A and Tglu4B
simplied models, and on the squark mass in the Tskq4A and Tsqk4B simplied models,
see their Figure 6.
46
SIRUNYAN 17AZ searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one or more jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A,
Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figures 6. Limits are also set on the squark mass in
the Tsqk1 simplied model (for single light squark and for 8 degenerate light squarks),
on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model and on the stop mass in the Tstop1
simplied model, see their Fig. 7. Finally, limits are set on the stop mass in the Tstop2,
Tstop4 and Tstop8 simplied models, see Fig. 8.
47
SIRUNYAN 17P searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
multiple jets and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations
is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C, Tglu2A, Tglu3A
and Tglu3D simplied models, see their Fig. 12. Limits are also set on the squark mass
in the Tsqk1 simplied model, on the stop mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, and on
the sbottom mass in the Tsbot1 simplied model, see Fig. 13.
48
SIRUNYAN 17S searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
two isolated same-sign leptons, jets, and large 6ET . No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the mass of the gluino mass
in the Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C, Tglu3D and Tglu1B simplied models, see their Figures
5 and 6, and on the sbottom mass in the Tsbot2 simplied model, see their Figure 6.
49
AABOUD 16AC searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with hadroni jets, 1 or two hadronially deaying τ and 6ET . In Tglu1F, gluino masses
are exluded at 95% C.L. up to 1570 GeV for neutralino masses of 100 GeV or below.
Neutralino masses up to 700 GeV are exluded for all gluino masses between 800 GeV
and 1500 GeV, while the strongest neutralino-mass exlusion of 750 GeV is ahieved
for gluino masses around 1400 GeV. See their Fig. 8. Limits are also presented in the
ontext of Gauge-Mediated Symmetry Breaking models: in this ase, values of  below
92 TeV are exluded at the 95% CL, orresponding to gluino masses below 2000 GeV.
See their Fig. 9.
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AABOUD 16J searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states with
one isolated eletron or muon, hadroni jets, and 6ET . Gluino-mediated pair prodution
of stops with a nearly mass-degenerate stop and neutralino are targeted and gluino
masses are exluded at 95% C.L. up to 1460 GeV. A 100% of stops deaying via harm









. See their Fig. 8.
51
AABOUD 16M searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
two photons, hadroni jets and 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on gluino masses in the
general gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for bino-like NLSP. See their
Fig. 3.
52
AABOUD 16N searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontaining
hadroni jets, large 6ET , and no eletrons or muons. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Gluino masses below 1510 GeV are exluded
at the 95% C.L. in a simplied model with only gluinos and the lightest neutralino. See
their Fig. 7b.
53
AABOUD 16N searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontaining
hadroni jets, large 6ET , and no eletrons or muons. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Gluino masses below 1500 GeV are exluded
at the 95% C.L. in a simplied model with gluinos deaying via an intermediate χ̃±
1
to





= 200 GeV. See their Fig 8.
54
AAD 16AD searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontaining
several energeti jets, of whih at least three must be identied as b-jets, large 6ET and
no eletrons or muons. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. For χ̃0
1
below 800 GeV, gluino masses below 1780 GeV are exluded at 95%
C.L. for gluinos deaying via bottom squarks. See their Fig. 7a.
55
AAD 16AD searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontaining
several energeti jets, of whih at least three must be identied as b-jets, large 6ET and
one eletron or muon. Large-radius jets with a high mass are also used to identify highly
boosted top quarks. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. For χ̃0
1
below 700 GeV, gluino masses below 1760 GeV are exluded at 95%
C.L. for gluinos deaying via top squarks. See their Fig. 7b.
56
AAD 16BB searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with exatly
two same-sign leptons or at least three leptons, multiple hadroni jets, b-jets, and 6ET .
No signiant exess over the Standard Model expetation is found. Exlusion limits
at 95% C.L. are set on the gluino mass in various simplied models (Tglu1D, Tglu1E,
Tglu3A). See their Figs. 4.a, 4.b, and 4.d.
57
AAD 16BG searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states with
one isolated eletron or muon, hadroni jets, and 6ET . The data agree with the SM
bakground expetation in the six signal seletions dened in the searh, and the largest
deviation is a 2.1 standard deviation exess. Gluinos are exluded at 95% C.L. up to 1600
GeV assuming they deay via the lightest hargino to the lightest neutralino as in the
model Tglu1B for m
χ̃0
1









)/2. See their Fig. 6.
58
AAD 16V searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with 6ET
various hadroni jet multipliities from ≥ 7 to ≥ 10 and with various b-jet multipliity
requirements. No signiant exess over the Standard Model expetation is found. Ex-
lusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the gluino mass in one simplied model (Tglu1E)
and a pMSSM-inspired model. See their Fig. 5.
59
KHACHATRYAN 16AM searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events





disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu3C
and Tglu3B simplied models, see Fig. 12.
60
KHACHATRYAN 16BJ searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in the following simplied models: Tglu3A and Tglu3D, see Fig. 4, Tglu3B and Tglu3C,
see Fig. 5, and Tglu1B, see Fig. 7.
61
KHACHATRYAN 16BS searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least one energeti jet , no isolated leptons, and signiant 6ET , using the trans-
verse mass variable M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No
signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on
the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A and Tglu3A simplied models, see Fig. 10 and
Table 3.
62
KHACHATRYAN 16BY searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two opposite-sign, same-avour leptons, jets, and missing transverse momentum.
No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set
on the gluino mass in the Tglu4C simplied model, see Fig. 4, and on sbottom masses
in the Tsbot3 simplied model, see Fig. 5.
63
KHACHATRYAN 16V searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with at least four energeti jets and signiant 6ET , no identied isolated eletron or
muon or harged trak. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu1C, Tglu2A, and Tglu3A
simplied models, see Fig. 8.
64
AAD 15BG searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with
jets, missing ET , and two opposite-sign same avor isolated leptons featuring either
a kinemati edge, or a peak at the Z -boson mass, in the invariant mass spetrum.
No evidene for a statistially signiant exess over the expeted SM bakgrounds
are observed and 95% C.L. exlusion limits are derived in a GGM simplied model of
gluino pair prodution where the gluino deays into quarks, a Z -boson, and a massless
gravitino LSP, see Fig. 12. Also, limits are set in simplied models with slepton/sneutrino
intermediate states, see Fig. 13.
65
AAD 15BV summarized and extended ATLAS searhes for gluinos and rst- and seond-
generation squarks in nal states ontaining jets and missing transverse momentum,
with or without leptons or b-jets in the
√
s =8 TeV data set olleted in 2012. The
paper reports the results of new interpretations and statistial ombinations of previously
published analyses, as well as new analyses. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the
gluino mass in several R-parity onserving models, leading to a generalized onstraint
on gluino masses exeeding 1150 GeV for lightest supersymmetri partile masses below
100 GeV. See their Figs. 10, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 29-37.
66
AAD 15BX interpreted the results of a wide range of ATLAS diret searhes for super-
symmetry, during the rst run of the LHC using the
√
s =7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV
data set olleted in 2012, within the wider framework of the phenomenologial MSSM
(pMSSM). The integrated luminosity was up to 20.3 fb
−1
. From an initial random sam-
pling of 500 million pMSSM points, generated from the 19-parameter pMSSM, a total
of 310,327 model points with χ̃0
1
LSP were seleted eah of whih satises onstraints
from previous ollider searhes, preision measurements, old dark matter energy den-
sity measurements and diret dark matter searhes. The impat of the ATLAS Run 1
searhes on this spae was presented, onsidering the fration of model points surviving,
after projetion into two-dimensional spaes of spartile masses. Good omplementarity
is observed between dierent ATLAS analyses, with almost all showing regions of unique
sensitivity. ATLAS searhes have good sensitivity at LSP mass below 800 GeV.
67
AAD 15CA searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with one or
more photons, hadroni jets or b-jets and 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on gluino masses in the general gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for bino-like or higgsino-bino admixtures NLSP,
see Fig. 8, 10, 11
68
KHACHATRYAN 15AF searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the transverse mass variable
M
T2
to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in simplied models where the deay
˜
g → qq χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of
100%, see Fig. 13(a), or where the deay
˜
g → bb χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio
of 100%, see Fig. 13(b), or where the deay
˜
g → t t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing
ratio of 100%, see Fig. 13(). See also Table 5. Exlusions in the CMSSM, assuming





1/2) and µ > 0, are also presented, see Fig. 15.
69
KHACHATRYAN 15I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
in whih b-jets and four W -bosons are produed. Five individual searh hannels are
ombined (fully hadroni, single lepton, same-sign dilepton, opposite-sign dilepton, mul-
tilepton). No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed.
Limits are set on the gluino mass in a simplied model where the deay
˜
g → t t χ̃0
1
takes
plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 5. Also a simplied model with gluinos
deaying into on-shell top squarks is onsidered, see Fig. 6.
70
KHACHATRYAN 15X searhed in 19.3fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets, at least one of whih is required to originate from a
b quark, and signiant 6ET , using the razor variables (MR) and R
2
) to disriminate
between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in simplied models
where the deay
˜




g → t t χ̃0
1
take plae with branhing ratios
varying between 0, 50 and 100%, see Figs. 13 and 14.
71
AAD 14AE searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for strongly pro-
dued supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining jets and large missing transverse
momentum, and no eletrons or muons. No exess over the expeted SM bakground
is observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining gluinos and
squarks, see Figures 5, 6 and 7. Limits are also derived in the mSUGRA/CMSSM with




and µ > 0, see their Fig. 8.
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AAD 14AG searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
one hadronially deaying τ -lepton, zero or one additional light leptons (eletrons or
muons), jets and large missing transverse momentum. No exess of events above the
expeted level of Standard Model bakground was found. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L.
are set in several SUSY senarios. For an interpretation in the minimal GMSB model,





and µ > 0, see their Fig. 9. For an interpretation in the framework
of natural Gauge Mediation, see Fig. 10. For an interpretation in the bRPV senario,
see their Fig. 11.
73
AAD 14X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with at least
four leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in a general
gauge-mediation model (GGM) where the deay
˜




→ ℓ± ℓ∓ ˜G ,
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, for two hoies of tanβ = 1.5 and 30, see
Fig. 11. Also some onstraints on the higgsino mass parameter µ are disussed.
74
CHATRCHYAN 14AH searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the razor variables (MR and
R
2
) to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on sbottom masses
in simplied models where the deay
˜
g → qq χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of
100%, see Fig. 28. Exlusions in the CMSSM, assuming tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ >
0, are also presented, see Fig. 26.
75
CHATRCHYAN 14AH searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the razor variables (MR and
R
2
) to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. A seond analysis requires
at least one of the jets to be originating from a b-quark. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on sbottom masses in simplied
models where the deay
˜
g → bb χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see
Figs. 28 and 29. Exlusions in the CMSSM, assuming tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ > 0,
are also presented, see Fig. 26.
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CHATRCHYAN 14AH searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with at least two energeti jets and signiant 6ET , using the razor variables (MR and
R
2
) to disriminate between signal and bakground proesses. A seond analysis requires
at least one of the jets to be originating from a b-quark. No signiant exess above the
Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on sbottom masses in simplied
models where the deay
˜
g → t t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see
Figs. 28 and 29. Exlusions in the CMSSM, assuming tanβ = 10, A
0
= 0 and µ >0,
are also presented, see Fig. 26.
77
CHATRCHYAN 14I searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining multijets and large 6ET . No exess over the expeted SM bakground is
observed. Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining gluinos that deay
via
˜
g → qq χ̃0
1
with a 100% branhing ratio, see Fig. 7b, or via
˜
g → t t χ̃0
1
with a
100% branhing ratio, see Fig. 7, or via
˜
g → qqW /Z χ̃0
1
, see Fig. 7d.
78
CHATRCHYAN 14N searhed in 19.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining a single isolated eletron or muon and multiple jets, at least two of whih
are identied as originating from a b-quark. No signiant exesses over the expeted
SM bakgrounds are observed. The results are interpreted in three simplied models of
gluino pair prodution with subsequent deay into virtual or on-shell top squarks, where
eah of the top squarks deays in turn into a top quark and a χ̃0
1
, see Fig. 4. The models
dier in whih masses are allowed to vary.
79
CHATRCHYAN 14R searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least three leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino
mass in a slepton o-NLSP simplied model (GMSB) where the deay
˜
g → q ℓ± ℓ∓ ˜G
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 8.
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CHATRCHYAN 14R searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with at least three leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino
mass in a simplied model where the deay
˜
g → t t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing
ratio of 100%, see Fig. 11.
81
AABOUD 18BJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
two opposite-sign harged leptons (eletrons and muons), jets and missing transverse
momentum, with various requirements to be sensitive to signals with dierent kinemati
endpoint values in the dilepton invariant mass distribution. The data are found to be




= 1 GeV: for any m
χ̃0
2
, gluino masses below 1500 GeV are exluded, see their
Fig. 14(a).
82
AABOUD 18V searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in events with
no harged leptons, jets and missing transverse momentum. The data are found to be
onsistent with the SM expetation. Results are interpreted in a Tglu1C-like model,
assuming 50% BR for eah gluino deay mode. Gluino masses below 1770 GeV are









= 60 GeV, see their Fig. 16(b).
83
AABOUD 17AZ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least seven jets and large missing transverse momentum. Seleted events are further
lassied based on the presene of large R-jets or b-jets and no leptons. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set for pMSSM
models with M
1
= 60 GeV, tan(β) = 10, µ < 0 varying the soft-breaking parameters
M
3
and µ. Gluino masses up to 1600 GeV are exluded for m
χ̃±
1
= 200 GeV. See their
Figure 6a and text for details on the model.
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KHACHATRYAN 16AY searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with one isolated high transverse momentum lepton (e or µ), hadroni jets of whih at
least one is identied as oming from a b-quark, and large 6ET . No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in the Tglu3A simplied model, see Fig. 10, and in the Tglu3B model, see Fig. 11.
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KHACHATRYAN 16BT performed a global Bayesian analysis of a wide range of CMS
results obtained with data samples orresponding to 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s =
7 TeV and in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The set of searhes onsidered,
both individually and in ombination, inludes those with all-hadroni nal states, same-
sign and opposite-sign dileptons, and multi-lepton nal states. An interpretation was
given in a san of the 19-parameter pMSSM. No san points with a gluino mass less
than 500 GeV survived and 98% of models with a squark mass less than 300 GeV were
exluded.
86
AAD 15AB searhed for the deay of neutral, weakly interating, long-lived partiles in
20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. Signal events require at least two reonstruted
verties possibly originating from long-lived partiles deaying to jets in the inner traking
detetor and muon spetrometer. No signiant exess of events over the expeted
bakground was found. Results were interpreted in Stealth SUSY benhmark models
where a pair of gluinos deay to long-lived singlinos,
˜
S, whih in turn eah deay to a
low-mass gravitino and a pair of jets. The 95% ondene-level limits are set on the
ross setion × branhing ratio for the deay ˜g → ˜S g , as a funtion of the singlino
proper lifetime (τ). See their Fig. 10(f)
87
AAD 15AI searhed in 20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining at
least one isolated lepton (eletron or muon), jets, and large missing transverse momen-
tum. No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was
found. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the gluino mass in the CMSSM/mSUGRA,
see Fig. 15, in the NUHMG, see Fig. 16, and in various simplied models, see Figs.
18{22.
88
AAD 15CB searhed for events ontaining at least one long-lived partile that deays at
a signiant distane from its prodution point (displaed vertex, DV) into two leptons
or into ve or more harged partiles in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The
dilepton signature is haraterised by DV formed from at least two lepton andidates.
Four dierent nal states were onsidered for the multitrak signature, in whih the DV
must be aompanied by a high-transverse momentum muon or eletron andidate that
originates from the DV, jets or missing transverse momentum. No events were observed
in any of the signal regions. Results were interpreted in SUSY senarios involving R-parity
violation, split supersymmetry, and gauge mediation. See their Fig. 12{20.
89
KHACHATRYAN 15AD searhed in 19.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two opposite-sign same avor isolated leptons featuring either a kinemati edge,
or a peak at the Z -boson mass, in the invariant mass spetrum. No evidene for a
statistially signiant exess over the expeted SM bakgrounds is observed and 95%
C.L. exlusion limits are derived in a simplied model of gluino pair prodution where
the gluino deays into quarks, a Z -boson, and a massless gravitino LSP, see Fig. 9.
90
KHACHATRYAN 15AZ searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with either at least one photon, hadroni jets and 6ET (single photon hannel) or with
at least two photons and at least one jet and using the razor variables. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on gluino
masses in the general gauge-mediated SUSY breaking model (GGM), for both a bino-like
and wino-like neutralino NLSP senario, see Fig. 8 and 9.
91
AAD 14AX searhed in 20.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 8 TeV for the strong prodution
of supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining either zero or at last one high high-p
T
lepton, large missing transverse momentum, high jet multipliity and at least three jets
identied as originating from b-quarks. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is




and µ > 0, see their Fig. 14. Also, exlusion limits in simplied models ontaining gluinos
and salar top and bottom quarks are set, see their Figures 12, 13.
92
AAD 14E searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for strongly produed
supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining jets and two same-sign leptons or three
leptons. The searh also utilises jets originating from b-quarks, missing transverse mo-
mentum and other variables. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining gluinos and squarks, see Fig-
ures 5 and 6. In the
˜















































→ ℓ± ℓ∓ (ν ν) χ̃0
1
















< 660 GeV. Limits are also derived in
the mSUGRA/CMSSM, bRPV and GMSB models, see their Fig. 8.
93
CHATRCHYAN 14H searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in simplied models where the deay
˜
g → t t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of
100%, or where the deay
˜
g → ˜t t, ˜t → t χ̃0
1
takes plae with a branhing ratio of
100%, with varying mass of the χ̃0
1
, or where the deay
˜













CHATRCHYAN 14H searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in simplied models where the deay
˜






takes plae with a




, see Fig. 7.
95
CHATRCHYAN 14H searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in simplied models where the deay
˜






takes plae with a






, see Fig. 6.
R-parity violating heavy
˜
g (Gluino) mass limit
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1500 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19F CMS ˜g → j j j
>2260 95 2 AABOUD 18Z ATLS ≥ 4ℓ, λ











>1610 95 3 SIRUNYAN 18AK CMS ˜g → t b s , λ′′
332
oupling
>1690 95 4 SIRUNYAN 18D CMS top quark (hadronially deay-






















>2100 95 6 AABOUD 17AI ATLS ≥ 1ℓ+ ≥ 8 jets, Tglu3A and
χ̃0
1







>1650 95 7 AABOUD 17AI ATLS ≥ 1ℓ+ ≥ 8 jets, ˜g → t˜t , ˜t →







>1800 95 8 AABOUD 17AI ATLS ≥ 1ℓ+ ≥ 8 jets, Tglu1A
and χ̃0
1





>1800 95 9 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +








>1750 95 10 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +





>1450 95 11 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +












>1450 95 12 AABOUD 17AJ ATLS same-sign ℓ± ℓ± / 3 ℓ + jets +












































































































































>1030 95 17 KHACHATRY...16BX CMS ˜g → t b s , λ′′
332
oupling
















g → b j j
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>1875 95 21 AABOUD 18CF ATLS jets and large R-jets, Tglu2RPV
and χ̃0
1

















>1600 95 18 AAD 15BV ATLS pMSSM, M
1





>1280 95 18 AAD 15BV ATLS mSUGRA, m
0
> 2 TeV
>1100 95 18 AAD 15BV ATLS via τ̃ , natural GMSB, all mτ̃











































AAD 15CB ATLS ℓ, ˜g → (e /µ)qq, benhmark
gluino, neutralino masses








< 3× 105 mm



















































→ b s simplied
model
> 900 95 27 CHATRCHYAN14H CMS same-sign ℓ± ℓ±, ˜g → t b s sim-
plied model
1
SIRUNYAN 19F searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for three-
jet resonanes produed in the deay of a gluino in R-parity violating supersymmetri
models. The mass range from 200 to 2000GeV is explored in four separate mass regions.
The observations show agreement with standard model expetations. The results are
interpreted within the framework of R-parity violating SUSY, where pair-produed gluinos
deay to a six quark nal state. Gluino masses below 1500GeV are exluded at 95% C.L.
See their Fig.5.
2
AABOUD 18Z searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events ontain-
ing four or more harged leptons (eletrons, muons and up to two hadronially deaying
taus). No signiant deviation from the expeted SM bakground is observed. Limits are
set on the Higgsino mass in simplied models of general gauge mediated supersymmetry
Tn1n1A/Tn1n1B/Tn1n1C, see their Figure 9. Limits are also set on the wino, slepton,
sneutrino and gluino mass in a simplied model of NLSP pair prodution with R-parity
violating deays of the LSP via λ
12k or λi33 to harged leptons, see their Figures 7, 8.
3
SIRUNYAN 18AK searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining a single lepton, large jet and b-quark jet multipliities, oming from R-parity-
violating deays of gluinos. No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits
are derived on the gluino mass, assuming the RPV
˜
g → t b s deay, see their Figure 9.
4
SIRUNYAN 18D searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events on-
taining identied hadronially deaying top quarks, no leptons, and 6ET . No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the stop
mass in the Tstop1 simplied model, see their Figure 8, and on the gluino mass in the
Tglu3A, Tglu3B, Tglu3C and Tglu3E simplied models, see their Figure 9.
5
SIRUNYAN 18EA searhed in 38.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for the pair
prodution of resonanes, eah deaying to at least four quarks. Reonstruted parti-
les are lustered into two large jets of similar mass, eah onsistent with four-parton
substruture. No statistially signiant exess over the Standard Model expetation is
observed. Limits are set on the squark and gluino mass in RPV supersymmetry models
where squarks (gluinos) deay, through intermediate higgsinos, to four (ve) quarks, see
their Figure 4.
6
AABOUD 17AI searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more isolated lepton, at least eight jets, either zero or many b-jets, for evidene of
R-parity violating deays of the gluino. No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits up to 2.1 TeV are set on the gluino mass in R-parity-




→ ud s . See their Figure 9.
7
AABOUD 17AI searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more isolated lepton, at least eight jets, either zero or many b-jets, for evidene
of R-parity violating deays of the gluino. No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.65 TeV are set on the gluino mass in
R-parity-violating supersymmetry models with
˜
g → t˜t , ˜t → b s through the non-zero
λ′′
323
oupling. See their Figure 9.
8
AABOUD 17AI searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
one or more isolated lepton, at least eight jets, either zero or many b-jets, for evidene of
R-parity violating deays of the gluino. No signiant exess above the Standard Model
expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.8 TeV are set on the gluino mass in R-parity-
violating supersymmetry models as Tglu1A with the LSP deay through the non-zero λ′
oupling as χ̃0
1
→ qq ℓ. See their Figure 9.
9
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.8 TeV are
set on the gluino mass in R-parity-violating supersymmetry models as Tglu3A with LSP




→ ud s . See their Figure 5(d).
10
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.75 TeV are
set on the gluino mass in R-parity-violating supersymmetry models as Tglu1A with LSP
deaying through the non-zero λ′ oupling as χ̃0
1
→ qq ℓ. See their Figure 5().
11
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.45 TeV are








→ s d through the non-zero λ′′
321
oupling. See their Figure 5(b).
12
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 1.45 TeV are








→ bd through the non-zero λ′′
313
oupling. See their Figure 5(a).
13
AABOUD 17AJ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for events with two
same-sign or three leptons, jets and large missing transverse momentum. No signiant
2057
See key on page 999 Sear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Supersymmetri Partile Searhes
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits up to 400 GeV are set














→ t s through the non-zero λ′′
321
.
See their Figure 5(e) and 5(f).
14
AABOUD 17AZ searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events with
at least seven jets and large missing transverse momentum. Seleted events are further
lassied based on the presene of large R-jets or b-jets and no leptons. No signiant
exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set for R-parity








→ b s through the non-zero
λ′′
323




= 400 GeV. See their
Figure 7b.
15
KHACHATRYAN 17Y searhed in 19.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining at least 8 or 10 jets, possibly b-tagged, oming from R-parity-violating deays
of supersymmetri partiles. No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits
are derived on the gluino mass, assuming various RPV deay modes, see Fig. 7.
16
KHACHATRYAN 16BJ searhed in 2.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in the following simplied models: Tglu3A and Tglu3D, see Fig. 4, Tglu3B and Tglu3C,
see Fig. 5, and Tglu1B, see Fig. 7.
17
KHACHATRYAN 16BX searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining 0 or 1 leptons and b-tagged jets, oming from R-parity-violating deays of
supersymmetri partiles. No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits
are derived on the gluino mass, assuming the RPV
˜
g → t b s deay, see Fig. 7 and 10.
18
AAD 15BV summarized and extended ATLAS searhes for gluinos and rst- and seond-
generation squarks in nal states ontaining jets and missing transverse momentum,
with or without leptons or b-jets in the
√
s =8 TeV data set olleted in 2012. The
paper reports the results of new interpretations and statistial ombinations of previously
published analyses, as well as new analyses. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the
gluino mass in several R-parity onserving models, leading to a generalized onstraint
on gluino masses exeeding 1150 GeV for lightest supersymmetri partile masses below
100 GeV. See their Figs. 10, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26, 29-37.
19
AAD 14X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with at
least four leptons (eletrons, muons, taus) in the nal state. No signiant exess above
the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in an
R-parity violating simplied model where the deay
˜




→ ℓ± ℓ∓ ν,
takes plae with a branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 8.
20
CHATRCHYAN 14P searhed in 19.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for three-
jet resonanes produed in the deay of a gluino in R-parity violating supersymmetri
models. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed. Assuming a 100%
branhing ratio for the gluino deay into three light-avour jets, limits are set on the
ross setion of gluino pair prodution, see Fig. 7, and gluino masses below 650 GeV are
exluded at 95% C.L. Assuming a 100% branhing ratio for the gluino deaying to one
b-quark jet and two light-avour jets, gluino masses between 200 GeV and 835 GeV are
exluded at 95% C L.
21
AABOUD 18CF searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with several jets, possibly b-jets, and large-radius jets for evidene of R-parity violating
deays of the gluino. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is
observed. Limits between 1000 and 1875 GeV are set on the gluino mass in R-parity-
violating supersymmetry models as Tglu2RPV with the LSP deay through the non-zero
λ′′ oupling as χ̃0
1




the weakest for m
χ̃0
1
= 50 GeV. See their Figure 7(b). Figure 7(a) presents results for
gluinos diretly deaying into 3 quarks, Tglu1RPV.
22
KHACHATRYAN 16BX searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
ontaining 4 leptons oming from R-parity-violating deays of χ̃0
1





6= 0. No exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived
on the gluino, squark and stop masses, see Fig. 23.
23
AAD 15CB searhed for events ontaining at least one long-lived partile that deays at
a signiant distane from its prodution point (displaed vertex, DV) into two leptons
or into ve or more harged partiles in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The
dilepton signature is haraterised by DV formed from at least two lepton andidates.
Four dierent nal states were onsidered for the multitrak signature, in whih the DV
must be aompanied by a high-transverse momentum muon or eletron andidate that
originates from the DV, jets or missing transverse momentum. No events were observed
in any of the signal regions. Results were interpreted in SUSY senarios involving R-parity
violation, split supersymmetry, and gauge mediation. See their Fig. 12{20.
24
AAD 15X searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events ontaining
large number of jets, no requirements on missing transverse momentum and no isolated
eletrons or muons. The sensitivity of the searh is enhaned by onsidering the number
of b-tagged jets and the salar sum of masses of large-radius jets in an event. No
evidene was found for exesses above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground.
Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the gluino mass assuming the gluino deays to
various quark avors, and for various neutralino masses. See their Fig. 11{16.
25
AAD 14AX searhed in 20.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 8 TeV for the strong prodution
of supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining either zero or at last one high high-p
T
lepton, large missing transverse momentum, high jet multipliity and at least three jets
identied as originating from b-quarks. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is




and µ > 0, see their Fig. 14. Also, exlusion limits in simplied models ontaining gluinos
and salar top and bottom quarks are set, see their Figures 12, 13.
26
AAD 14E searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for strongly produed
supersymmetri partiles in events ontaining jets and two same-sign leptons or three
leptons. The searh also utilises jets originating from b-quarks, missing transverse mo-
mentum and other variables. No exess over the expeted SM bakground is observed.
Exlusion limits are derived in simplied models ontaining gluinos and squarks, see Fig-
ures 5 and 6. In the
˜















































→ ℓ± ℓ∓ (ν ν) χ̃0
1
















< 660 GeV. Limits are also derived in
the mSUGRA/CMSSM, bRPV and GMSB models, see their Fig. 8.
27
CHATRCHYAN 14H searhed in 19.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events
with two isolated same-sign dileptons and jets in the nal state. No signiant exess
above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass
in simplied models where the R-parity violating deay
˜
g → t b s takes plae with a
branhing ratio of 100%, see Fig. 8.
Long-lived
˜
g (Gluino) mass limit
Limits on light gluinos (m
˜
g
< 5 GeV) were last listed in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive,
et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38 070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1980 95 1 AABOUD 19AT ATLS R-hadrons, Tglu1A,
metastable





>1890 95 2 AABOUD 19C ATLS R-hadrons, Tglu1A, stable
>2400 95 3 SIRUNYAN 19BH CMS long-lived ˜g , RPV, ˜g → t b s,
10 mm < τ < 250 mm
>2300 95 3 SIRUNYAN 19BH CMS long-lived ˜g , GMSB, ˜g →
g
˜
G , 20 mm < τ < 110
mm
>2100 95 4 SIRUNYAN 19BT CMS long-lived ˜g , GMSB, ˜g →
g
˜
G , 0.3 m < τ < 30 m
>2500 95 4 SIRUNYAN 19BT CMS long-lived ˜g , GMSB, ˜g →
g
˜
G , τ = 1 m
>1900 95 4 SIRUNYAN 19BT CMS long-lived ˜g , GMSB, ˜g →
g
˜
G , τ = 100 m





GeV, and τ=0.17 ns



































>2200 95 7 SIRUNYAN 18DV CMS long-lived ˜g , RPV, ˜g → t b s,
0.6 mm < τ < 80 mm
>1000 95 8 KHACHATRY...17AR CMS long-lived ˜g , RPV, ˜g → t b s,
τ = 0.3 mm
>1300 95 8 KHACHATRY...17AR CMS long-lived ˜g , RPV, ˜g → t b s,
τ = 1.0 mm
>1400 95 8 KHACHATRY...17AR CMS long-lived ˜g , RPV, ˜g → t b s,
2 mm < τ < 30 mm
>1580 95 9 AABOUD 16B ATLS long-lived R-hadrons





>1570 95 10 AABOUD 16C ATLS R-hadrons, Tglu1A, stable
>1610 95 11 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS long-lived ˜g forming R-
hadrons, f = 0.1, loud
interation model
>1580 95 11 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS long-lived ˜g forming R-
hadrons, f = 0.1, harge-
suppressed interation
model
>1520 95 11 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS long-lived ˜g forming R-
hadrons, f = 0.5, loud
interation model
>1540 95 11 KHACHATRY...16BWCMS long-lived ˜g forming R-
hadrons, f = 0.5, harge-
suppressed interation
model
>1270 95 12 AAD 15AE ATLS ˜g R-hadron, generi R-hadron
model
>1360 95 12 AAD 15AE ATLS ˜g deaying to 300 GeV stable
sleptons, LeptoSUSY model
>1115 95 13 AAD 15BMATLS ˜g R-hadron, stable

















>1182 95 13 AAD 15BMATLS ˜g → t t χ̃0
1





>1157 95 13 AAD 15BMATLS ˜g → t t χ̃0
1





























> 836 95 13 AAD 15BMATLS ˜g → t t χ̃0
1





> 836 95 13 AAD 15BMATLS ˜g → t t χ̃0
1








>1000 95 14 KHACHATRY...15AK CMS ˜g R-hadrons, 10 µs< τ <1000
s
> 880 95 14 KHACHATRY...15AK CMS ˜g R-hadrons, 1 µs< τ <1000 s
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
> 985 95 15 AAD 13AA ATLS ˜g , R-hadrons, generi intera-
tion model













>1322 95 17 CHATRCHYAN13AB CMS long-lived ˜g forming R-




AAD 12P ATLS long-lived
˜







> 640 95 19 CHATRCHYAN12AN CMS long-lived ˜g → g χ̃0
1
>1098 95 20 CHATRCHYAN12L CMS long-lived ˜g forming R-
hadrons, f = 0.1
> 586 95 21 AAD 11K ATLS stable ˜g
> 544 95 22 AAD 11P ATLS stable ˜g , GMSB senario,
tanβ=5
> 370 95 23 KHACHATRY...11 CMS long lived ˜g
> 398 95 24 KHACHATRY...11C CMS stable ˜g
1
AABOUD 19AT searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 13 TeV for metastable and
stable R-hadrons. Multiple searh strategies for a wide range of lifetimes, orresponding
to path lengths of a few meters, are dened. No signiant deviations from the expeted
Standard Model bakground are observed. Gluino R-hadrons with lifetimes of the order of
50 ns are exluded at 95% C.L. for masses below 1980 GeV using the muon-spetrometer
agnosti analysis. Using the full-detetor searh, the observed lower limits on the mass
are 2000 GeV. See their Figure 9 (top).
2
AABOUD 19C searhed in 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for metastable
and stable R-hadrons arising as exesses in the mass distribution of reonstruted traks
with high transverse momentum and large dE/dx. Gluino R-hadrons with lifetimes above
10 ns are exluded at 95% C.L. with lower mass limit range between 1000 GeV and 2060
GeV, see their Figure 5(a). Masses smaller than 1290 GeV are exluded for a lifetime of
1 ns, see their Figure 6. In the ase of stable R-hadrons, the lower mass limit is 1890
GeV, see their Figure 5(b).
3
SIRUNYAN 19BH searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-
lived partiles deaying into jets, with eah long-lived partile having a deay vertex well
displaed from the prodution vertex. The seleted events are found to be onsistent
with standard model preditions. Limits are set on the gluino mass in a GMSB model
where the gluino is deaying via
˜
g → g ˜G , see their Figure 4 and in an RPV model of
supersymmetry where the gluino is deaying via
˜
g → t b s , see their Figures 5. Limits
are also set on the stop mass in two RPV models, see their Figure 6 (for
˜
t → b ℓ deays)
and Figure 7 (for
˜
t → d d deays).
4
SIRUNYAN 19BT searhed in 137 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-
lived partiles deaying to displaed, nonprompt jets and missing transverse momentum.
Candidate signal events are identied using the timing apabilities of the CMS eletro-
magneti alorimeter. The results of the searh are found to be onsistent with the
bakground preditions. Limits are set on the gluino mass in a GMSB model where
long-lived gluinos are pair produed and deaying via
˜
g → g ˜G , see their Figures 4 and
5.
5
AABOUD 18S searhed in 32.8 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived
gluinos in nal states with large missing transverse momentum and at least one high-
mass displaed vertex with ve or more traks. The observed yield is onsistent with
the expeted bakground. Exlusion limits are derived for Tglu1A models prediting the
existene of long-lived gluinos reahing roughly m(
˜
g) = 2000 GeV to 2370 GeV for m(χ̃0
1
)
= 100 GeV and gluino lifetimes between 0.02 and 10 ns, see their Fig. 8. Limits are
presented also as a funtion of the lifetime (for a xed gluino-neutralino mass dierene
of 100 GeV) and of the gluino and neutralino masses (for a xed lifetime of 1 ns). See
their Fig. 9 and 10 respetively.
6
SIRUNYAN 18AY searhed in 35.9 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
ontaining one or more jets and signiant 6ET . No signiant exess above the Standard
Model expetations is observed. Limits are set on the gluino mass in the Tglu1A, Tglu2A
and Tglu3A simplied models, see their Figure 3. Limits are also set on squark, sbottom
and stop masses in the Tsqk1, Tsbot1, Tstop1 and Tstop4 simplied models, see their
Figure 3. Finally, limits are set on long-lived gluino masses in a Tglu1A simplied model
where the gluino is metastable or long-lived with proper deay lengths in the range 10
−3
mm < τ < 105 mm, see their Figure 4.
7
SIRUNYAN 18DV searhed in 38.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived
partiles in events with multiple jets and two displaed verties omposed of many traks.
No events with two well-separated high-trak-multipliity verties were observed. Limits
are set on the stop and the gluino mass in RPV models of supersymmetry where the stop
(gluino) is deaying solely into dijet (multijet) nal states, see their Figures 6 and 7.
8
KHACHATRYAN 17AR searhed in 17.6 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for R-
parity-violating SUSY in whih long-lived neutralinos or gluinos deay into multijet nal
states. No signiant exess above the Standard Model expetations is observed. Limits
are set on the gluino mass for a range of mean proper deay lengths (τ), see their Fig.
7. The upper limits on the prodution ross setion times branhing ratio squared (Fig.
7) are also appliable to long-lived neutralinos.
9
AABOUD 16B searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived
R-hadrons using observables related to large ionization losses and slow propagation ve-
loities, whih are signatures of heavy harged partiles traveling signiantly slower than
the speed of light. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on the long-lived gluino masses
exeeding 1580 GeV. See their Fig. 5.
10
AABOUD 16C searhed in 3.2 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for long-lived and
stable R-hadrons identied by anomalous spei ionization energy loss in the ATLAS
Pixel detetor. Gluino R-hadrons with lifetimes above 0.4 ns are exluded at 95% C.L.
with lower mass limit range between 740 GeV and 1590 GeV. In the ase of stable
R-hadrons, the lower mass limit is 1570 GeV. See their Figs. 5 and 6.
11
KHACHATRYAN 16BW searhed in 2.5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV for events
with heavy stable harged partiles, identied by their anomalously high energy deposits
in the silion traker and/or long time-of-ight measurements by the muon system. No
evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived for
pair prodution of gluinos as a funtion of mass, depending on the interation model and
on the fration f, of produed gluinos hadronizing into a
˜
g - gluon state, see Fig. 4 and
Table 7.
12
AAD 15AE searhed in 19.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for heavy long-lived
harged partiles, measured through their spei ionization energy loss in the ATLAS
pixel detetor or their time-of-ight in the ALTAS muon system. In the absene of an
exess of events above the expeted bakgrounds, limits are set R-hadrons in various
senarios, see Fig. 11. Limits are also set in LeptoSUSY models where the gluino deays
to stable 300 GeV leptons, see Fig. 9.
13
AAD 15BM searhed in 18.4 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for stable and
metastable non-relativisti harged partiles through their anomalous spei ionization
energy loss in the ATLAS pixel detetor. In absene of an exess of events above the
expeted bakgrounds, limits are set within a generi R-hadron model, on stable gluino
R-hadrons (see Table 5) and on metastable gluino R-hadrons deaying to (g /qq) plus
a light χ̃0
1









s = 8 TeV, and a searh interval orresponding to 281 h of trigger lifetime, for long-
lived partiles that have stopped in the CMS detetor. No evidene for an exess over
the expeted bakground in a loud interation model is observed. Assuming the deay
˜
g → g χ̃0
1
and lifetimes between 1 µs and 1000 s, limits are derived on ˜g prodution as
a funtion of m
χ̃0
1




onsistent with the minimum values of the jet energy thresholds used.
15
AAD 13AA searhed in 4.7 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events ontaining
olored long-lived partiles that hadronize forming R-hadrons. No signiant exess
above the expeted bakground was found. Long-lived R-hadrons ontaining a
˜
g are
exluded for masses up to 985 GeV at 95% C.L in a general interation model. Also,
limits independent of the fration of R-hadrons that arrive harged in the muon system
were derived, see Fig. 6.
16
AAD 13BC searhed in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 22.9 fb−1 of pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for bottom squark R-hadrons that have ome to rest within the
ATLAS alorimeter and deay at some later time to hadroni jets and a neutralino. In
absene of an exess of events above the expeted bakgrounds, limits are set on gluino
masses for dierent deays, lifetimes, and neutralino masses, see their Table 6 and Fig.
10.
17
CHATRCHYAN 13AB looked in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 18.8
fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV for events with heavy stable partiles, identied
by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or additionally requiring that it be identied as
muon in the muon hambers, from pair prodution of
˜
g 's. No evidene for an exess over
the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are derived for pair prodution of gluinos as
a funtion of mass (see Fig. 8 and Table 5), depending on the fration, f, of formation of
˜
g−g (R-gluonball) states. The quoted limit is for f = 0.1, while for f = 0.5 it degrades
to 1276 GeV. In the onservative senario where every hadroni interation auses it to
beome neutral, the limit dereases to 928 GeV for f = 0.1.
18
AAD 12P looked in 31 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with pair
prodution of long-lived gluinos. The hadronization of the gluinos leads to R-hadrons
whih may stop inside the detetor and later deay via
˜
g → g χ̃0
1
during gaps between the
proton bunhes. No signiant exess over the expeted bakground is observed. From











seonds and assumes the Generi matter interation model for the prodution
ross setion.
19
CHATRCHYAN 12AN looked in 4.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events
with pair prodution of long-lived gluinos. The hadronization of the gluinos leads to
R-hadrons whih may stop inside the detetor and later deay via
˜
g → g χ̃0
1
during
gaps between the proton bunhes. No signiant exess over the expeted bakground








seonds, for what they all "the daughter gluon energy E
g
>" 100 GeV and
assuming the loud interation model for R-hadrons. Supersedes KHACHATRYAN 11.
20
CHATRCHYAN 12L looked in 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with
heavy stable partiles, identied by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or additionally
requiring that it be identied as muon in the muon hambers, from pair prodution of
˜
g 's. No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are
derived for pair prodution of gluinos as a funtion of mass (see Fig. 3), depending
on the fration, f, of formation of
˜
g−g (R-glueball) states. The quoted limit is for f
= 0.1, while for f = 0.5 it degrades to 1046 GeV. In the onservative senario where
every hadroni interation auses it to beome neutral, the limit dereases to 928 GeV
for f=0.1. Supersedes KHACHATRYAN 11C.
21
AAD 11K looked in 34 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with heavy
stable partiles, identied by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or time of ight in
the tile alorimeter, from pair prodution of
˜
g . No evidene for an exess over the SM
expetation is observed. Limits are derived for pair prodution of gluinos as a funtion
of mass (see Fig. 4), for a fration, f = 10%, of formation of
˜
g − g (R-gluonball). If
instead of a phase spae driven approah for the hadroni sattering of the R-hadrons,
a triple-Regge model or a bag-model is used, the limit degrades to 566 and 562 GeV,
respetively.
22
AAD 11P looked in 37 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with heavy
stable partiles, reonstruted and identied by their time of ight in the Muon System.
There is no requirement on their observation in the traker to inrease the sensitivity to
ases where gluinos have a large fration, f, of formation of neutral
˜
g − g (R-gluonball).
No evidene for an exess over the SM expetation is observed. Limits are derived as a
funtion of mass (see Fig. 4), for f=0.1. For frations f = 0.5 and 1.0 the limit degrades
to 537 and 530 GeV, respetively.
23
KHACHATRYAN 11 looked in 10 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with
pair prodution of long-lived gluinos. The hadronization of the gluinos leads to R-hadrons
whih may stop inside the detetor and later deay via
˜
g → g χ̃0
1
during gaps between
the proton bunhes. No signiant exess over the expeted bakground is observed.
From a ounting experiment, a limit at 95% C.L. on the ross setion times branhing






> 100 GeV, see their Fig. 2. Assuming 100% branhing
2059
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ratio, lifetimes between 75 ns and 3 × 105 s are exluded for m
˜
g
= 300 GeV. The
˜
g
mass exlusion is obtained with the same assumptions for lifetimes between 10 µs and
1000 s, but shows some dependene on the model for R-hadron interations with matter,
illustrated in Fig. 3. From a time-prole analysis, the mass exlusion is 382 GeV for a
lifetime of 10 µs under the same assumptions as above.
24
KHACHATRYAN 11C looked in 3.1 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with
heavy stable partiles, identied by their anomalous dE/dx in the traker or additionally
requiring that it be identied as muon in the muon hambers, from pair prodution of
˜
g . No evidene for an exess over the expeted bakground is observed. Limits are
derived for pair prodution of gluinos as a funtion of mass (see Fig. 3), depending on
the fration, f, of formation of
˜
g − g (R-gluonball). The quoted limit is for f=0.1, while
for f=0.5 it degrades to 357 GeV. In the onservative senario where every hadroni
interation auses it to beome neutral, the limit dereases to 311 GeV for f=0.1.
Light
˜
G (Gravitino) mass limits from ollider experiments
The following are bounds on light ( ≪ 1 eV) gravitino indiretly inferred from its
oupling to matter suppressed by the gravitino deay onstant.
Unless otherwise stated, all limits assume that other supersymmetri partiles besides
the gravitino are too heavy to be produed. The gravitino is assumed to be undeteted
and to give rise to a missing energy ( 6E) signature.
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE (eV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •






























> 1.09× 10−5 95 2 ABDALLAH 05B DLPH e+ e− → ˜G ˜G γ
> 1.35× 10−5 95 3 ACHARD 04E L3 e+ e− → ˜G ˜G γ
> 1.3 × 10−5 4 HEISTER 03C ALEP e+ e− → ˜G ˜G γ
>11.7 × 10−6 95 5 ACOSTA 02H CDF pp → ˜G ˜G γ
> 8.7 × 10−6 95 6 ABBIENDI,G 00D OPAL e+ e− → ˜G ˜G γ
1
AAD 15BH searhed in 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s= 8 TeV for assoiated prodution
of a light gravitino and a squark or gluino. The squark (gluino) is assumed to deay
exlusively to a quark (gluon) and a gravitino. No evidene was found for an exess
above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground and 95% C.L. lower limits were
set on the gravitino mass as a funtion of the squark/gluino mass, both in the ase of
degenerate and non-degenerate squark/gluino masses, see Figs. 14 and 15.
2
ABDALLAH 05B use data from
√
s = 180{208 GeV. They look for events with a single
photon + 6E nal states from whih a ross setion limit of σ < 0.18 pb at 208 GeV is
obtained, allowing a limit on the mass to be set. Supersedes the results of ABREU 00Z.
3
ACHARD 04E use data from
√
s = 189{209 GeV. They look for events with a single
photon + 6E nal states from whih a limit on the Gravitino mass is set orresponding
to
√
F > 238 GeV. Supersedes the results of ACCIARRI 99R.
4
HEISTER 03C use the data from
√
s = 189{209 GeV to searh for γ 6ET nal states.
5
ACOSTA 02H looked in 87 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s=1.8 TeV for events with a
high-ET photon and 6ET . They ompared the data with a GMSB model where the nal














1/2 > 221 GeV. A model independent limit
for the above topology is also given in the paper.
6




Results that do not appear under other headings or that make nonminimal assumptions.
Some earlier papers are now obsolete and have been omitted. They were last listed
in our PDG 14 edition: K. Olive, et al. (Partile Data Group), Chinese Physis C38
070001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov).
VALUE CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1













AAD 13P ATLS dark γ, hidden valley
5
AALTONEN 12AB CDF hidden-valley Higgs
none 100{185 95
6
AAD 11AA ATLS salar gluons
7
CHATRCHYAN11E CMS µµ resonanes
8




AAD 20C uses a statistial ombination of six nal states bbbb, bbWW , bb τ τ ,
WWWW , bbγγ, and WW γγ to searh for non-resonant and resonant prodution of
Higgs boson pairs. The searh uses 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions data at
√
s = 13 TeV.
Constraints in the habemus Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model in the (m
A
, tanβ)
parameter spae are plaed, see their Figure 7(b).
2
AABOUD 16AF uses a seletion of searhes by ATLAS for the eletroweak prodution
of SUSY partiles studying resulting onstraints on dark matter andidates. They use
20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. A likelihood-driven san of an eetive model
fousing on the gaugino-higgsino and Higgs setor of the pMSSM is performed. The
ATLAS searhes impat models where m
χ0
1
< 65 GeV, exluding 86% of them. See
their Figs. 2, 4, and 6.
3
AAD 16AG searhes for prompt lepton-jets using 20 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV
olleted with the ATLAS detetor. Lepton-jets are expeted from deays of low-mass
dark photons in SUSY-portal and Higgs-portal models. No signiant exess of events is
observed and 95% CL upper limits are omputed on the prodution ross setion times
branhing ratio for two prompt lepton-jets in models prediting 2 or 4 γ
d
via SUSY-
portal topologies, for γ
d
mass values between 0 and 2 GeV. See their Figs 9 and 10.
The results are also interpreted in terms of a 90% CL exlusion region in kineti mixing
and dark-photon mass parameter spae. See their Fig. 13.
4
AAD 13P searhed in 5 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for single lepton-jets with
at least four muons; pairs of lepton-jets, eah with two or more muons; and pairs of
lepton-jets with two or more eletrons. All of these ould be signatures of Hidden Valley
supersymmetri models. No statistially signiant deviations from the Standard Model
expetations are found. 95% C.L. limits are plaed on the prodution ross setion times
branhing ratio of dark photons for several parameter sets of a Hidden Valley model.
5
AALTONEN 12AB looked in 5.1 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for anomalous
prodution of multiple low-energy leptons in assoiation with a W or Z boson. Suh
events may our in hidden valley models in whih a supersymmetri Higgs boson is




pair and with the χ̃0
1
further deaying into a dark photon (γ
D
) and the unobservable lightest SUSY partile
of the hidden setor. As the γ
D
is expeted to be light, it may deay into a lepton pair.
No signiant exess over the SM expetation is observed and a limit at 95% C.L. is
set on the ross setion for a benhmark model of supersymmetri hidden-valley Higgs
prodution.
6
AAD 11AA looked in 34 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with ≥ 4
jets originating from pair prodution of salar gluons, eah deaying to two gluons. No
two-jet resonanes are observed over the SM bakground. Limits are derived on the ross
setion times branhing ratio (see Fig. 3). Assuming 100% branhing ratio for the deay
to two gluons, the quoted exlusion range is obtained, exept for a 5 GeV mass window
around 140 GeV.
7
CHATRCHYAN 11E looked in 35 pb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV for events with
ollimated µ pairs (leptoni jets) from the deay of hidden setor states. No evidene for
new resonane prodution is found. Limits are derived and ompared to various SUSY




q, deays to dark setor partiles.
8
ABAZOV 10N looked in 5.8 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV for events from
hidden valley models in whih a χ̃0
1
deays into a dark photon, γ
D
, and the unobservable
lightest SUSY partile of the hidden setor. As the γ
D
is expeted to be light, it may
deay into a tightly ollimated lepton pair, alled lepton jet. They searhed for events
with 6ET and two isolated lepton jets observable by an opposite harged lepton pair e e,
e µ or µµ. No signiant exess over the SM expetation is observed, and a limit at 95%
C.L. on the ross setion times branhing ratio is derived, see their Table I. They also
examined the invariant mass of the lepton jets for a narrow resonane, see their Fig. 4,
but found no evidene for a signal.
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SIRUNYAN 19BT PL B797 134876 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19BU JHEP 1908 150 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19CA PR D100 112003 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19CE PRL 123 241801 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19CH JHEP 1910 244 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19CI JHEP 1911 109 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19F PR D99 012010 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19K JHEP 1901 154 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19S JHEP 1903 031 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 19U JHEP 1903 101 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
XIA 19A PL B792 193 J. Xia et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
AABOUD 18AQ JHEP 1806 108 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18AR JHEP 1806 107 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18AS JHEP 1806 022 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18AY EPJ C78 154 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18BB EPJ C78 250 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18BJ EPJ C78 625 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18BT EPJ C78 995 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18BV JHEP 1809 050 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18CF PL B785 136 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18CK PR D98 092002 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18CM PR D98 092008 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18CO PR D98 092012 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18I JHEP 1801 126 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18P PR D97 032003 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18R PR D97 052010 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18S PR D97 052012 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18U PR D97 092006 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18V PR D97 112001 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18Y PR D98 032008 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 18Z PR D98 032009 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
ABDALLAH 18 PRL 120 201101 H. Abdallah et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ADHIKARI 18 NAT 564 83 G. Adhikari et al. (COSINE-100 Collab.)
AGNES 18A PR D98 102006 P. Agnes et al. (DarkSide-50 Collab.)
AGNESE 18A PRL 120 061802 R. Agnese et al. (SuperCDMS Collab.)
AHNEN 18 JCAP 1803 009 M.L. Ahnen et al. (MAGIC Collab.)
ALBERT 18B JCAP 1806 043 A. Albert et al. (HAWC Collab.)
ALBERT 18C PR D98 123012 A. Albert et al. (HAWC Collab.)
AMAUDRUZ 18 PRL 121 071801 P.A. Amaudruz et al. (DEAP-3600 Collab.)
APRILE 18 PRL 121 111302 E. Aprile et al. (XENON1T Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AA PL B780 118 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)




SIRUNYAN 18AD PL B780 432 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AJ PL B782 440 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AK PL B783 114 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AL JHEP 1802 067 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AN JHEP 1803 167 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AO JHEP 1803 166 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AP JHEP 1803 160 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AR JHEP 1803 076 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AT JHEP 1804 073 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18AY JHEP 1805 025 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18B PL B778 263 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18BR JHEP 1808 016 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18C PR D97 032009 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18D PR D97 012007 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18DI JHEP 1809 065 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18DN JHEP 1811 079 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18DP JHEP 1811 151 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18DV PR D98 092011 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18DY PR D98 112014 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18EA PRL 121 141802 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18M PRL 120 241801 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18O PR D97 032007 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18X PL B779 166 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AF JHEP 1708 006 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AI JHEP 1709 088 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AJ JHEP 1709 084 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
Also JHEP 1908 121 (errat.) M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AR PR D96 112010 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AX JHEP 1711 195 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AY JHEP 1712 085 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AZ JHEP 1712 034 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17BE EPJ C77 898 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17N EPJ C77 144 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAIJ 17Z EPJ C77 224 R. Aaij et al. (LHCb Collab.)
AARTSEN 17 EPJ C77 82 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 17A EPJ C77 146 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
Also EPJ C79 214 (errat.) M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 17C EPJ C77 627 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AKERIB 17 PRL 118 021303 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
AKERIB 17A PRL 118 251302 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
ALBERT 17A PL B769 249 A. Albert et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
Also PL B796 253 (errat.) A. Albert et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AMOLE 17 PRL 118 251301 C. Amole et al. (PICO Collab.)
APRILE 17G PRL 119 181301 E. Aprile et al. (XENON Collab.)
ARCHAMBAU...17 PR D95 082001 S. Arhambault et al. (VERITAS Collab.)
BATTAT 17 ASP 91 65 J.B.R. Battat et al. (DRIFT-IId Collab.)
BEHNKE 17 ASP 90 85 E. Behnke et al. (PICASSO Collab.)
CUI 17A PRL 119 181302 X. Cui et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
FU 17 PRL 118 071301 C. Fu et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
Also PRL 120 049902 (errat.) C. Fu et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17 PR D95 012003 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17A PRL 118 021802 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17AD PR D96 012004 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17AR PR D95 012009 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17AS PR D95 012011 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17AW EPJ C77 635 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17L JHEP 1704 018 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17P EPJ C77 294 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17S PL B767 403 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17V PL B769 391 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17Y PL B770 257 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AF PRL 119 151802 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AS JHEP 1710 019 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AT JHEP 1710 005 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AW JHEP 1711 029 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AY JHEP 1712 142 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AZ EPJ C77 710 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17K EPJ C77 327 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17P PR D96 032003 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17S EPJ C77 578 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
AABOUD 16AC EPJ C76 683 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16AF JHEP 1609 175 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16B PL B760 647 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16C PR D93 112015 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16D PR D94 032005 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16J PR D94 052009 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16M EPJ C76 517 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16N EPJ C76 392 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16P EPJ C76 541 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16Q EPJ C76 547 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16AA PR D93 052002 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16AD PR D94 032003 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16AG JHEP 1602 062 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16AM JHEP 1606 067 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16AY EPJ C76 81 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16BB EPJ C76 259 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16BG EPJ C76 565 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16V PL B757 334 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AARTSEN 16C JCAP 1604 022 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 16D EPJ C76 531 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABDALLAH 16 PRL 117 111301 H. Abdallah et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ABDALLAH 16A PRL 117 151302 H. Abdallah et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ADRIAN-MAR...16 PL B759 69 S. Adrian-Martinez et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AHNEN 16 JCAP 1602 039 M.L. Ahnen et al. (MAGIC and Fermi-LAT Collab.)
AKERIB 16 PRL 116 161301 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
AKERIB 16A PRL 116 161302 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
AMOLE 16 PR D93 052014 C. Amole et al. (PICO Collab.)
APRILE 16B PR D94 122001 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
AVRORIN 16 ASP 81 12 A.D. Avrorin et al. (BAIKAL Collab.)
CIRELLI 16 JCAP 1607 041 M. Cirelli, M. Taoso (LPNHE, MADE)
KHACHATRY... 16AA PL B759 479 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16AC PL B760 178 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16AM PR D93 092009 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16AV JHEP 1607 027 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16AY JHEP 1608 122 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BE EPJ C76 317 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BJ EPJ C76 439 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BK EPJ C76 460 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BS JHEP 1610 006 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BT JHEP 1610 129 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BW PR D94 112004 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BX PR D94 112009 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BY JHEP 1612 013 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16R PL B757 6 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16V PL B758 152 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16Y PL B759 9 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
LEITE 16 JCAP 1611 021 N. Leite et al.
TAN 16B PRL 117 121303 A. Tan et al. (PandaX Collab.)
AAD 15AB PR D92 012010 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15AE JHEP 1501 068 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15AI JHEP 1504 116 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15BA EPJ C75 208 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15BG EPJ C75 318 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
Also EPJ C75 463 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15BH EPJ C75 299 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
Also EPJ C75 408 (errat.) G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15BM EPJ C75 407 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15BV JHEP 1510 054 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15BX JHEP 1510 134 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15CA PR D92 072001 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15CB PR D92 072004 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15CJ EPJ C75 510 G. Aad (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15CS PR D91 012008 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
Also PR D92 059903 (errat.) G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15J PRL 114 142001 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15K PRL 114 161801 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15O PRL 115 031801 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15X PR D91 112016 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAIJ 15BD EPJ C75 595 R. Aaij et al. (LHCb Collab.)
AARTSEN 15C EPJ C75 20 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 15E EPJ C75 492 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABRAMOWSKI 15 PRL 114 081301 A. Abramowski et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ACKERMANN 15 PR D91 122002 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ACKERMANN 15A JCAP 1509 008 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ACKERMANN 15B PRL 115 231301 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ADRIAN-MAR...15 JCAP 1510 068 S. Adrian-Martinez et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AGNES 15 PL B743 456 P. Agnes et al. (DarkSide-50 Collab.)
AGNESE 15B PR D92 072003 R. Agnese et al. (SuperCDMS Collab.)
BUCKLEY 15 PR D91 102001 M.R. Bukley et al.
CHOI 15 PRL 114 141301 K. Choi et al. (Super-Kamiokande Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AB JHEP 1501 096 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AD JHEP 1504 124 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AF JHEP 1505 078 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AH JHEP 1506 116 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AK EPJ C75 151 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AO EPJ C75 325 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AR PL B743 503 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AZ PR D92 072006 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15E PRL 114 061801 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15I PL B745 5 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15L PL B747 98 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15O PL B748 255 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15W PR D91 052012 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15X PR D91 052018 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
ROLBIECKI 15 PL B750 247 K. Rolbieki, J. Tattersall (MADE, HEID)
AAD 14AE JHEP 1409 176 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14AG JHEP 1409 103 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14AJ JHEP 1409 015 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14AV JHEP 1410 096 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14AX JHEP 1410 024 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14B EPJ C74 2883 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14BD JHEP 1411 118 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14BH PR D90 112005 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14E JHEP 1406 035 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14F JHEP 1406 124 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14G JHEP 1405 071 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14H JHEP 1404 169 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14K PR D90 012004 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14T PR D90 052008 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14X PR D90 052001 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AALTONEN 14 PR D90 012011 T. Aaltonen et al. (CDF Collab.)
ACKERMANN 14 PR D89 042001 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
AKERIB 14 PRL 112 091303 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
ALEKSIC 14 JCAP 1402 008 J. Aleksi et al. (MAGIC Collab.)
AVRORIN 14 ASP 62 12 A.D. Avrorin et al. (BAIKAL Collab.)
BUCHMUEL... 14 EPJ C74 2809 O. Buhmueller et al.
BUCHMUEL... 14A EPJ C74 2922 O. Buhmueller et al.
CHATRCHYAN 14AH PR D90 112001 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 14H JHEP 1401 163 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 14I JHEP 1406 055 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 14N PL B733 328 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 14P PL B730 193 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 14R PR D90 032006 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 14U PRL 112 161802 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CZAKON 14 PRL 113 201803 M. Czakon et al. (AACH, CAMB, UCB, LBL+)
FELIZARDO 14 PR D89 072013 M. Felizardo et al. (SIMPLE Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 14C PL B736 371 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 14I EPJ C74 3036 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 14L PR D90 092007 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 14T PL B739 229 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
PDG 14 CP C38 070001 K. Olive et al. (PDG Collab.)
ROSZKOWSKI 14 JHEP 1408 067 L. Roszkowski, E.M. Sessolo, A.J. Williams (WINR)
AAD 13 PL B718 841 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13AA PL B720 277 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13AI PL B723 15 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13AP PR D88 012001 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13AU JHEP 1310 189 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13B PL B718 879 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13BC PR D88 112003 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13BD PR D88 112006 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13H JHEP 1301 131 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13L PR D87 012008 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13P PL B719 299 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13Q PL B719 261 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13R PL B719 280 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AALTONEN 13I PR D88 031103 T. Aaltonen et al. (CDF Collab.)
AALTONEN 13Q PRL 110 201802 T. Aaltonen et al. (CDF Collab.)
AARTSEN 13C PR D88 122001 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABAZOV 13B PR D87 052011 V.M. Abazov et al. (D0 Collab.)
ABRAMOWSKI 13 PRL 110 041301 A. Abramowski et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ACKERMANN 13A PR D88 082002 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ADRIAN-MAR...13 JCAP 1311 032 S. Adrian-Martinez et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AGNESE 13 PR D88 031104 R. Agnese et al. (CDMS Collab.)
AGNESE 13A PRL 111 251301 R. Agnese et al. (CDMS Collab.)
APRILE 13 PRL 111 021301 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
BERGSTROM 13 PRL 111 171101 L. Bergstrom et al.
BOLIEV 13 JCAP 1309 019 M. Boliev et al.
CABRERA 13 JHEP 1307 182 M. Cabrera, J. Casas, R. de Austri
CHATRCHYAN 13 PL B718 815 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13AB JHEP 1307 122 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13AH PL B722 273 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13AO PR D87 072001 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13AT PR D88 052017 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13AV PRL 111 081802 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13G JHEP 1301 077 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13H PL B719 42 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13T EPJ C73 2568 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13V JHEP 1303 037 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
Also JHEP 1307 041 (errat.) S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 13W JHEP 1303 111 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
ELLIS 13B EPJ C73 2403 J. Ellis et al.
JIN 13 JCAP 1311 026 H.-B. Jin, Y.-L. Wu, Y.-F. Zhou
KOPP 13 PR D88 076013 J. Kopp
STREGE 13 JCAP 1304 013 C. Strege et al.
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AAD 12AF PL B714 180 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12AG PL B714 197 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12AN PRL 108 181802 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12AS PRL 108 261804 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12AX PR D85 012006 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
Also PR D87 099903 (errat.) G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12BJ EPJ C72 1993 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12CJ PR D86 092002 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12CM EPJ C72 2215 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12CP PL B718 411 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12CT JHEP 1212 124 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12P EPJ C72 1965 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12R PL B707 478 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12T PL B709 137 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 12W PL B710 67 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AALTONEN 12AB PR D85 092001 T. Aaltonen et al. (CDF Collab.)
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hniolor
See the related review(s):
Dynamial Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking: Impliations of
the H
0
The latest unpublished results are desribed in \Dynamial Eletroweak
Symmetry Breaking" review.
MASS LIMITS for Resonanes
in Models of Dynamial Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AAD 16W ATLS olor otet vetor resonane
>2400 95 2 KHACHATRY...16E CMS top-olor Z ′
3




>1800 95 4 AAD 15AO ATLS top-olor Z ′
5
AAD 15BB ATLS pp → ρ
T
/a
1T → W h or
Z h
6






























AAD 14V ATLS olor singlet tehni-vetor
> 703 12 AAD 13AN ATLS pp → a
T
→ W γ





AAD 13AQ ATLS top-olor Z
′
>1300 95 15 CHATRCHYAN13AP CMS top-olor Z ′
>2100 95 14 CHATRCHYAN13BMCMS top-olor Z ′
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> 805 95 14 AALTONEN 11AD CDF top-olor Z ′
> 805 95 14 AALTONEN 11AE CDF top-olor Z ′
18
CHIVUKULA 11 RVUE top-Higgs
19
CHIVUKULA 11A RVUE tehini-π
20
























CHEKANOV 02B ZEUS olor otet tehni-π




none 90{206.7 95 26 ABDALLAH 01 DLPH e+ e− → ρT
27
AFFOLDER 00F CDF olor-singlet tehni-ρ,
ρT → W πT , 2πT




ABE 99F CDF olor-otet tehni-ρ,
ρT8 → bb
30
ABE 99N CDF tehni-ω, ωT → γbb
none 260{480 95
31
ABE 97G CDF olor-otet tehni-ρ,
ρT8 → 2jets
1
AAD 16W searh for olor otet vetor resonane deaying to bB in pp ollisions at
√
s
= 8 TeV. The vetor like quark B is assumed to deay to bH. See their Fig.3 and Fig.4
for limits on σ · B.
2
KHACHATRYAN 16E searh for top-olor Z
′





′ = 0.012. Also exlude m
Z









AAD 15AB searh for long-lived hidden valley π
v
partiles whih are produed in pairs
by the deay of a salar boson. π
v
is assumed to deay into dijets. See their Fig. 10 for
the limit on σB.
4
AAD 15AO searh for top-olor Z
′







AAD 15BB searh for minimal walking tehniolor (MWT) isotriplet vetor and axial-
vetor resonanes deaying to W h or Z h. See their Fig. 3 for the exlusion limit in the
MWT parameter spae.
6
AAD 15Q searh for long-lived hidden valley π
v
partiles whih are produed in pairs by
the deay of salar boson. π
v
is assumed to deay into dijets. See their Fig. 5 and Fig.
6 for the limit on σB.
7
AAIJ 15AN searh for long-lived hidden valley π
v
partiles whih are produed in pairs
by the deay of salar boson with a mass of 120GeV. π
v
is assumed to deay into dijets.
See their Fig. 4 for the limit on σB.
8









plane of the low sale tehniolor model.
9
KHACHATRYAN 15W searh for long-lived hidden valley π
v
partiles whih are produed
in pairs in the deay of heavy higgs boson H. π
v
is assumed to deay into ℓ+ ℓ−. See
their Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for the limits on σB.
10
AAD 14AT searh for tehni-ω and tehni-a resonanes deaying to V γ with V = W (→
ℓν) or Z(→ ℓ+ ℓ−).
11
AAD 14V searh for vetor tehni-resonanes deaying into eletron or muon pairs in pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. See their table IX for exlusion limits with various assumptions.
12
AAD 13AN searh for vetor tehni-resonane a
T
deaying into W γ.
13
AAD 13AN searh for vetor tehni-resonane ω
T
deaying into Z γ.
14
Searh for top-olor Z
′






CHATRCHYAN 13AP searh for top-olor leptophobi Z
′
deaying to t t . The quoted






BAAK 12 give eletroweak oblique parameter onstraints on the QCD-like tehniolor
models. See their Fig. 28.
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plane of the low sale tehniolor model.
18
Using the LHC limit on the Higgs boson prodution ross setion, CHIVUKULA 11 obtain
a limit on the top-Higgs mass > 300 GeV at 95% CL assuming 150 GeV top-pion mass.
19
Using the LHC limit on the Higgs boson prodution ross setion, CHIVUKULA 11A





Existene of olor tehni-fermions, top-olor mehanism, and NTC ≥ 3 are assumed.
20




) deaying into W π
T
with W → ℓν and π
T


















) deaying intoW π
T
with
W → e ν and π
T






ABULENCIA 05A searh for resonanes deaying to eletron or muon pairs in pp olli-
sions. at
√







CHEKANOV 02B searh for olor otet tehni-π P deaying into dijets in e p ollisions.
See their Fig. 5 for the limit on σ(e p → e PX )·B(P → 2j).
25












The limit is independent of the πT mass. See their Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for the exlusion plot
in the MρT
{MπT




=2, assuming its point-like oupling to gauge bosons.
27
AFFOLDER 00F searh for ρT deaying into W πT or πT πT with W → ℓν and πT →
bb, b. See Fig. 1 in the above Note on \Dynamial Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking"




AFFOLDER 00K searh for the ρT8 deaying into πLQπLQ with πLQ → bν. For
πLQ →  ν, the limit is MρT 8
>510 GeV. See their Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for the exlusion




ABE 99F searh for a new partile X deaying into bb in pp ollisions at E
m
= 1.8 TeV.
See Fig. 7 in the above Note on \Dynamial Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking" for the
upper limit on σ(pp → X )×B(X → bb). ABE 99F also exlude top gluons of width
 =0.3M in the mass interval 280 <M< 670 GeV, of width  =0.5M in the mass interval
340 <M< 640 GeV, and of width  =0.7M in the mass interval 375 <M< 560 GeV.
30
ABE 99N searh for the tehni-ω deaying into γπT . The tehnipion is assumed to
deay πT → bb. See Fig. 2 in the above Note on \Dynamial Eletroweak Symmetry




ABE 97G searh for a new partile X deaying into dijets in pp ollisions at E
m
= 1.8
TeV. See Fig. 5 in the above Note on \Dynamial Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking" for
the upper limit on σ(pp → X )×B(X → 2j).
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Quark and Lepton Compositeness,
Searhes for
The latest unpublished results are desribed in the \Quark and Lep-
ton Compositeness" review.
See the related review(s):
Searhes for Quark and Lepton Compositeness
CONTENTS:
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (e e e e)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (e e µµ)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (e e τ τ)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (ℓℓℓℓ)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (e e qq)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (µµqq)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (ℓν ℓν)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (e ν qq)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (qqqq)
Sale Limits for Contat Interations: (ν ν qq)
Mass Limits for Exited e (e
∗
)
− Limits for Exited e (e∗) from Pair Prodution
− Limits for Exited e (e∗) from Single Prodution
− Limits for Exited e (e∗) from e+ e− → γγ
− Indiret Limits for Exited e (e∗)
Mass Limits for Exited µ (µ∗)
− Limits for Exited µ (µ∗) from Pair Prodution
− Limits for Exited µ (µ∗) from Single Prodution
− Indiret Limits for Exited µ (µ∗)
Mass Limits for Exited τ (τ∗)
− Limits for Exited τ (τ∗) from Pair Prodution
− Limits for Exited τ (τ∗) from Single Prodution
Mass Limits for Exited Neutrino (ν∗)
− Limits for Exited ν (ν∗) from Pair Prodution
− Limits for Exited ν (ν∗) from Single Prodution
Mass Limits for Exited q (q
∗
)
− Limits for Exited q (q∗) from Pair Prodution
− Limits for Exited q (q∗) from Single Prodution
Mass Limits for Color Sextet Quarks (q
6
)
Mass Limits for Color Otet Charged Leptons (ℓ
8
)
Mass Limits for Color Otet Neutrinos (ν
8
)
Mass Limits for W
8
(Color Otet W Boson)
SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (e e e e)
Limits are for 
±
LL







(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>8.3 >10.3 95 1 BOURILKOV 01 RVUE E
m
= 192{208 GeV
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>4.5 >7.0 95 2 SCHAEL 07A ALEP E
m
= 189{209 GeV
>5.3 >6.8 95 ABDALLAH 06C DLPH E
m
= 130{207 GeV
>4.7 >6.1 95 3 ABBIENDI 04G OPAL E
m
= 130{207 GeV




A ombined analysis of the data from ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL.
2
SCHAEL 07A limits are from Rc, Q
depl
FB
, and hadroni ross setion measurements.
3
ABBIENDI 04G limits are from e
+
e
− → e+ e− ross setion at
√
s = 130{207 GeV.
SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (e e µµ)
Limits are for 
±
LL







(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>6.6 >9.5 95 1 SCHAEL 07A ALEP E
m
= 189{209 GeV
> 8.5 >3.8 95 ACCIARRI 00P L3 E
m
= 130{189 GeV
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>7.3 >7.6 95 ABDALLAH 06C DLPH E
m
= 130{207 GeV




SCHAEL 07A limits are from Rc, Q
depl
FB
, and hadroni ross setion measurements.
2
ABBIENDI 04G limits are from e
+
e
− → µµ ross setion at
√
s = 130{207 GeV.
SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (e e τ τ)
Limits are for 
±
LL







(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>7.9 >5.8 95 1 SCHAEL 07A ALEP E
m
= 189{209 GeV
>7.9 >4.6 95 ABDALLAH 06C DLPH E
m
= 130{207 GeV
>4.9 >7.2 95 2 ABBIENDI 04G OPAL E
m
= 130{207 GeV
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •




SCHAEL 07A limits are from Rc, Q
depl
FB
, and hadroni ross setion measurements.
2
ABBIENDI 04G limits are from e
+
e
− → τ τ ross setion at
√
s = 130{207 GeV.
SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (ℓℓℓℓ)
Lepton universality assumed. Limits are for 
±
LL








(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>7.9 > 10.3 95 1 SCHAEL 07A ALEP E
m
= 189{209 GeV
>9.1 >8.2 95 ABDALLAH 06C DLPH E
m
= 130{207 GeV
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •









SCHAEL 07A limits are from Rc, Q
depl
FB
, and hadroni ross setion measurements.
2
ABBIENDI 04G limits are from e
+
e
− → ℓ+ ℓ− ross setion at
√
s = 130{207 GeV.
3
BABICH 03 obtain a bound −0.175 TeV−2 <1/2
LL
< 0.095 TeV−2 (95%CL) in a









SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (e e qq)
Limits are for 
±
LL







(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
> 4.5 >12.8 95 1 ABRAMOWICZ19 ZEUS (e e qq)
>23.9 >16.8 95 2 SIRUNYAN 19AC CMS (e e qq)
>24 >37 95 3 AABOUD 17AT ATLS (e e qq)
> 8.4 >10.2 95 4 ABDALLAH 09 DLPH (e e bb)
> 9.4 >5.6 95 5 SCHAEL 07A ALEP (e e  )
> 9.4 >4.9 95 4 SCHAEL 07A ALEP (e e bb)
>23.3 >12.5 95 6 CHEUNG 01B RVUE (e e uu)
>11.1 >26.4 95 6 CHEUNG 01B RVUE (e e d d)
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>15.5 >19.5 95 7 AABOUD 16U ATLS (e e qq)
>13.5 >18.3 95 8 KHACHATRY...15AE CMS (e e qq)
>16.4 >20.7 95 9 AAD 14BE ATLS (e e qq)
> 9.5 >12.1 95 10 AAD 13E ATLS (e e qq)
>10.1 >9.4 95 11 AAD 12AB ATLS (e e qq)
> 4.2 >4.0 95 12 AARON 11C H1 (e e qq)
> 3.8 >3.8 95 13 ABDALLAH 11 DLPH (e e t )
>12.9 >7.2 95 14 SCHAEL 07A ALEP (e e qq)
> 3.7 >5.9 95 15 ABULENCIA 06L CDF (e e qq)
1
ABRAMOWICZ 19 limits are from Q
2
spetrum measurements of e
±
p → e±X .
2









AABOUD 17AT limits are from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The quoted limit uses a









SCHAEL 07A limits are from Rc, Q
depl
FB
, and hadroni ross setion measurements.
6
CHEUNG 01B is an update of BARGER 98E.
7
AABOUD 16U limits are from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The quoted limit uses a













AAD 14BE limits are from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The quoted limit uses a uniform




















AARON 11C limits are from Q
2
spetrum measurements of e
±
p → e±X .
13
ABDALLAH 11 limit is from e
+
e
− → t  ross setion. LL = LR = RL = RR
is assumed.
14
SCHAEL 07A limit assumes quark avor universality of the ontat interations.
15
ABULENCIA 06L limits are from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV.







(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>30.4 >20.4 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19AC CMS (µµqq)
>20 >30 95 2 AABOUD 17AT ATLS (µµqq)
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• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>15.8 >21.8 95 3 AABOUD 16U ATLS (µµqq)
>12.0 >15.2 95 4 KHACHATRY...15AE CMS (µµqq)
>12.5 >16.7 95 5 AAD 14BE ATLS (µµqq)
> 9.6 >12.9 95 6 AAD 13E ATLS (µµqq) (isosinglet)
> 9.5 >13.1 95 7 CHATRCHYAN13K CMS (µµqq) (isosinglet)
> 8.0 >7.0 95 8 AAD 12AB ATLS (µµqq) (isosinglet)
1





AABOUD 17AT limits are from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The quoted limit uses a




AABOUD 16U limits are from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The quoted limit uses a









AAD 14BE limits are from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The quoted limit uses a uniform













AAD 12AB limis are from µ+µ− mass distribution in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV.
SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (ℓν ℓν)
VALUE (TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>3.10 90 1 JODIDIO 86 SPEC ±
LR
(νµ νe µe)
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>3.8 2 DIAZCRUZ 94 RVUE +
LL
(τ ντ e νe )
>8.1 2 DIAZCRUZ 94 RVUE −
LL
(τ ντ e νe )
>4.1 3 DIAZCRUZ 94 RVUE +
LL
(τ ντ µνµ)




JODIDIO 86 limit is from µ+ → νµ e
+ ν
e



































For more general onstraints with right-handed neutrinos and hirality nononserving
ontat interations, see their text.
2
DIAZCRUZ 94 limits are from  (τ → e ν ν) and assume avor-dependent ontat in-
terations with (τ ντ e νe ) ≪ (µνµ e νe ).
3
DIAZCRUZ 94 limits are from  (τ → µν ν) and assume avor-dependent ontat
interations with (τ ντ µνµ) ≪ (µνµ e νe ).
SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (e ν qq)
VALUE (TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN
>2.81 95 1 AFFOLDER 01I CDF
1














(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>13.1 none 17.4{29.5 >21.8 95 1 AABOUD 17AK ATLS pp dijet angl.
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
2
AABOUD 18AV ATLS pp → t t t t
>12.8 >17.5 95 3 SIRUNYAN 18DDCMS pp dijet angl.
>11.5 >14.7 95 4 SIRUNYAN 17F CMS pp dijet angl.
>12.0 >17.5 95 5 AAD 16S ATLS pp dijet angl.
6
AAD 15AR ATLS pp → t t t t
7
AAD 15BY ATLS pp → t t t t
> 8.1 >12.0 95 8 AAD 15L ATLS pp dijet angl.
> 9.0 >11.7 95 9 KHACHATRY...15J CMS pp dijet angl.
> 5 95 10 FABBRICHESI 14 RVUE qq t t
1
AABOUD 17AK limit is from dijet angular distribution in pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV.
u, d, and s quarks are assumed to be omposite.
2




< 1.6 TeV−2 at 95% CL




SIRUNYAN 18DD limit is from dijet angular distribution in pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV.
4
SIRUNYAN 17F limit is from dijet angular ross setions in pp ollisions at E
m
= 13
TeV. All quarks are assumed to be omposite.
5
AAD 16S limit is from dijet angular seletions in pp ollisions at E
m
= 13 TeV. u, d,
and s quarks are assumed to be omposite.
6




< 6.6 TeV−2 at 95% CL








< 15.1 TeV−2 at 95% CL




AAD 15L limit is from dijet angular distribution in pp ollisions at E
m
= 8 TeV. u, d,
and s quarks are assumed to be omposite.
9
KHACHATRYAN 15J limit is from dijet angular distribution in pp ollisions at E
m
=
8 TeV. u, d, s , , and b quarks are assumed to be omposite.
10
FABBRICHESI 14 obtain bounds on hromoeletri and hromomagneti form fators
of the top-quark using pp → t t and pp → t t ross setions. The quoted limit on the
qq t t ontat interation is derived from their bound on the hromoeletri form fator.
SCALE LIMITS for Contat Interations: (ν ν qq)
Limits are for 
±
LL







(TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>5.0 >5.4 95 1 MCFARLAND 98 CCFR νN sattering
1
MCFARLAND 98 assumed a avor universal interation. Neutrinos were mostly of muon
type.












experiments whih depend on λ have assumed transition




). However they an be
interpreted as limits for hirality-onserving interations after multiplying
the oupling value λ by
√
2; see Note.
Exited leptons have the same quantum numbers as other ortholeptons.
See also the searhes for ortholeptons in the \Searhes for Heavy Leptons"
setion.
Limits for Exited e (e
∗
) from Pair Prodution
These limits are obtained from e
+
e
− → e∗+ e∗− and thus rely only on the (ele-
troweak) harge of e
∗
. Form fator eets are ignored unless noted. For the ase
of limits from Z deay, the e
∗
oupling is assumed to be of sequential type. Possi-
ble t hannel ontribution from transition magneti oupling is negleted. All limits
assume a dominant e
∗ → e γ deay exept the limits from  (Z).
For limits prior to 1987, see our 1992 edition (Physial Review D45 S1 (1992)).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>103.2 95 1 ABBIENDI 02G OPAL e+ e− → e∗ e∗ Homodoublet type
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •


















s = 189{209 GeV. f = f
′
is assumed. ACHARD 03B also
obtain limit for f = −f ′: m
e
∗ > 96.6 GeV.
Limits for Exited e (e
∗
) from Single Prodution
These limits are from e
+
e
− → e∗ e, W → e∗ ν, or e p → e∗X and depend on
transition magneti oupling between e and e
∗
. All limits assume e
∗ → e γ deay
exept as noted. Limits from LEP, UA2, and H1 are for hiral oupling, whereas all




= 1. In most papers, the limit is
expressed in the form of an exluded region in the λ−m
e
∗ plane. See the original
papers.
For limits prior to 1987, see our 1992 edition (Physial Review D45 S1 (1992)).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>4800 95 1 AABOUD 19AZ ATLS pp → e e∗X
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>3900 95 2 SIRUNYAN 19Z CMS pp → e e∗X
>2450 95 3 KHACHATRY...16AQ CMS pp → e e∗X
>3000 95 4 AAD 15AP ATLS pp → e(∗) e∗X
>2200 95 5 AAD 13BB ATLS pp → e e∗X
>1900 95 6 CHATRCHYAN13AE CMS pp → e e∗X
>1870 95 7 AAD 12AZ ATLS pp → e(∗) e∗X
1
AABOUD 19AZ searh for single e
∗
prodution in pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The
limit quoted above is from e
∗ → e qq and e∗ → νW deays assuming f = f ′ = 1 and
m
e
∗ = . The ontat interation is inluded in e
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
See their Fig.6 for exlusion limits in m
e
∗ −  plane.
2
SIRUNYAN 19Z searh for e
∗
prodution in ℓℓγ nal states in pp ollisions at
√
s =
13 TeV. The quoted limit assumes  = m
e
∗ , f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interation is
inluded in the e
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
3
KHACHATRYAN 16AQ searh for single e
∗
prodution in pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV.
The limit above is from the e
∗ → e γ searh hannel assuming f = f ′ = 1, m
e
∗ = .
See their Table 7 for limits in other searh hannels or with dierent assumptions.
4
AAD 15AP searh for e
∗
prodution in evens with three or more harged leptons in pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The quoted limit assumes  = m
e
∗ , f = f
′
= 1. The ontat
interation is inluded in the e
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
5
AAD 13BB searh for single e
∗
prodution in pp ollisions with e
∗ → e γ deay. f =
f
′
= 1, and e
∗




CHATRCHYAN 13AE searh for single e
∗
prodution in pp ollisions with e
∗ → e γ
deay. f = f
′
= 1, and e
∗




AAD 12AZ searh for e
∗
prodution via four-fermion ontat interation in pp ollisions
with e
∗ → e γ deay. The quoted limit assumes  = m
e
∗ . See their Fig. 8 for the
exlusion plot in the mass-oupling plane.
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− → γ γ
These limits are derived from indiret eets due to e
∗
exhange in the t hannel and
depend on transition magneti oupling between e and e
∗
. All limits are for λγ = 1.




= 1. We hoose the hiral oupling limit as the best limit and list it in the Summary
Table.
For limits prior to 1987, see our 1992 edition (Physial Review D45 S1 (1992)).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>356 95 1 ABDALLAH 04N DLPH
√
s= 161{208 GeV
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •









∗ > 295 GeV at 95% CL.
Indiret Limits for Exited e (e
∗
)
These limits make use of loop eets involving e
∗
and are therefore subjet to theo-
retial unertainty.
VALUE (GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
DORENBOS... 89 CHRM νµ e → νµ e, νµ e → νµ e
2
GRIFOLS 86 THEO νµ e → νµ e
3
RENARD 82 THEO g−2 of eletron
1








∗ < 2.6 (95% CL), where ut is the
uto sale, based on the one-loop alulation by GRIFOLS 86. If one assumes that 
ut
= 1 TeV and λγ = 1, one obtains m
e







GRIFOLS 86 uses νµ e → νµ e and νµ e → νµ e data from CHARM Collaboration to
derive mass limits whih depend on the sale of ompositeness.
3
RENARD 82 derived from g−2 data limits on mass and ouplings of e∗ and µ∗. See
gures 2 and 3 of the paper.
MASS LIMITS for Exited µ (µ∗)
Limits for Exited µ (µ∗) from Pair Prodution
These limits are obtained from e
+
e
− → µ∗+µ∗− and thus rely only on the (ele-
troweak) harge of µ∗. Form fator eets are ignored unless noted. For the ase of
limits from Z deay, the µ∗ oupling is assumed to be of sequential type. All limits
assume a dominant µ∗ → µγ deay exept the limits from  (Z).
For limits prior to 1987, see our 1992 edition (Physial Review D45 S1 (1992)).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>103.2 95 1 ABBIENDI 02G OPAL e+ e− → µ∗µ∗ Homodoublet type
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •


















s = 189{209 GeV. f = f
′
is assumed. ACHARD 03B also
obtain limit for f = −f ′: m
µ∗ > 96.6 GeV.
Limits for Exited µ (µ∗) from Single Prodution
These limits are from e
+
e
− → µ∗µ and depend on transition magneti oupling
between µ and µ∗. All limits assume µ∗ → µγ deay. Limits from LEP are for hiral




= 1. In most
papers, the limit is expressed in the form of an exluded region in the λ−m
µ∗ plane.
See the original papers.
For limits prior to 1987, see our 1992 edition (Physial Review D45 S1 (1992)).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>3800 95 1 SIRUNYAN 19Z CMS pp → µµ∗X
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>2800 95 2 AAD 16BMATLS pp → µµ∗X
>2470 95 3 KHACHATRY...16AQ CMS pp → µµ∗X
>3000 95 4 AAD 15AP ATLS pp → µ(∗) µ∗X
>2200 95 5 AAD 13BB ATLS pp → µµ∗X
>1900 95 6 CHATRCHYAN13AE CMS pp → µµ∗X
>1750 95 7 AAD 12AZ ATLS pp → µ(∗) µ∗X
1
SIRUNYAN 19Z searh for µ∗ prodution in ℓℓγ nal states in pp ollisions at
√
s =
13 TeV. The quoted limit assumes  = m
µ∗ , f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interation is
inluded in the µ∗ prodution and deay amplitudes.
2
AAD 16BM searh for µ∗ prodution in µµ j j events in pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV.




KHACHATRYAN 16AQ searh for single µ∗ prodution in pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV.
The limit above is from the µ∗ → µγ searh hannel assuming f = f ′ = 1, m
µ∗ = .
See their Table 7 for limits in other searh hannels or with dierent assumptions.
4
AAD 15AP searh for µ∗ prodution in evens with three or more harged leptons in pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The quoted limit assumes  = m
µ∗ , f = f
′
= 1. The ontat
interation is inluded in the µ∗ prodution and deay amplitudes.
5
AAD 13BB searh for single µ∗ prodution in pp ollisions with µ∗ → µγ deay. f =
f
′
= 1, and µ∗ prodution via ontat interation with  = m
µ∗ are assumed.
6
CHATRCHYAN 13AE searh for single µ∗ prodution in pp ollisions with µ∗ → µγ
deay. f = f
′
= 1, and µ∗ prodution via ontat interation with  =m
µ∗ are assumed.
7
AAD 12AZ searh for µ∗ prodution via four-fermion ontat interation in pp ollisions
with µ∗ → µγ deay. The quoted limit assumes  = m
µ∗ . See their Fig. 8 for the
exlusion plot in the mass-oupling plane.
Indiret Limits for Exited µ (µ∗)
These limits make use of loop eets involving µ∗ and are therefore subjet to theo-
retial unertainty.
VALUE (GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
RENARD 82 THEO g−2 of muon
1
RENARD 82 derived from g−2 data limits on mass and ouplings of e∗ and µ∗. See
gures 2 and 3 of the paper.
MASS LIMITS for Exited τ (τ∗)
Limits for Exited τ (τ∗) from Pair Prodution
These limits are obtained from e
+
e
− → τ∗+ τ∗− and thus rely only on the (ele-
troweak) harge of τ∗. Form fator eets are ignored unless noted. For the ase of
limits from Z deay, the τ∗ oupling is assumed to be of sequential type. All limits
assume a dominant τ∗ → τ γ deay exept the limits from  (Z).
For limits prior to 1987, see our 1992 edition (Physial Review D45 S1 (1992)).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>103.2 95 1 ABBIENDI 02G OPAL e+ e− → τ∗ τ∗ Homodoublet type
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •


















s = 189{209 GeV. f = f
′
is assumed. ACHARD 03B also
obtain limit for f = −f ′: m
τ∗ > 96.6 GeV.
Limits for Exited τ (τ∗) from Single Prodution
These limits are from e
+
e
− → τ∗ τ and depend on transition magneti oupling
between τ and τ∗. All limits assume τ∗ → τ γ deay. Limits from LEP are for hiral




= 1. In most
papers, the limit is expressed in the form of an exluded region in the λ−m
τ∗ plane.
See the original papers.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>2500 95 1 AAD 15AP ATLS pp → τ(∗) τ∗X
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
> 180 95 2 ACHARD 03B L3 e+ e− → τ τ∗
> 185 95 3 ABBIENDI 02G OPAL e+ e− → τ τ∗
1
AAD 15AP searh for τ∗ prodution in events with three or more harged leptons in pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The quoted limit assumes  = m
τ∗ , f = f
′
= 1. The ontat
interation is inluded in the τ∗ prodution and deay amplitudes.
2










is assumed. See their Fig. 4 for the exlusion plot in the mass-oupling plane.
3










is assumed for τ∗ oupling. See their Fig. 4 for the exlusion limit in the mass-oupling
plane.
MASS LIMITS for Exited Neutrino (ν∗)
Limits for Exited ν (ν∗) from Pair Prodution
These limits are obtained from e
+
e
− → ν∗ ν∗ and thus rely only on the (eletroweak)
harge of ν∗. Form fator eets are ignored unless noted. The ν∗ oupling is assumed
to be of sequential type unless otherwise noted. All limits assume a dominant ν∗ →
ν γ deay exept the limits from  (Z).
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>1600 95 1 AAD 15AP ATLS pp → ν∗ ν∗X
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
2
ABBIENDI 04N OPAL
> 102.6 95 3 ACHARD 03B L3 e+ e− → ν∗ ν∗ Homodoublet type
1
AAD 15AP searh for ν∗ pair prodution in evens with three or more harged leptons in
pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. The quoted limit assumes  = m
ν∗ , f = f
′
= 1. The








s = 192{209 GeV, ABBIENDI 04N obtain limit on
σ(e+ e− → ν∗ ν∗) B2(ν∗ → ν γ). See their Fig.2. The limit ranges from 20 to
45 fb for m








s = 189{209 GeV. f = − f ′ is assumed. ACHARD 03B also





> 101.7 GeV, m
ν∗
µ








Limits for Exited ν (ν∗) from Single Prodution
These limits are from e
+
e
− → ν ν∗, Z → ν ν∗, or e p → ν∗X and depend on
transition magneti oupling between ν/e and ν∗. Assumptions about ν∗ deay mode
are given in footnotes.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>213 95 1 AARON 08 H1 e p → ν∗X
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
>190 95 2 ACHARD 03B L3 e+ e− → ν ν∗
none 50{150 95
3
ADLOFF 02 H1 e p → ν∗X
>158 95 4 CHEKANOV 02D ZEUS e p → ν∗X
1
AARON 08 searh for single ν∗ prodution in e p ollisions with the deays ν∗ → ν γ,
νZ , eW . The quoted limit assumes f = −f ′ = /m
ν∗ . See their Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for
the exlusion plots in the mass-oupling plane.
2






s = 189{209 GeV. The quoted limit
is for ν∗
e
. f = − f ′ = /m
ν∗ is assumed. See their Fig. 4 for the exlusion plot in the
mass-oupling plane.
3
ADLOFF 02 searh for single ν∗ prodution in e p ollisions with the deays ν∗ → ν γ,
νZ , eW . The quoted limit assumes f = −f ′ = /m
ν∗ . See their Fig. 1 for the exlusion
plots in the mass-oupling plane.
4
CHEKANOV 02D searh for single ν∗ prodution in e p ollisions with the deays ν∗ →
ν γ, νZ , eW . f = −f ′ = /m
ν∗ is assumed for the e
∗
oupling. CHEKANOV 02D
also obtain limit for f = f
′
= /m
ν∗ : mν∗ >135 GeV. See their Fig. 5 and Fig. 5d for
the exlusion plot in the mass-oupling plane.
MASS LIMITS for Exited q (q
∗
)
Limits for Exited q (q
∗
) from Pair Prodution
These limits are mostly obtained from e
+
e
− → q∗ q∗ and thus rely only on the (ele-
troweak) harge of the q
∗
. Form fator eets are ignored unless noted. Assumptions
about the q
∗
deay are given in the omments and footnotes.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>338 95 1 AALTONEN 10H CDF q∗ → tW−
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
none 700{1200 95
2






t t g g
3
BARATE 98U ALEP Z → q∗ q∗
> 45.6 95 4 ADRIANI 93M L3 u or d type, Z → q∗ q∗
> 41.7 95 5 BARDADIN-... 92 RVUE u-type,  (Z)
> 44.7 95 5 BARDADIN-... 92 RVUE d-type,  (Z)
> 40.6 95 6 DECAMP 92 ALEP u-type,  (Z)
> 44.2 95 6 DECAMP 92 ALEP d-type,  (Z)
> 45 95 7 DECAMP 92 ALEP u or d type, Z → q∗ q∗
> 45 95 6 ABREU 91F DLPH u-type,  (Z)
> 45 95 6 ABREU 91F DLPH d-type,  (Z)
1




prodution ross setion in pp ollisions.
See their Fig. 3.
2




t g) = 1 is assumed.
3
BARATE 98U obtain limits on the form fator. See their Fig. 16 for limits in mass-form
fator plane.
4
ADRIANI 93M limit is valid for B(q
∗ → qg)> 0.25 (0.17) for up (down) type.
5
BARDADIN-OTWINOWSKA 92 limit based on  (Z)<36 MeV.
6
These limits are independent of deay modes.
7
Limit is for B(q
∗ → qg)+B(q∗ → qγ)=1.
Limits for Exited q (q
∗
) from Single Prodution
These limits are from e
+
e
− → q∗ q, pp → q∗X, or pp → q∗X and depend on
transition magneti ouplings between q and q
∗
. Assumptions about q
∗
deay mode
are given in the footnotes and omments.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
none 1500{2600 95
1
AABOUD 18AB ATLS pp → b∗X , b∗ → bg
none 1500{5300 95
2
AABOUD 18BA ATLS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qγ
none 1000{5500 95
3
SIRUNYAN 18AG CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qγ
none 1000{1800 95
4
SIRUNYAN 18AG CMS pp → b∗X , b∗ → bγ
none 600{6000 95
5
SIRUNYAN 18BO CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
none 1200{5000 95
6
SIRUNYAN 18P CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qW
none 1200{4700 95
6
SIRUNYAN 18P CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qZ
>6000 95 7 AABOUD 17AK ATLS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
none 600{5400 95
8
KHACHATRY...17W CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
none 1100{2100 95
9
AABOUD 16 ATLS pp → b∗X , b∗ → bg
>1500 95 10 AAD 16AH ATLS pp → b∗X , b∗ → tW
>4400 95 11 AAD 16AI ATLS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qγ
12
AAD 16AV ATLS pp → q∗X , q∗ → W b
>5200 95 13 AAD 16S ATLS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
>1390 95 14 KHACHATRY...16I CMS pp → b∗X , b∗ → tW
>5000 95 15 KHACHATRY...16K CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
none 500{1600 95
16
KHACHATRY...16L CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
>4060 95 17 AAD 15V ATLS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
>3500 95 18 KHACHATRY...15V CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qg
>3500 95 19 AAD 14A ATLS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qγ
>3200 95 20 KHACHATRY...14 CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qW
>2900 95 21 KHACHATRY...14 CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qZ
none 700{3500 95
22
KHACHATRY...14J CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qγ
>2380 95 23 CHATRCHYAN13AJ CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qW
>2150 95 24 CHATRCHYAN13AJ CMS pp → q∗X , q∗ → qZ
1




= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are not
inluded in b
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
2









= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are not inluded
in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
3

























= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are not
inluded in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
6












= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are not
inluded in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes. Only the deay of q
∗ → g u and q∗ →
g d is simulated as the benhmark signals in the analysis.
8




= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are
not inluded in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
9




= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are not
inluded in the b
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
10
AAD 16AH searh for b
∗
deaying to tW in pp ollisions at
√







= 1 are assumed. See their Fig. 12b for limits on σ · B.
11








AAD 16AV searh for single prodution of vetor-like quarks deaying to W b in pp
ollisions. See their Fig. 8 for the limits on ouplings and mixings.
13




= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are not inluded
in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
14
KHACHATRYAN 16I searh for b
∗
deaying to tW in pp ollisions at
√








= 0 are assumed. See their Fig. 8 for limits on σ·B.
15




= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are
not inluded in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
16
KHACHATRYAN 16L searh for resonanes deaying to dijets in pp ollisions at
√
s =
8 TeV using the data souting tehnique whih inreases the sensitivity to the low mass
resonanes.
17




= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are not inluded
in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
18




= f = f
′
= 1. The ontat interations are
not inluded in q
∗
prodution and deay amplitudes.
19
























KHACHATRYAN 14J assume f
s
= f = f
′




CHATRCHYAN 13AJ use the hadroni deay of W .
24
CHATRCHYAN 13AJ use the hadroni deay of Z .
MASS LIMITS for Color Sextet Quarks (q
6
)
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT





ABE 89D look for pair prodution of unit-harged partiles whih leave the detetor
before deaying. In the above limit the olor sextet quark is assumed to fragment into a
unit-harged or neutral hadron with equal probability and to have long enough lifetime
not to deay within the detetor. A limit of 121 GeV is obtained for a olor deuplet.






VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>86 95 1 ABE 89D CDF Stable ℓ
8




• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
2
ABT 93 H1 e
8




ABE 89D look for pair prodution of unit-harged partiles whih leave the detetor
before deaying. In the above limit the olor otet lepton is assumed to fragment into a
unit-harged or neutral hadron with equal probability and to have long enough lifetime
not to deay within the detetor. The limit improves to 99 GeV if it always fragments
into a unit-harged hadron.
2
ABT 93 searh for e
8
prodution via e-gluon fusion in e p ollisions with e
8
→ e g . See
their Fig. 3 for exlusion plot in the m
e
8










VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>110 90 1 BARGER 89 RVUE ν
8




• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •





− → aoplanar jets





− → aoplanar jets
2067
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Quark and Lepton Compositeness, Extra Dimensions
1
BARGER 89 used ABE 89B limit for events with large missing transverse momentum.
Two-body deay ν
8
→ ν g is assumed.
2
KIM 90 is at E
m
= 50{60.8 GeV. The same assumptions as in BARTEL 87B are used.
3
BARTEL 87B is at E
m
= 46.3{46.78 GeV. The limit assumes the ν
8
pair prodution
ross setion to be eight times larger than that of the orresponding heavy neutrino pair
prodution. This assumption is not valid in general for the weak ouplings, and the limit





MASS LIMITS for W
8
(Color Otet W Boson)
VALUE (GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1






ALBAJAR 89 give σ(W
8
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Extra Dimensions
For explanation of terms used and disussion of signiant model
dependene of following limits, see the \Extra Dimensions" review.
Footnotes desribe originally quoted limit. δ indiates the number
of extra dimensions.
Limits not enoded here are summarized in the \Extra Dimensions"
review, where the latest unpublished results are also desribed.
See the related review(s):
Extra Dimensions
CONTENTS:
Limits on R from Deviations in Gravitational Fore Law
Limits on R from On-Shell Prodution of Gravitons: δ = 2
Mass Limits on M
TT
Limits on 1/R = M

Limits on Kaluza-Klein Gravitons in Warped Extra Dimensions
Limits on Kaluza-Klein Gluons in Warped Extra Dimensions
Blak Hole Prodution Limits
− Semilassial Blak Holes
− Quantum Blak Holes
Limits on R from Deviations in Gravitational Fore Law
This setion inludes limits on the size of extra dimensions from deviations in the New-
tonian (1/r
2
) gravitational fore law at short distanes. Deviations are parametrized
by a gravitational potential of the form V=−(G m m'/r) [1 + α exp(−r/R)℄. For δ
toroidal extra dimensions of equal size, α = 8δ/3. Quoted bounds are for δ = 2 unless
otherwise noted.
VALUE (µm) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
< 30 95 1 KAPNER 07 Torsion pendulum
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
2
BERGE 18 MICR Spae aelerometer
3
FAYET 18A MICR Spae aelerometer
4




XU 13 Nulei properties
7
BEZERRA 11 Torsion osillator
8








TRENKEL 08 Newton's onstant
13
DECCA 07A Torsion osillator
< 47 95 14 TU 07 Torsion pendulum
15
SMULLIN 05 Miroantilever
<130 95 16 HOYLE 04 Torsion pendulum
17
CHIAVERINI 03 Miroantilever
. 200 95 18 LONG 03 Miroantilever
<190 95 19 HOYLE 01 Torsion pendulum
20
HOSKINS 85 Torsion pendulum
1
KAPNER 07 searh for new fores, probing a range of α ≃ 10−3{105 and length
sales R ≃ 10{1000 µm. For δ = 1 the bound on R is 44 µm. For δ = 2, the bound is
expressed in terms of M∗, here translated to a bound on the radius. See their Fig. 6 for
details on the bound.
2
BERGE 18 uses results from the MICROSCOPE experiment to obtain onstraints on





∣. 10−7 and length sales R &
10
5
m. See their Figure 1 for more details. These onstraints do not plae limits on the
size of extra at dimensions.
3
FAYET 18A uses results from the MICROSCOPE experiment to obtain onstraints on
an EP-violating fore possibly arising from a new U(1) gauge boson. For R & 107









∣ . 10−24 for the oupling of the new spin-1 or spin-0 mediator.
These onstraints do not plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions. This extends
the results of FAYET 18.
4





∣. 1024 and length sales R ≃ 0.01{10 nm. See their Figure 8 for more de-
tails. These onstraints do not plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
5
KLIMCHITSKAYA 17A uses an experiment that measures the dierene of Casimir fores




∣ ≃ 105{1017 and length
sales R = 0.03{10 µm. See their Fig. 3. These onstraints do not plae limits on the
size of extra at dimensions.
6




∣ ≃ 1034{1036 and
length sales R ≃ 1{10 fm. See their Fig. 4 for more details. These onstraints do not
plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
7








and length sales R = 30{1260 nm. See their Fig. 2 for more details. These
onstraints do not plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
8





∣ . 1011 and length sales 0.4 µm < R < 4 µm (95% CL). See their Fig. 2.
These bounds do not plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions. However, a model
dependent bound of M∗ > 70 TeV is obtained assuming gauge bosons that ouple to
baryon number also propagate in (4 + δ) dimensions.
9






∣. 1029 and length sales R = 1.6{14 nm (95% CL). See their Fig. 1.










∣. 1011 and length sales R = 1.0{2.9 µm (95% CL). See their Fig. 3. This bound
does not plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
11





14,000 and length sales R = 5{15 µm. See their Fig. 9. This bound does not plae
limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
12
TRENKEL 08 uses two independent measurements of Newton's onstant G to onstrain




∣ ≃ 10−4 and length sales R = 0.02{1 m. See their Fig. 1.
This bound does not plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
13









and length sales R = 20{86 nm. See their Fig. 6. This bound does not
plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
14




∣ ≃ 10−1{105 and length sales R
≃ 20{1000 µm. For δ = 1 the bound on R is 53 µm. See their Fig. 3 for details on the
bound.
15
SMULLIN 05 searh for new fores, and obtain bounds in the region with strengths
α ≃ 103{108 and length sales R = 6{20 µm. See their Figs. 1 and 16 for details on
the bound. This work does not plae limits on the size of extra at dimensions.
16
HOYLE 04 searh for new fores, probing α down to 10−2 and distanes down to 10µm.
Quoted bound on R is for δ = 2. For δ = 1, bound goes to 160 µm. See their Fig. 34
for details on the bound.
17
CHIAVERINI 03 searh for new fores, probing α above 104 and λ down to 3µm, nding
no signal. See their Fig. 4 for details on the bound. This bound does not plae limits on
the size of extra at dimensions.
18
LONG 03 searh for new fores, probing α down to 3, and distanes down to about
10µm. See their Fig. 4 for details on the bound.
19
HOYLE 01 searh for new fores, probing α down to 10−2 and distanes down to 20µm.
See their Fig. 4 for details on the bound. The quoted bound is for α ≥ 3.
20
HOSKINS 85 searh for new fores, probing distanes down to 4 mm. See their Fig. 13
for details on the bound. This bound does not plae limits on the size of extra at
dimensions.
Limits on R from On-Shell Prodution of Gravitons: δ = 2
This setion inludes limits on on-shell prodution of gravitons in ollider and astro-
physial proesses. Bounds quoted are on R, the assumed ommon radius of the at
extra dimensions, for δ = 2 extra dimensions. Studies often quote bounds in terms of






/R. See the Review on \Extra Dimensions" for details. Bounds are
given in µm for δ = 2.
VALUE (µm) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
< 4.8 95 1 SIRUNYAN 18S CMS pp → j G
< 0.00016 95 2 HANNESTAD 03 Neutron star heating
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 8.0 95 3 AABOUD 18I ATLS pp → j G
< 89 95 4 SIRUNYAN 18BV CMS pp → Z G
5
SIRUNYAN 17AQ CMS pp → γG
< 90 95 6 AABOUD 16F ATLS pp → γG
7
KHACHATRY...16N CMS pp → γG
8
AAD 15CS ATLS pp → γG
< 127 95 9 AAD 13C ATLS pp → γG
< 34.4 95 10 AAD 13D ATLS pp → j j
< 0.0087 95 11 AJELLO 12 FLAT Neutron star γ soures
< 245 95 12 AALTONEN 08AC CDF pp → γG , j G
< 615 95 13 ABAZOV 08S D0 pp → γG
< 0.916 95 14 DAS 08 Supernova ooling
< 350 95 15 ABULENCIA,A 06 CDF pp → j G
< 270 95 16 ABDALLAH 05B DLPH e+ e− → γG
< 210 95 17 ACHARD 04E L3 e+ e− → γG
< 480 95 18 ACOSTA 04C CDF pp → j G
< 0.00038 95 19 CASSE 04 Neutron star γ soures
< 610 95 20 ABAZOV 03 D0 pp → j G
< 0.96 95 21 HANNESTAD 03 Supernova ooling
< 0.096 95 22 HANNESTAD 03 Diuse γ bakground
< 0.051 95 23 HANNESTAD 03 Neutron star γ soures
< 300 95 24 HEISTER 03C ALEP e+ e− → γG
25
FAIRBAIRN 01 Cosmology
< 0.66 95 26 HANHART 01 Supernova ooling
27
CASSISI 00 Red giants
<1300 95 28 ACCIARRI 99S L3 e+ e− → Z G
1
SIRUNYAN 18S searh for pp → j G , using 35.9 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13 TeV to plae
lower limits on M
D
for two to six extra dimensions (see their Table VII), from whih this
bound on R is derived. This limit supersedes that in KHACHATRYAN 15AL.
2
HANNESTAD 03 obtain a limit on R from the heating of old neutron stars by the
surrounding loud of trapped KK gravitons. Limits for all δ ≤ 7 are given in their
Tables V and VI. These limits supersede those in HANNESTAD 02.
3
AABOUD 18I searh for pp → j G , using 36.1 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13 TeV to plae
lower limits on M
D
for two to six extra dimensions (see their Table 7), from whih this
bound on R is derived. This limit supersedes that in AABOUD 16D.
4
SIRUNYAN 18BV searh for pp → Z G , using 35.9 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13 TeV to
plae lower limits on M
D
for two to seven extra dimensions (see their Figure 11), from
whih this bound on R is derived.
5
SIRUNYAN 17AQ searh for pp → γG , using 12.9 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13 TeV to
plae limits on M
D
for three to six extra dimensions (see their Table 3).
6
AABOUD 16F searh for pp → γG , using 3.2 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13 TeV to plae
limits on M
D
for two to six extra dimensions (see their Figure 9), from whih this bound
on R is derived.
7
KHACHATRYAN 16N searh for pp → γG , using 19.6 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 8 TeV
to plae limits on M
D
for three to six extra dimensions (see their Table 5).
8
AAD 15CS searh for pp → γG , using 20.3 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 8 TeV to plae lower
limits on M
D
for two to six extra dimensions (see their Fig. 18).
9
AAD 13C searh for pp → γG , using 4.6 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 7 TeV to plae bounds
on M
D
for two to six extra dimensions, from whih this bound on R is derived.
10
AAD 13D searh for the dijet deay of quantum blak holes in 4.8 fb
−1
of data produed
in pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to plae bounds onM
D
for two to seven extra dimensions,
from whih these bounds on R are derived. Limits on M
D
for all δ ≤ 7 are given in
their Table 3.
11
AJELLO 12 obtain a limit on R from the gamma-ray emission of point γ soures that
arise from the photon deay of KK gravitons whih are gravitationally bound around
neutron stars. Limits for all δ ≤ 7 are given in their Table 7.
12
AALTONEN 08AC searh for pp → γG and pp → j G at
√





respetively, in order to plae bounds on the fundamental sale and
size of the extra dimensions. See their Table III for limits on all δ ≤ 6.
13
ABAZOV 08S searh for pp → γG , using 1 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae
bounds on M
D
for two to eight extra dimensions, from whih these bounds on R are
derived. See their paper for intermediate values of δ.
14
DAS 08 obtain a limit on R from Kaluza-Klein graviton ooling of SN1987A due to
plasmon-plasmon annihilation.
15
ABULENCIA,A 06 searh for pp → j G using 368 pb−1 of data at
√
s = 1.96 TeV. See
their Table II for bounds for all δ ≤ 6.
16
ABDALLAH 05B searh for e
+
e
− → γG at
√
s = 180{209 GeV to plae bounds on
the size of extra dimensions and the fundamental sale. Limits for all δ ≤ 6 are given
in their Table 6. These limits supersede those in ABREU 00Z.
17
ACHARD 04E searh for e
+
e
− → γG at
√
s = 189{209 GeV to plae bounds on the
size of extra dimensions and the fundamental sale. See their Table 8 for limits with
δ ≤ 8. These limits supersede those in ACCIARRI 99R.
18
ACOSTA 04C searh for pp → j G at
√
s = 1.8 TeV to plae bounds on the size of
extra dimensions and the fundamental sale. See their paper for bounds on δ = 4, 6.
19
CASSE 04 obtain a limit on R from the gamma-ray emission of point γ soures that
arises from the photon deay of gravitons around newly born neutron stars, applying the
tehnique of HANNESTAD 03 to neutron stars in the galati bulge. Limits for all δ ≤
7 are given in their Table I.
20
ABAZOV 03 searh for pp → j G at
√
s=1.8 TeV to plae bounds on M
D
for 2 to 7
extra dimensions, from whih these bounds on R are derived. See their paper for bounds
on intermediate values of δ. We quote results without the approximate NLO saling
introdued in the paper.
21
HANNESTAD 03 obtain a limit on R from graviton ooling of supernova SN1987a.
Limits for all δ ≤ 7 are given in their Tables V and VI.
22
HANNESTAD 03 obtain a limit on R from gravitons emitted in supernovae and whih
subsequently deay, ontaminating the diuse osmi γ bakground. Limits for all δ ≤ 7
are given in their Tables V and VI. These limits supersede those in HANNESTAD 02.
23
HANNESTAD 03 obtain a limit on R from gravitons emitted in two reent supernovae
and whih subsequently deay, reating point γ soures. Limits for all δ ≤ 7 are given in
their Tables V and VI. These limits are orreted in the published erratum.
24
HEISTER 03C use the proess e
+
e
− → γG at
√
s = 189{209 GeV to plae bounds
on the size of extra dimensions and the sale of gravity. See their Table 4 for limits with




FAIRBAIRN 01 obtains bounds on R from over prodution of KK gravitons in the early
universe. Bounds are quoted in paper in terms of fundamental sale of gravity. Bounds
depend strongly on temperature of QCD phase transition and range from R< 0.13 µm
to 0.001 µm for δ=2; bounds for δ=3,4 an be derived from Table 1 in the paper.
26
HANHART 01 obtain bounds on R from limits on graviton ooling of supernova SN 1987a
using numerial simulations of proto-neutron star neutrino emission.
27
CASSISI 00 obtain rough bounds on M
D
(and thus R) from red giant ooling for δ=2,3.
See their paper for details.
28
ACCIARRI 99S searh for e
+
e
− → Z G at
√
s=189 GeV. Limits on the gravity sale
are found in their Table 2, for δ ≤ 4.
Mass Limits on M
TT
This setion inludes limits on the ut-o mass sale, M
TT
, of dimension-8 operators
from KK graviton exhange in models of large extra dimensions. Ambiguities in the
UV-divergent summation are absorbed into the parameter λ, whih is taken to be λ =
±1 in the following analyses. Bounds for λ = −1 are shown in parenthesis after the
bound for λ = +1, if appropriate. Dierent papers use slightly dierent denitions of






, as disussed in the above Review on \Extra Dimensions."
VALUE (TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
> 9.02 95 1 SIRUNYAN 18DDCMS pp → dijet, ang. distrib.
>20.6 (> 15.7) 95 2 GIUDICE 03 RVUE Dim-6 operators
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
> 6.9 95 3 SIRUNYAN 19AC CMS pp → e+ e−,µ+µ−,γγ
> 7.0 (>5.6) 95 4 SIRUNYAN 18DU CMS pp → γγ
> 6.5 95 5 AABOUD 17AP ATLS pp → γγ
> 3.8 95 6 AAD 14BE ATLS pp → e+ e−, µ+µ−
> 3.2 95 7 AAD 13E ATLS pp → e+ e−,µ+µ−,γγ
8
BAAK 12 RVUE Eletroweak
> 0.90 (>0.92) 95 9 AARON 11C H1 e± p → e±X
> 1.48 95 10 ABAZOV 09AE D0 pp → dijet, ang. distrib.
> 1.45 95 11 ABAZOV 09D D0 pp → e+ e−, γγ
> 1.1 (> 1.0) 95 12 SCHAEL 07A ALEP e+ e− → e+ e−
> 0.898 (> 0.998) 95 13 ABDALLAH 06C DLPH e+ e− → ℓ+ ℓ−
> 0.853 (> 0.939) 95 14 GERDES 06 pp → e+ e−, γγ
> 0.96 (> 0.93) 95 15 ABAZOV 05V D0 pp → µ+µ−
> 0.78 (> 0.79) 95 16 CHEKANOV 04B ZEUS e± p → e±X
> 0.805 (> 0.956) 95 17 ABBIENDI 03D OPAL e+ e− → γγ
> 0.7 (> 0.7) 95 18 ACHARD 03D L3 e+ e− → Z Z
> 0.82 (> 0.78) 95 19 ADLOFF 03 H1 e± p → e±X
> 1.28 (> 1.25) 95 20 GIUDICE 03 RVUE
> 0.80 (> 0.85) 95 21 HEISTER 03C ALEP e+ e− → γγ
2069
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Extra Dimensions
> 0.84 (> 0.99) 95 22 ACHARD 02D L3 e+ e− → γγ
> 1.2 (> 1.1) 95 23 ABBOTT 01 D0 pp → e+ e−, γγ
> 0.60 (> 0.63) 95 24 ABBIENDI 00R OPAL e+ e− → µ+µ−
> 0.63 (> 0.50) 95 24 ABBIENDI 00R OPAL e+ e− → τ+ τ−
> 0.68 (> 0.61) 95 24 ABBIENDI 00R OPAL e+ e− → µ+µ−,τ+ τ−
25




> 0.680 (> 0.542) 95 26 ABREU 00S DLPH e+ e− → µ+µ−,τ+ τ−
> 15{28 99.7 27 CHANG 00B RVUE Eletroweak
> 0.98 95 28 CHEUNG 00 RVUE e+ e− → γγ
> 0.29{0.38 95 29 GRAESSER 00 RVUE (g−2)µ
> 0.50{1.1 95 30 HAN 00 RVUE Eletroweak
> 2.0 (> 2.0) 95 31 MATHEWS 00 RVUE p p → j j







> 1.412 (> 1.077) 95 36 BOURILKOV 99 e+ e− → e+ e−
1
SIRUNYAN 18DD use dijet angular distributions in 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions
at
√
s = 13 TeV to plae a lower bound on 
T
, here onverted to MTT . This updates
the results of SIRUNYAN 17F.
2
GIUDICE 03 plae bounds on 
6









f γµγ5f), using data from a variety of experiments.
Results are quoted for λ=±1 and are independent of δ.
3
SIRUNYAN 19AC use 35.9 (36.3) fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in
the dieletron (dimuon) hannels to plae a lower limit on 
T
, here onverted to MTT .
The dieletron and dimuon hannels are ombined with previous results in the diphoton
hannel to set the best limit. Bounds on individual hannels and dierent priors an be
found in their Table 2. This updates the results in KHACHATRYAN 15AE.
4
SIRUNYAN 18DU use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to plae lower
limits onMTT (equivalent to theirMS ). This updates the results of CHATRCHYAN 12R.
5
AABOUD 17AP use 36.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to plae lower
limits on MTT (equivalent to their MS ). This updates the results of AAD 13AS.
6
AAD 14BE use 20 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV in the dilepton hannel
to plae lower limits on MTT (equivalent to their MS ).
7
AAD 13E use 4.9 and 5.0 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in the
dieletron and dimuon hannels, respetively, to plae lower limits on MTT (equivalent
to their M
S
). The dieletron and dimuon hannels are ombined with previous results in
the diphoton hannel to set the best limit. Bounds on individual hannels and dierent
priors an be found in their Table VIII.
8




as a funtion of M
D
. See their Fig. 22 for onstraints with a Higgs mass of 120 GeV.
9
AARON 11C searh for deviations in the dierential ross setion of e
±
p → e±X in
446 pb
−1
of data taken at
√
s = 301 and 319 GeV to plae a bound on MTT .
10
ABAZOV 09AE use dijet angular distributions in 0.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae lower bounds on T (equivalent to their MS), here onverted
to MTT .
11
ABAZOV 09D use 1.05 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae lower
bounds on 
T
(equivalent to their M
s
), here onverted to MTT .
12






s = 189{209 GeV to plae lower limits on 
T
,
here onverted to limits on MTT .
13






s ∼ 130{207 GeV to plae lower limits on
MTT , whih is equivalent to their denition of Ms . Bound shown inludes all possible
nal state leptons, ℓ = e, µ, τ . Bounds on individual leptoni nal states an be found
in their Table 31.
14
GERDES 06 use 100 to 110 pb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.8 TeV, as
reorded by the CDF Collaboration during Run I of the Tevatron. Bound shown inludes




and γγ nal states are found in their
Table I.
15
ABAZOV 05V use 246 pb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh for
deviations in the dierential ross setion to µ+µ− from graviton exhange.
16





of ombined data and Q
2
values up to 40,000 GeV
2
to plae a bound
on MTT .
17






s=181{209 GeV to plae bounds on the ul-
traviolet sale M
TT




ACHARD 03D look for deviations in the ross setion for e
+
e
− → Z Z from
√
s =




ADLOFF 03 searh for deviations in the dierential ross setion of e
±
p → e±X at√




GIUDICE 03 review existing experimental bounds on M
TT
and derive a ombined limit.
21






s= 189{209 GeV to plae bounds on the sale
of dim-8 gravitational interations. Their M
±
s




ACHARD 02 searh for s-hannel graviton exhange eets in e
+
e










states at the Tevatron.
24








ABREU 00A searh for s-hannel graviton exhange eets in e
+
e











s=183 and 189 GeV. Bounds on µ and τ individual
nal states given in paper.
27
CHANG 00B derive 3σ limit on M
TT
of (28,19,15) TeV for δ=(2,4,6) respetively
assuming the presene of a torsional oupling in the gravitational ation. Highly model
dependent.
28
CHEUNG 00 obtains limits from anomalous diphoton prodution at OPAL due to graviton
exhange. Original limit for δ=4. However, unknown UV theory renders δ dependene
unreliable. Original paper works in HLZ onvention.
29
GRAESSER 00 obtains a bound from graviton ontributions to g−2 of the muon through
loops of 0.29 TeV for δ=2 and 0.38 TeV for δ=4,6. Limits sale as λ1/2. However
alulational sheme not well-dened without speiation of high-sale theory. See the
\Extra Dimensions Review."
30
HAN 00 alulates orretions to gauge boson self-energies from KK graviton loops and
onstrain them using S and T. Bounds on M
TT
range from 0.5 TeV (δ=6) to 1.1 TeV
(δ=2); see text. Limits have strong dependene, λδ+2, on unknown λ oeÆient.
31
MATHEWS 00 searh for evidene of graviton exhange in CDF and D dijet prodution











MELE 00 obtains bound from KK graviton ontributions to e
+
e
− → V V (V=γ,W ,Z)
at LEP. Authors use Hewett onventions.
33
ABBIENDI 99P searh for s-hannel graviton exhange eets in e
+
e
− → γγ at
E
m
=189 GeV. The limits G
+
> 660 GeV and G− > 634 GeV are obtained from
ombined E
m
=183 and 189 GeV data, where G± is a sale related to the fundamental
gravity sale.
34
ACCIARRI 99M searh for the reation e
+
e




− → γγ, W+W−, Z Z , e+ e−, µ+µ−, τ+ τ−, qq at E
m
=183 GeV.
Limits on the gravity sale are listed in their Tables 1 and 2.
35
ACCIARRI 99S searh for the reation e
+
e




− → γγ, W+W−, Z Z , e+ e−, µ+µ−, τ+ τ−, qq at E
m
=189 GeV.
Limits on the gravity sale are listed in their Tables 1 and 2.
36







and 189 GeV. Bound is on 
T
.
Limits on 1/R = M

This setion inludes limits on 1/R = M

, the ompatiation sale in models with
one TeV-sized extra dimension, due to exhange of Standard Model KK exitations.
Bounds assume fermions are not in the bulk, unless stated otherwise. See the \Extra
Dimensions" review for disussion of model dependene.
VALUE (TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>4.16 95 1 AAD 12CC ATLS pp → ℓℓ
>6.1 2 BARBIERI 04 RVUE Eletroweak
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
3
AABOUD 18AV ATLS pp → t t t t
4
AABOUD 18CE ATLS pp → t t t t
>3.8 95 5 ACCOMANDO 15 RVUE Eletroweak
>3.40 95 6 KHACHATRY...15T CMS pp → ℓX
7
CHATRCHYAN13AQ CMS pp → ℓX
>1.38 95 8 CHATRCHYAN13W CMS pp → γγ, δ=6, M
D
=5 TeV
>0.715 95 9 EDELHAUSER 13 RVUE pp → ℓℓ + X
>1.40 95 10 AAD 12CP ATLS pp → γγ, δ=6, M
D
=5 TeV
>1.23 95 11 AAD 12X ATLS pp → γγ, δ=6, M
D
=5 TeV
>0.26 95 12 ABAZOV 12M D0 pp → µµ
>0.75 95 13 BAAK 12 RVUE Eletroweak
14
FLACKE 12 RVUE Eletroweak
>0.43 95 15 NISHIWAKI 12 RVUE H → WW , γγ
>0.729 95 16 AAD 11F ATLS pp → γγ, δ=6, M
D
=5 TeV
>0.961 95 17 AAD 11X ATLS pp → γγ, δ=6, M
D
=5 TeV
>0.477 95 18 ABAZOV 10P D0 pp → γγ, δ=6, M
D
=5 TeV
>1.59 95 19 ABAZOV 09AE D0 pp → dijet, angular dist.
>0.6 95 20 HAISCH 07 RVUE B → X
s
γ
>0.6 90 21 GOGOLADZE 06 RVUE Eletroweak
>3.3 95 22 CORNET 00 RVUE Eletroweak
> 3.3{3.8 95 23 RIZZO 00 RVUE Eletroweak
1
AAD 12CC use 4.9 and 5.0 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in the
dieletron and dimuon hannels, respetively, to plae a lower bound on the mass of the
lightest KK Z/γ boson (equivalent to 1/R = M

). The limit quoted here assumes a at
prior orresponding to when the pure Z/γ KK ross setion term dominates. See their
Setion 15 for more details.
2
BARBIERI 04 use eletroweak preision observables to plae a lower bound on the om-
patiation sale 1/R. Both the gauge bosons and the Higgs boson are assumed to
propagate in the bulk.
3
AABOUD 18AV use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with multiple b-jets, to plae a lower bound on the ompatiation sale in a model
with two universal extra dimensions. Assuming the radii of the two extra dimensions are
equal, a lower limit of 1.8 TeV for the Kaluza-Klein mass is obtained.
4
AABOUD 18CE use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in nal states
with same-harge leptons and b-jets, to plae a lower bound on the ompatiation
sale in a model with two universal extra dimensions. Assuming the radii of the two extra
dimensions are equal, a lower limit of 1.45 TeV for the Kaluza-Klein mass is obtained.
5
ACCOMANDO 15 use eletroweak preision observables to plae a lower bound on the
ompatiation sale 1/R. See their Fig. 2 for the bound as a funtion of sinβ, whih
parametrizes the VEV ontribution from brane and bulk Higgs elds. The quoted value
is for the minimum bound whih ours at sinβ = 0.45.
6
KHACHATRYAN 15T use 19.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to plae
a lower bound on the ompatiation sale 1/R.
7
CHATRCHYAN 13AQ use 5.0 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√





s = 8 TeV to plae a lower bound on the ompatiation
sale 1/R, in models with universal extra dimensions and Standard Model elds propa-
gating in the bulk. See their Fig. 5 for the bound as a funtion of the universal bulk
fermion mass parameter µ.
8
CHATRCHYAN 13W use diphoton events with large missing transverse momentum in
4.93 fb
−1
of data produed from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to plae a lower bound
on the ompatiation sale in a universal extra dimension model with gravitational
deays. The bound assumes that the uto sale , for the radiative orretions to the
Kaluza-Klein masses, satises /M

= 20. The model parameters are hosen suh that
the deay γ∗ → G γ ours with an appreiable branhing fration.
9
EDELHAUSER 13 use 19.6 and 20.6 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV




to plae a lower bound on the mass of the seond lightest Kaluza-Klein Z/γ boson (on-
verted to a limit on 1/R = M

). The bound assumes Standard Model elds propagating





AAD 12CP use diphoton events with large missing transverse momentum in 4.8 fb
−1
of data produed from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to plae a lower bound on the
ompatiation sale in a universal extra dimension model with gravitational deays.
The bound assumes that the uto sale , for the radiative orretions to the Kaluza-
Klein masses, satises /M

= 20. The model parameters are hosen suh that the
deay γ∗ → G γ ours with an appreiable branhing fration.
11
AAD 12X use diphoton events with large missing transverse momentum in 1.07 fb
−1
of data produed from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to plae a lower bound on the
ompatiation sale in a universal extra dimension model with gravitational deays.
The bound assumes that the uto sale , for the radiative orretions to the Kaluza-
Klein masses, satises /M

= 20. The model parameters are hosen suh that the
deay γ∗ → G γ ours with an appreiable branhing fration.
12
ABAZOV 12M use same-sign dimuon events in 7.3 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae a lower bound on the ompatiation sale 1/R, in models
with universal extra dimensions where all Standard Model elds propagate in the bulk.
13
BAAK 12 use eletroweak preision observables to plae a lower bound on the ompat-
iation sale 1/R, in models with universal extra dimensions and Standard Model elds
propagating in the bulk. Bound assumes a 125 GeV Higgs mass. See their Fig. 25 for
the bound as a funtion of the Higgs mass.
14
FLACKE 12 use eletroweak preision observables to plae a lower bound on the om-
patiation sale 1/R, in models with universal extra dimensions and Standard Model
elds propagating in the bulk. See their Fig. 1 for the bound as a funtion of the
universal bulk fermion mass parameter µ.
15
NISHIWAKI 12 use up to 2 fb
−1
of data from the ATLAS and CMS experiments that
onstrains the prodution ross setion of a Higgs-like partile to plae a lower bound on
the ompatiation sale 1/R in universal extra dimension models. The quoted bound
assumes Standard Model elds propagating in the bulk and a 125 GeV Higgs mass. See
their Fig. 1 for the bound as a funtion of the Higgs mass.
16
AAD 11F use diphoton events with large missing transverse energy in 3.1 pb
−1
of data
produed from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to plae a lower bound on the ompati-
ation sale in a universal extra dimension model with gravitational deays. The bound
assumes that the uto sale , for the radiative orretions to the Kaluza-Klein masses,
satises /Mc = 20. The model parameters are hosen suh that the deay γ
∗ → G γ
ours with an appreiable branhing fration.
17
AAD 11X use diphoton events with large missing transverse energy in 36 pb
−1
of data
produed from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to plae a lower bound on the ompati-
ation sale in a universal extra dimension model with gravitational deays. The bound
assumes that the uto sale , for the radiative orretions to the Kaluza-Klein masses,
satises /M

= 20. The model parameters are hosen suh that the deay γ∗ → G γ
ours with an appreiable branhing fration.
18
ABAZOV 10P use diphoton events with large missing transverse energy in 6.3 fb
−1
of
data produed from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae a lower bound on the
ompatiation sale in a universal extra dimension model with gravitational deays.
The bound assumes that the uto sale , for the radiative orretions to the Kaluza-
Klein masses, satises /Mc=20. The model parameters are hosen suh that the deay
γ∗ → G γ ours with an appreiable branhing fration.
19
ABAZOV 09AE use dijet angular distributions in 0.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae a lower bound on the ompatiation sale.
20
HAISCH 07 use inlusive B-meson deays to plae a Higgs mass independent bound on
the ompatiation sale 1/R in the minimal universal extra dimension model.
21
GOGOLADZE 06 use eletroweak preision observables to plae a lower bound on the
ompatiation sale in models with universal extra dimensions. Bound assumes a 115
GeV Higgs mass. See their Fig. 3 for the bound as a funtion of the Higgs mass.
22
CORNET 00 translates a bound on the oeÆient of the 4-fermion operator
(ℓγµ τ
a ℓ)(ℓγµ τa ℓ) derived by Hagiwara and Matsumoto into a limit on the mass sale
of KK W bosons.
23
RIZZO 00 obtains limits from global eletroweak ts in models with a Higgs in the bulk
(3.8 TeV) or on the standard brane (3.3 TeV).
Limits on Kaluza-Klein Gravitons in Warped Extra Dimensions
This setion plaes limits on the mass of the rst Kaluza-Klein (KK) exitation of the
graviton in the warped extra dimension model of Randall and Sundrum. Bounds in
parenthesis assume Standard Model elds propagate in the bulk. Experimental bounds
depend strongly on the warp parameter, k. See the \Extra Dimensions" review for a
full disussion.
Here we list limits for the value of the warp parameter k/M
P
= 0.1.
VALUE (TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>4.25 95 1 SIRUNYAN 18BB CMS pp → G → e+ e−, µ+µ−
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
2
AAD 20C ATLS pp → G → HH
3
AABOUD 19A ATLS pp → G → HH
4
AABOUD 19O ATLS pp → G → HH
5
AAD 19D ATLS pp → G → WW , Z Z
6
SIRUNYAN 19 CMS pp → G → HH
7
SIRUNYAN 19BE CMS pp → G → HH
8
SIRUNYAN 19CF CMS pp → G → HH
9
AABOUD 18AK ATLS pp → G → WW
10
AABOUD 18AL ATLS pp → G → Z Z
11
AABOUD 18BF ATLS pp → G → Z Z
12
AABOUD 18BI ATLS pp → G → t t
13
AABOUD 18CJ ATLS pp → G → V V ,V H,ℓℓ
14
AABOUD 18CQ ATLS pp → G → HH
15
AABOUD 18CWATLS pp → G → HH
16
SIRUNYAN 18AF CMS pp → G → HH
17
SIRUNYAN 18AS CMS pp → G → Z Z
18
SIRUNYAN 18AX CMS pp → G → WW
19
SIRUNYAN 18BK CMS pp → G → Z Z
>1.8 95 20 SIRUNYAN 18BO CMS pp → G → j j
21
SIRUNYAN 18CWCMS pp → G → HH
22
SIRUNYAN 18DJ CMS pp → G → Z Z
>4.1 95 23 SIRUNYAN 18DU CMS pp → G → γγ
24
SIRUNYAN 18F CMS pp → G → HH
25
SIRUNYAN 18I CMS pp → G → bb
26
SIRUNYAN 18P CMS pp → G → WW , Z Z
>4.1 95 27 AABOUD 17AP ATLS pp → G → γγ
28
AAD 16R ATLS pp → G → WW ,Z Z
29
AAD 15AU ATLS pp → G → Z Z
30
AAD 15AZ ATLS pp → G → WW
31
AAD 15CT ATLS pp → G → WW ,Z Z
>2.68 95 32 AAD 14V ATLS pp → G → e+ e−, µ+µ−
>1.23 (>0.84) 95 33 AAD 13A ATLS pp → G → WW
>0.94 (>0.71) 95 34 AAD 13AO ATLS pp → G → WW
>2.23 95 35 AAD 13AS ATLS pp → γγ, e+ e−, µ+µ−
>0.845 95 36 AAD 12AD ATLS pp → G → Z Z
37
AALTONEN 12V CDF pp → G → Z Z
38
BAAK 12 RVUE Eletroweak
39
AALTONEN 11G CDF pp → G → Z Z
>1.058 95 40 AALTONEN 11R CDF pp → G → e+ e−, γγ
>0.754 95 41 ABAZOV 11H D0 pp → G → WW
>0.607 42 AALTONEN 10N CDF pp → G → WW
>1.05 43 ABAZOV 10F D0 pp → G → e+ e−, γγ
44
AALTONEN 08S CDF pp → G → Z Z
>0.90 45 ABAZOV 08J D0 pp → G → e+ e−, γγ
46
AALTONEN 07G CDF pp → G → γγ
>0.889 47 AALTONEN 07H CDF pp → G → e e
>0.785 48 ABAZOV 05N D0 pp → G → ℓℓ, γγ
>0.71 49 ABULENCIA 05A CDF pp → G → ℓℓ
1
SIRUNYAN 18BB use 35.9 (36.3) fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to
searh for dilepton resonanes in the dieletron (dimuon) hannel. See their paper for
other limits with warp parameter values k/M
P
= 0.01 and 0.05. This updates the results
of KHACHATRYAN 17T.
2
AAD 20C use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for Higgs




, and bbτ+ τ− nal states. See their
Figure 5(b)() for limits on the ross setion as a funtion of the KK graviton mass. In
the ase of k/M
P
= 1 and 2, gravitons are exluded in the mass range 260{3000 GeV
and 260{1760 GeV, respetively.
3
AABOUD 19A use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
Higgs boson pair prodution in the bbbb nal state. See their Figure 9 for limits on the
ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass. Assuming
k/M
P
= 1, gravitons in the mass range 313{1362 GeV are exluded. This updates the
results of AABOUD 16I.
4
AABOUD 19O use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
Higgs boson pair prodution in the bbW W nal state. See their Figure 12 for limits
on the ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass for
k/M
P




AAD 19D use 139 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for diboson
resonanes in the all-hadroni nal state. See their Figure 9(b) for the limit on the
ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass, inluding
theoretial values for k/M
P
= 1. This updates the results of AABOUD 18F.
6
SIRUNYAN 19 use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
Higgs boson pair prodution in the γγbb nal state. See their Figure 9 for limits on the
ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass. Assuming
k/M
P
= 1, gravitons in the mass range 290{810 GeV are exluded. This updates the
result of KHACHATRYAN 16BQ.
7
SIRUNYAN 19BE use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for Higgs boson pair prodution by ombining the results from four nal states: bbγγ,
bb τ τ , bbbb, and bbV V . See their Figure 7 for limits on the ross setion times
branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass.
8
SIRUNYAN 19CF use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for Higgs boson pair prodution in the bbqq
′ ℓν nal state. See their Figure 7 for limits
on the ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass,
inluding theoretial values for k/M
P
= 0.1 and 0.3.
9
AABOUD 18AK use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
WW resonanes in ℓν qq nal states (ℓ=e, µ). See their Figure 7(d) for the limit on the
ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass, inluding
theoretial values for k/M
P
= 1. This updates the results of AABOUD 16AE.
10
AABOUD 18AL use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for diboson resonanes in the ℓℓqq and ν ν qq nal states. See their Figure 14 for the
limit on ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the the KK graviton
mass, inluding theoretial values for k/M
P
= 0.5 and 1. This updates the results of
AABOUD 16AE.
11
AABOUD 18BF use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for Z Z resonanes in the ℓℓℓℓ and ℓℓν ν nal states (ℓ=e, µ). See their Figure 10 for
the limit on the ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton




AABOUD 18BI use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
top-quark pairs deaying into the lepton-plus jets topology. See their Figure 16 for the
limit on the KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration,




AABOUD 18CJ ombine the searhes for heavy resonanes deaying into bosoni and
leptoni nal states from 36.1 fb
−1
of pp ollision data at
√
s = 13 TeV. The lower
limit on the KK graviton mass, with k/M
P
= 1, is 2.3 TeV.
14
AABOUD 18CQ use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
Higgs boson pair prodution in the bb τ+ τ− nal state. See their Figure 2 for limits
on the ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass.
Assuming k/M
P
= 1, gravitons in the mass range 325{885 GeV are exluded.
2071
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15
AABOUD 18CW use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
Higgs boson pair prodution in the γγbb nal state. See their Figure 7 for limits on the
ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass.
16
SIRUNYAN 18AF use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
Higgs boson pair prodution in the bbbb nal state. See their Figure 9 for limits on the
ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass, inluding
theoretial values for k/M
P
= 0.5. This updates the results of KHACHATRYAN 15R.
17
SIRUNYAN 18AS use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
Z Z resonanes in the ℓℓν ν nal state (ℓ=e, µ). See their Figure 5 for the limit on the
KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration, inluding
theoretial values for k/M
P
= 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0.
18
SIRUNYAN 18AX use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for WW resonanes in ℓν qq nal states (ℓ=e, µ). See their Figure 6 for the limit on the
KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration, inluding
theoretial values for k/M
P
= 0.5. This updates the results of KHACHATRYAN 14A.
19
SIRUNYAN 18BK use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for Z Z resonanes in the ν ν qq nal state. See their Figure 4 for the limit on the
KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration, inluding




SIRUNYAN 18BO use up to 36 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to
searh for dijet resonanes. Besides the quoted bound, KK graviton masses between 1.9
TeV and 2.5 TeV are also exluded. See their Figure 11 for the limit on the produt of
the ross setion, branhing fration and aeptane as a funtion of the KK graviton
mass. This updates the results of KHACHATRYAN 17W.
21
SIRUNYAN 18CW use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for Higgs boson pair prodution in the bbbb nal state. See their Figure 8 for limits
on the ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass,




SIRUNYAN 18DJ use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for Z Z resonanes in 2ℓ2q nal states (ℓ = e, µ). See their Figure 6 for the limit on the
KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration. Assuming
k/M
P
= 0.5, a graviton mass is exluded below 925 GeV.
23
SIRUNYAN 18DU use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV, in the
diphoton hannel to plae a lower limit on the mass of the lightest KK graviton. See
their paper for limits with other warp parameter values k/M
P
= 0.01 and 0.2. This
updates the results of KHACHATRYAN 16M.
24
SIRUNYAN 18F use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for Higgs boson pair prodution in the bb ℓν ℓν nal state. See their Figure 7 for limits
on the ross setion times branhing fration as a funtion of the KK graviton mass,




SIRUNYAN 18I use 19.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to searh for
narrow resonanes deaying to bottom quark pairs. See their Figure 3 for the limit on
the KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration in the
mass range of 325{1200 GeV.
26
SIRUNYAN 18P use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for diboson resonanes with dijet nal states. See their Figure 6 for the limit on the
KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration, inluding
theoretial values for k/M
P
= 0.5. This updates the results of SIRUNYAN 17AK.
27
AABOUD 17AP use 36.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in the diphoton
hannel to plae a lower limit on the mass of the lightest KK graviton. This updates the
results of AABOUD 16H.
28
AAD 16R use 20.3 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to plae a lower
bound on the mass of the lightest KK graviton. See their Figure 4 for the limit on the
KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration.
29
AAD 15AU use 20 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to searh for KK
gravitons in a warped extra dimension deaying to Z Z dibosons. See their Figure 2
for limits on the KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing
fration.
30
AAD 15AZ use 20.3 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to plae a lower
bound on the mass of the lightest KK graviton. See their Figure 2 for limits on the KK
graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing ratio.
31
AAD 15CT use 20.3 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to plae a lower
bound on the mass of the lightest KK graviton. See their Figures 6b and 6 for the limit
on the KK graviton mass as a funtion of the ross setion times branhing fration.
32
AAD 14V use 20.3 (20.5) fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV in the dieletron
(dimuon) hannels to plae a lower bound on the mass of the lightest KK graviton. This
updates the results of AAD 12CC .
33
AAD 13A use 4.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in the ℓν ℓν hannel,
to plae a lower bound on the mass of the lightest KK graviton.
34
AAD 13AO use 4.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in the ℓν j j hannel,
to plae a lower bound on the mass of the lightest KK graviton.
35
AAD 13AS use 4.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV in the diphoton
hannel to plae lower limits on the mass of the lightest KK graviton. The diphoton
hannel is ombined with previous results in the dieletron and dimuon hannels to set
the best limit. See their Table 2 for warp parameter values k/M
P
between 0.01 and 0.1.
This updates the results of AAD 12Y .
36
AAD 12AD use 1.02 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to searh for KK
gravitons in a warped extra dimension deaying to Z Z dibosons in the l l j j and l l l l
hannels (ℓ=e, µ). The limit is quoted for the ombined l l j j + l l l l hannels. See their
Figure 5 for limits on the ross setion σ(G → Z Z) as a funtion of the graviton mass.
37
AALTONEN 12V use 6 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh
for KK gravitons in a warped extra dimension deaying to Z Z dibosons in the l l j j
and l l l l hannels (ℓ=e, µ). It provides improved limits over the previous analysis in
AALTONEN 11G. See their Figure 16 for limits from all hannels ombined on the ross
setion times branhing ratio σ(pp → G∗ → Z Z) as a funtion of the graviton mass.
38
BAAK 12 use eletroweak preision observables to plae a lower bound on the ompat-
iation sale k e
−πk R
, assuming Standard Model elds propagate in the bulk and the
Higgs is onned to the IR brane. See their Fig. 27 for more details.
39
AALTONEN 11G use 2.5{2.9 fb−1 of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to
searh for KK gravitons in a warped extra dimension deaying to Z Z dibosons via the
e e e e, e e µµ, µµµµ, e e j j, and µµ j j hannels. See their Fig. 20 for limits on the ross
setion σ(G → Z Z) as a funtion of the graviton mass.
40
AALTONEN 11R uses 5.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV in the
dieletron hannel to plae a lower bound on the mass of the lightest graviton. It
provides ombined limits with the diphoton hannel analysis of AALTONEN 11U. For
warp parameter values k/M
P
between 0.01 to 0.1 the lower limit on the mass of the
lightest graviton is between 612 and 1058 GeV. See their Table I for more details.
41
ABAZOV 11H use 5.4 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae a
lower bound on the mass of the lightest graviton. Their 95% C.L. exlusion limit does
not inlude masses less than 300 GeV.
42
AALTONEN 10N use 2.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae a
lower bound on the mass of the lightest graviton.
43
ABAZOV 10F use 5.4 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to plae a
lower bound on the mass of the lightest graviton. For warp parameter values of k/M
P
between 0.01 and 0.1 the lower limit on the mass of the lightest graviton is between 560
and 1050 GeV. See their Fig. 3 for more details.
44
AALTONEN 08S use pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh for KK gravitons in
warped extra dimensions. They searh for graviton resonanes deaying to four eletrons
via two Z bosons using 1.1 fb
−1
of data. See their Fig. 8 for limits on σ ·B(G → Z Z)
versus the graviton mass.
45
ABAZOV 08J use pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh for KK gravitons in warped
extra dimensions. They searh for graviton resonanes deaying to eletrons and photons
using 1 fb
−1
of data. For warp parameter values of k/M
P
between 0.01 and 0.1 the
lower limit on the mass of the lightest exitation is between 300 and 900 GeV. See their
Fig. 4 for more details.
46
AALTONEN 07G use pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh for KK gravitons in
warped extra dimensions. They searh for graviton resonanes deaying to photons using
1.2 fb
−1
of data. For warp parameter values of k/M
P
= 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 the bounds
on the graviton mass are 850, 694, and 230 GeV, respetively. See their Fig. 3 for more
details. See also AALTONEN 07H.
47
AALTONEN 07H use pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh for KK gravitons in
warped extra dimensions. They searh for graviton resonanes deaying to eletrons
using 1.3 fb
−1
of data. For a warp parameter value of k/M
P
= 0.1 the bound on the
graviton mass is 807 GeV. See their Fig. 4 for more details. A ombined analysis with
the diphoton data of AALTONEN 07G yields for k/M
P
= 0.1 a graviton mass lower
bound of 889 GeV.
48
ABAZOV 05N use pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh for KK gravitons in warped
extra dimensions. They searh for graviton resonanes deaying to muons, eletrons or
photons, using 260 pb
−1
of data. For warp parameter values of k/M
P
= 0.1, 0.05, and
0.01, the bounds on the graviton mass are 785, 650 and 250 GeV respetively. See their
Fig. 3 for more details.
49
ABULENCIA 05A use pp ollisions at
√
s = 1.96 TeV to searh for KK gravitons in
warped extra dimensions. They searh for graviton resonanes deaying to muons or
eletrons, using 200 pb
−1
of data. For warp parameter values of k/M
P
= 0.1, 0.05,
and 0.01, the bounds on the graviton mass are 710, 510 and 170 GeV respetively.
Limits on Kaluza-Klein Gluons in Warped Extra Dimensions
This setion plaes limits on the mass of the rst Kaluza-Klein (KK) exitation of the
gluon in warped extra dimension models with Standard Model elds propagating in
the bulk. Bounds are given for a spei benhmark model with  /m = 15.3% where
  is the width and m the mass of the KK gluon. See the\Extra Dimensions" review
for more disussion.
VALUE (TeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
>3.8 95 1 AABOUD 18BI ATLS gKK → t t → ℓ j
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
2
AABOUD 19AS ATLS gKK → t t → j j
3
SIRUNYAN 19AL CMS gKK → t T
>2.5 95 4 CHATRCHYAN13BMCMS gKK → t t
5
CHEN 13A B → X
s
γ
>1.5 95 6 AAD 12BV ATLS gKK → t t → ℓ j
1
AABOUD 18BI use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. This result
updates AAD 13AQ.
2
AABOUD 19AS use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. An upper
bound of 3.4 TeV is plaed on the KK gluon mass for  /m = 30%.
3
SIRUNYAN 19AL use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to plae
limits on a KK gluon deaying to a top quark and a heavy vetor-like fermion, T. KK
gluon masses between 1.5 and 2.3 TeV and between 2.0 and 2.4 TeV are exluded for T
masses of 1.2 and 1.5 TeV, respetively.
4
CHATRCHYAN 13BM use 19.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV. Bound
is for a width of approximately 15{20% of the KK gluon mass.
5
CHEN 13A plae limits on the KK mass sale for a spei warped model with ustodial
symmetry and bulk fermions. See their Figures 4 and 5.
6
AAD 12BV use 2.05 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV.
Blak Hole Prodution Limits
Semilassial Blak Holes
VALUE (GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
SIRUNYAN 18DA CMS pp → multijet
2
AAD 16N ATLS pp → multijet
3
AAD 16O ATLS pp → ℓ + (ℓℓ/ℓ j / j j)
4
AAD 13AWATLS pp → µµ
1
SIRUNYAN 18DA use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for semilassial blak holes deaying to multijet nal states. No exess of events above
the expeted level of standard model bakground was observed. Exlusions at 95% CL
are set on the mass threshold for blak hole prodution as a funtion of the higher-
dimensional Plank sale for rotating and nonrotating blak holes under several model
assumptions (ADD, 2, 4, 6 extra dimensions model) in the 7.1{10.3 TeV range. These
limits supersede those in SIRUNYAN 17CP.
2
AAD 16N use 3.6 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for semilas-
sial blak hole deays to multijet nal states. No exess of events above the expeted
level of Standard Model bakground was observed. Exlusion ontours at 95% C.L. are
set on the mass threshold for blak hole prodution versus higher-dimensional Plank





AAD 16O use 3.2 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for semi-
lassial blak hole deays to high-mass nal states with leptons and jets. No exess of
events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was observed. Exlusion
ontours at 95% C.L. are set on the mass threshold for blak hole prodution versus
higher-dimensional Plank sale for rotating blak holes (ADD, 2 to 6 extra dimensions).
4
AAD 13AW use 20.3 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to searh for semi-
lassial blak hole deays to like-sign dimuon nal states using large trak multipliity.
No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was ob-
served. Exlusion ontours at 95% C.L. are set on the mass threshold for blak hole
prodution versus higher-dimensional Plank sale in various extra dimensions, rotating
and non-rotating models.
Quantum Blak Holes
VALUE (GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AABOUD 18BA ATLS pp → γ j
2
AABOUD 18CMATLS pp → e µ, e τ , µτ
3
SIRUNYAN 18AT CMS pp → e µ
4
SIRUNYAN 18DDCMS pp → dijet, ang. distrib.
5
AABOUD 17AK ATLS pp → j j
6
SIRUNYAN 17CP CMS pp → j j
7
KHACHATRY...16BE CMS pp → e µ
8
KHACHATRY...15V CMS pp → j j
9
AAD 14AL ATLS pp → ℓ j
10
AAD 14V ATLS pp → e e, µµ
11
CHATRCHYAN13A CMS pp → j j
1
AABOUD 18BA use 36.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for quantum blak hole deays to nal states with a photon and a jet. No exess of
events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was observed. Exlusion
limits at 95% C.L. are set on mass thresholds for blak hole prodution in ADD (6 extra
dimensions) and RS1 models. Assuming the blak hole mass threshold is equal to the
Plank sale, mass thresholds below 7.1 TeV and 4.4 TeV are exluded for the ADD and
RS1 models, respetively. These limits supersede those in AAD 16AI.
2
AABOUD 18CM use 36.1 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for quantum blak hole deays with dierent-avor high-mass dilepton nal states. No
exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was observed.
Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on mass thresholds for blak hole prodution in ADD
(6 extra dimensions) and RS1 models. Assuming the blak hole mass threshold is equal
to the higher-dimensional Plank sale, mass thresholds below 5.6 (3.4), 4.9 (2.9), and
4.5 (2.6) TeV are exluded in the e µ, e τ and µτ hannels for the ADD (RS1) models,
respetively. These limits supersede those in AABOUD 16P.
3
SIRUNYAN 18AT use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for quantum blak hole deays to eµ nal states. In Figure 4, lower mass limits of 5.3,
5.5 and 5.6 TeV are plaed in a model with 4, 5 and 6 extra dimensions, respetively,
and a lower mass limit of 3.6 TeV is found for a single warped dimension.
4
SIRUNYAN 18DD use 35.9 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for quantum blak hole deays in dijet angular distributions. A lower mass limit of 5.9
(8.2) TeV is plaed in the RS (ADD) model with one (six) extra dimension(s).
5
AABOUD 17AK use 37 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh for
quantum blak hole deays to nal states with dijets. No exess of events above the
expeted level of Standard Model bakground was observed. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L.
are set on mass thresholds for blak hole prodution in an ADD (6 extra dimensions)
model. Assuming the blak hole mass threshold is equal to the higher-dimensional Plank
sale, mass thresholds below 8.9 TeV are exluded.
6
SIRUNYAN 17CP use 2.3 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 13 TeV to searh
for quantum blak holes deaying to dijet nal states. No exess of events above the
expeted level of standard model bakground was observed. Limits on the quantum blak
hole mass threshold are set as a funtion of the higher-dimensional Plank sale, under
the assumption that the mass threshold must exeed the above Plank sale. Depending
on the model, mass thresholds in the range up to 5.1{9.0 TeV are exluded.
7
KHACHATRYAN 16BE use 19.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to
searh for quantum blak holes undergoing lepton avor violating deay to the eµ nal
state. No exess of events above the expeted level of standard model bakground was
observed. Exlusion limits at 95% CL are set on mass thresholds for blak hole prodution
in the ADD (2{6 at extra dimensions), RS1 (1 warped extra dimension), and a model
with a Plank sale at the TeV sale from a renormalization of the gravitational onstant
(no extra dimensions). Limits on the blak hole mass threshold are set assuming that
it is equal to the higher-dimensional Plank sale. Mass thresholds for quantum blak
holes in the range up to 3.15{3.63 TeV are exluded in the ADD model. In the RS1
model, mass thresholds below 2.81 TeV are exluded in the PDG onvention for the
Shwarzshild radius. In the model with no extra dimensions, mass thresholds below
1.99 TeV are exluded.
8
KHACHATRYAN 15V use 19.7 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to
searh for quantum blak holes deaying to dijet nal states. No exess of events above
the expeted level of standard model bakground was observed. Exlusion limits at
95% CL are set on mass thresholds for blak hole prodution in the ADD (2{6 at
extra dimensions) and RS1 (1 warped extra dimension) model. Limits on the blak hole
mass threshold are set as a funtion of the higher-dimensional Plank sale, under the
assumption that the mass threshold must exeed the above Plank sale. Depending on
the model, mass thresholds in the range up to 5.0{6.3 TeV are exluded. This paper
supersedes CHATRCHYAN 13AD.
9
AAD 14AL use 20.3 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to searh for
quantum blak hole deays to nal states with high-invariant-mass lepton + jet. No
exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model bakground was observed.
Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on mass thresholds for blak hole prodution in an
ADD (6 extra dimensions) model. Assuming the blak hole mass threshold is equal to
the higher-dimensional Plank sale, mass thresholds below 5.3 TeV are exluded.
10
AAD 14V use 20.3 (20.5) fb
−1
of data in the dieletron (dimuon) hannels from pp
ollisions at
√
s = 8 TeV to searh for quantum blak hole deays involving high-mass
dilepton resonanes. No exess of events above the expeted level of Standard Model
bakground was observed. Exlusion limits at 95% C.L. are set on mass thresholds
for blak hole prodution in ADD (6 extra dimensions) and RS1 models. Assuming the
blak hole mass threshold is equal to the higher-dimensional Plank sale, mass thresholds
below 3.65 TeV and 2.24 TeV are exluded for the ADD and RS1 models, respetively.
11
CHATRCHYAN 13A use 5 fb
−1
of data from pp ollisions at
√
s = 7 TeV to searh
for quantum blak holes deaying to dijet nal states. No exess of events above the
expeted level of standard model bakground was observed. Exlusion limits at 95%
CL are set on mass thresholds for blak hole prodution in the ADD (2{6 at extra
dimensions) and RS (1 warped extra dimension) model. Limits on the blak hole mass
threshold are set as a funtion of the higher-dimensional Plank sale, under assumption
that the mass threshold must exeed the above Plank sale. Depending on the model,
mass thresholds in the range up to 4.0{5.3 TeV are exluded.
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WIMP and Dark Matter Searhes
We omit papers on CHAMP's, milliharged partiles, and other ex-
oti partiles.
GALACTIC WIMP SEARCHES
These limits are for weakly-interating stable partiles that may onstitute
the invisible mass in the galaxy. Unless otherwise noted, a loal mass
density of 0.3 GeV/m3 is assumed; see eah paper for veloity distribution
assumptions. In the papers the limit is given as a funtion of the X
0
mass. Here we list limits only for typial mass values of sub-GeV, GeV, 20
GeV, 100 GeV, and 1 TeV. Spei limits on supersymmetri dark matter
partiles may be found in the Supersymmetry setion.
Spin-Independent Cross Setion Limits











VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<1 × 10−2 90 1 ABDELHAME...19A CRES CaWO
4
<5.4× 10−6 90 2 AGNESE 19A SCDM GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
<1 90 3 AKERIB 19 LUX light DM on Xe via
Migdal/brem eet




<1.6× 10−3 90 5 APRILE 19C XE1T DM on Xe
<1 × 10−7 90 6 APRILE 19D XE1T DM on Xe
<0.1 90 7 ARMENGAUD 19 EDEL GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
<1.6× 103 90 8 KOBAYASHI 19 XMAS annual modulation Xe
<7 × 102 90 9 LIU 19B CDEX Ge; sub-GeV DM via
Migdal
<7 × 10−7 90 10 AGNES 18 DS50 GeV-sale WIMPs on Ar
<1.5× 10−5 95 11 AGNESE 18 SCDM GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
<2 × 10−8 90 12 APRILE 18 XE1T Xe, SI
<4.5× 10−3 90 13 ARNAUD 18 NEWS low mass WIMP, Ne
<8 × 10−6 90 14 JIANG 18 CDEX GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
<3 × 10−5 90 15 YANG 18 CDEX WIMPs on Ge
<1 × 10−6 90 16 AKERIB 17 LUX Xe
<1 × 102 90 17 ANGLOHER 17A CRES GeV-sale WIMPs
<7 × 10−5 90 18 ANGLOHER 16 CRES CaWO
4
<3 × 10−5 90 19 APRILE 16 X100 Xe
<4.3× 10−4 90 20 ARMENGAUD 16 EDE3 GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
<7 × 10−5 90 21 HEHN 16 EDE3 SI WIMP on Ge
<6 × 10−5 90 22 ZHAO 16 CDEX GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge




<8 × 10−5 90 24 XIAO 15 PNDX WIMPs on Xe
<3 × 10−5 90 25 AGNESE 14 SCDM GeV-sale WIMPs
<1 × 10−3 90 26 AKERIB 14 LUX WIMP on Xe
<9 × 10−4 90 27 LI 13B TEXO WIMPs on Ge




<2 × 10−4 90 29 AALSETH 11 CGNT GeV WIMPs on Ge
<5 × 10−4 90 30 AHMED 11B CDM2 GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
<8 × 10−5 90 31 ANGLE 11 XE10 Xe
<5 × 10−4 90 32 AKERIB 10 CDM2 WIMPs on Ge/Si
1
ABDELHAMEED 19A searh for GeV sale dark matter SI satter on CaWO
4
; no signal,
limits plaed in σ vs. mass plane for m(DM) ∼ 0.1{10 GeV. The listed limit is for
m(DM) = 1 GeV.
2
AGNESE 19A searh for 1.5{10 GeV WIMP satter on Ge in CDMSlite dataset. Limits
set in a likelihood analysis. No signal was observed. Limit reported for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
3
AKERIB 19 searh for 0.4{5 GeV DM using bremsstrahlung photons and "Migdal" ele-
trons; 1.4× 104 kg d exposure of liquid Xe; onstraint σSI (χN) < 1 pb for m(χ) = 5
GeV in light salar mediator model.
4




in PICO-60 bubble hamber; no signal:
set limit for spin independent oupling σSI (χN) < 1× 10−6 pb for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
5
APRILE 19C searh for light DM satter on Xe via atomi exitation, ionization (Migdal
eet) or bremsstrahlung; no signal, limits plaed in σ vs. m(DM) plane for m(DM)
∼ 0.085{2 GeV. The listed limit is for m(DM) = 1 GeV.
6
APRILE 19D searh for light DM satter on Xe via ionization to probe SI, SD, and χe
ross setions; with 22 t d exposure, limits plaed in various σ vs. m(DM) planes. Quoted
limit is for m(DM) = 5 GeV.
7
ARMENGAUD 19searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 0.045{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
8
KOBAYASHI 19 searh for sub-GeV WIMP annual modulation in Xe via brems; no signal;
limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 0.3{1 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ)
= 0.5 GeV.
9
LIU 19B seah for sub-GeV DM using Migdal eet on Ge at CDEX-IB; no signal, require
σSI (χN) < 7× 102 pb for m(χ) = 0.1 GeV.
10
AGNES 18 searh for 1.8{20 GeV WIMP SI satter on Ar; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5
GeV.
11
AGNESE 18 searh for GeV sale WIMPs using CDMSlite; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs.
m(χ) plane for m ∼ 1.5{20 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
12
APRILE 18 searh for WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal, limits set in σ(χN) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 6{1000 GeV; quoted limit is for m = 6 GeV.
13
ARNAUD 18 searh for low mass WIMP satter on Ne via SPC at NEWS-G; limits set
in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 0.5{20 GeV; quoted limit is for m = 5 GeV.
14
JIANG 18 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ)
plane for m(χ) ∼ 3{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
15
YANG 18 searh for WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 2{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
16
AKERIB 17 searh for WIMP satter on Xe; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane
for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
17




rystal; limits plaed in
σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 0.15{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
18
ANGLOHER 16 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on CaWO
4
; limits plaed in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 0.5{30 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
19
APRILE 16 searh for low mass WIMPs via ionization at XENON100; limits plaed in
σSI (χN) vs m(χ) plane for m ∼ 3.5{20 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
20
ARMENGAUD 16 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
21
HEHN 16 searh for low mass WIMPs via SI satter on Ge target using prole likelihood
analysis; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV; quoted limit
is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
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22
ZHAO 16 searh for GeV-sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ)
plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
23




in PICO-2L; limits plaed in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{25 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
24
XIAO 15 searh for WIMP satter on Xe with PandaX-I; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{100 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
25
AGNESE 14 searh for GeV sale WIMPs SI satter at SuperCDMS; no signal, limits
plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 3.5{30 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ)
= 5 GeV.
26
AKERIB 14 searh for WIMP satter on Xe; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane
for m(χ) ∼ 5{5000 GeV. Limit given for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
27
LI 13B searh for WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{100 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
28




; limits set in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 4{12 GeV; quoted limit is for m = 5 GeV.
29
AALSETH 11 searh for GeV-sale SI WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed on σSI (χN)
for m(χ) ∼ 3.5{100 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
30
AHMED 11B searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge in CDMS II; limits plaed in
σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 4{12 GeV.
31
ANGLE 11 searh for GeV sale WIMPs in Xenon-10; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ)
plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{20 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
32
AKERIB 10 searh for WIMP satter on Ge/Si in CDMS2; limits plae in σSI (χN) vs.





For limits from X
0
annihilation in the Sun, the assumed annihilation nal state is
shown in parenthesis in the omment.
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
ANGLOHER 19 CRES CaWO
4
<7 × 10−5 90 2 KIM 19A KIMS NaI
<3 × 10−7 90 3 KOBAYASHI 19 XMAS SI WIMP on Xe
4
SEONG 19 BELL  → γA, A → χχ
<3.5 × 10−5 90 5 YANG 19 CDEX annual modulation Ge
<2 × 10−7 90 6 ABE 18C XMAS X0- Xe modulation
<1.44× 10−5 90 7 ADHIKARI 18 C100 NaI
<3 × 10−7 90 8 AGNES 18 DS50 X0-Ar
<5 × 10−6 95 9 AGNESE 18 SCDM Ge
<4 × 10−8 90 10 AGNESE 18A SCDM Ge
<6 × 10−11 90 11 APRILE 18 XE1T Xe, SI
<4.5 × 10−3 90 12 ARNAUD 18 NEWS GeV WIMPs on Ne
<2 × 10−6 90 13 AARTSEN 17 ICCB ν, earth
<2 × 10−10 90 14 AKERIB 17 LUX Xe
<1 × 10−3 90 15 BARBOSA-D... 17 ICCB NaI
<1.7 × 10−10 90 16 CUI 17A PNDX WIMPs on Xe
<7.3 × 10−7 90 AGNES 16 DS50 Ar
<1 × 10−5 90 17 AGNESE 16 CDMS Ge
<2 × 10−4 90 18 AGUILAR-AR...16 DMIC Si CCDs
<4.5 × 10−5 90 19 ANGLOHER 16 CRES CaWO
4
<2 × 10−6 90 20 APRILE 16 X100 Xe
<9.4 × 10−8 90 21 ARMENGAUD 16 EDE3 Ge
<1.0 × 10−7 90 22 HEHN 16 EDE3 Ge
<5 × 10−6 90 23 ZHAO 16 CDEX Ge
<1 × 10−5 90 AGNES 15 DS50 Ar
<1.5 × 10−6 90 24 AGNESE 15A CDM2 Ge
<1.5 × 10−7 90 25 AGNESE 15B CDM2 Ge




<1.2 × 10−5 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (bb)
<1.19× 10−6 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<2 × 10−8 90 27 XIAO 15 PNDX Xe
<2.0 × 10−7 90 28 AGNESE 14 SCDM Ge
<3.7 × 10−5 90 29 AGNESE 14A SCDM Ge
<1 × 10−9 90 30 AKERIB 14 LUX Xe
<2 × 10−6 90 31 ANGLOHER 14 CRES CaWO
4




<8 × 10−6 90 32 LEE 14A KIMS CsI
<2 × 10−4 90 33 LIU 14A CDEX Ge
<1 × 10−5 90 34 YUE 14 CDEX Ge
<1.08× 10−4 90 35 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<1.5 × 10−5 90 36 ABE 13B XMAS Xe
<3.1 × 10−6 90 37 AGNESE 13 CDM2 Si
<3.4 × 10−6 90 38 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si
<2.2 × 10−6 90 39 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si
40
BERNABEI 13A DAMA NaI modulation
<1.2 × 10−4 90 41 LI 13B TEXO Ge
42
ZHAO 13 CDEX Ge
<1.2 × 10−7 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
43
ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO
4
<8 × 10−6 90 44 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO
4
<7 × 10−9 90 45 APRILE 12 X100 Xe
<7 × 10−7 90 46 ARMENGAUD 12 EDE2 Ge
47
BARRETO 12 DMIC CCD
<2 × 10−6 90 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I




<1.5 × 10−6 90 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
<5 × 10−5 90 49 AALSETH 11 CGNT Ge
50
AALSETH 11A CGNT Ge
<5 × 10−7 90 51 AHMED 11 CDM2 Ge, inelasti
<2.7 × 10−7 90 52 AHMED 11A RVUE Ge
<3 × 10−6 90 53 ANGLE 11 XE10 Xe
<7 × 10−8 90 54 APRILE 11 X100 Xe
55
APRILE 11A X100 Xe, inelasti
<2 × 10−8 90 45 APRILE 11B X100 Xe
56
HORN 11 ZEP3 Xe
<2 × 10−7 90 AHMED 10 CDM2 Ge
<1 × 10−5 90 57 AKERIB 10 CDM2 Si, Ge, low threshold
<1 × 10−7 90 APRILE 10 X100 Xe
<2 × 10−6 90 ARMENGAUD 10 EDE2 Ge




<1.5 × 10−7 90 58 AHMED 09 CDM2 Ge
<2 × 10−4 90 59 LIN 09 TEXO Ge
60
AALSETH 08 CGNT Ge
1
ANGLOHER 19 searh for low mass WIMP satter on CaWO
4
; no signal; limits plaed
on Wilson oeÆients for m(χ) = 0.6{60 GeV.
2
KIM 19A searh for WIMP satter in NaI KIMS experiment; no signal: require σSI (χn)
< 7× 10−5 pb for m(χ) = 20 GeV.
3
KOBAYASHI 19 searh for WIMP satter in XMASS single-phase liquid Xe detetor; no
signal; require σSI (χN) < 3× 10−7 pb for m(χ) = 20 GeV.
4
SEONG 19 searh for  → γA, A → χχ via CP-odd Higgs; no signal; limits on
BF set; model dependent onversion to WIMP-nuleon sattering ross setion limits
σSI < 10−36 m2 for m(χ) = 0.01{1 GeV.
5
YANG 19 searh for low mass wimps via annual modulation in Ge; no signal; require
σSI (χN) < 3.5× 10−5 pb for m(χ) = 20 GeV.
6
ABE 18C searh for WIMP annual modulation signal for m(WIMP): 6{20 GeV; limits set
on SI WIMP-nuleon ross setion: see Fig. 6.
7
ADHIKARI 18 searh for WIMP satter on NaI; no signal; require σSI < 1.44× 10−5
pb for m(WIMP) = 20 GeV; inonsistent with DAMA/LIBRA result.
8
AGNES 18 searh low mass m(WIMP): 1.8{20 GeV satter on Ar; limits on SI WIMP-
nuleon ross setion set in Fig. 8.
9
AGNESE 18 give limits for σSI (χN) for m(WIMP) between 1.5 and 20 GeV using
CDMSlite mode data.
10
AGNESE 18A searh for WIMP satter on Ge at SuperCDMS; 1 event, onsistent with
expeted bakground; set limit in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 10{250 GeV.
11
APRILE 18 searh for WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal, limits plaed in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 6{1000 GeV.
12
ARNAUD 18 searh for low mass WIMP satter on Ne via SPC at NEWS-G; limits set
in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 0.5{20 GeV.
13
AARTSEN 17 obtain σ(SI) < 6× 10−6 pb for m(wimp) = 20 GeV from ν from earth.
14
AKERIB 17 searh for WIMP satter on Xe; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane
for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
15
BARBOSA-DE-SOUZA 17 searh for annual modulation of WIMP satter on NaI using
an exposure of 61 kg yr of DM-Ie17 for reoil energy in the 4{20 keV range (DAMA
found modulation for reoil energy < 5 keV). No modulation seen. Sensitivity insuÆient
to distinguish DAMA signal from null.
16
CUI 17A searh for SI WIMP satter; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m
∼ 10{1× 104 GeV using 54 ton-day exposure of Xe.
17
AGNESE 16 CDMSlite exludes low mass WIMPs 1.6{5.5 GeV and SI sattering ross
setion depending on m(WIMP); see Fig. 4.
18
AGUILAR-AREVALO 16 searh low mass 1{10 GeV WIMP satter on Si CCDs; set limits
Fig. 11.
19
ANGLOHER 16 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on CaWO
4
; limits plaed in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 0.5{30 GeV.
20
APRILE 16 searh for low mass WIMPs via ionization at XENON100; limits plaed in
σSI (χN) vs m(χ) plane for m ∼ 3.5{20 GeV.
21
ARMENGAUD 16 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV.
22
HEHN 16 searh for low mass WIMPs via SI satter on Ge target using prole likelihood
analysis; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV.
23
ZHAO 16 searh for GeV-sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ)
plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV.
24
AGNESE 15A reanalyse AHMED 11B low threshold data. See their Fig. 12 (left) for
improved limits extending down to 5 GeV.
25
AGNESE 15B reanalyse AHMED 10 data.
26
See their Fig. 7 for limits extending down to 4 GeV.
27
XIAO 15 searh for WIMP satter on Xe with PandaX-I; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{100 GeV.
28






This limit value is provided by the authors. AGNESE 14A result is from CDMSlite
mode operation with enhaned sensitivity to low mass m
X
0
. See their Fig. 3 for limits
extending down to m
X
0
= 3.5 GeV (see also Fig. 4 in AGNESE 14).
30















LIU 14A result is based on prototype CDEX-0 detetor. See their Fig. 13 for limits










AARTSEN 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between June 2010 and May 2011.
36





This limit value is provided by the authors. AGNESE 13 use data taken between Ot.
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38
This limit value is provided by the authors. AGNESE 13A use data taken between July
2007 and Sep. 2008. Three andidate events are seen. Assuming these events are real,
the best t parameters are m
X
0
= 8.6 GeV and σ = 1.9× 10−5 pb.
39
This limit value is provided by the authors. Limit from ombined data of AGNESE 13





BERNABEI 13A searh for annual modulation of ounting rate in the 2{6 keV reoil
energy interval, in a 14 yr live time exposure of 1.33 t yr. Find a modulation of 0.0112 ±
0.0012 ounts/(day kg keV) with 9.3 sigma C.L. Find period and phase in agreement
with expetations from DM partiles.
41
LI 13B searh for WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{100 GeV.
42





ANGLOHER 12 observe exess events above the expeted bakground whih are onsis-
tent with X
0
with mass ∼ 25 GeV (or 12 GeV) and spin-independent X0-nuleon ross
setion of 2× 10−6 pb (or 4× 10−5 pb).
44
Reanalysis of ANGLOHER 09 data with all three nulides. See also BROWN 12.
45
See also APRILE 14A.
46





See their Fig. 13 for ross setion limits for m
X
0
between 1.2 and 10 GeV.
48
See also DAHL 12 for a ritiism.
49





AALSETH 11A nd indiations of annual modulation of the data, the energy spetrum
being ompatible with X
0
mass around 8 GeV. See also AALSETH 13.
51
AHMED 11 searh for X
0
inelasti sattering. See their Fig. 8{10 for limits. The inelasti
ross setion redues to the elasti ross setion at the limit of zero mass splitting (Fig.
8, left).
52
AHMED 11A ombine CDMS II and EDELWEISS data.
53
ANGLE 11 show limits down to m
X
0
= 4 GeV on Fig. 3.
54
APRILE 11 reanalyze APRILE 10 data.
55
APRILE 11A searh for X
0
inelasti sattering. See their Fig. 2 and 3 for limits. See
also APRILE 14A.
56
HORN 11 perform detetor alibration by neutrons. Earlier results are only marginally
aeted.
57
See their Fig. 10 and 12 for limits extending to X
0
mass of 1 GeV.
58
Superseded by AHMED 10.
59
See their Fig. 6(a) for ross setion limits for m
X
0
extending down to 2 GeV.
60
See their Fig. 2 for ross setion limits for m
X
0





For limits from X
0
annihilation in the Sun, the assumed annihilation nal state is
shown in parenthesis in the omment.
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<4 × 10−8 90 1 ABE 19 XMAS Xe
<3.9 × 10−9 90 2 AJAJ 19 DEAP Ar
<2.3 × 10−6 90 3 ADHIKARI 18 C100 NaI
<1.14× 10−8 90 4 AGNES 18A DS50 Ar
<2 × 10−8 90 5 AGNESE 18A CDMS Ge
<1.2 × 10−8 90 6 AMAUDRUZ 18 DEAP Ar
<9.12× 10−11 90 7 APRILE 18 XE1T Xe
8
REN 18 PNDX SIDM at PDX-II
<1.7 × 10−10 90 9 AKERIB 17 LUX Xe
<1.2 × 10−10 90 10 APRILE 17G XE1T Xe
<1.2 × 10−10 90 11 CUI 17A PNDX Xe
<2.0 × 10−8 90 AGNES 16 DS50 Ar
<1 × 10−9 90 12 AKERIB 16 LUX Xe
<1 × 10−9 90 13 APRILE 16B X100 Xe
<2 × 10−8 90 14 TAN 16 PNDX Xe
<4 × 10−10 90 15 TAN 16B PNDX Xe
<6 × 10−8 90 AGNES 15 DS50 Ar
<4 × 10−8 90 16 AGNESE 15B CDM2 Ge
<7.13× 10−6 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (bb)
<6.26× 10−7 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (W+W−)
<2.76× 10−7 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<1.5 × 10−8 90 17 XIAO 15 PNDX Xe
<1 × 10−9 90 AKERIB 14 LUX Xe
<4.0 × 10−6 90 18 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (W+W−)
<1.0 × 10−4 90 18 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (bb)
<1.6 × 10−6 90 18 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)




<6.01× 10−7 90 19 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
<3.30× 10−5 90 19 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
<1.9 × 10−6 90 20 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (W+W−)
<1.2 × 10−4 90 20 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (bb)
<7.6 × 10−7 90 20 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<2 × 10−6 90 21 AGNESE 13 CDM2 Si
<1.6 × 10−6 90 22 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (W+W−)
<1.9 × 10−5 90 22 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (bb)
<7.1 × 10−7 90 22 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<3.2 × 10−4 90 23 LI 13B TEXO WIMPs on Ge
<1.67× 10−6 90 24 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
<1.07× 10−4 90 24 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
<4 × 10−8 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
<1.4 × 10−6 90 25 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO
4
<3 × 10−9 90 26 APRILE 12 X100 Xe
<3 × 10−7 90 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I




<2.5 × 10−7 90 27 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
<2 × 10−4 90 AALSETH 11 CGNT Ge
28
AHMED 11 CDM2 Ge, inelasti
<3.3 × 10−8 90 29 AHMED 11A RVUE Ge
30
AJELLO 11 FLAT
<3 × 10−8 90 31 APRILE 11 X100 Xe
32
APRILE 11A X100 Xe, inelasti
<1 × 10−8 90 26 APRILE 11B X100 Xe
<5 × 10−8 90 33 ARMENGAUD 11 EDE2 Ge
34
HORN 11 ZEP3 Xe
<4 × 10−8 90 AHMED 10 CDM2 Ge
<9 × 10−6 90 AKERIB 10 CDM2 Si, Ge, low threshold
35
AKIMOV 10 ZEP3 Xe, inelasti
<5 × 10−8 90 APRILE 10 X100 Xe
<1 × 10−7 90 ARMENGAUD 10 EDE2 Ge




<5 × 10−8 90 36 AHMED 09 CDM2 Ge
37
ANGLE 09 XE10 Xe, inelasti




ABE 19 searh for SI DD in single phase Xe; no signal; require σSI (χp) < 4 × 10−8
pb for m(χ) ∼ 100 GeV.
2
AJAJ 19 searh for SI WIMP-nuleon satter with 758 tonne day exposure of single phase
liquid Ar; no signal: require σSI (χN) < 3.9× 10−9 pb for m(χ) = 100 GeV.
3
ADHIKARI 18 searh for WIMP satter on NaI;limit set σSI (χp) < 2.3× 10−6 pb for
m(χ) = 100 GeV.
4
AGNES 18A searh for WIMP satter on 46.4 kg Ar; no signal; require σSI (χN) <
1.14 × 10−8 pb for m(χ) = 100 GeV.
5
AGNESE 18A set limit σSI (χN) < 2× 10−8 pb for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV.
6
AMAUDRUZ 18 searh for WIMP satter on Ar with DEAP-3600; limits set: σSI (χp)
< 1.2× 10−8 pb for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV.
7
APRILE 18 searh for WIMP satter on 1.3 t liquid Xe; no signal; require σSI (χp)
< 9.12 × 10−11 pb for m(χ) = 100 GeV.
8
REN 18 searh for self-interating DM at Panda-X-II with a total exposure of 54 ton
day; limits set in m(DM) vs. m(mediator) plane.
9
AKERIB 17 exlude SI ross setion > 1.7× 10−10 pb for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV. Uses
omplete LUX data set.
10
APRILE 17G set limit σSI (χp) < 1.2 10−10 pb for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV using 1 ton
duial mass Xe TPC. Exposure is 34.2 live days.
11
CUI 17A searh for SI WIMP satter; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m
∼ 10{1× 104 GeV using 54 ton-day exposure of Xe.
12
AKERIB 16 re-analysis of 2013 data exlude SI ross setion > 1×10−9 pb form(WIMP)
= 100 GeV on Xe target.
13
APRILE 16B ombined 447 live days using Xe target exlude σ(SI) > 1.1 × 10−9 pb
for m(WIMP) = 50 GeV.
14
TAN 16 searh for WIMP satter o Xe target; see SI exlusion plot Fig. 6.
15
TAN 16B searh for WIMP-p satter o Xe target; see Fig. 5 for SI exlusion.
16
AGNESE 15B reanalyse AHMED 10 data.
17
XIAO 15 searh for WIMP satter on Xe with PandaX-I; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{100 GeV.
18
AVRORIN 14 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun in data taken between 1998 and 2003. See their Table 1 for limits
assuming annihilation into neutrino pairs.
19
AARTSEN 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between June 2010 and May 2011.
20
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihi-
lation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between Jan. 2007 and De. 2008.
21
AGNESE 13 use data taken between Ot. 2006 and July 2007.
22
BOLIEV 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken from 1978 to 2009. See also SUVOROVA 13 for an
older analysis of the same data.
23
LI 13B searh for WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{100 GeV.
24
ABBASI 12 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun. The amount of X
0




Reanalysis of ANGLOHER 09 data with all three nulides. See also BROWN 12.
26
See also APRILE 14A.
27







AHMED 11 searh for X
0
inelasti sattering. See their Fig. 8{10 for limits.
29
AHMED 11A ombine CDMS and EDELWEISS data.
30




annihilations in the Sun. Models in whih X
0
annihilates into an intermediate long-lived weakly interating partiles or X
0
satters
inelastially are onstrained. See their Fig. 6{8 for limits.
31
APRILE 11 reanalyze APRILE 10 data.
32
APRILE 11A searh for X
0
inelasti sattering. See their Fig. 2 and 3 for limits. See
also APRILE 14A.
33
Supersedes ARMENGAUD 10. A limit on inelasti ross setion is also given.
34
HORN 11 perform detetor alibration by neutrons. Earlier results are only marginally
aeted.
35
AKIMOV 10 give ross setion limits for inelastially sattering dark matter. See their
Fig. 4.
36
Superseded by AHMED 10.
37
ANGLE 09 searh for X
0
inelasti sattering. See their Fig. 4 for limits.
38
GIULIANI 05 analyzes the spin-independent X
0
-nuleon ross setion limits with both
isosalar and isovetor ouplings. See their Fig. 3 and 4 for limits on the ouplings.
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For limits from X
0
annihilation in the Sun, the assumed annihilation nal state is
shown in parenthesis in the omment.
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<3 × 10−6 90 1 YAGUNA 19 Ar; I-spin viol DM
<3.8 × 10−8 90 2 AGNES 18A DS50 Ar
<8.24× 10−10 90 3 APRILE 18 XE1T Xe
<2 × 10−9 90 4 AKERIB 17 LUX Xe
<0.3 90 5 CHEN 17E PNDX χN → χ∗ → χγ
<1.2 × 10−9 90 6 CUI 17A PNDX SI WIMPs on Xe
<8.6 × 10−8 90 AGNES 16 DS50 Ar
<2 × 10−7 90 AGNES 15 DS50 Ar
<2 × 10−7 90 7 AGNESE 15B CDM2 Ge
<1 × 10−8 90 AKERIB 14 LUX Xe
<2.2 × 10−6 90 8 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (W+W−)
<5.5 × 10−5 90 8 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (bb)
<6.8 × 10−7 90 8 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<3.46× 10−7 90 9 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
<7.75× 10−6 90 9 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
<6.9 × 10−7 90 10 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (W+W−)
<1.5 × 10−5 90 10 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (bb)
<1.8 × 10−7 90 10 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<4.3 × 10−6 90 11 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (W+W−)
<3.4 × 10−5 90 11 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (bb)
<1.2 × 10−6 90 11 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
<2.12× 10−7 90 12 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
<6.56× 10−6 90 12 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
<4 × 10−7 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
<1.1 × 10−5 90 13 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO
4
<2 × 10−8 90 14 APRILE 12 X100 Xe
<2 × 10−6 90 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I




<1.5 × 10−6 90 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
15
AHMED 11 CDM2 Ge, inelasti
<1.5 × 10−7 90 16 AHMED 11A RVUE Ge
<2 × 10−7 90 17 APRILE 11 X100 Xe
<8 × 10−8 90 14 APRILE 11B X100 Xe
<2 × 10−7 90 18 ARMENGAUD 11 EDE2 Ge
19
HORN 11 ZEP3 Xe
<2 × 10−7 90 AHMED 10 CDM2 Ge
<4 × 10−7 90 APRILE 10 X100 Xe
<6 × 10−7 90 ARMENGAUD 10 EDE2 Ge
<3.5 × 10−7 90 20 AHMED 09 CDM2 Ge
1
YAGUNA 19 reasts DEAP-3600 single-phase liquid argon results in limit for isospin




= −0.69, requires σSI (χp) < 3×10−6 pb for m(χ) = 1 TeV.
2
AGNES 18A searh for WIMP satter on 46.4 kg Ar; no signal; require σSI (χN) <
3.8× 10−8 pb for m(χ) = 1 TeV.
3
APRILE 18 searh for WIMP satter on 1.3 t Xe; no signal seen; require σSI (χp)
< 8.24 × 10−10 pb for m(χ) = 1 TeV.
4
AKERIB 17 searh for WIMP satter on Xe using omplete LUX data set; limits plaed
in σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
5
CHEN 17E searh for inelasti WIMP satter on Xe; require σSI (χN) < 0.3 pb for m(χ)
= 1 TeV and (mass dierene) = 300 keV.
6
CUI 17A searh for WIMP satter using 54 ton-day exposure of Xe; limits plaed in
σSI (χN) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 10{1× 104 GeV.
7
AGNESE 15B reanalyse AHMED 10 data.
8
AVRORIN 14 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun in data taken between 1998 and 2003. See their Table 1 for limits
assuming annihilation into neutrino pairs.
9
AARTSEN 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between June 2010 and May 2011.
10
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihi-
lation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between Jan. 2007 and De. 2008.
11
BOLIEV 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken from 1978 to 2009. See also SUVOROVA 13 for an
older analysis of the same data.
12
ABBASI 12 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun. The amount of X
0




Reanalysis of ANGLOHER 09 data with all three nulides. See also BROWN 12.
14
See also APRILE 14A.
15
AHMED 11 searh for X
0
inelasti sattering. See their Fig. 8{10 for limits.
16
AHMED 11A ombine CDMS and EDELWEISS data.
17
APRILE 11 reanalyze APRILE 10 data.
18
Supersedes ARMENGAUD 10. A limit on inelasti ross setion is also given.
19
HORN 11 perform detetor alibration by neutrons. Earlier results are only marginally
aeted.
20
Superseded by AHMED 10.
Spin-Dependent Cross Setion Limits











VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 1 × 106 95 1 ABDELHAME...19 CRES GeV-sale WIMPs on Li




< 1.7× 104 90 3 APRILE 19C XE1T light DM on Xe via
Migdal/brem eet
< 8 × 106 90 4 ARMENGAUD 19 EDEL GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
< 70 90 5 XIA 19A PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
<100 90 6 AGNESE 18 SCDM GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
< 1 90 7 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe
< 0.6 90 8 FU 17 PNDX SD WIMP on Xe




< 1.6× 10−1 90 10 ARCHAMBAU...12 PICA 19F
1
ABDELHAMEED 19 searh for SD WIMP satter on
7
Li; limits plaed on σSD(χp) for
m(χ) ∼ 0.8{20 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 1 GeV.
2




in PICO-60 bubble hamber; no signal:
set limit for spin dependent oupling σSD(χp) < 2× 10−4 pb for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
3
APRILE 19C searh for light DM on Xe via Migdal/brem eet; no signal, require
σSD(χp) < 1.7× 104 pb for m(χ) = 1 GeV.
4
ARMENGAUD 19 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSD(χp)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 0.5{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
5
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χp) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
6
AGNESE 18 searh for GeV sale WIMPs with CDMSlite; limits plaed in σSD(χp) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 1.5{20 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
7
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe using 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 6{1× 105 GeV.
8
FU 17 searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe; limits set in σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 103 GeV.; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
9




in PICO-2L; limits plaed in σSD(χp)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 104 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
10
ARCHAMBAULT 12 searh for SD WIMP satter in
19
F with PICASSO; limits set in





For limits from X
0
annihilation in the Sun, the assumed annihilation nal state is
shown in parenthesis in the omment.
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 3 × 105 95 1 ABDELHAME...19 CRES 7Li




< 2.5 × 10−4 90 3 APRILE 19A XE1T Xe, SD
< 1 × 10−3 90 4 XIA 19A PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
< 30 95 5 AGNESE 18 SCDM Ge
< 1 × 10−3 90 6 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe




< 2 × 10−3 90 8 FU 17 PNDX SD WIMP on Xe




< 2 × 10−6 90 10 KHACHATRY...16AJ CMS 8 TeV pp → Z+6ET ;
Z → ℓℓ




< 1.43× 10−3 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (bb)
< 1.42× 10−4 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)




< 1.29× 10−2 90 11 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
< 3.17× 10−2 90 12 APRILE 13 X100 Xe





< 6 × 10−2 90 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I
< 20 90 DAW 12 DRFT F (CF
4
)




< 0.15 90 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
< 1 × 105 90 14 AHLEN 11 DMTP F (CF
4
)
< 0.1 90 14 BEHNKE 11 COUP CF
3
I
< 1.5 × 10−2 90 15 TANAKA 11 SKAM H, solar ν (bb)
< 0.2 90 ARCHAMBAU...09 PICA F
< 4 90 LEBEDENKO 09A ZEP3 Xe
< 0.6 90 ANGLE 08A XE10 Xe
<100 90 ALNER 07 ZEP2 Xe
< 1 90 LEE 07A KIMS CsI
< 20 90 16 AKERIB 06 CDMS 73Ge, 29Si
< 2 90 SHIMIZU 06A CNTR F (CaF
2
)
< 0.5 90 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI










< 35 90 MIUCHI 03 BOLO LiF
< 30 90 TAKEDA 03 BOLO NaF
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1




target to set limit for spin dependent oupling
σSD(χp) < 3.× 105 pb for m(χ) = 20 GeV.
2




in PICO-60 bubble hamber; no signal:
set limit for spin dependent oupling σSD(χp) < 2.5× 10−5 pb for m(χ) = 20 GeV.
3
APRILE 19A searh for SD WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal, limits plaed in
σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 6{1000 GeV.
4
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χp) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
5
AGNESE 18 give limits for σSD(pχ) for m(WIMP) between 1.5 and 20 GeV using
CDMSlite mode data.
6
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe using 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 6{1× 105 GeV.
7
BEHNKE 17 show nal Piasso results based on 231.4 kg d exposure at SNOLab for




searh via superheated droplet; require σ(SD) < 1.32× 10−2
pb for m(WIMP) = 20 GeV.
8
FU 17 searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe; limits set in σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 103 GeV.
9







KHACHATRYAN 16AJ require SD WIMP-p < 2 × 10−6 pb for m(WIMP) = 20 GeV
from pp → Z + 6ET ; Z → ℓℓ signal.
11
AARTSEN 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between June 2010 and May 2011.
12
The value has been provided by the authors. APRILE 13 note that the proton limits on
Xe are highly sensitive to the theoretial model used. See also APRILE 14A.
13




; limits set in σSD(χp) vs.
m(χ) plane for m ∼ 4{500 GeV.
14
Use a diretion-sensitive detetor.
15
TANAKA 11 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun. The amount of X
0









For limits from X
0
annihilation in the Sun, the assumed annihilation nal state is
shown in parenthesis in the omment.
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •




< 4 × 10−4 90 2 APRILE 19A XE1T Xe, SD
< 8 × 10−4 90 3 XIA 19A PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
< 8 × 10−4 90 4 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe




< 3.3 × 10−2 90 6 APRILE 17A X100 Xe inelasti
< 2.8 × 10−1 90 7 BATTAT 17 DRFT CS
2
< 1.5 × 10−3 90 8 FU 17 PNDX Xe
< 0.553{0.019 95 9 AABOUD 16D ATLS pp → j + 6ET
< 1 × 10−5 90 10 AABOUD 16F ATLS pp → γ + 6ET
< 1 × 10−4 90 11 AARTSEN 16C ICCB solar ν (W+W−)
< 2 × 10−4 90 12 ADRIAN-MAR...16 ANTR solar ν (WW , bb, τ τ )
< 3 × 10−3 90 13 AKERIB 16A LUX Xe
< 5 × 10−4 90 14 AMOLE 16 PICO CF
3
I




< 3.19× 10−3 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (bb)
< 2.80× 10−4 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 1.24× 10−4 90 CHOI 15 SKAM H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
< 8 × 102 90 15 NAKAMURA 15 NAGE CF
4
< 1.7 × 10−3 90 16 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 4.5 × 10−2 90 16 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (bb)
< 7.1 × 10−4 90 16 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)




< 2.68× 10−4 90 17 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 1.47× 10−2 90 17 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
< 8.5 × 10−4 90 18 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 5.5 × 10−2 90 18 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (bb)
< 3.4 × 10−4 90 18 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
< 1.00× 10−2 90 19 APRILE 13 X100 Xe
< 7.1 × 10−4 90 20 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 8.4 × 10−3 90 20 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (bb)
< 3.1 × 10−4 90 20 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
< 7.07× 10−4 90 21 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 4.53× 10−2 90 21 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)





< 1 × 10−2 90 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I
< 1.8 90 DAW 12 DRFT F (CF
4
)




< 2 × 10−2 90 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
< 2 × 103 90 15 AHLEN 11 DMTP F (CF
4
)
< 7 × 10−2 90 BEHNKE 11 COUP CF
3
I
< 2.7 × 10−4 90 23 TANAKA 11 SKAM H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 4.5 × 10−3 90 23 TANAKA 11 SKAM H, solar ν (bb)
24




< 6 × 103 90 15 MIUCHI 10 NAGE CF
4
< 0.4 90 ARCHAMBAU...09 PICA F
< 0.8 90 LEBEDENKO 09A ZEP3 Xe
< 1.0 90 ANGLE 08A XE10 Xe
< 15 90 ALNER 07 ZEP2 Xe
< 0.2 90 LEE 07A KIMS CsI
< 1 × 104 90 15 MIUCHI 07 NAGE F (CF
4
)
< 5 90 25 AKERIB 06 CDMS 73Ge, 29Si
< 2 90 SHIMIZU 06A CNTR F (CaF
2
)
< 0.3 90 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI





<100 90 BENOIT 05 EDEL 73Ge










< 35 90 MIUCHI 03 BOLO LiF
< 40 90 TAKEDA 03 BOLO NaF
1




in PICO-60 bubble hamber; no signal:
set limit for spin dependent oupling σSD(χp) < 4× 10−5 pb for m(χ) = 100 GeV.
2
APRILE 19A searh for SD WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal, limits plaed in
σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 6{1000 GeV.
3
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χp) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
4
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe using 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 6{1× 105 GeV.
5
AMOLE 17 require σ(WIMP-p)SD < 5 × 10−5 pb for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV using
PICO-60 1167 kg-days exposure at SNOLab.
6
APRILE 17A require require σ(WIMP-p)(inelasti)SD < 3.3× 10−2 pb for m(WIMP)
= 100 GeV, based on 7640 kg day exposure at LNGS.
7
BATTAT 17 use diretional detetion of CS
2
ions to require σ(SD) < 2.8 × 10−1 pb
for 100 GeV WIMP with a 55 days exposure at the Boulby Underground Siene Faility.
8
FU 17 from a 33000 kg d exposure at CJPL, PANDAX II derive for m(DM) = 100 GeV,
σSD(WIMP-p) < 2× 10−3 pb.
9
AABOUD 16D use ATLAS 13 TeV 3.2 fb
−1
of data to searh for monojet plus missing
ET ; agree with SM rates; present limits on large extra dimensions, ompressed SUSY
spetra and wimp pair prodution.
10
AABOUD 16F searh for monophoton plus missing ET events at ATLAS with 13 Tev
and 3.2 fb
−1
; signal agrees with SM bakground; plae limits on SD WIMP-proton
sattering vs. mediator mass and large extra dimension models.
11
AARTSEN 16C searh for high energy νs from WIMP annihilation in solar ore; limits
set on SD WIMP-p sattering (Fig. 8).
12
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 16 searh for WIMP annihilation into νs from solar ore; exlude
SD ross setion < few 10−4 depending on m(WIMP).
13
AKERIB 16A using 2013 data exlude SD WIMP-proton sattering > 3 × 10−3 pb for
m(WIMP) = 100 GeV.
14
AMOLE 16 use bubble tehnique on CF
3
I target to exlude SD WIMP-p sattering
> 5× 10−4 pb for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV.
15
Use a diretion-sensitive detetor.
16
AVRORIN 14 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun in data taken between 1998 and 2003. See their Table 1 for limits
assuming annihilation into neutrino pairs.
17
AARTSEN 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between June 2010 and May 2011.
18
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihi-
lation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between Jan. 2007 and De. 2008.
19
The value has been provided by the authors. APRILE 13 note that the proton limits on
Xe are highly sensitive to the theoretial model used. See also APRILE 14A.
20
BOLIEV 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken from 1978 to 2009. See also SUVOROVA 13 for an
older analysis of the same data.
21
ABBASI 12 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun. The amount of X
0








; limits set in σSD(χp) vs.
m(χ) plane for m ∼ 4{500 GeV.
23
TANAKA 11 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun. The amount of X
0




See their Fig. 3 for limits on spin-dependent proton ouplings for X
0
mass of 50 GeV.
25
See also AKERIB 05.
26
GIULIANI 05A analyze available data and give ombined limits.
27





GIULIANI 04A give limits for spin-dependent X
0





For limits from X
0
annihilation in the Sun, the assumed annihilation nal state is
shown in parenthesis in the omment.
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •




< 4 × 10−3 90 2 APRILE 19A XE1T Xe, SD
< 5 × 10−3 90 3 XIA 19A PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
4
ALBERT 18C HAWC DM annihilation in Sun to
long-lived mediator
< 2.05× 10−5 90 5 AARTSEN 17A ICCB ν, sun




< 2 × 10−2 90 7 FU 17 PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
8
ADRIAN-MAR...16B ANTR solar µ from WIMP annih.




< 1.5 × 103 90 NAKAMURA 15 NAGE CF
4
< 2.7 × 10−3 90 9 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 6.9 × 10−2 90 9 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (bb)
< 8.4 × 10−4 90 9 AVRORIN 14 BAIK H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
< 4.48× 10−4 90 10 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 1.00× 10−2 90 10 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
< 8.9 × 10−4 90 11 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 2.0 × 10−2 90 11 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (bb)
< 2.3 × 10−4 90 11 ADRIAN-MAR...13 ANTR H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
< 7.57× 10−2 90 12 APRILE 13 X100 Xe
< 5.4 × 10−3 90 13 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 4.2 × 10−2 90 13 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (bb)
< 1.5 × 10−3 90 13 BOLIEV 13 BAKS H, solar ν (τ+ τ−)
< 2.50× 10−4 90 14 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 7.86× 10−3 90 14 ABBASI 12 ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
< 8 × 10−2 90 BEHNKE 12 COUP CF
3
I
< 8 90 DAW 12 DRFT F (CF
4
)




< 8 × 10−2 90 KIM 12 KIMS CsI
< 8 × 103 90 15 AHLEN 11 DMTP F (CF
4
)
< 0.4 90 BEHNKE 11 COUP CF
3
I
< 2 × 10−3 90 16 TANAKA 11 SKAM H, solar ν (bb)
< 2 × 10−2 90 16 TANAKA 11 SKAM H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 1 × 10−3 90 17 ABBASI 10 ICCB KK dark matter
< 2 × 104 90 15 MIUCHI 10 NAGE CF
4
< 8.7 × 10−4 90 ABBASI 09B ICCB H, solar ν (W+W−)
< 2.2 × 10−2 90 ABBASI 09B ICCB H, solar ν (bb)
< 3 90 ARCHAMBAU...09 PICA F
< 6 90 LEBEDENKO 09A ZEP3 Xe
< 9 90 ANGLE 08A XE10 Xe
<100 90 ALNER 07 ZEP2 Xe
< 0.8 90 LEE 07A KIMS CsI
< 4 × 104 90 15 MIUCHI 07 NAGE F (CF
4
)
< 30 90 18 AKERIB 06 CDMS 73Ge, 29Si
< 1.5 90 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI





<600 90 BENOIT 05 EDEL 73Ge





<260 90 MIUCHI 03 BOLO LiF
<150 90 TAKEDA 03 BOLO NaF
1




in PICO-60 bubble hamber; no signal:
set limit for spin dependent oupling σSD(χp) < 3× 10−4 pb for m(χ) = 1000 GeV.
2
APRILE 19A searh for SD WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal, limits plaed in
σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 6{1000 GeV.
3
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χp) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
4
ALBERT 18C searh for DM annihilation in Sun to long-lived mediator (LLM) whih
deays outside Sun, for DM masses above 1 TeV; assuming LLM, limits set on σSD(χp).
5
AARTSEN 17A searh for neutrinos from solar WIMP annihilation into τ+ τ− in 532
days of live time.
6
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe using 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 6{1× 105 GeV.
7
FU 17 searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe; limits set in σSD(χp) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 103 GeV.
8
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 16B searh for seluded DM via WIMP annihilation in solar ore
into light mediator whih later deays to µ or νs; limits presented in Figures 3 and 4.
9
AVRORIN 14 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun in data taken between 1998 and 2003. See their Table 1 for limits
assuming annihilation into neutrino pairs.
10
AARTSEN 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between June 2010 and May 2011.
11
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihi-
lation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken between Jan. 2007 and De. 2008.
12
The value has been provided by the authors. APRILE 13 note that the proton limits on
Xe are highly sensitive to the theoretial model used. See also APRILE 14A.
13
BOLIEV 13 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the sun in data taken from 1978 to 2009. See also SUVOROVA 13 for an
older analysis of the same data.
14
ABBASI 12 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun. The amount of X
0




Use a diretion-sensitive detetor.
16
TANAKA 11 searh for neutrinos from the Sun arising from the pair annihilation of X
0
trapped by the Sun. The amount of X
0




ABBASI 10 searh for νµ from annihilations of Kaluza-Klein photon dark matter in the
Sun.
18
See also AKERIB 05.
Spin-Dependent Cross Setion Limits











VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 1 × 1010 95 1 ABDELHAME...19 CRES SD low mass DM on Li
< 2.3× 102 90 2 APRILE 19C XE1T light DM on Xe via
Migdal/brem eet
< 1 × 10−2 90 3 APRILE 19D XE1T light DM on Xe via ioniza-
tion
< 4 × 104 90 4 ARMENGAUD 19 EDEL GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
< 8 × 10−2 90 5 XIA 19A PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
< 3 90 6 AGNESE 18 SCDM GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
< 3 90 7 JIANG 18 CDEX GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
< 10 90 8 YANG 18 CDEX WIMPs on Ge
< 1 × 10−1 90 9 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe
< 0.1 90 10 FU 17 PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
< 20 90 11 ZHAO 16 CDEX GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
<150 90 12 AHMED 11B CDM2 GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge
1
ABDELHAMEED 19 searh for GeV-sale WIMP SD satter on
7
Li rystal; set limit
σSD(χn) for m(χ) ∼ 0.8{20 GeV; quoted limit for m(χ) = 1 GeV.
2
APRILE 19C searh for light DM on Xe via Migdal/bremsstrahlung eet; no signal,
require σSD(χn) <230 pb for m(χ) = 1 GeV.
3
APRILE 19D searh for light DM satter on Xe via ionization; no signal, limits plaed in
σ vs. m(DM) ∼ 3{6 GeV; quoted limit is for m(DM) = 5 GeV.
4
ARMENGAUD 19 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSD(χn)
vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 0.5{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
5
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
6
AGNESE 18 searh for GeV sale WIMPs satter at CDMSlite; limits plaed in σSD(χn)
vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 1.5{20 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
7
JIANG 18 searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ)
plane for m(χ) ∼ 3{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
8
YANG 18 searh for WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 2{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
9
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe with 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5
GeV.
10
FU 17 searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe; limits set in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 103 GeV.; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
11
ZHAO 16 searh for GeV-sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ)
plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV; quoted limit is for m(χ) = 5 GeV.
12
AHMED 11B searh for GeV sale WIMP satter on Ge in CDMS II; limits plaed in





VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 8 × 10−6 90 1 APRILE 19A XE1T Xe, SD
< 3 × 10−5 90 2 XIA 19A PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
< 1.5 95 3 AGNESE 18 SCDM Ge
< 2.5 × 10−5 90 4 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe
< 7 × 10−5 90 5 FU 17 PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
< 2 90 6 ZHAO 16 CDEX GeV-sale WIMPs on Ge




< 8 90 7 UCHIDA 14 XMAS 129Xe, inelasti
< 1.13× 10−3 90 8 APRILE 13 X100 Xe
< 0.02 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
< 0.06 90 AHMED 09 CDM2 Ge
< 0.04 90 LEBEDENKO 09A ZEP3 Xe
< 50 9 LIN 09 TEXO Ge
< 6 × 10−3 90 ANGLE 08A XE10 Xe
< 0.5 90 ALNER 07 ZEP2 Xe
< 25 90 LEE 07A KIMS CsI
< 0.3 90 10 AKERIB 06 CDMS 73Ge, 29Si
< 30 90 SHIMIZU 06A CNTR F (CaF
2
)
< 60 90 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI





< 10 90 BENOIT 05 EDEL 73Ge
< 4 90 KLAPDOR-K... 05 HDMS 73Ge (enrihed)
<600 90 TAKEDA 03 BOLO NaF
1
APRILE 19A searh for SD WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal: limits plaed in
σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 6{1000 GeV.
2
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
3
AGNESE 18 give limits for σSD(nχ) for m(WIMP) between 1.5 and 20 GeV using
CDMSlite mode data.
4
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe with 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
5
FU 17 searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe; limits set in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 103 GeV.
6
ZHAO 16 searh for GeV-sale WIMP satter on Ge; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ)
plane for m(χ) ∼ 4{30 GeV.
7




Xe → X0 + 129Xe∗(39.58
keV).
8
The value has been provided by the authors. See also APRILE 14A.
9
See their Fig. 6(b) for ross setion limits for m
X
0
extending down to 2 GeV.
10
See also AKERIB 05.
2079
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings





VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 1.5 × 10−5 90 1 APRILE 19A XE1T Xe, SD
< 4 × 10−3 90 2 SUZUKI 19 XMAS 129Xe, inelasti
< 2 × 10−5 90 3 XIA 19A PNDX SD WIMP on Xe
< 2.5 × 10−5 90 4 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe
< 7 × 10−5 90 5 FU 17 PNDX SD WIMP on Xe




< 0.05 90 6 UCHIDA 14 XMAS 129Xe, inelasti
< 4.68× 10−4 90 7 APRILE 13 X100 Xe
< 0.01 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
8




< 0.02 90 AHMED 09 CDM2 Ge
< 0.01 90 LEBEDENKO 09A ZEP3 Xe
<100 90 LIN 09 TEXO Ge
< 0.01 90 ANGLE 08A XE10 Xe
< 0.05 90 9 BEDNYAKOV 08 RVUE Ge
< 0.08 90 ALNER 07 ZEP2 Xe
< 6 90 LEE 07A KIMS CsI
< 0.07 90 10 AKERIB 06 CDMS 73Ge, 29Si
< 30 90 SHIMIZU 06A CNTR F (CaF
2
)
< 10 90 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI





< 0.7 90 BENOIT 05 EDEL 73Ge
< 0.2 11 GIULIANI 05A RVUE






MIUCHI 03 BOLO LiF
<800 90 TAKEDA 03 BOLO NaF
1
APRILE 19A searh for SD WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal, limits plaed in
σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 6{1000 GeV.
2




Xe → X0 + 129Xe∗ (39.58 keV) ; no signal: require σ(χn)SD < 4 × 10−3 pb
for m(χ) = 100 GeV.
3
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
4
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe with 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
5
FU 17 searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe; limits set in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 103 GeV.
6








The value has been provided by the authors. See also APRILE 14A.
8
See their Fig. 3 for limits on spin-dependent neutron ouplings for X
0
mass of 50 GeV.
9
BEDNYAKOV 08 reanalyze KLAPDOR-KLEINGROTHAUS 05 and BAUDIS 01 data.
10
See also AKERIB 05.
11
GIULIANI 05A analyze available data and give ombined limits.
12





GIULIANI 04A give limits for spin-dependent X
0
-neutron ouplings from existing data.
14
MIUCHI 03 give model-independent limit for spin-dependent X
0
-proton and neutron





VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 1.2 × 10−4 90 1 APRILE 19A XE1T Xe, SD
< 2 × 10−4 90 2 XIA 19A PNDX Xe
< 2.5 × 10−4 90 3 AKERIB 17A LUX Xe
< 4 × 10−4 90 4 FU 17 PNDX SD WIMP on Xe




< 0.2 90 5 UCHIDA 14 XMAS 129Xe, inelasti
< 3.64× 10−3 90 6 APRILE 13 X100 Xe
< 0.08 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
< 0.2 90 AHMED 09 CDM2 Ge
< 0.1 90 LEBEDENKO 09A ZEP3 Xe
< 0.1 90 ANGLE 08A XE10 Xe
< 0.25 90 7 BEDNYAKOV 08 RVUE Ge
< 0.6 90 ALNER 07 ZEP2 Xe
< 30 90 LEE 07A KIMS CsI
< 0.5 90 8 AKERIB 06 CDMS 73Ge, 29Si
< 40 90 ALNER 05 NAIA NaI





< 4 90 BENOIT 05 EDEL 73Ge
< 10 90 KLAPDOR-K... 05 HDMS 73Ge (enrihed)
< 4 × 103 90 TAKEDA 03 BOLO NaF
1
APRILE 19A searh for SD WIMP satter on 1 t yr Xe; no signal, limits plaed in
σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 6{1000 GeV.
2
XIA 19A searh for WIMP satter on Xe in PandaX-II; limits plaed in σSD(χn) vs.
m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
3
AKERIB 17A searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe with 129.5 kg yr exposure; limits plaed
in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for m(χ) ∼ 5{1× 105 GeV.
4
FU 17 searh for SD WIMP satter on Xe; limits set in σSD(χn) vs. m(χ) plane for
m(χ) ∼ 4{1× 103 GeV.
5





∗ → X0 + 129Xe∗(39.58
keV).
6
The value has been provided by the authors. See also APRILE 14A.
7
BEDNYAKOV 08 reanalyze KLAPDOR-KLEINGROTHAUS 05 and BAUDIS 01 data.
8
See also AKERIB 05.











VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AKERIB 20 LUX mirror DM with Xe
<2× 106 90 2 ABRAMOFF 19 SENS WIMP-e satter on Si
3
AGUILAR-AR...19A DMIC MeV sale DM satter on e
in Si
<1× 10−4 90 4 APRILE 19D XE1T light DM on Xe via ioniza-
tion
<9× 10−3 90 5 AGNES 18B DS50 Ar
<1× 104 90 6 AGNESE 18B SCDM eχ satter
<5× 103 90 7 CRISLER 18 SENS Si CCD
8
APRILE 17 X100 Xe, annual modulation
1
AKERIB 20 searh for mirror DM with LUX 95 d × 118 kg data for mirror e satter
from Xe; no signal, limits plaed in kineti mixing parameter vs. mirror e temperature
T ∼ 0.1{0.9 keV plane.
2
ABRAMOFF 19 searh for MeV-sale WIMP satter from Si skipper-CCD; limits plaed
on σ(χe) for m(χ) ∼ 0.5{100 MeV depending on DM form fators. Limit given for
m(DM) = 1 MeV.
3
AGUILAR-AREVALO 19A searh for MeV sale DM satter from e in Si CCDs at SNO-
LAB; no signal, limits plaed in σ(e) vs. m(DM) plane for m(DM) ∼ 0.6{100 MeV.
4
APRILE 19D searh for light DM satter on Xe via ionization; no signal, limits plaed in
σ on nuleus vs. m(DM) plane for m(DM) ∼ 0.02{10 GeV; quoted limit is for m(DM)
= 0.2 GeV.
5
AGNES 18B searh for MeV sale WIMP satter from e in Ar; no signal, limits set in σ
e
vs. m(χ) plane for m ∼ 20{1000 MeV and two hoies of form fator F(DM); quoted
limit for m(χ) = 100 MeV and F = 1.
6
AGNESE 18B searh for eχ satter in SuperCDMS; limits plaed in σ(eχ) vs. m(χ)
plane for m ∼ 0.3{1 × 104 MeV for two assumed form fators and also in m(dark
photon) vs. kineti mixing plane. Limit given for m(χ) = 1 GeV and F=1.
7
CRISLER 18 searh for χe → χe satter in Si CCD; plae limits on MeV DM in σ
e
vs.
m(χ) plane for m ∼ 0.5{1000 MeV for dierent form fators; quoted limit is for F(DM)
= 1 and m(χ) = 10 MeV.
8
APRILE 17 searh for WIMP-e annual modulation signal for reoil energy in the 2.0{5.8
keV interval using 4 years data with Xe. No signiant eet seen.















VALUE (nb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 0.03 90 1 UCHIDA 14 XMAS 129Xe, inelasti
< 0.08 90 2 ANGLOHER 02 CRES Al
3
BENOIT 00 EDEL Ge
< 0.04 95 4 KLIMENKO 98 CNTR 73Ge, inel.
< 0.8 ALESSAND... 96 CNTR O
< 6 ALESSAND... 96 CNTR Te





< 4 × 10−3 90 7 BERNABEI 96 CNTR Na
< 0.3 90 7 BERNABEI 96 CNTR I
< 0.2 95 8 SARSA 96 CNTR Na
< 0.015 90 9 SMITH 96 CNTR Na
< 0.05 95 10 GARCIA 95 CNTR Natural Ge
< 0.1 95 QUENBY 95 CNTR Na
<90 90 11 SNOWDEN-... 95 MICA 16O
< 4 × 103 90 11 SNOWDEN-... 95 MICA 39K
< 0.7 90 BACCI 92 CNTR Na
< 0.12 90 12 REUSSER 91 CNTR Natural Ge
< 0.06 95 CALDWELL 88 CNTR Natural Ge
1





∗ → X0 + 129Xe∗ (39.58
keV).
2
ANGLOHER 02 limit is for spin-dependent WIMP-Aluminum ross setion.
3
BENOIT 00 nd four event ategories in Ge detetors and suggest that low-energy
surfae nulear reoils an explain anomalous events reported by UKDMC and Salay
NaI experiments.
4
KLIMENKO 98 limit is for inelasti sattering X
0 73
Ge → X0 73Ge∗ (13.26 keV).
5
BELLI 96 limit for inelasti sattering X
0 129
Xe → X0 129Xe∗(39.58 keV).
6
BELLI 96C use bakground subtration and obtain σ < 150 pb (< 1.5 fb) (90% CL) for
spin-dependent (independent) X
0
-proton ross setion. The ondene level is from R.
Bernabei, private ommuniation, May 20, 1999.
7
BERNABEI 96 use pulse shape disrimination to enhane the possible signal. The limit
here is from R. Bernabei, private ommuniation, September 19, 1997.
8
SARSA 96 searh for annual modulation of WIMP signal. See SARSA 97 for details of





SMITH 96 use pulse shape disrimination to enhane the possible signal. A dark matter
density of 0.4 GeV m−3 is assumed.
10
GARCIA 95 limit is from the event rate. A weaker limit is obtained from searhes for
diurnal and annual modulation.
11





Si. See COLLAR 96 and SNOWDEN-IFFT 96 for disussion
on potential bakgrounds.
12
REUSSER 91 limit here is hanged from published (0.04) after reanalysis by authors.





VALUE (nb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 3 × 10−3 90 1 UCHIDA 14 XMAS 129Xe, inelasti










BENOIT 00 EDEL Ge





< 8 × 10−3 95 11 KLIMENKO 98 CNTR 73Ge, inel.
< 0.08 95 12 KLIMENKO 98 CNTR 73Ge, inel.
< 4 ALESSAND... 96 CNTR O
<25 ALESSAND... 96 CNTR Te





< 1 × 10−3 90 15 BERNABEI 96 CNTR Na
< 0.3 90 15 BERNABEI 96 CNTR I
< 0.7 95 16 SARSA 96 CNTR Na
< 0.03 90 17 SMITH 96 CNTR Na
< 0.8 90 17 SMITH 96 CNTR I
< 0.35 95 18 GARCIA 95 CNTR Natural Ge
< 0.6 95 QUENBY 95 CNTR Na
< 3 95 QUENBY 95 CNTR I
< 1.5 × 102 90 19 SNOWDEN-... 95 MICA 16O
< 4 × 102 90 19 SNOWDEN-... 95 MICA 39K
< 0.08 90 20 BECK 94 CNTR 76Ge
< 2.5 90 BACCI 92 CNTR Na
< 3 90 BACCI 92 CNTR I
< 0.9 90 21 REUSSER 91 CNTR Natural Ge
< 0.7 95 CALDWELL 88 CNTR Natural Ge
1





∗ → X0 + 129Xe∗(39.58
keV).
2
ANGLOHER 02 limit is for spin-dependent WIMP-Aluminum ross setion.
3
BELLI 02 disuss dependene of the extrated WIMP ross setion on the assumptions
of the galati halo struture.
4
BERNABEI 02C analyze the DAMA data in the senario in whih X
0
satters into a
slightly heavier state as disussed by SMITH 01.
5
GREEN 02 disusses dependene of extrated WIMP ross setion limits on the assump-
tions of the galati halo struture.
6
ULLIO 01 disfavor the possibility that the BERNABEI 99 signal is due to spin-dependent
WIMP oupling.
7
BENOIT 00 nd four event ategories in Ge detetors and suggest that low-energy
surfae nulear reoils an explain anomalous events reported by UKDMC and Salay
NaI experiments.
8
BERNABEI 00D limit is for inelasti sattering X
0 129
Xe → X0 129Xe (39.58 keV).
9
AMBROSIO 99 searh for upgoing muon events indued by neutrinos originating from
WIMP annihilations in the Sun and Earth.
10
BRHLIK 99 disuss the eet of astrophysial unertainties on the WIMP interpretation
of the BERNABEI 99 signal.
11
KLIMENKO 98 limit is for inelasti sattering X
0 73
Ge → X0 73Ge∗ (13.26 keV).
12
KLIMENKO 98 limit is for inelasti sattering X
0 73
Ge → X0 73Ge∗ (66.73 keV).
13
BELLI 96 limit for inelasti sattering X
0 129
Xe → X0 129Xe∗(39.58 keV).
14
BELLI 96C use bakground subtration and obtain σ < 0.35 pb (< 0.15 fb) (90% CL)
for spin-dependent (independent) X
0
-proton ross setion. The ondene level is from
R. Bernabei, private ommuniation, May 20, 1999.
15
BERNABEI 96 use pulse shape disrimination to enhane the possible signal. The limit
here is from R. Bernabei, private ommuniation, September 19, 1997.
16
SARSA 96 searh for annual modulation of WIMP signal. See SARSA 97 for details of
the analysis. The limit here is from M.L. Sarsa, private ommuniation, May 26, 1997.
17
SMITH 96 use pulse shape disrimination to enhane the possible signal. A dark matter
density of 0.4 GeV m−3 is assumed.
18
GARCIA 95 limit is from the event rate. A weaker limit is obtained from searhes for
diurnal and annual modulation.
19





Si. See COLLAR 96 and SNOWDEN-IFFT 96 for disussion
on potential bakgrounds.
20




REUSSER 91 limit here is hanged from published (0.3) after reanalysis by authors.





VALUE (nb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 0.03 90 1 UCHIDA 14 XMAS 129Xe, inelasti
< 3 90 2 ANGLOHER 02 CRES Al
3
BENOIT 00 EDEL Ge
4
BERNABEI 99D CNTR SIMP
5
DERBIN 99 CNTR SIMP
< 0.06 95 6 KLIMENKO 98 CNTR 73Ge, inel.
< 0.4 95 7 KLIMENKO 98 CNTR 73Ge, inel.
< 40 ALESSAND... 96 CNTR O
<700 ALESSAND... 96 CNTR Te
< 0.05 90 8 BELLI 96 CNTR 129Xe, inel.





< 0.01 90 11 BERNABEI 96 CNTR Na
< 9 90 11 BERNABEI 96 CNTR I
< 7 95 12 SARSA 96 CNTR Na
< 0.3 90 13 SMITH 96 CNTR Na
< 6 90 13 SMITH 96 CNTR I
< 6 95 14 GARCIA 95 CNTR Natural Ge
< 8 95 QUENBY 95 CNTR Na
< 50 95 QUENBY 95 CNTR I
<700 90 15 SNOWDEN-... 95 MICA 16O
< 1 × 103 90 15 SNOWDEN-... 95 MICA 39K
< 0.8 90 16 BECK 94 CNTR 76Ge
< 30 90 BACCI 92 CNTR Na
< 30 90 BACCI 92 CNTR I
< 15 90 17 REUSSER 91 CNTR Natural Ge
< 6 95 CALDWELL 88 CNTR Natural Ge
1





∗ → X0 + 129Xe∗ (39.58
keV).
2
ANGLOHER 02 limit is for spin-dependent WIMP-Aluminum ross setion.
3
BENOIT 00 nd four event ategories in Ge detetors and suggest that low-energy
surfae nulear reoils an explain anomalous events reported by UKDMC and Salay
NaI experiments.
4





GeV. See their Fig. 3 for ross-setion limits.
5





GeV. See their Fig. 3 for ross-setion limits.
6
KLIMENKO 98 limit is for inelasti sattering X
0 73
Ge → X0 73Ge∗ (13.26 keV).
7
KLIMENKO 98 limit is for inelasti sattering X
0 73
Ge → X0 73Ge∗ (66.73 keV).
8
BELLI 96 limit for inelasti sattering X
0 129
Xe → X0 129Xe∗(39.58 keV).
9
BELLI 96 limit for inelasti sattering X
0 129
Xe → X0 129Xe∗(236.14 keV).
10
BELLI 96C use bakground subtration and obtain σ < 0.7 pb (< 0.7 fb) (90% CL) for
spin-dependent (independent) X
0
-proton ross setion. The ondene level is from R.
Bernabei, private ommuniation, May 20, 1999.
11
BERNABEI 96 use pulse shape disrimination to enhane the possible signal. The limit
here is from R. Bernabei, private ommuniation, September 19, 1997.
12
SARSA 96 searh for annual modulation of WIMP signal. See SARSA 97 for details of
the analysis. The limit here is from M.L. Sarsa, private ommuniation, May 26, 1997.
13
SMITH 96 use pulse shape disrimination to enhane the possible signal. A dark matter
density of 0.4 GeV m−3 is assumed.
14
GARCIA 95 limit is from the event rate. A weaker limit is obtained from searhes for
diurnal and annual modulation.
15





Si. See COLLAR 96 and SNOWDEN-IFFT 96 for disussion
on potential bakgrounds.
16




REUSSER 91 limit here is hanged from published (5) after reanalysis by authors.
J.L. Vuilleumier, private ommuniation, Marh 29, 1996.
Misellaneous Results from Underground Dark Matter Searhes
VALUE CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
ABRAMOFF 19 SENS MeV DM e-Si; dark
photon Si absorption
2
ADHIKARI 19 C100 annual modulation NaI
3
AMARE 19 ANAI annual modulation NaI
<6.4× 10−10 90 4 APRILE 19 XE1T π (Xe)
5
BRINGMANN 19 osmi ray DM
6
BRUNE 19 Majoran DM
7
CHOI 19 THEO 290 TeV IeCube ν
8
HA 19 C100 inelasti boosted dark γ
9
KLOPF 19 n → χe+ e−
10
AARTSEN 18D ICCB reli WIMP χ → νX
11
ABE 18F XMAS A
′
e → A′ e
12
AGNES 18B DS50 Ar
13
AGNESE 18B SCDM MeV DM e-Si; dark
photon Si absorption
14
AKERIB 18A LUX Xe
15
ARMENGAUD 18 EDE3 Ge
2081
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
WIMP and Dark Matter Searhes
16
KACHULIS 18 SKAM boosted DM on e
<1 × 10−12 90 17 AGUILAR-AR...17 DMIC γ′ on Si
18
APRILE 17 X100 Xe
19
APRILE 17D X100 Xe
20
APRILE 17H X100 keV bosoni DM searh
21
APRILE 17K X100 χN → χ∗ → χγ
<4 × 10−3 90 22 ANGLOHER 16A CRES CaWO
4
23
APRILE 15 X100 Event rate modulation
24
APRILE 15A X100 Eletron sattering
1
ABRAMOFF 19 searh for MeV sale DM via DM−e sattering and dark photon DM
via absorption in Si; limits set in oupling vs. m(χ) plane and on dark photon in m(A)
vs. kineti mixing parameter plane.
2
ADHIKARI 19 searh for annual modulation signal from WIMP satter on NaI with 1.7
yr exposure; result onsistent with both DAMA/LIBRA and null hypothesis.
3
AMARE 19 is ANAIS-112 searh for WIMP satter annual modulation on NaI; 157.55 kg
yr exposure; result ompatible with null hypothesis; onrm goal of reahing sensitivity
at 3σ to DAMA/LIBRA result in 5 years.
4
APRILE 19 searh for WIMP-pion sattering in Xe; no signal: require σ(χπ) < 6.4 ×
10
−10
pb for m(χ) = 30 GeV.
5
BRINGMANN 19 derive theoretially limits on GeV and sub-GeV mass dark matter, in
its high energy omponent generated by interation with osmi rays; plae limits on
σSI and σSD < 105 pb.
6
BRUNE 19 examine possibility of Majoron dark matter; limits plaed on Majoron mass
vs. oupling from SN1987a and ν-less double beta deay.
7
CHOI 19 from multimessenger observation nds limit on σ(ν χ)/m(DM) < 5.1×10−23
m
2
/GeV based on 290 TeV IeCube neutrino event.
8
HA 19 searh for inelasti boosted MeV sale dark photon using COSINE-100 data; limits
plaed in m vs. epsilon plane for various mediators.
9







AARTSEN 18D searh for long-lived DM partiles deaying χ → νX ; no exess seen;




ABE 18F searh for keV mass ALPs and hidden photons (HP) satter on eletrons; limits
set on mass vs. oupling.
12
AGNES 18B searh for MeV-sale DM satter on eletrons in Ar; no signal; require σ(χe)
< 9× 10−3 pb for DM form fator F(DM) = 1 and < 300 pb for F(DM) proportional
to 1/q
2
for m(χ) = 100 MeV.
13
AGNESE 18B searh for MeV sale DM via DM-e sattering and dark photon DM via
absorption in Si; limits set on MeV DM in oupling vs. m(χ) plane and on dark photon
in m(A
′
) vs. kineti mixing plane.
14
AKERIB 18A searh for annual and diurnal modulation of DM sattering rate on eletrons
for reoil energy between 2 and 6 keVee; no signal found.
15
ARMENGAUD 18 searh for ALP from the Sun and galati bosoni DM, interating in
Ge; no signal; limits set for 0.8{500 keV DM partiles.
16
KACHULIS 18 searh for an exess of elastially sattered eletrons above the atmo-
spheri neutrino bakground in Super-K; limits plaed for simple annihilation or deay in
the Sun or galati enter produing "boosted" dark matter.
17
AGUILAR-AREVALO 17 searh for hidden photon DM satter on Si target CCD; limit
kineti mixing κ < 1× 10−12 for m = 10 eV.
18
APRILE 17 searh for WIMP-e annual modulation signal for reoil energy in the 2.0{5.8
keV interval using 4 years data with Xe. No signiant eet seen.
19
APRILE 17D set limits on 14 WIMP-nuleon dierent interation operators. No devia-
tions found using 225 live days in the 6.6{240 keV reoil energy range.
20
APRILE 17H searh for keV bosoni DM via eχ → e, looking for eletroni reoils with
224.6 live days of data and 34 kg of LXe. Limits set on χe e oupling for m(χ) = 8{125
keV.
21
APRILE 17K searh for magneti inelasti DM via χN → χ∗ → χγ. Limits set in
DM magneti moment vs. mass splitting plane for two DM masses orresponding to the
DAMA/LIBRA best t values.
22
ANGLOHER 16A require q
2
dependent sattering < 8× 10−3 pb for asymmetri DM
m(WIMP) = 3 GeV on CaWO
4





APRILE 15 searh for periodi variation of eletroni reoil event rate in the data between
Feb. 2011 and Mar. 2012. No signiant modulation is found for periods up to 500
days.
24
APRILE 15A searh for X
0
sattering o eletrons. See their Fig. 4 for limits on ross
setion through axial-vetor oupling for m
X
0













) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
ABEYSEKARA 19 HAWC DM annihilation to γs within
galati substruture
<0.8 × 10−22 95 2 ALBERT 19B HAWC annihilation/deay to γ in M31
<4 × 10−26 95 3 CHEUNG 19 χχ → e+ e− and bb
<7 × 10−27 95 4 DI-MAURO 19 FLAT Fermi-LAT M31 and M33
5
JOHNSON 19 FLAT P-wave DM; Fermi-LAT
<2 × 10−26 95 6 LI 19D FLAT χχ → γ
<1 × 10−32 7 NG 19 sterile ν deay/annihilation
8
QUEIROZ 19 semi-annihilating DM
<4 × 10−28 95 9 ABDALLAH 18 HESS X0X0 → γX ; galati halo
<1 × 10−23 95 10 AHNEN 18 MGIC X0X0 → γX ; Ursa Major II
<1 × 10−22 95 11 ALBERT 18B HAWC X0X0 → γX ; Andromeda
<1 × 10−26 95 12 CHANG 18A χχ → bb → γ
13
LISANTI 18 THEO Fermi, γ; galaxy groups
14
MAZZIOTTA 18 FLAT Fermi-LAT CRE data
<1.2 × 10−23 95 15 AARTSEN 17C ICCB χχ → neutrinos
<1 × 10−23 90 16 ALBERT 17A ANTR ν, DM annihilation
<1.32× 10−25 95 17 ARCHAMBAU...17 VRTS γ dwarf galaxies
<7 × 10−21 90 18 AVRORIN 17 BAIK osmi ν
<1 × 10−28 19 BOUDAUD 17 MeV DM to e+ e−
20
AARTSEN 16D ICCB ν, galati enter
<6 × 10−26 95 21 ABDALLAH 16 HESS Central Galati Halo
<1 × 10−27 95 22 ABDALLAH 16A HESS WIMP+WIMP → γγ; galati
enter
<3 × 10−26 95 23 AHNEN 16 MGFL Satellite galaxy,
m(WIMP)=100 GeV
<1.9 × 10−21 90 24 AVRORIN 16 BAIK νs from galati enter
<3 × 10−26 95 25 CAPUTO 16 FLAT small Magellani loud
<1 × 10−25 95 26 FORNASA 16 FLAT Fermi-LAT γ-ray anisotropy
<5 × 10−27 27 LEITE 16 WIMP, radio
<2 × 10−26 95 28 LI 16 FLAT dwarf galaxies
<1 × 10−25 95 29 LI 16A FLAT Fermi-LAT; M31
<1 × 10−26 30 LIANG 16 FLAT Fermi-LAT, gamma line
<1 × 10−25 95 31 LU 16 FLAT Fermi-LAT and AMS-02
<1 × 10−23 95 32 SHIRASAKI 16 FLAT extra galati
33
AARTSEN 15C ICCB ν, Galati halo
34
AARTSEN 15E ICCB ν, Galati enter
35
ABRAMOWSKI15 HESS Galati enter
36
ACKERMANN 15 FLAT monohromati γ
37
ACKERMANN 15A FLAT isotropi γ bakground
38
ACKERMANN 15B FLAT Satellite galaxy
39
ADRIAN-MAR...15 ANTR ν, Galati enter
<2.90× 10−26 95 40,41 ACKERMANN 14 FLAT Satellite galaxy, m = 10 GeV
<1.84× 10−25 95 40,42 ACKERMANN 14 FLAT Satellite galaxy, m = 100 GeV
<1.75× 10−24 95 40,42 ACKERMANN 14 FLAT Satellite galaxy, m = 1 TeV
<4.52× 10−24 95 43 ALEKSIC 14 MGIC Segue 1, m = 1.35 TeV
44
AARTSEN 13C ICCB Galaxies
45
ABRAMOWSKI13 HESS Central Galati Halo
46
ACKERMANN 13A FLAT Galaxy
47
ABRAMOWSKI12 HESS Fornax Cluster
48
ACKERMANN 12 FLAT Galaxy
49
ACKERMANN 12 FLAT Galaxy
50
ALIU 12 VRTS Segue 1
<1 × 10−22 90 51 ABBASI 11C ICCB Galati halo, m=1 TeV
<3 × 10−25 95 52 ABRAMOWSKI11 HESS Near Galati enter, m=1 TeV
<1 × 10−26 95 53 ACKERMANN 11 FLAT Satellite galaxy, m=10 GeV
<1 × 10−25 95 53 ACKERMANN 11 FLAT Satellite galaxy, m=100 GeV
<1 × 10−24 95 53 ACKERMANN 11 FLAT Satellite galaxy, m=1 TeV
1
ABEYSEKARA 19 searh for γs from DM annihilation in galati substrutures with




vs. delination plane for m(DM) ∼ 1{108
TeV.
2
ALBERT 19B searh for DM signal from M31 galaxy in µ, τ , t, b, W hannels using

















and bb for m(χ) = 100 GeV (inluding boost fator).
4





< 7× 10−27m3/s for m(χ) = 20 GeV from M31.
5
JOHNSON 19 searh for γ-rays, 10{600 GeV energy, from P-wave annihilating DM
around SgrA* BH using Fermi-LAT; limits set for various models.
6




< 2 × 10−26
m
3
/s for m(χ) = 100 GeV.
7
NG 19 searh for X-ray line from sterile ν deay/annihilation using NuStar M-31; no






QUEIROZ 19 examine χχ → χSM semi-annihilation of DM reation; limits plaed for






ABDALLAH 18 searh for WIMP WIMP → γX in entral galati halo, 10 years of




vs. m(WIMP) plane for m(WIMP): 0.3{70 TeV.
10









, τ+ τ−, and µ+µ− annihilation modes.
11
ALBERT 18B searh for TeV-sale WIMPs with WIMP WIMP → γX in Andromeda










< 10−26 m3/s for m(χ) = 50 GeV.
13
LISANTI 18 examine Fermi Pass 8 γ-ray data from galaxy groups; report m(WMP) >
30 GeV for annihilation in bb hannel.
14
MAZZIOTTA 18 examine Fermi-LAT eletron and positron spetra searhing for features




pairs, from 45 GeV to 2 TeV; no
signal found, limits are obtained.
15
AARTSEN 17C use 1005 days of IeCube data to searh for χχ → neutrinos via various
annihilation hannels. Limits set.
16
ALBERT 17A searh for DM annihilation to νs using ANTARES data from 2007{2015.




vs. m(DM) plane for m(DM) ∼ 10{10 × 105 GeV. The
listed limit is for m(DM) = 100 TeV.
17













, g g ,   , hh, γγ, µ+µ−,τ+ τ− annihilation
hannels.
18
AVRORIN 17 nd upper limits for the annhilation ross setion in various hannels for
DM partile mass between 30 GeV and 10 TeV. Strongest upper limits oming from








< 7× 10−21 m3/s in LMC for 5 TeV WIMP mass.
2082
Searhes Partile Listings
WIMP and Dark Matter Searhes
19
BOUDAUD 17 use data from the spaeraft Voyager 1, beyond the heliopause, and from




< 1.× 10−28 m3/s for m(χ) = 10 MeV.
20










< 6× 10−26 m3/s for m(WIMP) = 1.5 TeV from 254
hours observation (WW hannel) and < 2 × 10−26 m3/s for m(WIMP) = 1.0 TeV
in τ+ τ− hannel.
22
ABDALLAH 16A searh for line spetra from WIMP + WIMP → γγ in 18 hr HESS












< 1.91 × 10−21 m3/s from WIMP annihilation to νs via
WW hannel for m(WIMP) = 1 TeV.
25
CAPUTO 16 plae limits on WIMPs from annihilation to gamma rays in Small Magellani




< 3× 10−26m3/s for m(WIMP) = 10 GeV.
26





< 10−25m3/s for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV in bb hannel: see Fig. 28.
The limit is driven by dark-matter subhalos in the Milky Way and it refers to their Most
Constraining Senario.
27




< 5× 10−27m3/s in e e hannel for m(WIMP) = 5 GeV.
28




< 2 × 10−26
m
3






< 10−25m3/s in bb hannel for m(WIMP) = 100 GeV using
Fermi-LAT data from M31; see Fig. 6.
30
LIANG 16 searh dwarf spheroidal galaxies, Large Magellani Cloud, and Small Magellani
Cloud for γ-line in Fermi-LAT data.
31







(WIMP) = 1 TeV in bb hannel .
32





for m(WIMP) = 1 TeV in bb hannel; see Fig. 8.
33
AARTSEN 15C searh for neutrinos from X
0
annihilation in the Galati halo. See their
Figs. 16 and 17, and Table 5 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass between 100 GeV and 100
TeV.
34
AARTSEN 15E searh for neutrinos from X
0
annihilation in the Galati enter. See
their Figs. 7 and 9, and Table 3 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass between 30 GeV and 10
TeV.
35
ABRAMOWSKI 15 searh for γ from X0 annihilation in the Galati enter. See their
Fig. 4 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass between 250 GeV and 10 TeV.
36
ACKERMANN 15 searh for monohromati γ from X0 annihlation in the Galati halo.
See their Fig. 8 and Tables 2{4 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass between 0.2 GeV and 500
GeV.
37
ACKERMANN 15A searh for γ from X0 annihilation (both Galati and extragalati)
in the isotropi γ bakground. See their Fig. 7 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass between
10 GeV and 30 TeV.
38
ACKERMANN 15B searh for γ from X0 annihilation in 15 dwarf spheroidal satellite
galaxies of the Milky Way. See their Figs. 1 and 2 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass
between 2 GeV and 10 TeV.
39
ADRIAN-MARTINEZ 15 searh for neutrinos from X
0
annihilation in the Galati enter.
See their Figs. 10 and 11 and Tables 1 and 2 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass between 25
GeV and 10 TeV.
40
ACKERMANN 14 searh for γ from X0 annihilation in 25 dwarf spheroidal satellite




















ALEKSIC 14 searh for γ from X0 annihilation in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Segue 1.




. See their Figs. 6, 7, and 16 for









AARTSEN 13C searh for neutrinos from X
0
annihilation in nearby galaxies and galaxy







mass between 300 GeV and 100 TeV.
45
ABRAMOWSKI 13 searh for monohromati γ from X0 annihilation in the Milky Way
halo in the entral region. Limit on σ ·v between 10−28 and 10−25 m3 s−1 (95% CL)
is obtained for X
0
mass between 500 GeV and 20 TeV for X
0
X
0 → γγ. X0 density
distribution in the Galaxy by Einasto is assumed. See their Fig. 4.
46
ACKERMANN 13A searh for monohromati γ from X0 annihilation in the Milky Way.
Limit on σ · v for the proess X0X0 → γγ in the range 10−29{10−27 m3 s−1 (95%
CL) is obtained for X
0
mass between 5 and 300 GeV. The limit depends slightly on
the assumed density prole of X
0
in the Galaxy. See their Tables VII−X and Fig.10.
Supersedes ACKERMANN 12.
47
ABRAMOWSKI 12 searh for γ's from X0 annihilation in the Fornax galaxy luster. See
their Fig. 7 for limits on σ · v for X0 mass between 0.1 and 100 TeV for the annihilation
hannels τ+ τ−, bb, and W+W−.
48
ACKERMANN 12 searh for monohromati γ from X0 annihilation in the Milky Way.
Limit on σ · v in the range 10−28{10−26 m3s−1 (95% CL) is obtained for X0 mass
between 7 and 200 GeV if X
0
annihilates into γγ. The limit depends slightly on the
assumed density prole of X
0
in the Galaxy. See their Table III and Fig. 15.
49
ACKERMANN 12 searh for γ from X0 annihilation in the Milky Way in the diuse γ
bakground. Limit on σ · v of 10−24 m3s−1 or larger is obtained for X0 mass between









µ+µ−, τ+ τ−. The limit depends slightly on the assumed density prole of X0 in the
Galaxy. See their Figs. 17{20.
50
ALIU 12 searh for γ's from X0 annihilation in the dwarf spheroidal galaxy Segue 1.
Limit on σ · v in the range 10−24{10−20 m3s−1 (95% CL) is obtained for X0 mass









. See their Fig. 3.
51
ABBASI 11C searh for νµ from X
0
annihilation in the outer halo of the Milky Way. The
limit assumes annihilation into ν ν. See their Fig. 9 for limits with other annihilation
hannels.
52
ABRAMOWSKI 11 searh for γ from X0 annihilation near the Galati enter. The limit
assumes Einasto DM density prole.
53
ACKERMANN 11 searh for γ from X0 annihilation in ten dwarf spheroidal satellite





. See their Fig. 2 for limits with other nal states. See also GERINGER-
SAMETH 11 for a dierent analysis of the same data.
Dark Matter Partile (X
0
) Prodution in Hadron Collisions
Searhes for X
0
prodution in asoiation with observable partiles (γ,
jets, . . .) in high energy hadron ollisions. If a spei form of eetive
interation Lagrangian is assumed, the limits may be translated into limits
on X
0
-nuleon sattering ross setion.
VALUE DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AABOUD 19AA ATLS multi-hannel BSM searh
2
AABOUD 19AI ATLS H → χχ
3
AABOUD 19AL ATLS H → χχ
4
AABOUD 19Q ATLS single t+6ET
5
AABOUD 19V ATLS review mediator based DM searhes
6
BANERJEE 19 NA64 e N → e N+6E
7
SIRUNYAN 19AN CMS Hχχ → bb 6ET
8
SIRUNYAN 19BC CMS LQ LQ → µ j 6ET
9
SIRUNYAN 19BO CMS V V → Hqq; H → DM
10
SIRUNYAN 19C CMS pp → t tχχ
11
SIRUNYAN 19O CMS pp → γ 6ET
12
SIRUNYAN 19X CMS pp → t t + 6pT ; pp → t (t) + 6pT
13
AABOUD 18 ATLS pp → Z χχ; Z → ℓℓ
14
AABOUD 18A ATLS pp → t t 6ET ; pp → bb 6ET
15
AABOUD 18CA ATLS pp → V χχ; V → j j
16
AABOUD 18I ATLS pp → jet(s) + 6ET
17
AGUILAR-AR...18B MBNE pN → χX , χ = e, π, or N
18
KHACHATRY...18 CMS pp → Z(ℓℓ) + 6ET
19
SIRUNYAN 18BF CMS pp → t 6ET
20
SIRUNYAN 18BO CMS dijet resonane searh
21
SIRUNYAN 18BV CMS pp → Z 6ET
22
SIRUNYAN 18C CMS pp → t t 6ET
23
SIRUNYAN 18CU CMS pp → Z 6ET
24
SIRUNYAN 18DHCMS pp → χχh; h → γγ or τ τ
25
SIRUNYAN 18S CMS pp → jets 6ET
26
AABOUD 17A ATLS pp (H → bb + WIMP pair)
27
AABOUD 17AMATLS pp → Z ′ → Ah → h (bb) + 6ET
28
AABOUD 17AQ ATLS pp → h (γγ) + 6ET
29
AABOUD 17BD ATLS pp → jet(s) + 6ET
30
AABOUD 17R ATLS pp → γ 6ET
31
AGUILAR-AR...17A MBNE pN → χχX ; χN → χN
32
BANERJEE 17 NA64 e N → e N γ′
33
KHACHATRY...17A CMS forward jets + 6ET
34
KHACHATRY...17F CMS H → invisibles
35
SIRUNYAN 17 CMS Z + 6ET
36
SIRUNYAN 17AP CMS pp → Z ′ → Ah → h+MET
37
SIRUNYAN 17AQ CMS pp → γ+MET
38
SIRUNYAN 17BB CMS pp → t t+ 6ET ; pp → bb+6ET
39
SIRUNYAN 17G CMS pp → j + 6ET
40
SIRUNYAN 17U CMS pp → Z χχ ; Z → ℓℓ
41
AABOUD 16AD ATLS (W or Z → jets) + 6ET
42
AAD 16AF ATLS V V → forward jets +6ET
43
AAD 16AG ATLS ℓ + jets
44
AAD 16M ATLS pp → H + 6ET , H → bb
45
KHACHATRY...16BZ CMS jet(s) + 6ET
46
KHACHATRY...16CA CMS jets + 6ET
47
KHACHATRY...16N CMS pp → γ+ 6ET
48
AAD 15AS ATLS b (b) + 6ET , t t + 6ET
49
AAD 15BH ATLS jet + 6ET
50




AAD 15CS ATLS γ + 6ET
52
KHACHATRY...15AG CMS t t + 6ET
53
KHACHATRY...15AL CMS jet + 6ET
54
KHACHATRY...15T CMS ℓ + 6ET
55
AAD 14AI ATLS W + 6ET
56
AAD 14BK ATLS W , Z + 6ET
57
AAD 14K ATLS Z + 6ET
58
AAD 14O ATLS Z + 6ET
59
AAD 13AD ATLS jet + 6ET
60
AAD 13C ATLS γ + 6ET
61
AALTONEN 12K CDF t + 6ET
62
AALTONEN 12M CDF jet + 6ET
63
CHATRCHYAN12AP CMS jet + 6ET
64
CHATRCHYAN12T CMS γ + 6ET
2083
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
WIMP and DarkMatter Searhes
1
AABOUD 19AA searhes for BSM physis in more than 700 event lasses with more than
10
5
regions at 13 TeV with 3.2 fb
−1
; no signiant signal.
2
AABOUD 19AI searhes for vetor boson fusion pp → Hqq , H → invisible at 13 TeV
with 36.1 fb
−1
; no signal: require B(H → invisible) < 0.37 (0.28 expeted).
3
AABOUD 19AL perform searh in three dierent hannels for H → χχ at 7, 8 and 13
TeV; ombined result BF(H → invisible) < 0.26 (0.17 expeted).
4
AABOUD 19Q searh for single t + 6ET at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb
−1
of data; no signal;
limits set in σ or oupling vs. mass plane for simplied models.
5
AABOUD 19V review ATLAS results from 7, 8 and 13 TeV searhes for mediator-based
DM and DE salar whih ouples to gravity; no signal: limits set for large variety of
simplied models .
6
BANERJEE 19 searh for dark photon via eN → e N+6E in NA64; no signal, limits
plaed in kineti mixing ǫ vs. m(DM) plane for m(DM) ∼ 0.001{1 GeV.
7
SIRUNYAN 19AN searh at 13 TeV with 35.9 fb
−1
for pp → Hχχ → bb 6ET ; no




SIRUNYAN 19BC searh for DM via LeptoQuark pair annihilation LQ LQ → µ j χχ →
µ j 6ET with 77.4 fb
−1
, 13 TeV; no signal: limits plaed in m(χ) vs. m(LQ) plane.
Model dependent limits on DM mass up to 600 GeV depending on m(LQ) plaed.
9
SIRUNYAN 19BO searh for vetor boson fusion V V → qqH with H → χχ at 13
TeV with 38.2 fb
−1
; no signal: limits plaed for several models. Also searh for H →
invisible at 7, 8, and 13 TeV; no signal: limit plaed on BF < 0.19.
10
SIRUNYAN 19C searh for DM via pp → t tχχ at 13 TeV, 35.9 fb−1; no signal; limits
plaed on oupling vs. mediator mass for various simplied models.
11
SIRUNYAN 19O searh for pp → γ at 13 TeV with 35.9 fb−1; no signal: limits plaed
on parameters of various models.
12
SIRUNYAN 19X searh for pp → t t 6ET and pp → t 6ET + ... at 13 TeV with 35.9
fb
−1
; no signal: limits plaed on χ prodution σ for various simplied models with m(χ)
= 1 GeV.
13
AABOUD 18 searh for pp → Z + 6ET with Z → ℓℓ at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb
−1
of
data. Limits set for simplied models.
14
AABOUD 18A searh for pp → t t 6ET or pp → bb 6ET at 13 TeV, 36.1 fb
−1
of data.
Limits set for simplied models.
15
AABOUD 18CA searh for pp → V χχ with V → j j at 13 TeV, 36.1 fb−1; no signal;
limits set in m(DM) vs m(mediator) simplied model plane .
16
AABOUD 18I searh for pp → j + 6ET at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb
−1
of data. Limits set
for simplied models with pair-produed weakly interating dark-matter andidates.
17
AGUILAR-AREVALO 18B searh for WIMP prodution in MiniBooNE p beam dump; no
signal; limits set for m(χ) ∼ 5{50 MeV in vetor portal DM model.
18
KHACHATRYAN 18 searh for pp → Z(ℓℓ) + 6ET ; no signal ; limits set on eetive
dark matter interations and other exoti physis models .
19
SIRUNYAN 18BF searh for pp → t 6ET at 13 TeV and 36 fb
−1
; no signal; limits plaed
on DM models involving a avor hanging neutral urrent, salar resonane deaying to
top quark and DM.
20
SIRUNYAN 18BO searh for high mass dijet resonanes at 13 TeV and 36 fb
−1
; no





SIRUNYAN 18BV searh for pp → Z 6ET at 13 TeV; no signal, limits plaed for various
exoti physis models inluding DM.
22
SIRUNYAN 18C searh for new physis in pp → nal states with two oppositely harged
leptons at 13 TeV with 35.9 fb
−1
. Limits plaed on m(mediator) and top squark for
various simplied models.
23
SIRUNYAN 18CU searh for pp → Z 6ET at 13 TeV and 2.3 fb
−1
; no signal: limits
plaed for various exoti models inluding DM .
24
SIRUNYAN 18DH searh for pp → χχh; h → γγ or τ τ at 13 TeV, 35.9 fb−1; no
signal; limits plaed on massive boson mediator Z
′





models. Limits also ast in terms of spin-independent WIMP-nuleon ross
setion for masses 1{200 GeV.
25
SIRUNYAN 18S searh for pp → jets 6ET at 13 TeV; no signal: limits plaed on simplied
dark matter models, on the branhing ratio of the Higgs boson to invisible partiles, and
on several other exoti physis models inluding fermion portal DM.
26
AABOUD 17A searh for H → bb + 6ET . See Fig. 4b for limits set on VB mediator vs
WIMP mass.
27
AABOUD 17AM searh for pp → Z ′ → Ah → h (bb) + 6ET at 13 TeV. Limits set in
m(Z
′
) vs. m(A) plane and on the visible ross setion of h (bb) + 6ET events in bins of
6ET .
28
AABOUD 17AQ searh for WIMP in pp → h (γγ) + 6ET in 36.1 fb
−1
of data. Limits on
the visible ross setion are also provided. Model dependent limits on spin independent
DM - Nuleon ross-setion are also presented, whih are more stringent than those from
diret searhes for DM mass smaller than 2.5 GeV .
29
AABOUD 17BD searh for pp → jet(s) + 6ET at 13 TeV with 3.2 fb
−1
of data. Limits set
for simplied models. Observables orreted for detetor eets an be used to onstrain
other models.
30
AABOUD 17R, for an axial vetor mediator in the s-hannel, exludes m(mediator) <
750{1200 GeV for m(DM) < 230{480 GeV, depending on the ouplings.
31
AGUILAR-AREVALO 17A searh for DM produed in 8 GeV proton ollisions with steel
beam dump followed by DM-nuleon sattering in MiniBooNE detetor. Limit plaed on
DM ross setion parameter Y < 2 × 10−8 for α
D
= 0.5 and for 0.01 < m(DM) <
0.3 GeV.
32
BANERJEE 17 searh for dark photon invisible deay via e N sattering; exlude m(γ′)
< 100 MeV as an explanation of (gµ−2) muon anomaly.
33
KHACHATRYAN 17A searh for WIMPs in forward jets + 6ET hannel with 18.5 fb
−1
at 8 TeV; limits set in eetive theory model, Fig. 3.
34
KHACHATRYAN 17F searh for H → invisibles in pp ollisions at 7, 8, and 13 TeV;
plae limits on Higgs portal DM.
35
SIRUNYAN 17 searh for pp → Z + 6ET with 2.3 fb
−1
at 13 TeV; no signal seen;
limits plaed on WIMPs and unpartiles.
36
SIRUNYAN 17AP searh for pp → Z ′ → Ah → h+MET with h → bb or γγ and
A → χχ with 2.3 fb−1 at 13 TeV. Limits set in m(Z ′) vs. m(A) plane.
37
SIRUNYAN 17AQ searh for pp → γ+MET at 13 TeV with 12.9 fb−1. Limits derived
for simplied DM models, eetive eletroweak-DM interation and Extra Dimensions
models.
38
SIRUNYAN 17BB searh for WIMPs via pp → t t+ 6ET , pp → bb+ 6ET at 13 TeV with
2.2 fb
−1
. Limits derived for various simplied models.
39
SIRUNYAN 17G searh for pp → j + 6ET with 12.9 fb
−1
at 13 TeV; limits plaed on
WIMP mass/mediators in DM simplied models.
40
SIRUNYAN 17U searh for WIMPs/unpartiles via pp → Z χχ, Z → ℓℓ at 13 TeV
with 2.3 fb
−1
. Limits derived for various simplied models.
41
AABOUD 16AD plae limits on V V X X eetive theory via searh for hadroni W or Z
plus WIMP pair prodution. See Fig. 5.
42
AAD 16AF searh for V V → (H → WIMP pair) + forward jets with 20.3 fb−1 at 8
TeV; set limits in Higgs portal model, Fig. 8 .
43
AAD 16AG searh for lepton jets with 20.3 fb
−1
of data at 8 TeV; Fig. 13 exludes dark
photons around 0.1{1 GeV for kineti mixing 10−6{10−2.
44
AAD 16M searh with 20.3 fb
−1
of data at 8 TeV pp ollisions; limits plaed on EFT




KHACHATRYAN 16BZ searh for jet(s) + 6ET in 19.7 fb
−1
at 8 TeV; limits set for
variety of simplied models.
46
KHACHATRYAN 16CA searh for WIMPs via jet(s) + 6ET using razor variable; require
mediator sale > 1 TeV for various eetive theories.
47
KHACHATRYAN 16N searh for γ + WIMPs in 19.6 fb−1 at 8 TeV; limits set on SI
and SD WIMP-p sattering in Fig. 3.
48
AAD 15AS searh for events with one or more bottom quark and missing ET , and also
events with a top quark pair and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em = 8 TeV with L
= 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Figs. 5 and 6 for translated limits on X
0
-nuleon ross setion
for m = 1{700 GeV.
49
AAD 15BH searh for events with a jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em = 8 TeV
with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 12 for translated limits on X
0
-nuleon ross setion
for m = 1{1200 GeV.
50
AAD 15CF searh for events with a H
0
(→ γγ) and missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See paper for limits on the strength of some ontat
interations ontaining X
0
and the Higgs elds.
51
AAD 15CS searh for events with a photon and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em =
8 TeV with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 13 (see also erratum) for translated limits on
X
0
-nuleon ross setion for m = 1{1000 GeV.
52
KHACHATRYAN 15AG searh for events with a top quark pair and missing ET in pp
ollisions at E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 19.7 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 8 for translated limits on
X
0
-nuleon ross setion for m = 1{200 GeV.
53
KHACHATRYAN 15AL searh for events with a jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 19.7 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 5 and Tables 4{6 for translated limits
on X
0
-nuleon ross setion for m = 1{1000 GeV.
54
KHACHATRYAN 15T searh for events with a lepton and missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 19.7 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 17 for translated limits on X
0
-proton
ross setion for m = 1{1000 GeV.
55
AAD 14AI searh for events with a W and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em = 8 TeV
with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 4 for translated limits on X
0
{nuleon ross setion
for m = 1{1500 GeV.
56
AAD 14BK searh for hadronially deaying W , Z in assoiation with 6ET in 20.3 fb
−1
at 8 TeV pp ollisions. Fig. 5 presents exlusion results for SI and SD sattering ross
setion. In addition, ross setion limits on the anomalous prodution of W or Z bosons
with large missing transverse momentum are also set in two duial regions.
57
AAD 14K searh for events with a Z and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em = 8 TeV
with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 5 and 6 for translated limits on X
0
{nuleon ross








deaying to invisible nal states. See
their Fig. 4 for translated limits on X
0





AAD 13AD searh for events with a jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em = 7 TeV
with L = 4.7 fb
−1
. See their Figs. 5 and 6 for translated limits on X
0
-nuleon ross
setion for m = 1{1300 GeV.
60
AAD 13C searh for events with a photon and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em =
7 TeV with L = 4.6 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 3 for translated limits on X
0
-nuleon ross
setion for m = 1{1000 GeV.
61
AALTONEN 12K searh for events with a top quark and missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 1.96 TeV with L = 7.7 fb
−1
. Upper limits on σ(t X0) in the range 0.4{2 pb





AALTONEN 12M searh for events with a jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em
= 1.96 TeV with L = 6.7 fb
−1
. Upper limits on the ross setion in the range 2{10 pb
(90% CL) is given for m
X
0





CHATRCHYAN 12AP searh for events with a jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 5.0 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 4 for translated limits on X
0
-nuleon





CHATRCHYAN 12T searh for events with a photon and missing ET in pp ollisions
at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 5.0 fb
−1
. Upper limits on the ross setion in the range
13{15 fb (90% CL) is given for m
X
0
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CHANG 18A PR D98 123004 L.J. Chang, M. Lisanti, S. Mishra-Sharma (PRIN)
CRISLER 18 PRL 121 061803 M. Crisler et al. (SENSEI Collab.)
JIANG 18 PRL 120 241301 H. Jiang et al. (CDEX Collab.)
KACHULIS 18 PRL 120 221301 C. Kahulis et al. (Super-Kamiokande Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 18 PR D97 099903 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
LISANTI 18 PRL 120 101101 M. Lisanti et al. (PRIN, MIT, MICH)
MAZZIOTTA 18 PR D98 022006 M. Mazziotta et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
REN 18 PRL 121 021304 X. Ren et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18BF JHEP 1806 027 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18BO JHEP 1808 130 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18BV EPJ C78 291 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18C PR D97 032009 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18CU JHEP 1801 056 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18DH JHEP 1809 046 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 18S PR D97 092005 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
YANG 18 CP C42 023002 L.T. Yang et al. (CDEX Collab.)
AABOUD 17A PL B765 11 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AM PRL 119 181804 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17AQ PR D96 112004 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17BD EPJ C77 765 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 17R EPJ C77 393 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AARTSEN 17 EPJ C77 82 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 17A EPJ C77 146 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
Also EPJ C79 214 (errat.) M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 17C EPJ C77 627 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AGUILAR-AR... 17 PRL 118 141803 A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (DAMIC Collab.)
AGUILAR-AR... 17A PRL 118 221803 A.A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (MiniBooNE Collab.)
AKERIB 17 PRL 118 021303 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
AKERIB 17A PRL 118 251302 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
ALBERT 17A PL B769 249 A. Albert et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
Also PL B796 253 (errat.) A. Albert et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AMOLE 17 PRL 118 251301 C. Amole et al. (PICO Collab.)
ANGLOHER 17A EPJ C77 637 G. Angloher et al. (CRESST Collab.)
APRILE 17 PRL 118 101101 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
APRILE 17A PR D96 022008 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
APRILE 17D PR D96 042004 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
APRILE 17G PRL 119 181301 E. Aprile et al. (XENON Collab.)
APRILE 17H PR D96 122002 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
APRILE 17K JCAP 1710 039 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
ARCHAMBAU...17 PR D95 082001 S. Arhambault et al. (VERITAS Collab.)
AVRORIN 17 JETP 125 80 A.D. Avrorin et al. (BAIKAL Collab.)
BANERJEE 17 PRL 118 011802 D. Banerjee et al. (NA64 Collab.)
BARBOSA-D... 17 PR D95 032006 E. Barbosa de Souza et al. (DM17 Collab.)
BATTAT 17 ASP 91 65 J.B.R. Battat et al. (DRIFT-IId Collab.)
BEHNKE 17 ASP 90 85 E. Behnke et al. (PICASSO Collab.)
BOUDAUD 17 PRL 119 021103 M. Boudaud, J. Lavalle, P. Salati
CHEN 17E PR D96 102007 X. Chen et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
CUI 17A PRL 119 181302 X. Cui et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
FU 17 PRL 118 071301 C. Fu et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
Also PRL 120 049902 (errat.) C. Fu et al. (PandaX-II Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17A PRL 118 021802 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 17F JHEP 1702 135 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17 JHEP 1703 061 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AP JHEP 1710 180 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17AQ JHEP 1710 073 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17BB EPJ C77 845 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17G JHEP 1707 014 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
SIRUNYAN 17U JHEP 1709 106 A.M. Sirunyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
AABOUD 16AD PL B763 251 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16D PR D94 032005 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AABOUD 16F JHEP 1606 059 M. Aaboud et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16AF JHEP 1601 172 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16AG JHEP 1602 062 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 16M PR D93 072007 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AARTSEN 16C JCAP 1604 022 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 16D EPJ C76 531 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABDALLAH 16 PRL 117 111301 H. Abdallah et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ABDALLAH 16A PRL 117 151302 H. Abdallah et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ADRIAN-MAR...16 PL B759 69 S. Adrian-Martinez et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
ADRIAN-MAR...16B JCAP 1605 016 S. Adrian-Martinez et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AGNES 16 PR D93 081101 P. Agnes et al. (DarkSide-50 Collab.)
AGNESE 16 PRL 116 071301 R. Agnese et al. (SuperCDMS Collab.)
AGUILAR-AR... 16 PR D94 082006 A. Aguilar-Arevalo et al. (DAMIC Collab.)
AHNEN 16 JCAP 1602 039 M.L. Ahnen et al. (MAGIC and Fermi-LAT Collab.)
AKERIB 16 PRL 116 161301 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
AKERIB 16A PRL 116 161302 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
AMOLE 16 PR D93 052014 C. Amole et al. (PICO Collab.)
AMOLE 16A PR D93 061101 C. Amole et al. (PICO Collab.)
ANGLOHER 16 EPJ C76 25 G. Angloher et al. (CRESST-II Collab.)
ANGLOHER 16A PRL 117 021303 G. Angloher et al. (CRESST-II Collab.)
APRILE 16 PR D94 092001 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
APRILE 16B PR D94 122001 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
ARMENGAUD 16 JCAP 1605 019 E. Armengaud et al. (EDELWEISS-III Collab.)
AVRORIN 16 ASP 81 12 A.D. Avrorin et al. (BAIKAL Collab.)
CAPUTO 16 PR D93 062004 R. Caputo et al.
FORNASA 16 PR D94 123005 M. Fornasa et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
HEHN 16 EPJ C76 548 L. Hehn et al. (EDELWEISS-III Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16AJ PR D93 052011 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16BZ JHEP 1612 083 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
Also JHEP 1708 035 (errat.) V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16CA JHEP 1612 088 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 16N PL B755 102 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
LEITE 16 JCAP 1611 021 N. Leite et al.
LI 16 PR D93 043518 S. Li et al.
LI 16A JCAP 1612 028 Z. Li et al.
LIANG 16 PR D94 103502 Y.-F. Liang et al.
LU 16 PR D93 103517 B-Q. Lu, H-S. Zong
SHIRASAKI 16 PR D94 063522 M. Shirasaki et al.
TAN 16 PR D93 122009 T.H. Tan et al. (PandaX Collab.)
TAN 16B PRL 117 121303 A. Tan et al. (PandaX Collab.)
ZHAO 16 PR D93 092003 W. Zhao et al. (CDEX Collab.)
AAD 15AS EPJ C75 92 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15BH EPJ C75 299 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
Also EPJ C75 408 (errat.) G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15CF PRL 115 131801 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 15CS PR D91 012008 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
Also PR D92 059903 (errat.) G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AARTSEN 15C EPJ C75 20 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 15E EPJ C75 492 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABRAMOWSKI 15 PRL 114 081301 A. Abramowski et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ACKERMANN 15 PR D91 122002 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ACKERMANN 15A JCAP 1509 008 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ACKERMANN 15B PRL 115 231301 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ADRIAN-MAR...15 JCAP 1510 068 S. Adrian-Martinez et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AGNES 15 PL B743 456 P. Agnes et al. (DarkSide-50 Collab.)
AGNESE 15A PR D91 052021 R. Agnese et al. (SuperCDMS Collab.)
AGNESE 15B PR D92 072003 R. Agnese et al. (SuperCDMS Collab.)
AMOLE 15 PRL 114 231302 C. Amole et al. (PICO Collab.)
APRILE 15 PRL 115 091302 E. Aprile et al. (XENON Collab.)
APRILE 15A SCI 349 851 E. Aprile et al. (XENON Collab.)
CHOI 15 PRL 114 141301 K. Choi et al. (Super-Kamiokande Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AG JHEP 1506 121 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15AL EPJ C75 235 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
KHACHATRY... 15T PR D91 092005 V. Khahatryan et al. (CMS Collab.)
NAKAMURA 15 PTEP 2015 4 043F01 K. Nakamura et al. (NEWAGE Collab.)
XIAO 15 PR D92 052004 X. Xiao et al. (PandaX Collab.)
AAD 14AI JHEP 1409 037 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14BK PRL 112 041802 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14K PR D90 012004 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 14O PRL 112 201802 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
ACKERMANN 14 PR D89 042001 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
AGNESE 14 PRL 112 241302 R. Agnese et al. (SuperCDMS Collab.)
AGNESE 14A PRL 112 041302 R. Agnese et al. (SuperCDMS Collab.)
AKERIB 14 PRL 112 091303 D.S. Akerib et al. (LUX Collab.)
ALEKSIC 14 JCAP 1402 008 J. Aleksi et al. (MAGIC Collab.)
ANGLOHER 14 EPJ C74 3184 G. Angloher et al. (CRESST-II Collab.)
APRILE 14A ASP 54 11 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
AVRORIN 14 ASP 62 12 A.D. Avrorin et al. (BAIKAL Collab.)
FELIZARDO 14 PR D89 072013 M. Felizardo et al. (SIMPLE Collab.)
LEE 14A PR D90 052006 H.S. Lee et al. (KIMS Collab.)
LIU 14A PR D90 032003 S.K. Liu et al. (CDEX Collab.)
UCHIDA 14 PTEP 2014 063C01 H. Uhida et al. (XMASS Collab.)
YUE 14 PR D90 091701 Q. Yue et al. (CDEX Collab.)
AAD 13AD JHEP 1304 075 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AAD 13C PRL 110 011802 G. Aad et al. (ATLAS Collab.)
AALSETH 13 PR D88 012002 C.E. Aalseth et al. (CoGeNT Collab.)
AARTSEN 13 PRL 110 131302 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AARTSEN 13C PR D88 122001 M.G. Aartsen et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABE 13B PL B719 78 K. Abe et al. (XMASS Collab.)
ABRAMOWSKI 13 PRL 110 041301 A. Abramowski et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ACKERMANN 13A PR D88 082002 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ADRIAN-MAR...13 JCAP 1311 032 S. Adrian-Martinez et al. (ANTARES Collab.)
AGNESE 13 PR D88 031104 R. Agnese et al. (CDMS Collab.)
AGNESE 13A PRL 111 251301 R. Agnese et al. (CDMS Collab.)
APRILE 13 PRL 111 021301 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
BERNABEI 13A EPJ C73 2648 R. Bernabei et al. (DAMA Collab.)
BOLIEV 13 JCAP 1309 019 M. Boliev et al.
LI 13B PRL 110 261301 H.B. Li et al. (TEXONO Collab.)
SUVOROVA 13 PAN 76 1367 O.V. Suvorova et al. (INRM)
Translated from YAF 76 1433.
ZHAO 13 PR D88 052004 W. Zhao et al. (CDEX Collab.)
AALTONEN 12K PRL 108 201802 T. Aaltonen et al. (CDF Collab.)
AALTONEN 12M PRL 108 211804 T. Aaltonen et al. (CDF Collab.)
ABBASI 12 PR D85 042002 R. Abbasi et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABRAMOWSKI 12 APJ 750 123 A. Abramowski et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ACKERMANN 12 PR D86 022002 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
AKIMOV 12 PL B709 14 D.Yu. Akimov et al. (ZEPLIN-III Collab.)
ALIU 12 PR D85 062001 E. Aliu et al. (VERITAS Collab.)
ANGLOHER 12 EPJ C72 1971 G. Angloher et al. (CRESST-II Collab.)
APRILE 12 PRL 109 181301 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
ARCHAMBAU...12 PL B711 153 S. Arhambault et al. (PICASSO Collab.)
ARMENGAUD 12 PR D86 051701 E. Armengaud et al. (EDELWEISS Collab.)
BARRETO 12 PL B711 264 J. Barreto et al. (DAMIC Collab.)
BEHNKE 12 PR D86 052001 E. Behnke et al. (COUPP Collab.)
Also PR D90 079902 (errat.) E. Behnke et al. (COUPP Collab.)
BROWN 12 PR D85 021301 A. Brown et al. (OXF)
CHATRCHYAN 12AP JHEP 1209 094 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
CHATRCHYAN 12T PRL 108 261803 S. Chatrhyan et al. (CMS Collab.)
DAHL 12 PRL 108 259001 C.E. Dahl, J. Hall, W.H. Lippinott (CHIC, FNAL)
DAW 12 ASP 35 397 E. Daw et al. (DRIFT-IId Collab.)
FELIZARDO 12 PRL 108 201302 M. Felizardo et al. (SIMPLE Collab.)
KIM 12 PRL 108 181301 S.C. Kim et al. (KIMS Collab.)
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AALSETH 11 PRL 106 131301 C.E. Aalseth et al. (CoGeNT Collab.)
AALSETH 11A PRL 107 141301 C.E. Aalseth et al. (CoGeNT Collab.)
ABBASI 11C PR D84 022004 R. Abbasi et al. (IeCube Collab.)
ABRAMOWSKI 11 PRL 106 161301 A. Abramowski et al. (H.E.S.S. Collab.)
ACKERMANN 11 PRL 107 241302 M. Akermann et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
AHLEN 11 PL B695 124 S. Ahlen et al. (DMTPC Collab.)
AHMED 11 PR D83 112002 Z. Ahmed et al. (CDMS Collab.)
AHMED 11A PR D84 011102 Z. Ahmed et al. (CDMS and EDELWEISS Collabs.)
AHMED 11B PRL 106 131302 Z. Ahmed et al. (CDMS Collab.)
AJELLO 11 PR D84 032007 M. Ajello et al. (Fermi-LAT Collab.)
ANGLE 11 PRL 107 051301 J. Angle et al. (XENON10 Collab.)
Also PRL 110 249901 (errat.) J. Angle et al. (XENON10 Collab.)
APRILE 11 PR D84 052003 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
APRILE 11A PR D84 061101 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
APRILE 11B PRL 107 131302 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
ARMENGAUD 11 PL B702 329 E. Armengaud et al. (EDELWEISS-II Collab.)
BEHNKE 11 PRL 106 021303 E. Behnke et al. (COUPP Collab.)
GERINGER-SA...11 PRL 107 241303 A. Geringer-Sameth, S.M. Koushiappas
HORN 11 PL B705 471 M. Horn et al. (ZEPLIN-III Collab.)
TANAKA 11 APJ 742 78 T. Tanaka et al. (Super-Kamiokande Collab.)
ABBASI 10 PR D81 057101 R. Abbasi et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AHMED 10 SCI 327 1619 Z. Ahmed et al. (CDMS II Collab.)
AKERIB 10 PR D82 122004 D.S. Akerib et al. (CDMS II Collab.)
AKIMOV 10 PL B692 180 D.Yu. Akimov et al. (ZEPLIN-III Collab.)
APRILE 10 PRL 105 131302 E. Aprile et al. (XENON100 Collab.)
ARMENGAUD 10 PL B687 294 E. Armengaud et al. (EDELWEISS-II Collab.)
FELIZARDO 10 PRL 105 211301 M. Felizardo et al. (The SIMPLE Collab.)
MIUCHI 10 PL B686 11 K. Miuhi et al. (NEWAGE Collab.)
ABBASI 09B PRL 102 201302 R. Abbasi et al. (IeCube Collab.)
AHMED 09 PRL 102 011301 Z. Ahmed et al. (CDMS Collab.)
ANGLE 09 PR D80 115005 J. Angle et al. (XENON10 Collab.)
ANGLOHER 09 ASP 31 270 G. Angloher et al. (CRESST Collab.)
ARCHAMBAU...09 PL B682 185 S. Arhambault et al. (PICASSO Collab.)
LEBEDENKO 09A PRL 103 151302 V.N. Lebedenko et al. (ZEPLIN-III Collab.)
LIN 09 PR D79 061101 S.T. Lin et al. (TEXONO Collab.)
AALSETH 08 PRL 101 251301 C.E. Aalseth et al. (CoGeNT Collab.)
Also PRL 102 109903 (errat.) C.E. Aalseth et al. (CoGeNT Collab.)
ANGLE 08A PRL 101 091301 J. Angle et al. (XENON10 Collab.)
BEDNYAKOV 08 PAN 71 111 V.A. Bednyakov, H.P. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus, I.V. Krivosheina
Translated from YAF 71 112.
ALNER 07 PL B653 161 G.J. Alner et al. (ZEPLIN-II Collab.)
LEE 07A PRL 99 091301 H.S. Lee et al. (KIMS Collab.)
MIUCHI 07 PL B654 58 K. Miuhi et al.
AKERIB 06 PR D73 011102 D.S. Akerib et al. (CDMS Collab.)
SHIMIZU 06A PL B633 195 Y. Shimizu et al.
AKERIB 05 PR D72 052009 D.S. Akerib et al. (CDMS Collab.)
ALNER 05 PL B616 17 G.J. Alner et al. (UK Dark Matter Collab.)
BARNABE-HE...05 PL B624 186 M. Barnabe-Heider et al. (PICASSO Collab.)
BENOIT 05 PL B616 25 A. Benoit et al. (EDELWEISS Collab.)
GIRARD 05 PL B621 233 T.A. Girard et al. (SIMPLE Collab.)
GIULIANI 05 PRL 95 101301 F. Giuliani
GIULIANI 05A PR D71 123503 F. Giuliani, T.A. Girard
KLAPDOR-K... 05 PL B609 226 H.V. Klapdor-Kleingrothaus, I.V. Krivosheina, C. Tomei
GIULIANI 04 PL B588 151 F. Giuliani, T.A. Girard
GIULIANI 04A PRL 93 161301 F. Giuliani
MIUCHI 03 ASP 19 135 K. Miuhi et al.
TAKEDA 03 PL B572 145 A. Takeda et al.
ANGLOHER 02 ASP 18 43 G. Angloher et al. (CRESST Collab.)
BELLI 02 PR D66 043503 P. Belli et al.
BERNABEI 02C EPJ C23 61 R. Bernabei et al. (DAMA Collab.)
GREEN 02 PR D66 083003 A.M. Green
BAUDIS 01 PR D63 022001 L. Baudis et al. (Heidelberg-Mosow Collab.)
SMITH 01 PR D64 043502 D. Smith, N. Weiner
ULLIO 01 JHEP 0107 044 P. Ullio, M. Kamionkowski, P. Vogel
BENOIT 00 PL B479 8 A. Benoit et al. (EDELWEISS Collab.)
BERNABEI 00D NJP 2 15 R. Bernabei et al. (DAMA Collab.)
COLLAR 00 PRL 85 3083 J.I. Collar et al. (SIMPLE Collab.)
AMBROSIO 99 PR D60 082002 M. Ambrosio et al. (Maro Collab.)
BERNABEI 99 PL B450 448 R. Bernabei et al. (DAMA Collab.)
BERNABEI 99D PRL 83 4918 R. Bernabei et al. (DAMA Collab.)
BRHLIK 99 PL B464 303 M. Brhlik, L. Roszkowski
DERBIN 99 PAN 62 1886 A.V. Derbin et al.
Translated from YAF 62 2034.
KLIMENKO 98 JETPL 67 875 A.A. Klimenko et al.
Translated from ZETFP 67 835.
SARSA 97 PR D56 1856 M.L. Sarsa et al. (ZARA)
ALESSAND... 96 PL B384 316 A. Alessandrello et al. (MILA, MILAI, SASSO)
BELLI 96 PL B387 222 P. Belli et al. (DAMA Collab.)
Also PL B389 783 (erratum) P. Belli et al. (DAMA Collab.)
BELLI 96C NC C19 537 P. Belli et al. (DAMA Collab.)
BERNABEI 96 PL B389 757 R. Bernabei et al. (DAMA Collab.)
COLLAR 96 PRL 76 331 J.I. Collar (SCUC)
SARSA 96 PL B386 458 M.L. Sarsa et al. (ZARA)
Also PR D56 1856 M.L. Sarsa et al. (ZARA)
SMITH 96 PL B379 299 P.F. Smith et al. (RAL, SHEF, LOIC+)
SNOWDEN-... 96 PRL 76 332 D.P. Snowden-It, E.S. Freeman, P.B. Prie (UCB)
GARCIA 95 PR D51 1458 E. Garia et al. (ZARA, SCUC, PNL)
QUENBY 95 PL B351 70 J.J. Quenby et al. (LOIC, RAL, SHEF+)
SNOWDEN-... 95 PRL 74 4133 D.P. Snowden-It, E.S. Freeman, P.B. Prie (UCB)
Also PRL 76 331 J.I. Collar (SCUC)
Also PRL 76 332 D.P. Snowden-It, E.S. Freeman, P.B. Prie (UCB)
BECK 94 PL B336 141 M. Bek et al. (MPIH, KIAE, SASSO)
BACCI 92 PL B293 460 C. Bai et al. (Beijing-Roma-Salay Collab.)
REUSSER 91 PL B255 143 D. Reusser et al. (NEUC, CIT, PSI)
CALDWELL 88 PRL 61 510 D.O. Caldwell et al. (UCSB, UCB, LBL)
Other Partile Searhes
OMITTED FROM SUMMARY TABLE
OTHER PARTICLE SEARCHES
Revised February 2018 by K. Hikasa (Tohoku University).
We collect here those searches which do not appear in any
other search categories. These are listed in the following order:
• Concentration of stable particles in matter
• General new physics searches
• Limits on jet-jet resonance in hadron collisions
• Limits on neutral particle production at accelerators
• Limits on charged particles in e+e− collisions
• Limits on charged particles in hadron reactions
• Limits on charged particles in cosmic rays
• Searches for quantum black hole production
Note that searches appear in separate sections elsewhere for
Higgs bosons (and technipions), other heavy bosons (including
WR, W
′, Z ′, leptoquarks, axigluons), axions (including pseudo-
Goldstone bosons, Majorons, familons), WIMPs, heavy leptons,
heavy neutrinos, free quarks, monopoles, supersymmetric par-
ticles, and compositeness.
We no longer list for limits on tachyons and centauros. See
our 1994 edition for these limits.
CONCENTRATION OF STABLE PARTICLES IN MATTER
Conentration of Heavy (Charge +1) Stable Partiles in Matter
VALUE CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<4× 10−17 95 1 YAMAGATA 93 SPEC Deep sea water,
M=5{1600m
p








<9× 10−15 95 2 VERKERK 92 SPEC Water, M= 108 GeV
<3× 10−23 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC Water, M = 1000m
p
<2× 10−21 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC Water, M = 5000m
p
<3× 10−20 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC Water, M = 10000m
p
<1.× 10−29 SMITH 82B SPEC Water, M=30{400m
p
<2.× 10−28 SMITH 82B SPEC Water, M=12{1000m
p
<1.× 10−14 SMITH 82B SPEC Water, M >1000 m
p
<(0.2{1.)× 10−21 SMITH 79 SPEC Water, M=6{350 m
p
1
YAMAGATA 93 used deep sea water at 4000 m sine the onentration is enhaned in
deep sea due to gravity.
2
VERKERK 92 looked for heavy isotopes in sea water and put a bound on onentration
of stable harged massive partile in sea water. The above bound an be translated into
into a bound on harged dark matter partile (5× 106 GeV), assuming the loal density,






See HEMMICK 90 Fig. 7 for other masses 100{10000m
p
.
Conentration of Heavy Stable Partiles Bound to Nulei
VALUE CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<1.2× 10−11 95 1 JAVORSEK 01 SPEC Au, M= 3 GeV
<6.9× 10−10 95 1 JAVORSEK 01 SPEC Au, M= 144 GeV
<1 × 10−11 95 2 JAVORSEK 01B SPEC Au, M= 188 GeV
<1 × 10−8 95 2 JAVORSEK 01B SPEC Au, M= 1669
GeV
<6 × 10−9 95 2 JAVORSEK 01B SPEC Fe, M= 188 GeV
<1 × 10−8 95 2 JAVORSEK 01B SPEC Fe, M= 647 GeV
<4 × 10−20 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC C, M = 100m
p
<8 × 10−20 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC C, M = 1000m
p
<2 × 10−16 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC C, M = 10000m
p
<6 × 10−13 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC Li, M = 1000m
p
<1 × 10−11 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC Be, M = 1000m
p
<6 × 10−14 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC B, M = 1000m
p
<4 × 10−17 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC O, M = 1000m
p
<4 × 10−15 90 3 HEMMICK 90 SPEC F, M = 1000m
p
< 1.5× 10−13/nuleon 68 4 NORMAN 89 SPEC 206PbX−
< 1.2× 10−12/nuleon 68 4 NORMAN 87 SPEC 56,58FeX−
1
JAVORSEK 01 searh for (neutral) SIMPs (strongly interating massive partiles) bound
to Au nulei. Here M is the eetive SIMP mass.
2
JAVORSEK 01B searh for (neutral) SIMPs (strongly interating massive partiles) bound
to Au and Fe nulei from various origins with exposures on the earth's surfae, in a
satellite, heavy ion ollisions, et. Here M is the mass of the anomalous nuleus. See
also JAVORSEK 02.
3




Bound valid up to m
X




GENERAL NEW PHYSICS SEARCHES
This subsetion lists some of the searh experiments whih look for general
signatures harateristi of new physis, independent of the framework of
a spei model.
The observed events are ompatible with Standard Model expetation,
unless noted otherwise.
VALUE DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
SIRUNYAN 20A CMS SUSY/LQ searh with mT2 or
long-lived harged partiles
2
ALCANTARA 19 Auger, superheavy DM
3
PORAYKO 18 PPTA pulsar timing fuzzy DM searh
4
AAD 15AT ATLS t + 6ET
5
KHACHATRY...15F CMS t + 6ET
6
AALTONEN 14J CDF W + 2 jets
7
AAD 13A ATLS WW → ℓν ℓ′ ν
8
AAD 13C ATLS γ + 6ET
9
AALTONEN 13I CDF Delayed γ + 6ET
10
CHATRCHYAN13 CMS ℓ+ ℓ− + jets + 6ET
11
AAD 12C ATLS t t + 6ET
12
AALTONEN 12M CDF jet + 6ET
13
CHATRCHYAN12AP CMS jet + 6ET
14
CHATRCHYAN12Q CMS Z + jets + 6ET
15
CHATRCHYAN12T CMS γ + 6ET
16
AAD 11S ATLS jet + 6ET
17
AALTONEN 11AF CDF ℓ± ℓ±
18
CHATRCHYAN11C CMS ℓ+ ℓ− + jets + 6ET
19
CHATRCHYAN11U CMS jet + 6ET
20
AALTONEN 10AF CDF γγ + ℓ, 6ET
21
AALTONEN 09AF CDF ℓγb 6ET
22
AALTONEN 09G CDF ℓℓℓ 6ET
1
SIRUNYAN 20A searh for SUSY and LQ prodution using mT2 or presene of long-
lived harged partile; no signal, limits plaed in various mass planes for dierent BSM
senarios and various assumed lifetimes.
2
ALCANTARA 19 plae limits on m(WIMPzilla=X ) vs lifetime from upper bound on ultra





PORAYKO 18 searh for deviations in the residuals of pulsar timing data using PPTA.
No signal observed. Limits set on fuzzy DM with 3× 10−24 < m(DM) < 2× 10−22
eV.
4
AAD 15AT searh for events with a top quark and mssing ET in pp ollisions at Em




KHACHATRYAN 15F searh for events with a top quark and mssing ET in pp ollisions
at E
m




AALTONEN 14J examine events with a W and two jets in pp ollisions at E
m
= 1.96
TeV with L = 8.9 fb
−1
. Invariant mass distributions of the two jets are onsistent with
the Standard Model expetation.
7
AAD 13A searh for resonant WW prodution in pp ollisions at E
m





AAD 13C searh for events with a photon and missing 6ET in pp ollisions at Em = 7




AALTONEN 13I searh for events with a photon and missing ET , where the photon is
deteted after the expeted timing, in pp ollisions at E
m
= 1.96 TeV with L = 6.3
fb
−1
. The data are onsistent with the Standard Model expetation.
10
CHATRCHYAN 13 searh for events with an opposite-sign lepton pair, jets, and missing




AAD 12C searh for events with a t t pair and missing 6ET in pp ollisions at Em = 7




AALTONEN 12M searh for events with a jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em




CHATRCHYAN 12AP searh for events with a jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m




CHATRCHYAN 12Q searh for events with a Z , jets, and missing 6ET in pp ollisions at
E
m




CHATRCHYAN 12T searh for events with a photon and missing 6ET in pp ollisions at
E
m




AAD 11S searh for events with one jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at Em = 7




AALTONEN 11AF searh for high-p
T
like-sign dileptons in pp ollisions at E
m
=




CHATRCHYAN 11C searh for events with an opposite-sign lepton pair, jets, and missing




CHATRCHYAN 11U searh for events with one jet and missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m




AALTONEN 10AF searh for γγ events with e, µ, τ , or missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 1.96 TeV with L = 1.1{2.0 fb−1.
21
AALTONEN 09AF searh for ℓγb events with missing ET in pp ollisions at Em =
1.96 TeV with L = 1.9 fb
−1
. The observed events are ompatible with Standard Model
expetation inluding t t γ prodution.
22
AALTONEN 09G searh for µµµ and µµe events with missing ET in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 1.96 TeV with L = 976 pb
−1
.
LIMITS ON JET-JET RESONANCES
Heavy Partile Prodution Cross Setion
Limits are for a partile deaying to two hadroni jets.
Units(pb) CL% Mass(GeV) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AABOUD 19AJ ATLS pp → γX , X → j j
2
SIRUNYAN 19B CMS pp → j A, A → bb
3
SIRUNYAN 19CD CMS pp → Z ′ γ, Z ′ → j j
4
AABOUD 18AD ATLS pp → Y → HX → (bb) +
(qq)
5
AABOUD 18CK ATLS pp → bbb + 6ET
6
AABOUD 18CL ATLS pp → vetor-like quarks
7
AABOUD 18N ATLS pp → j j resonane
8
SIRUNYAN 18DJ CMS pp → Z Z or W Z → ℓℓ j j
9
SIRUNYAN 18DY CMS pp → RR; R → j j
10
KHACHATRY...17W CMS pp → j j resonane
11
KHACHATRY...17Y CMS pp → (8{10) j+ 6ET
12
SIRUNYAN 17F CMS pp → j j angular distribution
13
AABOUD 16 ATLS pp → b + jet
14
AAD 16N ATLS pp → 3 high ET jets
15
AAD 16S ATLS pp → j j resonane
16
KHACHATRY...16K CMS pp → j j resonane
17
KHACHATRY...16L CMS pp → j j resonane
18
AAD 13D ATLS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
19
AALTONEN 13R CDF 1.96 TeV pp → 4 jets
20
CHATRCHYAN13A CMS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
21
CHATRCHYAN13A CMS 7 TeV pp → bbX
22
AAD 12S ATLS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
23
CHATRCHYAN12BL CMS 7 TeV pp → t t X
24
AAD 11AG ATLS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
25
AALTONEN 11M CDF 1.96 TeV pp → W+ 2 jets
26
ABAZOV 11I D0 1.96 TeV pp → W+ 2 jets
27
AAD 10 ATLS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
28
KHACHATRY...10 CMS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
29
ABE 99F CDF 1.8 TeV pp → bb+ anything
30
ABE 97G CDF 1.8 TeV pp → 2 jets
<2603 95 200 31 ABE 93G CDF 1.8 TeV pp → 2 jets
< 44 95 400 31 ABE 93G CDF 1.8 TeV pp → 2 jets
< 7 95 600 31 ABE 93G CDF 1.8 TeV pp → 2 jets
1
AABOUD 19AJ searh for low mass dijet resonane in pp → γX , X → j j at 13 TeV
with 79.8 fb
−1
of data; no signal found; limits plaed on Z
′





SIRUNYAN 19B searh for low mass resonane pp → j A, A → bb at 13 TeV using 35.9
fb
−1
; no signal; exlude resonanes 50{350 GeV depending on prodution and deay.
3
SIRUNYAN 19CD searh for pp → Z ′ γ, Z ′ → j j with fat jet (j j); no signal, limits
plaed in m(Z
′
) vs. oupling plane for Z
′
masses from 10 to 125 GeV.
4
AABOUD 18AD searh for new heavy partile Y → HX → (bb) + (qq). No signal
observed. Limits set on m(Y) vs. m(X) in the ranges of m(Y) in 1{4 TeV and m(X) in
50{1000 GeV.
5
AABOUD 18CK searh for SUSY Higgsinos in gauge-mediation via pp → bbb + 6ET
at 13 TeV using two omplementary analyses with 24.3/36.1 fb
−1
; no signal is found
and Higgsinos with masses between 130 and 230 GeV and between 290 and 880 GeV are
exluded at the 95% ondene level.
6
AABOUD 18CL searh for pp → vetor-like quarks → jets at 13 TeV with 36 fb−1; no
signal seen; limits set on various VLQ senarios. For pure B → Hb or T → H t, set
the mass limit m > 1010 GeV.
7





) in the mass range of 450{1800 GeV.
8
SIRUNYAN 18DJ searh for pp → Z Z or W Z → ℓℓ j j resonane at 13 TeV, 35.9
fb
−1
; no signal; limits set in the 400{4500 GeV mass range, exlusion of W
′
up to 2270
GeV in the HVT model A, and up to 2330 GeV for HVT model B. WED bulk graviton
exlusion up to 925 GeV.
9
SIRUNYAN 18DY searh for pp → RR; R → j j two dijet resonanes at 13 TeV 35.9
fb
−1
; no signal; limits plaed on RPV top-squark pair prodution.
10
KHACHATRYAN 17W searh for dijet resonane in 12.9 fb
−1
data at 13 TeV; see Fig.
2 for limits on axigluons, diquarks, dark matter mediators et.
11
KHACHATRYAN 17Y searh for pp → (8{10) j in 19.7 fb−1 at 8 TeV. No signal seen.
Limits set on olorons, axigluons, RPV, and SUSY.
12
SIRUNYAN 17F measure pp → j j angular distribution in 2.6 fb−1 at 13 TeV; limits
set on LEDs and quantum blak holes.
13
AABOUD 16 searh for resonant dijets inluding one or two b-jets with 3.2 fb
−1
at
13 TeV; exlude exited b
∗
quark from 1.1{2.1 TeV; exlude leptophili Z ′ with SM
ouplings from 1.1{1.5 TeV.
14
AAD 16N searh for ≥ 3 jets with 3.6 fb−1 at 13 TeV; limits plaed on miro blak
holes (Fig. 10) and string balls (Fig. 11).
15
AAD 16S searh for high mass jet-jet resonane with 3.6 fb
−1
at 13 TeV; exlude portions




and ontat interation parameter spae.
16
KHACHATRYAN 16K searh for dijet resonane in 2.4 fb
−1
data at 13 TeV; see Fig. 3
for limits on axigluons, diquarks et.
17
KHACHATRYAN 16L use data souting tehnique to searh for j j resonane on 18.8
fb
−1
of data at 8 TeV. Limits on the oupling of a leptophobi Z
′
to quarks are set,
improving on the results by other experiments in the mass range between 500{800 GeV.
18
AAD 13D searh for dijet resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 4.8
fb
−1
. The observed events are ompatible with Standard Model expetation. See their
Fig. 6 and Table 2 for limits on resonane ross setion in the range m = 1.0{4.0 TeV.
19
AALTONEN 13R searh for prodution of a pair of jet-jet resonanes in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 1.96 TeV with L = 6.6 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 5 and Tables I, II for ross setion
limits.
2087
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Other Partile Searhes
20
CHATRCHYAN 13A searh for qq, qg , and g g resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
=
7 TeV with L = 4.8 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 3 and Table 1 for limits on resonane ross
setion in the range m = 1.0{4.3 TeV.
21
CHATRCHYAN 13A searh for bb resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L
= 4.8 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 8 and Table 4 for limits on resonane ross setion in the
range m = 1.0{4.0 TeV.
22
AAD 12S searh for dijet resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 1.0
fb
−1
. See their Fig. 3 and Table 2 for limits on resonane ross setion in the range m
= 0.9{4.0 TeV.
23
CHATRCHYAN 12BL searh for t t resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L
= 4.4 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 4 for limits on resonane ross setion in the range m =
0.5{3.0 TeV.
24
AAD 11AG searh for dijet resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 36 pb
−1
.
Limits on number of events for m = 0.6{4 TeV are given in their Table 3.
25
AALTONEN 11M nd a peak in two jet invariant mass distribution around 140 GeV in
W + 2 jet events in pp ollisions at E
m




ABAZOV 11I searh for two-jet resonanes in W + 2 jet events in pp ollisions at E
m
= 1.96 TeV with L = 4.3 fb
−1
and give limits σ < (2.6{1.3) pb (95% CL) for m =
110{170 GeV. The result is inompatible with AALTONEN 11M.
27
AAD 10 searh for narrow dijet resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L
= 315 nb
−1
. Limits on the ross setion in the range 10{10
3
pb is given for m =
0.3{1.7 TeV.
28
KHACHATRYAN 10 searh for narrow dijet resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV
with L = 2.9 pb
−1
. Limits on the ross setion in the range 1{300 pb is given for m =
0.5{2.6 TeV separately in the nal states qq, qg , and g g .
29
ABE 99F searh for narrow bb resonanes in pp ollisions at E
m
=1.8 TeV. Limits on
σ(pp → X+ anything)×B(X → bb) in the range 3{103 pb (95%CL) are given for
m
X
=200{750 GeV. See their Table I.
30





= 1.8 TeV. Limits on σ(pp → X+ anything)·B(X → j j) in the range 104{10−1 pb




∣ < 2.0 and





∣ < 0.67. See their Table I for the list of limits. Supersedes
ABE 93G.
31
ABE 93G give ross setion times branhing ratio into light (d, u, s , , b) quarks for  
= 0.02M. Their Table II gives limits for M = 200{900 GeV and   = (0.02{0.2)M.
LIMITS ON NEUTRAL PARTICLE PRODUCTION
Prodution Cross Setion of Radiatively-Deaying Neutral Partile
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
ALBERT 18C HAWC γ from Sun
2
KHACHATRY...17D CMS Z γ resonane
<0.0008 95 3 AAD 16AI ATLS pp → γ + jet
4
KHACHATRY...16M CMS pp → γγ resonane
<(0.043{0.17) 95 5 ABBIENDI 00D OPAL e+ e− → X0Y 0,
X
0 → Y 0 γ
<(0.05{0.8) 95 6 ABBIENDI 00D OPAL e+ e− → X0X0,
X
0 → Y 0 γ
<(2.5{0.5) 95 7 ACKERSTAFF 97B OPAL e+ e− → X0Y 0,
X
0 → Y 0 γ
<(1.6{0.9) 95 8 ACKERSTAFF 97B OPAL e+ e− → X0X0,
X
0 → Y 0 γ
1
ALBERT 18C searh for WIMP annihilation in Sun to long-lived, radiatively deaying
mediator; no signal; limits set on σSD(χp) assuming long-lived mediator.
2
KHACHATRYAN 17D searh for new salar resonane deaying to Z γ with Z → e+ e−,
µ+µ− in pp ollisions at 8 and 13 TeV; no signal seen.
3
AAD 16AI searh for exited quarks (EQ) and quantum blak holes (QBH) in 3.2 fb
−1
at 13 TeV of data; exlude EQ below 4.4 TeV and QBH below 3.8 (6.2) TeV for RS1







KHACHATRYAN 16M searh for γγ resonane using 19.7 fb−1 at 8 TeV and 3.3 fb−1
at 13 Tev; slight exess at 750 GeV noted; limit set on RS graviton.
5
ABBIENDI 00D assoiated prodution limit is for m
X
0






=189 GeV. See also their Fig. 9.
6
ABBIENDI 00D pair prodution limit is for m
X
0






GeV. See also their Fig. 12.
7
ACKERSTAFF 97B assoiated prodution limit is for m
X
0




10.0 pb−1 at E
m
= 161 GeV. See their Fig. 3(a).
8
ACKERSTAFF 97B pair prodution limit is for m
X
0




10.0 pb−1 at E
m
= 161 GeV. See their Fig. 3(b).
Heavy Partile Prodution Cross Setion
VALUE (m
2
/N) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AABOUD 19H ATLS di-photon-jet resonane
2
AABOUD 19V ATLS ATLAS review, mediator-
based DM
3
SIRUNYAN 19O CMS pp → γ 6ET
4
AABOUD 18CJ ATLS pp → V V /ℓℓ/ℓν, V =
W ,Z ,h
5
AABOUD 18CMATLS pp → e µ/e τ /µτ
6
AAIJ 18AJ LHCB pp → A′ → µ+µ−;
dark photon
7
BANERJEE 18 NA64 e Z → e Z X (A′)
8
BANERJEE 18A NA64 e Z → e Z A′, A′ → χχ
9
MARSICANO 18 E137 e
+
e
− → A′ (γ) visible
deay
10
SIRUNYAN 18BB CMS pp → Z ′ → ℓ+ ℓ− at 13
TeV
11
SIRUNYAN 18DA CMS pp → Blak Hole, string
ball, sphaleron
12
SIRUNYAN 18DDCMS pp → j j
13
SIRUNYAN 18DR CMS pp → bµµ
14
SIRUNYAN 18DU CMS pp → γγ
15
SIRUNYAN 18ED CMS pp → V → W h; h →
bb; W → ℓν
16
AABOUD 17B ATLS W H, Z H resonane
17








AAD 16O ATLS ℓ + (ℓs or jets)
19




Li → 8Be → X (17)N,
X (17) → e+ e−
21






ADAMS 97B KTEV m= 1.2{5 GeV
< 10−36{10−33 90 23 GALLAS 95 TOF m= 0.5{20 GeV
<(4{0.3)× 10−31 95 24 AKESSON 91 CNTR m = 0{5 GeV
<2 × 10−36 90 25 BADIER 86 BDMP τ = (0.05{1.)× 10−8s
<2.5× 10−35 26 GUSTAFSON 76 CNTR τ > 10−7 s
1
AABOUD 19H searhes for di-photon-jet resonane at 13 TeV and 36.7 fb
−1
of data;
no signal found and limits plaed on σ ·BR vs. mass plane for various simplied models.
2
AABOUD 19V review ATLAS searhes for mediator-based DM at 7, 8, and 13 TeV with
up to 37 fb
−1
of data; no signal found and limits set for wide variety of simplied models
of dark matter.
3
SIRUNYAN 19O searh for pp → γ 6ET at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb
−1
; no signal found and
limits set for various simplied models.
4
AABOUD 18CJ make multihannel searh for pp → V V /ℓℓ/ℓν, V = W ,Z ,h at 13
TeV, 36.1 fb
−1
; no signal found; limits plaed for several BSM models.
5
AABOUD 18CM searh for lepton-avor violating resonane in pp → eµ/e τ /µτ at 13
TeV, 36.1 fb
−1
; no signal is found and limits plaed for various BSM models.
6
AAIJ 18AJ searh for prompt and delayed dark photon deay A
′ → µ+µ− at LHCb
detetor using 1.6 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at 13 TeV; limits on m(A
′
) vs. kineti mixing
are set.
7
BANERJEE 18 searh for dark photon A
′
/16.7 MeV boson X at NA64 via e Z →
e Z X (A
′





1.3× 10−4 ≤ ǫ
e
≤ 4.2× 10−4 exluding part of the allowed parameter spae.
8
BANERJEE 18A searh for invisibly deaying dark photons in e Z → e Z A′, A′ →
invisible; no signal found and limits set on mixing for m(A
′
) < 1 GeV.
9
MARSICANO 18 searh for dark photon e
+
e
− → A′ (γ) visible deay in SLAC E137
e beam dump data. No signal observed and limits set in ǫ oupling vs m(A′) plane, see
their gure 7.
10
SIRUNYAN 18BB searh for high mass dilepton resonane; no signal found and exlude
portions of p-spae of Z
′
, KK graviton models.
11
SIRUNYAN 18DA searh for pp → Blak Hole, string ball, sphaleron via high multipliity
events at 13 TeV, 35.9 fb
−1
; no signal, require e.g. m(BH) > 10.1 TeV.
12
SIRUNYAN 18DD searh for pp → j j deviations in dijet angular distribution. No signal
observed. Set limits on large extra dimensions, blak holes and DMmediators e.g. m(BH)
> 5.9{8.2 TeV.
13
SIRUNYAN 18DR searh for dimuon resonane in pp → bµµ at 8 and 13 TeV. Slight
exess seen at m(µµ) ∼ 28 GeV in some hannels.
14
SIRUNYAN 18DU searh for high mass diphoton resonane in pp → γγ at 13 TeV using
35.9 fb
−1
; no signal; limits plaed on RS Graviton, LED, and lokwork.
15
SIRUNYAN 18ED searh for pp → V → W h; h → bb; W → ℓν at 13 TeV with
35.9 fb
−1
; no signal; limits set on m(W
′
) > 2.9 TeV.
16














AAIJ 17BR searh for long-lived hidden valley pions from Higgs deay. Limits are set on
the signal strength as a funtion of the mass and lifetime of the long-lived partile in
their Fig. 4 and Tab. 4.
18
AAD 16O searh for high ET ℓ + (ℓs or jets) with 3.2 fb
−1
at 13 TeV; exlude miro
blak holes mass < 8 TeV (Fig. 3) for models with two extra dimensions.
19
AAD 16R searh forWW ,W Z , ZZ resonane in 20.3 fb−1 at 8 TeV data; limits plaed
on massive RS graviton (Fig. 4).
20
KRASZNAHORKAY 16 report pLi → Be → e eN 5σ resonane at 16.7 MeV{ possible
evidene for nulear interferene or new light boson . However, suh nulear interferene
was ruled out already by ZANG 17.
21









, µ+µ−, e±µ∓, π+π−, K+K−, or π±K∓.
See their Fig. 2 for ross setion limits.
22
ADAMS 97B searh for a hadron-like neutral partile produed in pN interations, whih
deays into a ρ0 and a weakly interating massive partile. Upper limits are given for the
ratio to K
L
prodution for the mass range 1.2{5 GeV and lifetime 10−9{10−4 s. See
also our Light Gluino Setion.
23
GALLAS 95 limit is for a weakly interating neutral partile produed in 800 GeV/ pN




s. See their Figs. 8 and 9. Similar









AKESSON 91 limit is from weakly interating neutral long-lived partiles produed in
pN reation at 450 GeV/ performed at CERN SPS. Bourquin-Gaillard formula is used
as the prodution model. The above limit is for τ > 10−7 s. For τ > 10−9 s,
σ < 10−30 m−2/nuleon is obtained.
25
BADIER 86 looked for long-lived partiles at 300 GeV π− beam dump. The limit
applies for nonstrongly interating neutral or harged partiles with mass >2 GeV. The
limit applies for partile modes, µ+π−, µ+µ−, π+π−X, π+π−π± et. See their





GUSTAFSON 76 is a 300 GeV FNAL experiment looking for heavy (m >2 GeV) long-
lived neutral hadrons in the M4 neutral beam. The above typial value is for m = 3
GeV and assumes an interation ross setion of 1 mb. Values as a funtion of mass and
interation ross setion are given in gure 2.
Prodution of New Penetrating Non-ν Like States in Beam Dump
VALUE DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
LOSECCO 81 CALO 28 GeV protons
1
No exess neutral-urrent events leads to σ(prodution) × σ(interation)×aeptane
< 2.26× 10−71 m4/nuleon2 (CL = 90%) for light neutrals. Aeptane depends on
models (0.1 to 4.× 10−4).








Ratio to σ(e+ e− → µ+µ−) unless noted. See also entries in Free Quark Searh
and Magneti Monopole Searhes.
VALUE CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
KILE 18 ALEP e
+
e
− → 4 jets
<1 × 10−3 90 2 ABLIKIM 17AA BES3 e+ e− → ℓℓγ
3
ACKERSTAFF 98P OPAL Q=1,2/3, m=45{89.5 GeV
4
ABREU 97D DLPH Q=1,2/3, m=45{84 GeV
5
BARATE 97K ALEP Q=1, m=45{85 GeV
<2 × 10−5 95 6 AKERS 95R OPAL Q=1, m= 5{45 GeV
<1 × 10−5 95 6 AKERS 95R OPAL Q=2, m= 5{45 GeV
<2 × 10−3 90 7 BUSKULIC 93C ALEP Q=1, m=32{72 GeV
<(10−2{1) 95 8 ADACHI 90C TOPZ Q=1, m=1{16, 18{27 GeV
<7 × 10−2 90 9 ADACHI 90E TOPZ Q = 1, m = 5{25 GeV
<1.6× 10−2 95 10 KINOSHITA 82 PLAS Q=3{180, m <14.5 GeV
<5.0× 10−2 90 11 BARTEL 80 JADE Q=(3,4,5)/3 2{12 GeV
1
KILE 18 investigate arhived ALEPH e
+
e
− → 4 jets data and see 4{5 σ exess at 110
GeV.
2
ABLIKIM 17AA searh for dark photon A → ℓℓ at 3.773 GeV with 2.93 fb−1. Limits
are set in ǫ vs m(A) plane.
3
ACKERSTAFF 98P searh for pair prodution of long-lived harged partiles at E
m
between 130 and 183 GeV and give limits σ <(0.05{0.2) pb (95%CL) for spin-0 and
spin-1/2 partiles with m=45{89.5 GeV, harge 1 and 2/3. The limit is translated to the
ross setion at E
m
=183 GeV with the s dependene desribed in the paper. See their
Figs. 2{4.
4
ABREU 97D searh for pair prodution of long-lived partiles and give limits
σ <(0.4{2.3) pb (95%CL) for various enter-of-mass energies E
m
=130{136, 161, and
172 GeV, assuming an almost at prodution distribution in osθ.
5
BARATE 97K searh for pair prodution of long-lived harged partiles at E
m
= 130,
136, 161, and 172 GeV and give limits σ <(0.2{0.4) pb (95%CL) for spin-0 and spin-1/2
partiles with m=45{85 GeV. The limit is translated to the ross setion at E
m
=172
GeV with the E
m
dependene desribed in the paper. See their Figs. 2 and 3 for limits
on J = 1/2 and J = 0 ases.
6




. The limit is for the
prodution of a stable partile in multihadron events normalized to σ(e+ e− → hadrons).
Constant phase spae distribution is assumed. See their Fig. 3 for bounds for Q = ±2/3,
±4/3.
7




. The limit is for a pair or
single prodution of heavy partiles with unusual ionization loss in TPC. See their Fig. 5
and Table 1.
8
ADACHI 90C is a KEK-TRISTAN experiment with W
m
= 52{60 GeV. The limit is for
pair prodution of a salar or spin-1/2 partile. See Figs. 3 and 4.
9
ADACHI 90E is KEK-TRISTAN experiment with W
m
= 52{61.4 GeV. The above limit
is for inlusive prodution ross setion normalized to σ(e+ e− → µ+µ−)·β(3 { β2)/2,




. See the paper for the assumption about the prodution
mehanism.
10
KINOSHITA 82 is SLAC PEP experiment at W
m
= 29 GeV using lexan and
39
Cr plasti
sheets sensitive to highly ionizing partiles.
11
BARTEL 80 is DESY-PETRA experiment with W
m
= 27{35 GeV. Above limit is for
inlusive pair prodution and ranges between 1. × 10−1 and 1. × 10−2 depending on
mass and prodution momentum distributions. (See their gures 9, 10, 11).
Branhing Fration of Z
0
to a Pair of Stable Charged Heavy Fermions
VALUE CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<5× 10−6 95 1 AKERS 95R OPAL m= 40.4{45.6 GeV
<1× 10−3 95 AKRAWY 90O OPAL m = 29{40 GeV
1
AKERS 95R give the 95% CL limit σ(X X)/σ(µµ) < 1.8×10−4 for the pair prodution of
singly- or doubly-harged stable partiles. The limit applies for the mass range 40.4{45.6
GeV for X
±
and < 45.6 GeV for X±±. See the paper for bounds for Q = ±2/3, ±4/3.
LIMITS ON CHARGED PARTICLES IN HADRONIC REACTIONS
MASS LIMITS for Long-Lived Charged Heavy Fermions
Limits are for spin 1/2 partiles with no olor and SU(2)L harge. The eletri harge
Q of the partile (in the unit of e) is therefore equal to its weak hyperharge. Pair
prodution by Drell-Yan like γ and Z exhange is assumed to derive the limits.
VALUE (GeV) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •


















































AAD 15BJ use 20.3 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at E
m






= 3, 4, 5, 6.
2
CHATRCHYAN 13AB use 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at E
m











= 3, 4,. . ., 8.
3
CHATRCHYAN 13AR use 5.0 fb
−1
of pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV.
Heavy Partile Prodution Cross Setion
VALUE (nb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AABOUD 19AA ATLS BSM searh
2
AABOUD 19Q ATLS single top +MET
3
AABOUD 17D ATLS anomalous WW j j, W Z j j
4
AABOUD 17L ATLS m>870 GeV, Z(→ ν ν )t X
5
SIRUNYAN 17B CMS t H
6
SIRUNYAN 17C CMS Z + (t or b)
7
SIRUNYAN 17J CMS X
5/3 → tW
8
















<1.0 × 10−5 95 11,12 AALTONEN 09Z CDF m>100 GeV, nonolored
<4.8 × 10−5 95 11,13 AALTONEN 09Z CDF m>100 GeV, olored
< 0.31{0.04× 10−3 95 14 ABAZOV 09M D0 pair prodution
<0.19 95 15 AKTAS 04C H1 m=3{10 GeV
<0.05 95 16 ABE 92J CDF m=50{200 GeV
<30{130 17 CARROLL 78 SPEC m=2{2.5 GeV
<100 18 LEIPUNER 73 CNTR m=3{11 GeV
1
AABOUD 19AA searh for BSM physis at 13 TeV with 3.2 fb
−1
in > 105 regions of >
700 event lasses; no signiant signal found.
2
AABOUD 19Q searh for single top+MET events at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb
−1
of data;
no signal found and limits set in σ or oupling vs. mass plane for variety of simplied
models inluding DM and vetor-like top quark T .
3
AABOUD 17D searh for WW j j, W Z j j in pp ollisions at 8 TeV with 3.2 fb
−1
; set
limits on anomalous ouplings.
4
AABOUD 17L searh for the pair prodution of heavy vetor-like T quarks in the Z(→
ν ν )t X nal state.
5
SIRUNYAN 17B searh for vetor-like quark pp → T X → t HX in 2.3 fb−1 at 13
TeV; no signal seen; limits plaed.
6
SIRUNYAN 17C searh for vetor-like quark pp → T X → Z + (t or b) in 2.3 fb−1
at 13 TeV; no signal seen; limits plaed.
7
SIRUNYAN 17J searh for pp → X
5/3X5/3 → tW tW with 2.3 fb
−1
at 13 TeV. No
signal seen: m(X ) > 1020 (990) GeV for RH (LH) new harge 5/3 quark.
8
AAIJ 15BD searh for prodution of long-lived partiles in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 and
8 TeV. See their Table 6 for ross setion limits.
9






=(2{6)e in pp ollisions
at E
m
= 7 TeV with 4.4 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 8 for ross setion limits.
10
AAD 11I searh for prodution of highly ionizing massive partiles in pp ollisions at
E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 3.1 pb
−1







17e, Table 6 for limits on pair prodution ross setion.
11
AALTONEN 09Z searh for long-lived harged partiles in pp ollisions at E
m
= 1.96
TeV with L = 1.0 fb
−1
. The limits are on prodution ross setion for a partile of mass




∣ . 0.7, p
T
> 40 GeV, and 0.4 < β < 1.0.
12
Limit for weakly interating harge-1 partile.
13
Limit for up-quark like partile.
14
ABAZOV 09M searh for pair prodution of long-lived harged partiles in pp ollisions
at E
m
= 1.96 TeV with L = 1.1 fb
−1
. Limit on the ross setion of (0.31{0.04) pb
(95% CL) is given for the mass range of 60{300 GeV, assuming the kinematis of stau
pair prodution.
15
AKTAS 04C look for harged partile photoprodution at HERA with mean .m. energy
of 200 GeV.
16
ABE 92J look for pair prodution of unit-harged partiles whih leave detetor before
deaying. Limit shown here is for m=50 GeV. See their Fig. 5 for dierent harges and
stronger limits for higher mass.
17
CARROLL 78 look for neutral, S = −2 dihyperon resonane in pp → 2K+X. Cross




LEIPUNER 73 is an NAL 300 GeV p experiment. Would have deteted partiles with
lifetime greater than 200 ns.








) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN CHG COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<2.6× 10−36 90 1 BALDIN 76 CNTR − Q= 1, m=2.1{9.4 GeV
<2.2× 10−33 90 2 ALBROW 75 SPEC ± Q= ±1, m=4{15 GeV
<1.1× 10−33 90 2 ALBROW 75 SPEC ± Q= ±2, m=6{27 GeV
<8. × 10−35 90 3 JOVANOV... 75 CNTR ± m=15{26 GeV
<1.5× 10−34 90 3 JOVANOV... 75 CNTR ± Q= ±2, m=3{10 GeV
<6. × 10−35 90 3 JOVANOV... 75 CNTR ± Q= ±2, m=10{26 GeV
<1. × 10−31 90 4 APPEL 74 CNTR ± m=3.2{7.2 GeV
2089
See key on page 999 Searhes Partile Listings
Other Partile Searhes
<5.8× 10−34 90 5 ALPER 73 SPEC ± m=1.5{24 GeV
<1.2× 10−35 90 6 ANTIPOV 71B CNTR − Q=−, m=2.2{2.8
<2.4× 10−35 90 7 ANTIPOV 71C CNTR − Q=−, m=1.2{1.7,
2.1{4
<2.4× 10−35 90 BINON 69 CNTR − Q=−, m=1{1.8 GeV
<1.5× 10−36 8 DORFAN 65 CNTR Be target m=3{7 GeV
<3.0× 10−36 8 DORFAN 65 CNTR Fe target m=3{7 GeV
1
BALDIN 76 is a 70 GeV Serpukhov experiment. Value is per Al nuleus at θ = 0. For













. Assumes stable partile interating with matter
as do antiprotons.
2
ALBROW 75 is a CERN ISR experiment with E
m
= 53 GeV. θ = 40 mr. See gure 5
for mass ranges up to 35 GeV.
3
JOVANOVICH 75 is a CERN ISR 26+26 and 15+15 GeV pp experiment. Figure 4
overs ranges Q = 1/3 to 2 and m = 3 to 26 GeV. Value is per GeV momentum.
4
APPEL 74 is NAL 300 GeV pW experiment. Studies forward prodution of heavy (up
to 24 GeV) harged partiles with momenta 24{200 GeV (−harge) and 40{150 GeV
(+harge). Above typial value is for 75 GeV and is per GeV momentum per nuleon.
5
ALPER 73 is CERN ISR 26+26 GeV pp experiment. p >0.9 GeV, 0.2 < β <0.65.
6
ANTIPOV 71B is from same 70 GeV p experiment as ANTIPOV 71C and BINON 69.
7
ANTIPOV 71C limit inferred from ux ratio. 70 GeV p experiment.
8
DORFAN 65 is a 30 GeV/ p experiment at BNL. Units are per GeV momentum per
nuleus.






/N) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN CHG COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
< 5{700 × 10−35 90 1 BERNSTEIN 88 CNTR
< 5{700 × 10−37 90 1 BERNSTEIN 88 CNTR
<2.5× 10−36 90 2 THRON 85 CNTR − Q= 1, m=4{12 GeV
<1. × 10−35 90 2 THRON 85 CNTR + Q= 1, m=4{12 GeV
<6. × 10−33 90 3 ARMITAGE 79 SPEC m=1.87 GeV
<1.5× 10−33 90 3 ARMITAGE 79 SPEC m=1.5{3.0 GeV
4
BOZZOLI 79 CNTR ± Q = (2/3, 1, 4/3, 2)
<1.1× 10−37 90 5 CUTTS 78 CNTR m=4{10 GeV
<3.0× 10−37 90 6 VIDAL 78 CNTR m=4.5{6 GeV
1
BERNSTEIN 88 limits apply at x = 0.2 and p
T
= 0. Mass and lifetime dependene
of limits are shown in the regions: m = 1.5{7.5 GeV and τ = 10−8{2 × 10−6 s. First
number is for hadrons; seond is for weakly interating partiles.
2
THRON 85 is FNAL 400 GeV proton experiment. Mass determined from measured
veloity and momentum. Limits are for τ > 3× 10−9 s.
3
ARMITAGE 79 is CERN-ISR experiment at E
m
= 53 GeV. Value is for x = 0.1 and
p
T
= 0.15. Observed partiles at m = 1.87 GeV are found all onsistent with being
antideuterons.
4
BOZZOLI 79 is CERN-SPS 200 GeV pN experiment. Looks for partile with τ larger
than 10
−8
s. See their gure 11{18 for prodution ross-setion upper limits vs mass.
5
CUTTS 78 is pBe experiment at FNAL sensitive to partiles of τ > 5× 10−8 s. Value




VIDAL 78 is FNAL 400 GeV proton experiment. Value is for x = 0 and p
T
= 0. Puts
lifetime limit of < 5× 10−8 s on partile in this mass range.
Long-Lived Heavy Partile Prodution
(σ(Heavy Partile) / σ(π))
VALUE EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN CHG COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<10−8 1 NAKAMURA 89 SPEC ± Q= (−5/3,±2)
0
2
BUSSIERE 80 CNTR ± Q= (2/3,1,4/3,2)
1
NAKAMURA 89 is KEK experiment with 12 GeV protons on Pt target. The limit applies
for mass . 1.6 GeV and lifetime & 10−7 s.
2
BUSSIERE 80 is CERN-SPS experiment with 200{240 GeV protons on Be and Al target.
See their gures 6 and 7 for ross-setion ratio vs mass.





) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<20 to 800 1 ALEKSEEV 76 ELEC τ=5 ms to 1 day
<200 to 2000 1 ALEKSEEV 76B ELEC τ=100 ms to 1 day
<1.4 to 9 2 FRANKEL 75 CNTR τ=50 ms to 10 hours
<0.1 to 9 3 FRANKEL 74 CNTR τ=1 to 1000 hours
1
ALEKSEEV 76 and ALEKSEEV 76B are 61{70 GeV p Serpukhov experiment. Cross
setion is per Pb nuleus.
2
FRANKEL 75 is extension of FRANKEL 74.
3
FRANKEL 74 looks for partiles produed in thik Al targets by 300{400 GeV/ protons.
Long-Lived Partile (LLP) Searh at Hadron Collisions
Limits are for ross setion times branhing ratio.
VALUE
(pb/nuleon) DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
AAD 20D ATLS pp → LLPs at 13 TeV
2
AABOUD 19AE ATLS pp at 13 TeV
3
AABOUD 19AK ATLS pp →  → Z Z
d
4
AABOUD 19AMATLS DY multi-harged LLP prodution
5
AABOUD 19AO ATLS LLP via displaed jets
6
AABOUD 19AT ATLS heavy, harged long-lived partiles
7
AABOUD 19G ATLS LLP deay to µ+µ−
8
SIRUNYAN 19BH CMS LLP via displaed jets
9
SIRUNYAN 19BT CMS LLP via displaed jets+MET
10
SIRUNYAN 19CA CMS LLP → γ searh
11
SIRUNYAN 19Q CMS pp → j + displaed dark quark jet
12
SIRUNYAN 18AWCMS Long-lived partile searh
13
AAIJ 16AR LHCB H → X X long-lived partiles
14
KHACHATRY...16BWCMS diret prodution: HSCPs
< 2 at 90%CL 15 BADIER 86 BDMP τ = (0.05{1.)× 10−8s
1
AAD 20D searh for opposite-sign dileptons originating from long-lived partiles in pp
ollisions at 13 Tev with 32.8 fb
−1
; limits plaed in squark ross setion vs. τ plane
for RPV SUSY.
2





data (depending on a trigger) at 13 TeV; no signal found and limits set in branhing
ratio vs. deay length plane.
3
AABOUD 19AK searhes for long-lived partile Z
d





; no signal found and limits set in σ×BR vs. lifetime plane for simplied
model.
4
AABOUD 19AM searh for Drell-Yan (DY) prodution of long-lived multi-harge partiles
at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb
−1
of data; no signal found and exlude 50 GeV < m(LLMCP)








AABOUD 19AO searh for neutral long-lived partiles produing displaed jets at 13 TeV
with 36.1 fb
−1
of data; no signal found and exlude regions of σ ·BR vs. lifetime plane
for various models.
6
AABOUD 19AT searh for heavy, harged long-lived partiles at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb
−1
;
no signal found and upper limits set on masses of various hypothetial partiles.
7
AABOUD 19G searh for long-lived partile with deay to µ+µ− at 13 TeV with 32.9
fb
−1
; no signal found and limits set in ombinations of lifetime, mass and oupling
planes for various simplied models.
8
SIRUNYAN 19BH searh for long-lived SUSY partiles via displaed jets at 13 TeV with
35.9 fb
−1
; no signal found and limits plaed in mass vs lifetime plane for various hypo-
thetial models.
9
SIRUNYAN 19BT searh for displaed jet(s)+ 6ET at 13 TeV with 137 fb
−1
; no signal
found and limits plaed in mass vs lifetime plane for gauge mediated SUSY breaking
models.
10
SIRUNYAN 19CA searh for gluino/squark deay to long-lived neutralino, deay to γ in
GMSB; no signal, limits plaed in m(χ) vs. lifetime plane for SPS8 GMSB benhmark
point .
11
SIRUNYAN 19Q searh for pp → j + displaed jet via dark quark with 13 TeV at 16.1
fb
−1
; no signal found and limits set in mass vs lifetime plane for dark quark/dark pion
model.
12
SIRUNYAN 18AW searh for very long lived partiles (LLPs) deaying hadronially or to
µµ in CMS detetor; none seen/limits set on lifetime vs. ross setion.
13
AAIJ 16AR searh for long lived partiles from H → X X with displaed X deay vertex
using 0.62 fb
−1
at 7 TeV; limits set in Fig. 7.
14
KHACHATRYAN 16BW searh for heavy stable harged partiles via ToF with 2.5 fb
−1
at 13 TeV; require stable m(gluinoball) > 1610 GeV.
15
BADIER 86 looked for long-lived partiles at 300 GeV π− beam dump. The limit
applies for nonstrongly interating neutral or harged partiles with mass >2 GeV. The
limit applies for partile modes, µ+π−, µ+µ−, π+π−X, π+π−π± et. See their
gure 5 for the ontours of limits in the mass-τ plane for eah mode.
Long-Lived Heavy Partile Cross Setion
VALUE (pb/sr) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •









RAM 94 searh for a long-lived doubly-harged fermion X
++




+mπ and baryon number +1 in the reation pp → X
++
n. No andidate is
found. The limit is for the ross setion at 15
◦
sattering angle at 460 MeV inident
energy and applies for τ(X++) ≫ 0.1 µs.
LIMITS ON CHARGED PARTICLES IN COSMIC RAYS







) CL% EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
ALVIS 18 MAJD Frationally harged
< 1 × 10−8 90 0 2 AGNESE 15 CDM2 Q = 1/6
∼ 6 × 10−9 2 3 SAITO 90 Q ≃ 14, m ≃
370m
p
< 1.4 × 10−12 90 0 4 MINCER 85 CALO m ≥ 1 TeV
5
SAKUYAMA 83B PLAS m ∼ 1 TeV
< 1.7 × 10−11 99 0 6 BHAT 82 CC
< 1. × 10−9 90 0 7 MARINI 82 CNTR Q= 1, m ∼ 4.5m
p




YOCK 81 SPRK Frationally harged
3.0 × 10−9 3 9 YOCK 80 SPRK m ∼ 4.5 m
p
(4 ±1)× 10−11 3 GOODMAN 79 ELEC m ≥ 5 GeV
< 1.3 × 10−9 90 10 BHAT 78 CNTR m >1 GeV
< 1.0 × 10−9 0 BRIATORE 76 ELEC
< 7. × 10−10 90 0 YOCK 75 ELEC Q >7e or < −7e
> 6. × 10−9 5 11 YOCK 74 CNTR m >6 GeV
< 3.0 × 10−8 0 DARDO 72 CNTR
< 1.5 × 10−9 0 TONWAR 72 CNTR m >10 GeV
< 3.0 × 10−10 0 BJORNBOE 68 CNTR m >5 GeV





ALVIS 18 searh for frational harged ux of osmi matter at Majorana demonstrator;
no signal observed and limits are set on the ux of lightly ionizing partiles for harge as
low as e/1000.
2
See AGNESE 15 Fig. 6 for limits extending down to Q = 1/200.
3
SAITO 90 andidates arry about 450 MeV/nuleon. Cannot be aounted for by on-
ventional bakgrounds. Consistent with strange quark matter hypothesis.
4
MINCER 85 is high statistis study of alorimeter signals delayed by 20{200 ns. Cali-
bration with AGS beam shows they an be aounted for by rare utuations in signals
from low-energy hadrons in the shower. Claim that previous delayed signals inluding
BJORNBOE 68, DARDO 72, BHAT 82, SAKUYAMA 83B below may be due to this fake
eet.
5
SAKUYAMA 83B analyzed 6000 extended air shower events. Inrease of delayed partiles
and hange of lateral distribution above 10
17
eV may indiate prodution of very heavy
parent at top of atmosphere.
6
BHAT 82 observed 12 events with delay > 2.×10−8 s and with more than 40 partiles. 1
eV has good hadron shower. However all events are delayed in only one of two detetors
in loud hamber, and ould not be due to strongly interating massive partile.
7
MARINI 82 applied PEP-ounter for TOF. Above limit is for veloity = 0.54 of light.
Limit is inonsistent with YOCK 80 YOCK 81 events if isotropi dependene on zenith
angle is assumed.
8
YOCK 81 saw another 3 events with Q = ±1 and m about 4.5m
p
as well as 2 events
with m >5.3m
p
, Q = ±0.75 ± 0.05 and m >2.8m
p
, Q = ±0.70 ± 0.05 and 1 event
with m = (9.3 ± 3.)m
p
, Q = ±0.89 ± 0.06 as possible heavy andidates.
9
YOCK 80 events are with harge exatly or approximately equal to unity.
10
BHAT 78 is at Kolar gold elds. Limit is for τ > 10−6 s.
11
YOCK 74 events ould be tritons.








) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
1
ADRIANI 15 PMLA 4 < m < 1.2× 105 m
p
<5 × 10−16 90 2 AMBROSIO 00B MCRO m> 5× 1014 GeV
<1.8× 10−12 90 3 ASTONE 93 CNTR m ≥ 1.5× 10−13gram
<1.1× 10−14 90 4 AHLEN 92 MCRO 10−10 <m< 0.1 gram
<2.2× 10−14 90 5 NAKAMURA 91 PLAS m> 1011 GeV
<6.4× 10−16 90 6 ORITO 91 PLAS m> 1012 GeV
<2.0× 10−11 90 7 LIU 88 BOLO m> 1.5× 10−13 gram
<4.7× 10−12 90 8 BARISH 87 CNTR 1.4× 108 <m< 1012 GeV
<3.2× 10−11 90 9 NAKAMURA 85 CNTR m > 1.5× 10−13gram
<3.5× 10−11 90 10 ULLMAN 81 CNTR Plank-mass 1019GeV
<7. × 10−11 90 10 ULLMAN 81 CNTR m ≤ 1016 GeV
1
ADRIANI 15 searh for relatively light quark matter with harge Z = 1{8. See their Figs.
2 and 3 for ux upper limits.
2
AMBROSIO 00B searhed for quark matter (\nulearites") in the veloity range
(10
−5
{1) . The listed limit is for 2× 10−3 .
3
ASTONE 93 searhed for quark matter (\nulearites") in the veloity range (10
−3
{1) .
Their Table 1 gives a ompilation of searhes for nulearites.
4
AHLEN 92 searhed for quark matter (\nulearites"). The bound applies to veloity
< 2.5× 10−3 . See their Fig. 3 for other veloity/ and heavier mass range.
5
NAKAMURA 91 searhed for quark matter in the veloity range (4× 10−5{1) .
6






LIU 88 searhed for quark matter (\nulearites") in the veloity range (2.5× 10−3{1).
A less stringent limit of 5.8× 10−11 applies for (1{2.5)× 10−3.
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NAKAMURA 85 at KEK searhed for quark-matter. These might be lumps of strange
quark matter with roughly equal numbers of u, d, s quarks. These lumps or nulearites






ULLMAN 81 is sensitive for heavy slow singly harge partile reahing earth with vertial
veloity 100{350 km/s.






) CL% EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
<0.4 95 0 KINOSHITA 81B PLAS Z/β 30{100
SEARCHES FOR BLACK HOLE PRODUCTION
VALUE DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, ts, limits, et. • • •
not seen
1
AABOUD 16P ATLS 13 TeV pp → eµ, e τ , µτ
2
AAD 15AN ATLS 8 TeV pp → multijets
3
AAD 14A ATLS 8 TeV pp → γ + jet
4
AAD 14AL ATLS 8 TeV pp → ℓ + jet
5
AAD 14C ATLS 8 TeV pp → ℓ + (ℓ or jets)
6
AAD 13D ATLS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
7
CHATRCHYAN13A CMS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
8
CHATRCHYAN13AD CMS 8 TeV pp → multijets
9
AAD 12AK ATLS 7 TeV pp → ℓ + (ℓ or jets)
10
CHATRCHYAN12W CMS 7 TeV pp → multijets
11
AAD 11AG ATLS 7 TeV pp → 2 jets
1
AABOUD 16P set limits on quantum BH prodution in n = 6 ADD or n = 1 RS models.
2
AAD 15AN searh for blak hole or string ball formation followed by its deay to multijet
nal states, in pp ollisions at E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Figs. 6{8
for limits.
3
AAD 14A searh for quantum blak hole formation followed by its deay to a γ and a jet,
in pp ollisions at E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 20 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 3 for limits.
4
AAD 14AL searh for quantum blak hole formation followed by its deay to a lepton and
a jet, in pp ollisions at E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 2 for limits.
5
AAD 14C searh for mirosopi (semilassial) blak hole formation followed by its deay
to nal states with a lepton and ≥ 2 (leptons or jets), in pp ollisions at E
m
= 8 TeV
with L = 20.3 fb
−1
. See their Figures 8{11, Tables 7, 8 for limits.
6
AAD 13D searh for quantum blak hole formation followed by its deay to two jets, in
pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 4.8 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 8 and Table 3 for
limits.
7
CHATRCHYAN 13A searh for quantum blak hole formation followed by its deay to
two jets, in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 5 fb
−1
. See their Figs. 5 and 6 for
limits.
8
CHATRCHYAN 13AD searh for mirosopi (semilassial) blak hole formation followed
by its evapolation to multipartile nal states, in multijet (inluding γ, ℓ) events in pp
ollisions at E
m
= 8 TeV with L = 12 fb
−1
. See their Figs. 5{7 for limits.
9
AAD 12AK searh for mirosopi (semilassial) blak hole formation followed by its
deay to nal states with a lepton and ≥ 2 (leptons or jets), in pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 1.04 fb
−1
. See their Fig. 4 and 5 for limits.
10
CHATRCHYAN 12W searh for mirosopi (semilassial) blak hole formation followed
by its evapolation to multipartile nal states, in multijet (inluding γ, ℓ) events in pp
ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 4.7 fb
−1
. See their Figs. 5{8 for limits.
11
AAD 11AG searh for quantum blak hole formation followed by its deay to two jets, in
pp ollisions at E
m
= 7 TeV with L = 36 pb
−1
. See their Fig. 11 and Table 4 for
limits.
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